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Abstract

Recent technological advances in computers and communications make possible the
integration of data systems and the exchange of data among them on an expanding scale.
However, the full effect of these advances cannot be realized unless the need for uniform
understanding of the common information (data elements) and their expression ir, data
systems is recognized and a means provided to effectively manage this information. The
increasing interrelationships among the data systems of Federal, State, and local governments,
and with industry and the public add emphasis and dimension to the need for the improved
management of data elements in information processing.

These Proceedings are for the first Symposium on the Management of Data Elements in
Information Processing held at the National Bureau of Standards on 1974 January 24 and 25.
Over 400 representatives of Federal and State governments, industry ane universities from
30 states, from Canada, and Sweden were in attendance. 34 speakers discussed data element
management in the fields of health care, water resources, state government information
systems, transportation, libraries, market research, manufacturing, banking, information
retrieval systems, military systems, computer programming and software system,, and motor
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Introduction to the Program of the
Symposium on the Management of Data Elements

In Information Processing

David V. Savidge, Program Chairman
Manager, Logistics

Data Transmission Company
Vienna, Virginia 22180

Lobachevsky, about 1600 A.D., wrote "God made the integers. The rest of mathematics
was invented by man." We can add another truism - Information Processing was invented by
man. Before there was mathematics, man collected, stored and used information in the form
of numbers.

Pythagoras, about 600 B.C., is reported to have said, "Number rules the Universe." He
did this without having the benefit of the "ten wonderful numbers of the Egyptians" to quote
Leonardo da Pisa (Fibonacci) about 1200 A.D. Pythagoras' number system consisted of the
twenty-five letters of the Greek alphabet plus two additional characters which permitted
them to count up to 999 with no more than three letters. The thousands group was represented
by the same twenty-seven characters with the addition of a little squiggle to indicate 1000
tires the value. This must have been awkward.

The facility afforted by the ten symbols, zero through nine, proved so effective that by
the end of World War II they were accepted and understood by all trading nations. This set
had become a world-wide de facto standard within eight hundred years of its first introduction
to the commerce of Europe.

The 1940's saw the invention, by man, of many tools to expedite information processing.
Information processing, using computers, requires the interchange of information between the
processing units of a system. Over the past twenty years, we have seen the definition of
such a system change from the rigid hardware concept of a single generation from one
manufacturer all under the same control to a multi-generation, multi-manufacturer, multi-
location and multi-control concept.

A major step in this evolution was the adoption of the American Standard Code for
Information Interchange (ASCII). This provided a means for the interchange between
heterogcneous units. We are met after much data has been collected and exchanged by those
units - some in ASCII and some in Extended Binary Coded Decimal Interchange Code (EBCDIC).
We have learned that encoding and decoding characters is not too expensive. We have also
learned that effective interchange is only possible if the members of the community of
interest attach the same meanings to the same symbols used in the interchange.

We are fortunate in having representatives from a broad spectrum of communities of
interest discuss their experiences in making the interchange of information more effective
Some communities represent single functions under the same ownership or control. Some are
conglomerates. Some are confederates and some are competitors. All have found an economic
need to interchange information.

Each presenter has been asked to describe certain aspects of the community he represents.
This was done to make it easier to relate your own problems and experiences to those discussed.
With the variety of communities to be presented, you may be able to identify with one or more
of them.

We hope you submitted some written questions at the time you picked up your registration
package. Additional written questions will be picked up on the aisles after each presentation
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as the next presenter asks questions of the preceding speakers. The mechanism of questions
before speeches gives each presenter. the opportunity to clarify any ideas he may have picked
up before making a possibly incorrect assumption.

At the conclusion of all formal presentations in a session, each speaker will respond
to as many of the written questions as time permits. The ones not reached orally will be
covered in the speaker's supplement which will appear in the proceedings.

Free interchange of information can only occur if there is complete understanding. The
format of this symposium is intended to achieve this as much as possible.

NOTE:

A Form is provided in the back of these Proceedings for your recommendations and
suggestions for future conferences. We welcome your Ideas!



Control of Logistics Data
in the Department of Defense

T. M. Albert
1

Logistics Management Institute
Washington, D. C. 20016

Within the Department cf Defense (DoD), logistics
oriented information interchange is controlled by DoD-
wide standard procedures. Five major areas are presently
covered: requisitioning, inventory reporting, transpor-
tation, system evaluation, and contract administration.
Data moves between the Military Services/Agencies via a
major world-wide communications network and through a
logistics traffic routing and data collecting computer
system. Traffic volume exceeds 25 million, 80 column
records per month, 'And many other systems in several
organizations are interfaced. A number of data files/
bases, and a variety of computer hardware and software
in many locations are involved.

Management and control of change of the
environment has tecome a problem and a study is
presently ongoing. The paper provides a status report
of the effort, describing background, current con-
ditions, and key problem areas. The problem is
defined, and basic goals and directions indicated. Data
Element Dictionaries (DED) as a key first step of data
base control are stressed and a systems structure
involving a hierarchy of DED's is suggested.

Key words: Change control; communication networks; data
bases; data directory; data element dictionary;
logistics; systems interfaces.

1. Introduction

In the best of cases, the management of data elements in information
processing is not a simple thing. Even in a small, dedicated environment it
is difficult to convince management to treat information as a resource, to
manage it, and to build or convert to a system based on data banks.

1
Project Director
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Management prefers to develop programs to produce a specific result.

Consider then, the problems of the management of data and information on
an extremely large scale--logistics--throughout the Department of Defense
(DoD). More particularly, we will examine the DoD Standard Logistics Date
Systems with all the ramifications of the separate interests of the various
Services and Agencies, the variety of software and hardware, and the heavy
investment in program oriented systems.

At the time this paper was written, the Logistics Management Institute
(LMI) was mid-way in the schedule of a project titled "Control of Change
Within the DOD Standard Logistics Data Systems." Herein is briefly described,
as they pertain to Data Management, the background and existing environment
of DoD standard logistics systems, as well as certain preliminary obser-
vations by the Institute of key problems, and approaches.

2. Background

In the early 1960's, in the Department of Defense, efforts were begun
toward the development and implementation of Military Standard Logistics
Data Syst, ms (MILS). DoD indicated that these systems be utilized in the
implementation of approved DoD policies in such logistics functicaal areas as
catalog'ng, inventory management, transportation and movement, storage and
distribu,..ion, and maintenance. The broad aims of the efforts were to provide
compatible methods of logistics information interchange between the Services
and Agencies in order to increase DoD-wide cooperation and thereby improve
the effectiveness of logistics support at greater efficiency and economy.

Certain specifics of policy are as follows:

"A. Military standard logistics data systems will be designed to:

1. Provide common data languages via standard forms, formats,
data elements, codes and rules for their application. to
facilitate data interchange and compatibility among users of
logistics data.

2. Optimize the use of automatic data processing equipment and
digital communications networks for improved logistics
operations.

3. Provide a common data base to DoD Components, affected
Federal Agencies, Foreign Governments and industrial
organizations for use in designing and implementing
compatible procedures which (a) involve coding, trans-
mitting, receiving, decoding and using logistics infor-
mation; and (p) will generally improve operations, customer
satisfaction and management control.

B. Approved standard data elements and related features established
under DOD Directive 5000.11 will be utilized in the design of new
military standard logistics data systems . . ." (1)

Al bert 2



The general results of DOD efforts to date are five MILS systems:

Military Standard Requisitio:ling and Issue Procelures (MILSTRIP)

Military Standard Transaction Reporting and Accounting
Procedures (MILSTRAP)

Military Standard Transportation _Ind Movement Procedures (MILSTAMP)

Military Supply and Transportation Evaluation Procedures (MILSTEP)

Military Standard Contract Administration Procedures (MILSCAP)

These systems are actually standard procedures for controlling logistics
information interchange. They provide a standard system of codes, data
elements, formats, policy and procedures for use within and between the
Military Services and Agencies.

MILSTRIP, implemented in 1962, provides for the interchange of
requisitioning and issue information for most materiel commodities. MIL-
STRAP, implemented in 1963, concerns inventory accounting information.
MILSTAMP, implemented in 1966, provides forms, codes and procedures for the
movement of materiel. MILSTEP, implemented in 1968, prescribes reports and
methods of data collection to measure supply system performance and trans-
portation effectiveness. MILSCAP, partially implemented in 1971, provides
procedures and details for the interchange of contract-related information
between and among DoD components and contractors. Other potential candidates
for inclusion in MILS are applications such as billing and accounting for
materiel sales, procurement, maintenance, and interservice support of weapon
systems. With the exception of some aspects of MILSTEP, the MILS are
transaction oriented.

To utilize these various procedures advantageously, there was
implemented in 1965, a system called the Defense Automatic Addressing System
(DAAS). DAAS is a real time, direct access digital computer system with
buffered line connections to the Automatic Digital Network (AUTODIN) Switch-
ing Centers of the Defense Communications System. The DAAS concept is based
on transmitting messages to a single designated point for editing, addressing,
routing and retransmission; its reference files include the complete DoD
Activity Address Directory.

MesEages containing supply related information such as requisitions,
supply status, and follow-ups are called documents and are in the form of
80 column records. DAAS performs a number of editing and checking functions,
and also stores (for 30 days) an image of each document in a data bank.
Valuable statistical reports are produced monthly from this data bank.

Currently only MILSTRIP, MILSTRAP, and MILSCAP documents are processed
through DAAS. DAAS computers are in two locations and present average
message volume is approximately 25 million documents per month. MILSTAMP
documents also may soon be added to DPAS processing. Computer hardware is
presently being changed to provide greater capability.

Mention must also be made of the Federal Catalog System (FCS) maintained
and operated by the Defense Logistics Services Center (DLSC). The FCS pro-
vides for a single uniform catalog system (made up of many automated files)
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which, in part, includes the centralized assignment and control of Federal
Stock Number identification to more than four million active items of supply,
as well as nearly two million items in inactive status. This gigantic data
collection and cataloging effort, which began in 1952, replaced many
separate systems in DoD with a standard system utilized by everyone involved
in the Federal Government's logistics operations.

DLSC is responsible for uniquely naming, identifying, classifying and
numbering each item in the catalog system. The information is disseminated
via printed catalog, microform, punched card, or magnetic tape, and as a
response to unique queries. Several types of materiel-use analysis reports
are also oroduced.

DLSC uses a variety of computers and AUTODIN to provide its services, and
present message traffic is between five and six million 80 column records per
month.

The Federal Catalog System is well on its way to being further
automated in a system called the Defense Integrated Data System (DIDS).
DIDS, as planned, will integrate FCS files and utilize an extremely large
central data bank, one approaching 15 billion characters of disc storage in
size. Computer hardware for DIDS will be Burroughs B6700 systems. The
consolidation of such a great amount of logistics data by DIDS along with
integrated hardware and software will provide for greatly expanded
capability for quick access to extended logistics information.

It should be understood that the various functions discussed above, of
the several systems mentioned, do not fully describe the range of pro-
cessing and reporting carried out. Further, when the new computer equipment
for DAAS is operational, and DIDS is implemented, it is planned to have these
systems interface or "talk to" each other.

3. Current Conditions and Operations

Before proceeding further, it must be emphasized that the MILS and their
related systems, all things considered, function very well. They perform
extremely useful, necessary, and valuable services, and are accepted and
counted on by the Military Services and Agencies. They provide a common
language with which the Services can "talk to each other logistically.
This is becoming more and more important because of the advent of single
management of items of supply or weapon systems. For example, the Defense
Supply Agency manages the procurement, storage, and distribution of many
items which are used by all the Military Services.

However, as their use has increased, the MILS have become complicated
through many changes and adjustments. Procedures which could be considered
marginal to the specific purpose of a MILS have been added as activities to
be covered. For example, MILSTRIP is defined as the requisitioning and
issue system and provides for processing transactions related thereto.
Consideration has been given to letting it cover the process of excess
inventory reporting which is not directly related to MILSTRIP fundamentals.

The field on the MILSTRIP docuent which identifies the transaction to be
handled (the purpose of the particular punched card) is called the Document
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Identifier Code. ro further illustrate complication, the field is three
positions long and has over 150 possible combinations. Other fields have
larger possible combinations.

As a very simple exempla of how the MILS function, consider the need of
an Air Force installation in Europe for a truck motor carburetor. If the
item is not in stock locally, a MILSTRIP, 80 column card, requisition is
created. The requisition includes among other things, identification of
the item, quantity, the requisitioner, the source address, and priority.
The document is sent via AUTODIN to DAAS in the United States. DAAS, in
real time, edits the requisition--checks the item number and address, and
sends back any error messages. In some cases, the requisition is trans-
mitted on to the address specified; in others, it is rerouted to one or
more different addresses of source of supply. In our example, an Any
installation would receive the requisition, since the Army manages vehicle
parts.

The recipient of the requisition is usually an Inventory Control Point
(ICP) which receives the requisition on a punched card, magnetic tape, or
a hard copy print out. The information is then handled manually or is
entered into the local ADP system. The process of releasing the
carburetor from a warehouse and notifying the requisitioner of the order
status is generally handled by additional MILSTRIP documents but in some
cases MILSTRAP documents would be necessary.

When the item is ready to be picked up to be shipped, a MILSTAMP
document is created to notify the DoD functions responsible for trans-
portation. Other MILSTAMP documents are created at various points in the
carburetor's journey to the requisitioner. The MILS are, of course,
geared to handle many more functions specific to any supply and distribution
operation.

On an after-the-fact basis, certain items of information are derived
from the MILSTRIP an' MILSTAMP documents and summarized to provide a measure
of supply and shipping performance for top management.

As mentioned, the MILS procedures documentation specify the codes and
methods to be used. Presumably these standard codes would also be used in
each Service's unique supply-oriented application systems. In fact, in many
cases, they are. However, past the first level of MILS systems interfaces
to the Services we find more and more changes and adjustments to codes and
methods. Each Service does not use the MILS in the same way, and each
Service implements them through thei' own internal documents.

4. Administration

DoD policy places MILS administration in the Defense Supply Agency (DSA)
with the exception of MILSTAMP which is administered by the Army. In DSA
there is a small group called MILS Systems Administrators who are competent
and individually at a reasonable management level. However, organizationally,
they are at a relatively low level. Their function is basically to monitor
the systems' use, maintain the central documentation, and generally
coordinate MILS affairs. Beyond this there is no dedicated entity at any
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level within DoD which has as its sole objective the responSIbility for
planning and expansion of the MILS. It must be noted here that we are speak-
ing only of the MILS systems and not the wider, overall logistics environment
where much planning is currently ongoing.

The MILS Administrators also individually head Focal Point Committees.
An example would be the MILSTRAP Focal Point Committee made up of a
representative of each using Service/Agency. Periodic meetings are held to
discuss and decide on adjustments to the procedures.

5. The LMI Task

In mid-1973, LMI was asked by the Office of the Assistant Secretary of
Defense for Installations and Logistics to recommend improvements in the
management and control of change to the MILS in order to provide more
effective interface and coordination among the Service/Agencies.

How are changes to the MILS accomplished currently? Suppose a
responsible person at a Navy ICP decided that a change must be made to a
particular MILSTRIP code. He would propose this change in writing; the
letter would pass up through command channels to arrive eventually at the
MILSTRIP Focal Point Committee. If the committee considered the report
worthwhile, a draft of a change proposal would be created and disseminated
through the Services via each Service's contact point. Comments on the
change would flow back to the committee, who, if it still considered the
change worthwhile, would write the final change statement. This final
statement would also be disseminated for approval or adjustment through the
Services.

Upon final approval, the change is issued to all using parties for
implementation. This effort, to arrive at concurrence for a change, can
take from one to six months or even longer.

Implementing the change of a code, is the major problem. What must be
done, is to make a change to, literally, hundreds of ADP systems to take
affect at a single point in time. These systems are written in many
different languages for many different kinds of computer hardware. Manpower
and computer resources must be scheduled and applied. On-going programming
or development may have to be postponed, or the change must be delayed.
Time schedules for major projects may have to be adjusted. Change imple-
mentation of this type can take from six months to four years.

Basic problem areas from the above can be stated as follows:

The difficulty involved in the implementation and coordination of
changes to various systems;

The lack of a formal change mechanism;

The difficulties inherent in change control because of the many
interfaces with other Service/Agency systems;

The need for further standardization efforts;
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Current organizational responsibilities; and

Measures of system effectiveness.

In its task, LMI was asked to review and consider pertinent DoD policy
and organization, the interface relationships among the MILS and the othe.:
DoD logistics data systems, and existing techniques for managing change and
for data base management. The aspects of policy and organization will not
be discussed in this paper beyond the following--in the kind and size of
environment we are discussing, control of information, its movement, use and
standardization requires one or a few strong points of control. The kind of
services being discussed or needed must be carried out efficiently, must not
be too fragmented, and must be provided without usurping management prerog-
ative and operational control.

6. Approaches to Improvement

Control of change can be approached by adjustment of membership and
organizational level of Focal Point Committees, and setting tighter
schedules for concurrence on changes and for implementing changes. For
example, a cyclical approach for change implementation could be
designated--collect them, for some period, and issue the collection at one
time, grouped in a meaningful fashion.

If these are the only efforts undertaken, then we are simply treating
the symptoms, not the problems. To properly control change in the MILS,
we must control and manage the things that change, i.e., data, and the
methods of processing and communicating data. Information, made up of
data, must be treated as a resource just as people, equipment and money,
and managed accordingly.

7. Some Key Logistics Data Problem Areas

7.1 Data Element Dictionaries

Within DoD, as in the non-government world, there have been a number of
efforts toward developing a single large centralized data bank. The usual
reasons are given; for example: to do away with redundancy, prevent
fragmentation of data resources, to economize through elimination of some
hardware, and by making the programmer's job easier. The development and
control of such data banks has not been overwhelmingly successful. It may
be that the state-of-the-art in data base management software has not
developed to the point where the data base can be truly independent of the
application programs. Or it may be that the cost of data collection is too
much and the task too involved to face. There have been a few partial
successes where some systems have been developed grouping a number of files
or small data banks.

The logistics community throughout DoD and the Services/Agencies uses
many different kinds of hardware, software, and programming languages. It is
recognized that more efficient and less costly logistics operations could
result from better control and transfer of information.
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To overcome the problems, we find a number of separate efforts mounted
toward the development of Data Element Dictionaries (DED). There is so much
data extant that the only way to attempt to control it is to know what exists
and to describe it. In general, the DEC's contain some or all of such
information as:

data element name

source

code

field length

units (inches, gallons, . . .)

definition

where used (program and/or system)

mnemonic

data interrelationships

how used

In itself, a DED has obvious valuable uses such as a reference guide to
programmers, a tool to reduce redundancy, and as an impetus to more
standardization. Interfaced with a computer system, it could provide
control and editing functions for input data, and a control for changes and
updates to the system's data base. It is possible for a DED to exist by
itself, but the idea is growing that it should be a prerequisite to the
development and use of a central data base and data management system.

A particularly valuable use would be to assess the impact of making a

change to a system. It should be possible, if a change must be made to a
code, for example, to quickly find those locations, systems, and programs
involved; and using this information, to make a start toward developing the
necessary resources, required schedules, and cost/benefits of the change.

LMI has found a broad but not specifically authorized structure
developing in DoD. Each of the Services has developed one or more forms and
levels of DED's. Some have specifically defined data elements at length and
others have defined logistics functions; some have begun from the ground up
by deciding what data should be in the DED and defining it, and others have
used existing reports as a source.

Between the various DED's there is some commonality of data elements
particularly as they relate to the MILS, there is some redundancy, and, in
some cases, the same code is being used in two different ways. But at least
a very solid beginning has been made. A firm effort is also being made by
DoD toward directing more standardization of data.

Within GSA, there has been set up the Logistics Data Element
Standardization and Management Office (LOGDESMO). This office, among other
things, has been engaged in developing a DED of MILS related data, and has
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been registering, gradually, the standard data elements established in each
of the Services and their individual DED's. In the process, relationships
have been established between MILS data and programs and systems in the
Services., What is developing is a Data Element Directory. Presently the
information concerning the data elements is produced as computer print out
and on microfiche.

As future possibility, the DED might be made available through an
interactive storage and retrieval system with the capability for unique
query, browsing, and analysis of data interrelationships. This might pro-
vide information on whether new data bases were required, or how a new file
might easily be put together, or how better to use existing data bases.

Because of the size of DoD and each Military Service's individual
mission and interests, a desired goal would be a hierarchy of DED's. In each
Service there might be two levels of DED's; one a Directory, and the other,
one or a series of detail DED's. At LOGDESMO, there could be a Directory to
each of the Service's Directories, as well as a detail DED of MILS data and
top management required data.

Such an approach will require standardization of methods for development,
maintenance, and use of the DED's. Considering the present situation, this
will probably come through evolution. However, it will be necessary to
establish, in each service and at LOGDESMO, a management function with the
power to properly control activities.

7.2 Hardware/Software Standardization

Without question, any large-scale system or group of such systems would
be much easier and economical to work with if the same kind of hardware were
used throughout. Unfortunately, considering the size of the logistics
community, the money presently invested, and national policy against
monopoly, this is unlikely to occur.

Efforts have begun toward some standardization of programming languages.
COBOL is being used predominantly.

An interesting project which is to begin soon will be to update the
"inventory" of automated data systems in DoD. Utilizing standard methods,
nomenclature, and forms, the project should provide a catalog of data
systems including a description of hardware and software system inter-
relationships, groupings by function managed, data bases used, etc. Such
information should be valuable for, among other things, providing a basis
from which to proceed toward some level of system integration.

7.3 80 Column Record Formats

Most DoD ADP systems and communications operations use an 80 column
record format. Such a fixed record makes for coding problems in trying to
make one punched card cover a variety of transactions; it causes redundancy
in data input in the case of multiple card records; it necessitates training
in some cases for personnel in the field to code input; in other words,
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it is a constraint.

For a number of years, the 80-column card format was the accepted and
easiest approach. However, with today's greater hardware and software
capability, we have the means to provide more flexibility. Of course,
although the means exist, an immediate effort to change from the 80 column
orientation is not economically or physically feasible.

Change will come about gradually--probabl as hardware is replaced, as
more mini-computers and intelligent terminals come into use, and as
communications methods are updated. To reach toward more flexibility, how-
ever, goals must be set now.

One of the goals we must aim for is to allow for more alphabetic input/
output, i.e., natural language words. The MILS systems, as in the case of
many other systems, are quite involved and provide a problem at the user
interface. Flexibility in record format can allow for alphabetic handling.

7.4 Data Bases

Two aspects of data bases must be addressed: size and location, and
management.

In the DoD environment, a single large data base in one central location
is not an acceptable situation. The nature of DoD's miss'on requires plan-
ning for contingencies of a type which necessitates backup and dispersion of
resources. In the transaction oriented world of logistics, this means a

number of active files accessible through a communications network. In
other words, distributed data bases, with the requirements of extensive
standardization and control.

Data base management is still an evolving art. There are a number of
data base management systems (DBMS) software packages available today, none
of which are completely general, i.e., complete independence between the
data and the application programs. We may never arrive at this state. How-
ever, existing techniques which may be tailored, coupled with Data Element
Dictionaries/Directories may well provide us with the tools necessary for
management of data bases for some time to come.

7.5 Networks

The state-of-the-art of digital communications has arrived at the point
where extensive computer networks can be supported. "A computer network can
be defined as an interconnected group of host computers that automatically
communicate with one another and that can share such resources as programs,
data bases, memory space and long-haul links."(21 The concept presents
interesting future possibilities for logistics in DoD.

The network developed by the Advanced Research Projects Agency (ARPA) in
DoD is considered the pioneering effort. It connects about 40 geographically
distributed DoD and University computer complexes made up of many different
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hardware/software combinations. At each node, in this heterogeneous distri-
buted computer network, there is a hardware/software interface between the
host computer and the communications network. Very simply, the hardware /soft --
ware interface breaks a message into 1000 bit packets, chooses the best net-
work routing via various nodes at that moment, and sends it along. Each
packet is error checked along the way, and regardless of each packet's route,
they are all put together properly at the other end. If one or even several
network links are not operating, the message can still get through. Several
commercial organizations are considering the implementation of Value-Added
Networks (VAN) which are based on the ARPA network technique of "packet
switching."

Basically, the ARPA network is a number of computers, each with its own
software, dal-a bases, and message-switching interface to a communications net-
work. To go slightly beyond the state-of-the-art, research is currently being
done by Honeywell on the possibility of moving the data bases, which are to be
accessible to the network, into the network. That is, the data base would be
interfaced to the message switcher and could be accessed without involving the
host computer.

8. Summary

Since LMI is only midway into its project, final recommendations
naturally have not been formulated. The topics discussed above have con-
cerned both immediate and future considerations. We can, however, define the
problem.

In the past several years, the MILS, which are standard procedures,
formats, and codes, have been established to provide for compatible logis-
tics information transfer between the Services/Agencies within DoD. Currently
these procedures involve order processing, inventory control, transportation,
and contracting, and are in common and eaensive use. Each Service/Agency
has its own variety of hardware/software/logistics systems and each uses the
MILS data somewhat differently. The non-integration of hardware and software,
and the lack of common, strong, clear, central direction for use of the MILS
results in two problems: 1) the redundant use of computers and manpower with
its attendant high cost and energy requirements; 2) the difficulty of changing
the MILS or keeping them current because of the many systems interfaces.

These problems cannot be resolved quickly or easily. In DoD, they can
probably best be overcome through a series of goal-directed iterations rather
than a well-ordered sequence of steps. Goals must be set for the near-term,
mid-term and long-term.

Near-term goals must certainly aim at the continued standardization of
data elements, the development of data element dictionaries and directories,
and information resource control. These are necessary as a basis for later
movement toward greater system integration. Some function should be estab-
lished to provide data dictionary/data base administration. A hierarchy of
DED's driving, controlling, or monitoring data bases appears to be a
fruitful goal.

Mid-term goals may involve the idea of distributed data bases based on
more standardized data, possibly using an Existing system as a vehicle or
model.
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Longer-term goals may involve a dedicated network.

The justification for all this, hopefully, will be the resulting more
efficient, more cost effective control of DoD inventory in storage and in
pipeline, allowing DoD to better carry out its basic mission.
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End User Data Control

R. B. Batman

Sperry Univac
King of Prussia, Pennsylvania

Information processing has progressed from punched
cards thru on-line disk storage.

As the data processing departments evolved through
these phases, new procedures such as large data bases
and data management have emerged to make efficient use
of computers.

Another result of this progress has been a limiting
effect on the end user's control of the data that he
creates and depends on. In an on-line data base we have
the opportunity to return control to the user.

A integrated central data base interfaces with
distributed local data bases. The local data base may
contain local operating information in a manufacturing
plant or census and medical summary information in a
satellite hospital.

The purpose of a local or satellite data base is to
isolate the data for which there is local responsibility
and provide a secure, easy-to-use, terminal oriented
interface to this data.

Univac manufacturing has such a system for product
definition where a central master data base is maintained
in St. Paul and nightly transmission of local require-
ments for the other plants occurs. In addition there is
a in-plant operations system with its data base in
Roseville, Minn.

A successful hospital group has a med-scale central
system for administrative and remote batch terminals in
remote hospif-als. In addition they have a satellite for
communications, data acquisition, and operational reporting.
In this way the remote hospital has local operational
control of data required for hour by hour operations.
The key benefit in local data bases is the direct control
of the data by the end user. He benefits from access to
his data, and the total system benefits from a more timely,
accurate data base.

Key words: Data base; distributed data base; local data
base; end-user; interactive data entry; satellite system.
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1. Purpose of Information Processing

Information processing has a purpose - to provide information to people
who manage, operate, or perform functions in an organization. In order to
do this, information processing systems:

Hold information in data bases
Answer inquiries
Perform computations and associations to prepare reports
Receive and process information

These functions are performed to serve the end user, the person who
needs the information.

2. Loss of Control by the End-User

Manual systems permitted the end user, the shipping clerk or her, super-
visor, to keep what information they wished and manipulate it at will.
Since few people were involved it is easy for the clerk to retrieve informa-
tion as requested and translate the information to the form a requestor might
like. Standards and control of data was minimal since the end-user knew the
encoding and could always translate.

The rapid growth in the information required to operate our organizations
made automation; and in fact, computer systems, mandatory.

UnforLunately, the trend to automation also caused a trend to centra-
lization with the related standardization and road-blocks to end-user service.

Centralization is required in some cases. In others, its desirable
because it eliminates redundancy, improves service and reduces costs and,
whenever centralization is employed, it rnadates standard control of data
definitions and usage.

However, the end user should not be slighted. Lets review the chrono-
logical evolution of information systems, how controls were developed and
how the end-user lost his control of his information. Then we'll look at
how control and local data bases can coexist; and how the end-user can be
supported.

Manual Systems - the end-user was the data processor and he had
ccirle control directly or through clerks reporting to him.

Punched Card Systems - Moderate form of centralization; some
economies in unit record utilization for many functions. Card
files were centralized but still accessible for exceptions.
Simple special runs were feasible.
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Magnetic Tape Systems - Centralization in its worst form. Large tape
files defying non-standard inquiries or special reports. Machine
efficiency dictated partitioned and structured data bases which imposed
difficult error correction and reconciliation on the end user.

Disc Systems - Allowed flexibility in processing, permitted pre-planned
inquiries. Centralization continues but data management and report
generation systems provide some agility to react to end-user needs. But,
the data processing department still generates most output for the end-
user.

Interactive Remote Processing - End-user oriented. Provides systems
d-,sign and implementation capability to end-user at his terminal.
Provides local data base for the end-user tc create, manipulate, and
generate reports. The local data base provides input to the central
data base for those applications requiring it.

3. Central Data Base versus End-User Interaction

A Central Data Base evolves from a need by a central authority to control
the information and disperse it to the end-user. It also is the solution of
choice where many end-users need to share a body of information such as
regional medical records, airline reservations lists, or universal product
definitions.

The procedures for creating a central data base would fill a book,
and some of them will be addressed by ocher papers at this Symposium.
Most of these procedures require central data definition, constraints of
access and processing, and elaborate programming requirements. It is only
by this approach that the diversities of interest can be controlled and
partially satisfied.

On the other hand: the end-user, the person who needs information
to function, loses his ability to access the data he needs. His primary
method of access is through inquiries or reports prepared by the pro-
gramming groups. In the interest of standardization and in order to
save money to pay for the system, locally maintained files are absorbed
into the central system. This results in two extremes of service to
the end-user, neither of which is desirable. On one hand the end-user
gets manmouth volumes of data in the form of printed reports and in-
quiry capabilities for those items that can justify programming costs.
On the other hand he gets limited general purpose inquiry capability
that requires pre-defining his files or data sets to the query processor
and most likely a programmer oriented language.

Although the central data base has advantages, it has some weak-
nesses:

A. Complex control procedures.
B. Costly audit and recovery.
C. Data Management System overhead.
D. Less end-user control.

The first three of these are cost trade-offs that can be cost-
evaluated by an organization.

End-user control is more intangible, but more relevant in terms
of making the power of a data base available to operational personnel
who do the work of an organization.

4. Distributed Data Base

In order to satisfy both needs - that for a central data base and
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that for end-user control - a distributed data base is in order.

A distributed data base consists of a central data base and many local
or remote data bases as shown.

lite
Data
Base

)Centra
---- Data

System)

\\ LocaT\
Data

/ Base

Depar--t\
ment

/Data
/ Base

The terms satellite, local, or department in this figure imply a
variety of local data bases with different uses.

The germ sub-schema in DBTG language applies to these local sub-sets
of the entire universe of the data base.

The central data base holds those data sets that need to be central
as discussed before - authoritative control, shared simultaneous access,
security control, and standardization. The local data base holds those
data sets that relate to the end-users.

The central data base is housed in a central system, probably a
medium to large system of 262K words (or 1M bytes) of processor storage
and 20M bytes or more of disc storage. The local data base could also
be housed on the central hardware or on a mini or midi satellite system
with a communications link to the central site.
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The local data base has a structure as follows:
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By definition, the local data base is not related to a group or
procedural language applications programs. The Remote Processing System
is the terminal end-users interface to the local data base.

Function.; available to the end-user are:

Build and Parameterize a new file.
Search, sort and match files.
Format reports by setting up the parameters from the terminal or
call on pre-stored formats.
Conversational, frame-driven data entry.

The files in the local data base can be private files with all the
uses of a users own small scale system. He can update them, manipulate
them and prepare reports.

In addition, these local files can be used for input to the central
system. Files for transmission (figuratively or actually) to the central
system can be data extracted by the search function from local files. This
input file can also be the accumulation of interactive data entry.

When ar end-user wants to extract a set of data from the central data
base, a report isn't printed. Rather the central applications or report
generation routines create a file that is transmitted to the local data
base for perusal by the end-user from his terminal.

The end-user has simple direct control of his data base. He can add,
delete or modify information by locating it in the file (search) and
displaying it on his CRT. Then simple commands allow him to change it.
In this way he can walk up to a terminal and display record like a
production order. He can then change the quantity to be produced and
scrap quantity without writing a form for transmittal to a keypunch room.
Later that shift or at shift change, the latest status of all production
orders is fed into the central system.

In the local data base the end-user:

Creates his own files from the terminal
Controls the structure of the files
Accesses them at will
Can perform strings of user specified operations to create
mini - systems.

5. A Manufacturing System Example of a Distributed Data Base

E.1 Central Product Definition for Remote Manufacturing

Engineering data control by a large manufacturing company such as
Univac is an excellent example of the need for central and local data bases.
In this operation components, subassembly, and units are made at numerous
locations throughout the country. These diverse manufacturing plants
build numerous parts that need to come together for the finished computer
system.

Design engineering is not always in the same location where the parts
are made. Long term requirements for spares make long lost cousins of
the original design engineer, manufacturing engineer and the plant
building the spares.

The only way this network of manuacturing can communicate is to set
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up responsible locations for each major product. These engineers are
responsible to make all engineering changes, control effectivity of
changes by serial number or lot and communicate these to the other
locations.

Each plant has local needs for bills of material; some routinely
and others when spare requirements for older products occur. Yet, the
maintenance of the all-important product structure files can be
effectively centralized.

The approach was to maintain a single master Parts and Structure
file, the master bills of materials, at one location in Philadelphia.
Each night maintenance is performed on this central data base.

Although the data base exists and is procedurally maintained at a
central site, updates can be transmitted into this site from other lo-
cations. After the master update, those bills of material that are
allocated for usage at each remote site are transmitted back to that
location, if they have changed. These updated bills of materials then
replace the old versions in the local files.

The remote sites can also request bills of material for items not
usually theirs.

This has been in existence for mmerous years using nightly batch
transmission. Future enhancements to spread on-line interactive production
control from our Roseville Plant to other locations is in process.

5.2 Remote Processing within a Plant Using a Local Data Base

Our Roseville plant, where the Univac 1100 series is manufactured is
a complex production line in itself. But, in addition, the production
scheduling manager controls the Jackson Minnesota plant production.

In order to provide communications amongst the cost centers in the
factory as well as to provide production scheduling a window into what's
happening at any time in the plant; a terminal oriented system using a
local data base concept was installed. This system places terminals at
all production scheduling operations and cost centers throughout the plant.
The foremen and schedulers use their terminals to record progress and note
deficiencies; thus permitting the entire plant to look at progress from
any point.

This information system utili_es medium speed real-time computer to
provide easy-to-use functions for file upeau, renort preparation, via
terminal. The entire system is end-user oriented, el., ing programmer
oriented syntax for the processing functions. A terminal useL --eate
a file, update it, search it, sort it, calculate on it, etc. Message
switching and record switching is included.

Each terminal user has a mode code or password that giveshim access
to his local data base. The local data base is actually one of many stored
on the system. He is constrained to activity within this set of files,
but if a group of users have similar files they can be grouped together.
It's thus easy for them to inspect each others progress and trouble
reports. Also, the production scheduling manager can search through
files for all similar cost centers and pull out all occurrences of a
category of problem.

From the management viewpoint, they finally found a way to eliminate
the stack of notes, scribbles on the back of envelopes and hip-pocket
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notebooks where people used to record information. Data about their pro-
gress and problems in their job are entered into the computer and its local
data base. Here it is available for local use or forwarding to the central
system.

The local data base files are created in two ways. Many of the files
are merely local files used by the people on the floor to store records
for processing and reporting. This information is only local and is only
used by the people in the factory and their management, which also re-
sides in the factory. There are literally hundreds of local files used
for many purposes. Many of the ad-hoc as well as regular production
reports are merely extracted from these files in a few minutes terminal
effort.

Another method of creating these working files relates to how the
local data base interfaces to the central system. Production schedules
are laid out by a series of programs run on the central system. These
programs maintain inventory levels and project requirements of each
component for future time periods. Using the product definition files,
they explode requirements for all parts of a computer from the highest
level assembly down to the simplest IC chip. Production schedules and
requirements are fed from the central system to the independent or
satellite system and stored in the local data base. It's these local
files that serve as the starting point of the production progress re-
porting system.

After the master production schedule is laid out, the actual job
of running the plant and reporting progress begins. Throughout the day,
each day, foremen and schedulers post completions, enter delays and
causes flag back-ordered materials, and inquire about jobs preceding
them in the production flow. Production managers can access these
files to evaluate the status of the production floor and what remedial
action to take.

The figure on the next page shows the network and usage figures
for the satellite system in Roseville.
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The important aspect of this system is the end-users ability to set up
his own files and develop his own mini-systems.

The entire range of commands available to the end-user in the new
version, RPS 1100, has been significantly expanded from the older RPS 418
system and includes:

FUNCTION

Message Send

Enter File

Build File

Help

Exit RPS (Log-off)

Return to Major Command Level

Destroy File

User Definition (Parameterize User)

Form (Parameterize) File

Search

Match

Sort

Compute

Index

Print

Tape Copy

Tutorial Processor

Execute Tutorially Defined Process

TIP Application Selection

To explain the data element control as the end-user sees it, let's
examine the build file, parameterize file and search commands.

Build File

The Build File function allows a new file to be created. Options are:

(1) Create a data-less shell
(2) Selectively copy lines of an existing file
(3) Copy an entire existing file
(4) Combinations of (2) and (3) with multiple files

After creation, the user may choose to parameterize his file. To do
so, he must use the 'form file' system function. Initially the new file
is formed according to standard file parameters. A standard file has a
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line length equal to that of the U-100 screen size (80 or 64 characters per
line, dependent upon system generation).

File build parameters (from major command frame) are as follows:

Build File-ID
Create new report specified by File-ID

Build File-ID1, File-ID2
Create new file File-ID1 by copying entire file File-ID2

Build File-ID1, File-ID2: 150-175
Create new file File-ID1 from lines 150 through 175 of File-ID2

Build File-ID1, File-ID2, File-ID3: 250-398; 480-502, File-ID4
Create new file File-ID1 from all of File-ID2,
Lines 250 through 398 and lines 480 through 502 of File-ID3, and
all of File-ID4.

FORM FILE (DEFINE FILE PARAMETERS)

This function is available only to privileged users under most circum-
stances. It allows a properly trained user to define or update the format
and characteristics of a file, and also set certain limitations on access
to a shared file. These file parameters may be defined after a file has
been "built" with the build file function. To speed parameterization the
user may "copy" parameters from another file and use them with or without
changes. Certain of the parameters, by their nature, may only be specified
at the original parameterization and may not be altered later. Also some
parameters are mutually exclusive and choosing one automatically precludes
the possibility of choosing the other(s). The result of a form file
operation is an updated file directory.

FORM FILE PARAMETERS

Parameter

Owner/Master User

Group Coordinator

Trailer Line Code

Password

Automatic Save

Automatic Hold Lines

Indexed

Possibilites and Rules for Use

USERID-owner if private, master
user if shared file.

Coordinator for a group of files
must be previously defined as
group coordinator

Any character used to denote lines
which extend regular RPS lines

Any character string

"Y" if desired blank if not-
causes file to be saved each time
"Save" is run at Computer Center

Number of lines to be automatically
held at top of screen at entry into
file (up to 3 allowed).

Inquiry data from pre-existing
file directory "Y" = Indexed,
N=Not Indexed
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Data Key Length Copied from pre-existing file
directory - If length and dis-
placement are displayed, report
indexed on data key.

Creation/Update Data Inquiry data-creater of file and
system data of creation also
system date/time of last update.

Line Length Line length in character any
value up to 720.

File Data Map Indicate fields by entering
characters-any character is valid.

Extraction Mask
Including Editing and
Update Protection Attributes

SEARCH

Up to nine display maps may be
entered. Each can have from 0 to
2 headers lines. Field editing
and protection may be defined by
placing appropriate characters
under the mapped display fields.

The search function is responsible for searching an entire file and
extracting records which match the search criteria. It can also search
across more than one file in the same group if the files are formatted the
same. The search criteria used may specify one of the following logical
conditions.

(1) Extract records on inclusive range
(2) Extract records on exclusive range
(3) Extract records on absolute match

Options.are available for future operations. Line extracted may be
updated and replaced by specifying the "blend" option at search time and
running a match/update operation using the updated results of the search.
Search results may be displayed or placed into a file for future handling
or both. Also, lines found in a search may be deleted from the searched
file.

SEARCH PARAMETERS

(1) Search and Extract Within Range

Entry of two values vertically below a mask field (smaller over
greater) causes the creation of a result report composed of
copies of all lines containing values falling within the range
values in the specified search mask field.

(2) Exclusive Range Search

Batman

This is specified by again entering two values vertically in a
search mask field, (greater over smaller). The result file will
then be a compilation of copies of all lines whose values in the
selected field or fields lie outside of the specified range.

(3) Search For or

These capabilities are all available by choosing the proper range
for a search within range.
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(4) Multiple Field Search (Boolean And)

Available between any or all fields in the user's search mask

Omission From Search Criteria(5)

Any character position of any field may be omitted from search
criteria. A partial-search may be indicated by blanking characters
in the mask line.

These functions, available to an end-user allows him to control his own
data elements. Fe,Itnres are also available that allow him to reformate a file
when it is transmitted (or copied) for the central procedural processing
systems.

6. A Distributed Health Care System

The best example of a Distributed Health Care System is a region31 system
with communication linRs to satellite systems in each hospital or health
care unit.

SATELLITE

CENTRAL

SYSTEM

SATELLITE

The central system stores the data base for those functions that are
regional in scope and for those applications that require the computing power
of the central processor.

The central system would handle data sets such as:

Master Patient Register - a network of data sets containing a Master
Patient Record and associate summary medical data members in its
data sets. Numerous indices by name, disease and operation, as well
as specialized number schemes are included.

Waiting List - a data set containing all elective admissions waiting
to be scheduled into a hospital in the region.
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Patient Accounting - insurance, cost accounting, and accounts receivable
data for the region. Centralization expeditescontrol and reduces cost
for supporting business office staff.

Central Stores and Pharmacy - maintainence of central inventory orient
data sets to expedite locating special items and for centralized
inventory management.

There would also he satellite or local data bases for each health care
unit. The local data base might reside in a remote satellite processor or
merely be a separate data base on the central system. It would handle data
such as

Active Patient Files - a master record for each patient/case, and member
data sets for treatments, results, appointments, and charges.

Resource Schedules - a profile of resources, available, appointments,
and scheduled patients.

Laboratory Management - queues of test requisitions, interim, and final
results, statistics on laboratory equipment.

Local Stores and Pharmcy - maiutainence of local stores inventory and
pharmacy data sets.

The satellite system would also hold the interactive data entry steps
which tutorially guide the terminal operator through a sequence of steps
for various functions. These data entry functions simplify input and control
the terminal operator assuring accurate requisitions and reporting.

A terminal operator who has signed on to the satellite system could
interact with the satellite data base or use the satellite as a store and
forward message switches for communications to the central system. He
could also cause a file stored in the satellite to be transmitted to the
central system or pull a selected data set from the central system.

This configuration or distribution of processing capability provides
fast response at remote sites and a reasonable level of data base activity.
Systems like this with a tape oriented interface to the central system are
operating now. Some limited capability for remote processing exist in
concentrators in some systems, but a end-user oriented remote processing
satellite is a current development.
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ADDENDA

During the seminar there were some questions which I would like to answer here.

01: Don't small user files prevent improvements to existing larger systems
(ie. less detail in the accounting system)?

Al: Yes and No.
Yes, because an end user will develop mini-systems to serve his
specialized needs. The question is should these exceptions be included
in the main systems or not?

No, because allowing the end-user to satisfy his local needs provides the
following advantages if the systems group decides, after careful study,
to incorporate the mini-system into the main system:

Undersirable mini-systems die as rapidly as they spring up.

After a mini-system has operated for awhile, the end-user knows
what he really wants.

Conversion of the mini-system (or absorption) can be done more
efficiently since it's already operational and better defined.

02: How do you measure the value of the system, RPS?

A2: Our Roseville plant using a stand-alone 418111 has been able to reduce
their expeditors and production scheduling staff while handling in-
creased production. They also have reduced inventory levels and work-
order delays due to parts shortage - a unique combination.

Our figures show that the central hardware, support and operations are
paid for by savings every 4 months, at our costs. Thats about every 8
months at full commercial prices for equipment.

03: How do you reconcile the local Data Base concept with the need to extract
across files of information? Is it economically feasible to have the
two types of Data Bases?

A3: First let me clarify the local data base. It holds three kinds of data:

Data which is only used locally or maybe infrequently transferred
to the central system.

Data that is a snapshot of a central data base stored locally for
inquiry and short term use.

Data that is transitory as input or output of a larger system.
The interactive data entry approach improves data input while the
local data set manipulation and display enhances system output.

The user should be charged for his local data base, based on the file
spacehe uses. Then the user will be careful not to uneconomically use
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the local data base.

By the way, there are techniques in RPS to extract across files or
selectiNfely pull data from one file after another and built a new data
set.

04: How do you control files being created from an economical point of view?
End users, for example, will put up something li'ke a telephone directory
while a central manual system may exist.

A4: Firstly, because of the users freedom, we have a System Co-ordinator
who advises users and monitors their usage.

Sometimes such redundancies exist, but the user pays from his own budget
for his carelessness. If its absurd the Systems Coordinator goes through
management channels to stop this misuse.

However, its important to note that many mini-applications can be
implemented and used for a year at less cost than merely negotiating
with a programming department for a system that may not be implemented.
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Data Resource Management'

Charles J. Bontempo
& David G. Swanz

IBM Corporation
Federal Systems Division
Gaithersburg, Maryland

Data constitute the sine qua non of in-
formation processing. Without this resource,
there would be no way to meet the informa-
tion requirements of management, of problem
solvers, and of operations personnel.

Uata make up the building blocks of
meaningful information. Other system re-
sources are used to transform these basic
building blocks into trend, summary, and
exception information for management. It is
through the analysis of data that problem
solvers establish previously unrecognized
relationships and formulate and corroborate
hypotheses which, hopefully, result in a
step forward toward the solution to a prob-
lem. At the operations level, constructive
data transformation usually consists of the
processes of formatting, collating, sorting,
and organizing data in a way which facili-
tates its use for daily operational func-
tions.

It is easy enough to acknowledge the
value of data to a successful information
processing system. At the same time, how-
ever, there is an inexplicable puzzle which
arises when we look deeper into the way this
prized resource is treated in many data pro-
cessing centers. All too often, this re-
source suffers from a form of management
neglect. This neglect, though it is not de-
liberate, is often the source of serious
problems for an information processing sys-
tem.

In order to show how this neglect
occurs, consider first our basic attitudes
toward other valuable systems resources:
people and equipment. In each case, as with
our data, we readily acknowledge the value
of the resources -- people and equipment --
our concern is translated into pragmatic,

constructive management of the resources.
Well-established tools, techniques, and pro-
cedures are implemented in an effort to moni-
tor and control the allocation and utilization
of personnel and equipment.

Unfortunately, we do not follow through
with similar management practices with respect
to data, even after we recognize the curcial
role that this resource plays in the system.
Instead, data resources are left virtually
unmanaged, while elaborate measurement, moni-
toring, and control techniques are used to
"maximize" the utilhation of people and
equipment resources.

No data processing center manager would
ever allow his people or his equipment to go
unmanaged, for obvious reasons. Yet the dan-
gers involved in allowing data to go unman-
aged have not been so recognized. The com-
plexities of current data processing systems
-- multi-applications environments, on-line
processing and dynamic uses requirements --
all compound the far-reaching problems re-
sulting from the unmanaged use of data re-
sources.

It is hard to overstate the impact of
the development of multi-application systems
on data resources. The most obvious effect
of this mode of operation is a strong ten-
dency to fragment data resources. Data is
introduced on an ad hoc basis to satisfy
the needs of applications A,B,C, . . ., or
K severally. Each application has as its
primary goal the collection and exploitation
of those data resources required to satisfy
the information requirements of its own area.
This fragmentation is compounded for each
area when user requirements change rapidly
and when requirements must be met uy the
application in an on-line mode. Applications

'Printed with permission from the February 1973 issue of Data Management, published by Data
Processing Management Association, 505 Busse Hwy., Park Ridge, Ill. 60068.
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area A will thus tend to build, process, and
maintain its own set of files without regard
for the needs of B or C. B and C, of course,
must meet the pressures exercised by their
own sets of users, and they will follow suit
in their data utilization practices.

Application A will sometimes introduce,
process and maintain data without determin-
ing first whether it can capitalize on the
fact that B and C are using the same data.
Once this cycle of duplication begins, it
gives rise to further problems. For example,
there is now no control over the consistency
of data that is used by all three applica-
tions areas, and inevitably A, B, and C will
generate .."mformation which suffers an integ-
rity probler, whose source is this very -,ame
data inconsistency.

Fragmentation of data resources often
results in a form of application isolation-
ism that hampers an application system's
responsiveness to change and growth. New in-
formation requirements may entail the use of
data that is currently unfamiliar to one of
these application areas -- say applications
area A -- even though this data is, in fact,
resident and available for processing in the
files of B or C. Since A is unaware of the
availability of this data, it will give a
misguided response to the request for new
information by (1) advising the prospective
user that his request cannot be satisfied
since the data from which it would be pro-
duced is not available, or (2) erroneously
estimating the cost of meeting the new re-
quirements since it is assumed that the data
is not already available for processing.

Fragmentation hampers the operation in
another way, Data that is maintained and
processed by application A over a long peri-
od of time may acquire de facto but "inform-
al" users from area B. Area A now finds that
it has no more reason to process this data
and drops it from its maintenance responsi-
bilities. There is no formal record of the
use made of this data by B applications
users and, as a result, they are not noti-
fied of this change in time for them to
indicate that their need for the data still
exists. Area B users are now faced with the
problem of restoring the data processing and
maintenance function themselves. Often, this
cannot be achieved in time to meet their
regular requirements.

The following list provides brief de-
scriptions of situations which serve as in-
dicators of the problem of unmanaged data.
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o Identical data elements are distributed over
many files. The degree of da; redundancy is
sometimes not known and, often, management is
unaware r, cny redundancy problem. Sometimes
warranted duplication of data is mistaken for
redundancy.

o Programmers expend much effort and time in
famillarizing themselves with the systnns
data resources that are required to meet
their own program specifications. Often, this
is accomplished only through informal "coffee
break" exchanges. Since program data defini-
tion labels are not standardized, even this
technique of exchanging information on data
does not always succeed. It is "simpler" for
the programmer to build a new file, rather
than expend the time and effort required by
such a process.

o Management is generally unaware of the ex-
tent of the data its system processes. There
is no single inventory of data elements and
no single source of information on its data
resources available. Moreover, it is unable
to characterize its data as to timeliness
and periodicity (frequency of update). There-
fore, management is in a poor position to
judge (1) whether or not it can satisfy a
new requirement, (2) how much time and effort
it will take, and (3) how responsive (timely)
the information it provides will be to the
prospective user. Somet!res, as a result, re-
quests for new information are needlessly
denied.

o Management has no means of monitoring and
controlling the users of its data resources.
Hence it is unable to notify users of antici-
pated changes in its data inventory which are
likely to affect these users.

Management attention is usually drawn to
the problem of unmanaged data only after con-
fusion in day-to-day operations and a loss of
efficiency become pronounced. Soon, management
develops the uneasy feeling that the effect of
this neglect is more costly than they have
been willing to admit.

Unfortunately, they grasp for readily
available remedies which, although adequate,
may not be b'st in their environment -- and,
in some instances, may be more costly than
what is actually required to solve their
b.as!- problem.

At this point, it is useful to indicate
the premise on which the solution presented
here is based: the problem relating to data
resource utilization is a management problem.



Its solution, therefore, should be based on
sound management judgment after examination
and evaluation of relevant evidence. Since
this is a management problem, we should
reasonably expect at least a part of the
solution to be some device, tool or pro-
cedure which will support the management
functions of monitoring, control, and
decision-making.

Adoption of this basic approach enables
us to avoid the mistake of viewing the prob-
lem simply as a technical matter requiring
a technical solution.

This mistake is understandable enough,
since there is a strong conviction among
data processing managers that the solution
to any problem connected with data process-
ing is simply either more software or more
complex software.

Also, recognition of these problems,
if it occurs at all, often causes an over-
reaction by management. For example, strong
lip service is quickly given to the impor-
tance of eliminating "data redundancy.'
Management eventually comes to see the
elimination of redundant data as its main
problem.

The danger here is all too clear --
for, actually, the presence of duplicate
data does not in itself constitute con-
clusive evidence of redundancy. The view
that it does is based on the first of two
non-sequiturs in management's deliberation
on these problems.

Certainly, there are circumstances in
which it is desirable to maintain and pro-
cess duplicate data. What is required in
order to determine when duplicate data is,
in fact, redundant is an unequivocal, clear
description of data resources and of the
uses to which this data are put. Only then
can management make an intelligent trade-
off of extra storage and maintenance versus
the benefits of duplicate data storage.

Without this evidence, any remedies
invoked to eliminate "redundancy" are based
on a non-sequitur: any two occurrences of
the same data constitute a gratuitous dup-
lication or redundancy of data. But this
kind of faulty reasoning can serve merely
to compound the original error which is
the failure to monitor and control data
utilizalIon in a systematic and deliberate
way -- in the same way chat we monitor and
control the use of other resources.

One obvious remedy aimed at the "elimin-
tion of redundancy" is to combine those files
which contain overlapping data. A second
approach is to avoid the use of special pur-
pose programs which involve building and main-
taining "special" subsets of the facility's
data resource. Of course, the approach which
has the most impact on a system is to incor-
porate all data resources within the framework
of a single data base management system. In-
deed, the number of recently developed sys-
tems of this sort is concrete evidence of the
proportions that the problem of data manage-
ment has assumed. As with the first two
approaches, there is no doubt that the data
base management system approach is well worth
its costs when its use is accompanied by
careful planning, selection, and implementa-
tion.

However, the need for careful planning
is crucial, for it is all too easy to sup-
pose, prematurely, that any or all of these
remedies constitute the best solution to
data management problems in a particular
operating environment. Even further, it is
risky to assume that these remedies are in
fact required to achieve the degree of data
management that is desirable for a given en-
vironment.

The view that a single data base manage-
ment system (DBMS) is the only solution or
the best solution is based on the second non-
sequitur involved in management's response to
the problem of data resource fragmentation:
data resource fragmentation implies a need
for a higher degree of actual data integra-
tion achievable only by means of a central-
ized repository of data; i.e., a data base,
managed by a complex and elaborate set of
programs.

Of course, once management steps out on
this path, they are already tacitly committed
to the view that integration and centraliza-
tion are their primary goals; and, that
these goals can be achieved only via program-
ming techniques and data structuring concepts
(hiearchies, networks, chains, links, lists,
rings, etc.).

Now, they must pay the price for this
complexity. In addition to lease or purchase
charges for the DBMS, they must reeducate
programmers and other users, add new systems
support, restructure and convert data, and
adjust their overall systems flow to allow
for the impact of the new L)h'S. It is im-
portant to stress, as has already been
noted, that this investment is often worth
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its costs. But, it is not always the only
solution nor is it always the best solution.

The guideline espoused here for manage-
ment in considering solutions to this prob-
lem is to regard its primary objective as
the ability to monitor and control its data
resource, rather than actual integration and
centralization of data, With these objec-
tives in mind, management is in a better
position to select a tool which will assist
in meeting these objectives -- and no more.

Is there a way to develop evidence on
the basis of which management (as a part of
its planning function) can decide which if
any, of these remedies is in fact required:
and, if so, which approach is best for its
environment?

There is a method for developing such
evidence. And it is one of the ironies of
this problem, that the implementation of
this method can provide management with a
tool which, in itself, may be adequate to
wet the objectives of sound data manage-
ment. This tool is the data element direc-
tory (DED).

The concept involved here is certainly
not new; yet, this tool has not received
the consideration it deserves as a means of
developing such evidence, even as an alter-
native to the other remedies already dis-
cussed -- especially the data base manage-
ment systems approach. The DED is sup-
ported by a set of programs for building
and maintaining a directory file and for
producing information which facilitates ef-
fective management of the data resources
which this file describes.

Data elements are the basic units which
the system processes to yield information.
Control of data resources can be achieved
only when management has sufficient infor-
mation on the characteristics and use of
data elements.

The DED is thus a single, authorative
source of information on data elements,
their use, and their organization and for-
mat. It is a way of monitoring and control-
ling data resources without actually inte-
grating and centralizing the data itself.
Instead, information on data is integrated
and centralized in a single file and is
available in hard copy form through a set
of basic data resource reports.

There is an entry for each data element
that can be counted as a part of the facil-
ities total data resources, For any data ele-
ment, the directory and its associated pro-
grams can provide answers to the following
questions:
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o Is the data element available for process-
ing by our system?

o What is the significance of the data ele-
ment; or, more generally, what role does
it play in a particular application?

o What is its source?

o What is its location?

o Bow is it used?

o How is it related to other data elements?

o Who uses it?

o Where is it used (by what application,
program, report)?

o How often is it used?

Although directory entries can be varied
in both content and format to accommodate the
special needs of an individual application,
it will contain, at a minimim, answers to the
above questions. Examples of the many more
questions it can accommodate, depending upon
the particular needs of the installation, are
given in the question list.

The directory is structured into three
basic sections to accommodate data element
entries for input processing, data base resi-
dency and output processing. Entries appear
in one or more such sections depending upon
the data processing functions in which the
data element plays its most important role.
A standard DED label is used to identify
each element uniquely. Data element entries
are cross-referenced when they appear in
more than one section.

Important features of the Directory are
the alternate name and keyword entries for
each element. These features are designed to
enable a user to identify correctly the
entries in which he is interested although
he either 1) lacks knowledge of the correct
DED label for the data element, or 2) is not
certain that a data element of that kind is
a part of the system's data resources.



The ULD is designed for use by manage-
ment, by analysts, and by programmers.

Although the DED's use as a tool to
assist management in planning, monitoring,
and controlling its data resources has been
stressed, its uses go beyond the scope of
management's needs. In many instances, it pro-
vides information that is useful to all three
classes of users -- management, analysts, and
programmers. Some of these are noted here,

The DED can be used in planning the al-
location and use of other system resources.
Management can consult the DED to determine
the availability of data that are required
to meet new or changed information require-
ments and can factor this information into
planning and estimating development lead
times and manpower requirements.

As has already been noted, it can be
used by both management and analysts to
determine where data duplication amounts
to "true" redundancy. As such, it provides
crucial evidence in any planning relating
to the use of a DBMS. A related use as a
planning tool exists in the similar evi-
dence it provides for the development of a
coMmon data base that is shared by several
applications. If its use points to the need
for a common data base and/or a DBMS, the
DED can serve as an integral, required re-
source to support the implementation and
operation of these system enhancements.
Information supplied by the DED is re-
quired in the coding of data description
tables that are essential features of most
DBMS's. (It is for these very reasons that
the DED should not be regarded simply as a
substitute for a DBMS.)

One of the most valuable uses of the
DED is as a reference guide to programmers.
Whenever familarization with some subset of
a facility's data resources is required,
obviously, the DED can save much of the
programmers' time in acquiring this knowl-
edge. Programmer efficiency is thereby in-
creased.

Also, the DED can be used as a control
mechanism to preclude the introduction of
redundant or inconsistent data elements.
It can be coupled with procedures which re-
quire that new data elements be checked
against the DED to ascertain that they do
not duplicate existing elements unnecessar-
ily, and that they are aot inconsistent with
existing elements.

Since the DED is structured into input,
base, and output data elements, it serves as
a useful tool for understanding the informa-
tion flow of a particular applications area.

This by no means exhausts the practical
value of this tool. Its utility is a chal-
lenge to the imagination of any manager or
analyst who realizes the value of effective
data administration.

The single most important task in the
development of a DED is the collection of in-
formation which will comprise the DED file.
A systematic collection procedure is used to
ensure that such information is comprehensive,
accurate, and consistent. This is achieved
through the use of a variety of techniques
and through periodic, but brief, interaction
with applications area specialists at the in-
stallation involved. Collection proceeds
through a review of documentation, especially
input forms, record layouts, report specifi-
cations, and actual, sample reports. Informal
discussion with installation analysts supple-
ments this comprehensive documentation review
as well as a review of bulletins, forms, reg-
ulations, etc, which provide insights into
the application -- significance of the data
element. Report distribution "schedules of
users" are reviewed to determine frequency
and identity of users.

Analysts who perform this collection
task are equipped with worksheets designed
to include all of the relevant information
required.

Information collected by this means is
then analyzed and refined to detect incon-
sistencies and possible redundancies. Where
apparent redundancies exist, the analysts
:hen determine: (1) that the data duplica-
tion is not unintentional; (2) that the in-

clusion of both versions of the same element
is warranted. An explanation of the apparent
redundancy when it is warranted is docu-
mented. Any "true" redundancies are also
noted for subsequent review with data pro-
cessing management.

The next task in DED development is
data base creation. This, of course, in-
volves data base design and data preparation.
(Both data base design and data preparation
forms and procedures can be relatively simple
for the DED.)

The final task is probably of greatest
interest to management. Report generation
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programs are designed to produce the follow-
ing two sets of reports: verification re-
ports and usage reports.

Verification Reports
o Discrepancies - Shows duplicate en-

tries (same DED names or alternate
names) and cross references to data ele-
ments "not found" in the DED data base.
Includes update register information,
especially unsuccessful update trans-
actions.

o Completeness - Identifies "missing"
characteristic or use information.

o Summary File Data - Number of entries
in DED (current) by processing area;
i.e., input, data base, output.

Usage Reports
o Common Elements - A report of elements

that are shared by several applications,
and by users. Also, those data elements
which originate from the same source.
The complete data element entry is
printed.

o Structure Report - For the file or files
specified, a listing which identifies
data elements comprising records or seg-
ments, by record or segment type within
each file. The complete data element
entry or record is printed.

o Alphabetic Listing - Data element list
alphabetically by data element identi-
fier. The complete entry is printed when
a range of data element ID's is speci-
fied; e.g., A-J.

o Key Word Listing - A key word listing
with references to every data element ID
which carries these keywords in its defi-
nition entry.

The purposes of the DED can be achieved,
of course, only if (1) management is well
schooled on its potential as a tool, (2) the
DED is assiduously maintained, and (3) it is
used regularly as a device for monitoring
the facility's data reaources. Responsibil-
ity for these functions reside with a data
administrator.

One of the attractive features of the
DED concept is that the DED is more easily
administered by a single person than are
other data management methods. In many cases
it is unrealistic to suppose that a single
person can fulfill all of the data adminis-
tration functions usually associated with a
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DBMS; e.g., data structuring and definition,
security procedure set-up, and restart/re-
covery procedures and control.

With the DED, the data administrator
monitors all updates (changes, additions and
deletions) to the directory file. System pro-
cedures specify that all such changes are
subject to his approval. New data element
definitions for all major applications files
and for new files are subject to his review.
Supported by the DED, the data administrator
serves as a focal point for data control by
checking the directory regularly for possi-
ble redundancy and inconsistency.

Since he is familiar with the facili-
ty's entire data resource, he is in a good
position to alert management to significant
trends in data resource use -- and perhaps
more important, to signs of abuse of this
highly valuable system resource.



DED QUESTION LIST

Identification and Definition Relevent Documents

What name is regularly used to refer to this
data element?

What abbreviations or alternative names are
used to refer to this data element? (In-
clude program mnemonics or labels)

How is it defined?

How is it related to other data elements --
logically or functionally?

Usage

What documents or forms describe the data
element, its use, or procedures relating to
either?

Machine Processing

What applications uce it?

What programs use it?

Does it have special data processing signif-
icance (e.g., hierarchical root node, sort
field, retrieval key)?

What, if any, are the restrictions on the What is its input media?
use of this data element?

Origin

With what organization does it originate?

Destination

To whom is it finally transmitted for use?

Integrity

Who has the responsibility for its integrity?

What is its position on input and its rela-
tive position in the data base?

Input Processing Frequency

How often is it received?

How often is it processed?

Output Processing Characteristics

In what reports does it appear?

How often is it used in regular and ad hoc
What validity checking and editing are per- reports?
formed?

What degree of accuracy do its values
represent?

Is it rated as to reliability?

Characteristics

What are the size and type of data?

Do any of its characters serve as control
characters?

What are typical data values?

What are value ranges?

Is it a unit of measure?

What headers identify this element in such
reports?

Is it edited (mask, decode) for outputs?

From what other data elements is it gener-
ated (data base and output data elements)?

Data Base Characteristics

In what record and file does this element
reside?

What special processing significance does it
have?

Is it generated from more than one input
data element?
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The Cost of information -
an Auditors' Viewpoint

Morey J. Chick, CPA

U.S. General Accounting Office
Philadelphia Regional Office

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19106

The need for effective information management in buSiness and government is rarely
described in terms of dollars and cents. It is recognized that we pay people, and buy
equipment and facilities, to collect and process information, We also pay managers and
operators for making money decisions based on information th.'y have at hand. There is
little, however, in the way of accounting mechanisms for isolating and measuring the total
costs of these information processes. Further, there 4ippezas to be less available for
measuring the total cost of bad decisions made on bad information. The inability to
measure these things often make it difficult to support the need for more attention toward
improving information management.

Eleven years experience with the General Accounting Office (GAO) can give one an
appreciation for some of the things that can go wrong when information is not adequately
managed and Just how much money it can cost. Problems that cost money crop up in all
phases of information processing e.g. collecting, recording, transmitting, processing,
printing or displaying, analyzing and interpreting, storing and retrieving. This paper
has been adapted from an article presented in "The GAO Review," Summer 1973 edition. The
article attempts to highlight with the limited tools available the dollars and cents
of some of the information management problems that can exist in all large operations. it
was written to demonstrate the need for more effective information management.

Management of data elements is basic to effective information management. This is
the case more than ever now that we are in the midst of ever increasing uses of computers
in our data processing and decision-making operations.

Key words: information costs, ADP, duplicate Information collection, unneeded data,
inadequate processing, unnecessary output, lack of available data, some questions to ask.

1. Introduction

Federal executives and managers, and auditors too, look upon costs as generally
being associated with personnel, facilities, equipment, supplies, and services. Because
of their tangible nature, these costs in most cases can be readily measured and accounted
for in budgets, accounting records, and financial reports.
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A cost that we often overlook is the cost that flows throygh, and is a part of, all
categories of Federal actions--the cost of information (data). It is very expensive to
collect, record, input, and manage the information agencies need to function properly.
The costs are incurred regardless of the method of processing -- computer or manual.

2. Importance of information

The extent to which the Federal Government relies on information is widely recognized
and does not need to be belabored. information is needed by all Federal activities, such
as inventory control points (ICPs), research and development activities, repair and over-
haul facilities, urban area developers, and environmental improvement activities, regard-
less of their missions.

The chart below shows the flow of information.

UATA AND
INFORMATION

FLOW OF INFORMATION

DATA COLLECTION
AND INPUT TO

INFORMATION SYSTEMS

OUTPUT

MANUAL
NFORMATION

SYSTEMS
PROCESSING

OUTPUT
L...

ADP INFORMATION
SYSTEMS PROCESSING

(INCLUDING MANUAL
FUNCTIONS)

PROGRAMING
ADP OPERATIONS

INFORMATION NEEDS
OF MANAGEMENT
AND OPERATIONS

SYSTEM DESIGN
FUNCTION

10.11

I

Normally, a distinction is made between the terms "data" and "information." Data most
often relates to unorganized, sometimes unrecognizable, bits end pieces of facts. Infor-

mation represents the organized, intelligible, and meaningful results once the data is
processed. In this article the terms are considered to be interchangeable.
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3. Information Costs -- Significance and Measurement Problems

It is virtually impossible to measure the total costs of information, because they
are buried in the accounts of (1) programs, (2) salaries, (3) other personnel costs,
(4) operation and administration, and (5) other overhead Items. They are buried even in
contract payments. There is no single place In the Government that can account for the
total costs of information. True, the General Services Administration (GSA) publishes
an annual summary of Federal ADP activities. The June 1972 summary reported Federal
expenditures for ADP at slightly more than $2.3 billion. This figure, however, represented
only a small part of the annual costs of information handling and processing. it did not

include expenses incurred for

- -collection and recording of information;

--employment of indirect support personnel;

--non-ADP information processing systems;

--all aspects of "special management classification" computers; and

- -managerial evaluation, interpretation, and processing of computer output.

In 1970 a Federal agency studied Government information costs. Its comprehensive
study showed that the costs of information were sknificantly more than the $2.3 billion
in ADP costs that GSA reported. The study showed that it cost at least $1?.2 billion a
year to operate Federal information systems. The major costs are shown below.

FEDERAL INFORMATION COSTS

COST OF CLASSIFIED
SYSTEMS

DOD WEAPONS
SYSTEMS

DATA COLLECTION
$5.2 BILLION

SUPPORT OF
STATE AND

LOCAL
INFORMATION

SYSTEMS

INSIDE CIRCLE; KNOWN OR
ESTIMATED COSTS

ADP EQUIPMENT
$1.0 BILLION

DIRECT AOP
PERSONNEL

SUPPORT
$1.0 BILLION

ADP OUTPUT
51.0 BILLION

PORTIONS OF
MANUAL
PROCESSING

SYSTEMS

INDIRECT ADP
PERSONNEL SUPPORT

S4.0 BILLION

MANAGER1 ,L EVALUATIONS
AND DECISIONS

CONTROL
AND MOBILE

COMPUTERS
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UTSIDE CIkCLE: SOME TYPES OF
UNKNOWN COSTS
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The study showed that the information costs in the Federal Government were enormous.

In considering these enormous costs, we cannot afford to overlook the potential that
exists for reducing them. There are numerous ways that data can be mismanaged and misused.
Failure to use data also can cost the Government money.

Some of the ways that data activities can increase operational costs follow.

--Collecting data already available.

--Collecting unneeded data.

--Inadequately processing pertinent data.

--Creating unnecessary output.

Failing to obtain and use needed data.

-- Falling to act on pertinent data.

The examples in the following sections illustrate how operating costs were increased
by various data management problems.

3.1 Collecting Data Already Available

The $5.2 billion annual cost estimated for collecting data did not include the very
high cost of the data input process- -e.g., keypunching and verification.

One agency estimated that 25 percent of the data collected by Federal agencies was
already in the computer files of other agencies. For example, consider how many agencies
are responsible for managing programs dealing with our environment. According to testimony
presented bef2re the Subcommittee on Investigations and Oversight of the House Committee on
Public Works, 4 no fewer than 14 agencies had Jurisdiction, by law or by special expertise,
over water quality and water pollution. Consider also the subjects of crime, economic
indicators, welfare, chemicals, narcotics control, and air pollution. Responsibilities for
collecting data on these and other subjects cross many agency lines.

There is some sharing of information between agencies in these areas. However, about
97 percent of this sharing consists of exchanges of hardcopy forms, which often require

reinput of the data Into computer-based systems, possibly using different layouts, formats,
and codes.

In many cases, however, information is not shared and unnecessary duplication results.

On December 8, 1971, GAO issued a report illustrating the significance of this point. The

report, "Coordinating Deep-Ocean Geophysical Survey Would Save Money" t*J-133188), showed

that the Government could save in excess of $20 million if one agency were to collect
geophysical data and share it with another. Prior to the review, both agencies had
planned to employ vessels in the same area and to independently collect the same or
similar information.

2
Hearings on Water Pollution Control Legislation 1971, held on Hay 25 and 26; June 2, 3, 8,
9, 10, 15, 17, 22, and 24; and July 7, 1971.
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3.2 Collecting Unneeded Data

When information systems are resigned, analysts, together with management and opera-
tional personnel, determine their data requirements. Documentation for the system design
should identify, among other things, what data is needed and why and how it is to be
processed and used. Hopefully there is a definite need for obtaining the given elements
of data that the system is designed to collect.

Tremendous volumes of data are collected in Federal data gathering and processing
operations. It has been estimated that more than 3,5 billion data collection documents
are generated yearly in Federal data gathering.

To the extent that unneeded data is collected, unnecessary costs are incurred. Added
costs for storing and processing are incurred if the unneeded data is entered into informa-

tion systems.

When information systems are redesigned or replaced, some of the previous data require-
ments may no longer exist. However, collecting data may be perpetuated because of inade-
quate systems analysis or design or through management oversight.

A recent project of the Office of Management and Budget (OMB) to improve reporting and
to reduce paperwork resulted in reported savings of $270 million.3 Much of that amount was
saved by eliminating reports or information in them that was not needed,

Paperwork studies, such as this are not normally a recurring internal agency opera-
tion. They do help to reduce overall paperwork in the Government, but in the long run
information r -,,,.ements appear to develop faster than obsolete requirements are eliminated.

OMB plans to take corrective actions. All agency officials and auditors should seek
ways to eliminate the collection of unneeded data.

3.3 Inadequately Processing Pertinent Data

Collecting needed data and injecting it into Federal information systems does not
guarantee t.lat computer processing and output will give the managers and operating personnel
the information they need for making the right decisions.

Processing relates to the procedures for analyzing data-- compiling, combining, calcu-
lating, rearranging, structuring, sorting,and interpreting--to produce information needed
for decision-making. In ADP systems, computer programs tell the central processing unit
how to process input data. Inadequate or erroneous criteria and/or errors in the computer
programs can result in uneconomical decisions.

In August 1970 GAO reported on an audit made at a Federal installation on its efforts
to reclaim usable parts, from excess equipment. Its computer system was to screen and
identify usable parts which normally were on excess equipment and which could be used to

support other equipment still in use. The program was written to screen the parts and to
output lists of the needed parts. Using these lists, Government personnel would reclaim
the needed parts and ship them to designated locations in the agency's supply system.

Inadequate criteria for and programing errors in the computer program processing the
information affected the computer's determinations. As a result the installation failed
to reclaim more than $410,000 worth of needed and usable parts, as seen in a test of two
equipment reclamation projects, and instead purchased more than $250,000 worth of these
parts.

3 "Report on the Government-Wide Project to Improve Federal Reporting and Reduce Related
Paperwork" (June 12, 1972).
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The inadequate criteria and programing errors resulted in excluding needed and usable
parts from the output lists and in eliminating from the screening process

--parts that contained components that could deteriorate (even though the components
could .be replaced);

--parts for which requirements were shown in the tens of tlousands of units, since
the computer was programed to screen only the list four digits of the requirements
quantities;

--parts that were coded as being slow moving even though recent recorded trends showed
significant increased usage; and

--parts that had not been used in overhauling the type of equipment no longer needed
even though they had been used in overhauling other equipment types.

The data input was current, accurate, and complete and information needed to make

the proper decisions was in the files. However, inadequate processing resulted in unneces-
sary costs to the Government. The report to the Congress (B-157373) was issued on
August 6, 1970.

3.4 Creating Unnecessary Output

Estimates of Federal computer output costs run at $1 billion annually for 90,000
periodically printed reports. Printed output which has no use or which duplicates infor-
mation in other printed output results in unnecessary costs to the Government.

For example, GAO reviewed the "credit returns" program of selected Government supply
centers. This program was but a small part of a center's overall operations in terms of
(1) the percentage of ADP time used and (2) the personnel employed. Nevertheless, the
ADP systems at the centers were printing reports which were not needed. At one center
about 90 percent of the printed reports either were not used or duplicated information
contained in other reports. Eliminating most of the credit return reports and consoli-

dating others would save the Government almost $50,000 a year at that center. These
savings were substantial, considering the scope and cost of the program within the center.
Similar situations existed at other centers. The GAO report (B-l61766) was issued on
June 27, 1967.

3.5 Failing to Obtain and Use Needed Data

The Government incurs unnecessary costs in addition to those included in the previously
mentioned $12.2 billion, because agencies make management and operating decisions without
the benefit of pertinent data available from (Afar agencies.

A recent GAO review of the Government's procurement of drugs illustrates the above
point. The agencies involved independently bought a wide range of the same drug products

without exchanging information on prices, manufacturer contracting preferences and pricing
policies,and inventories available for interdepartmental use. GAO's tests showed that

the Government had spent about $800,000 unnecessarily because such information had not

been exchanged. Each agency had information that would have benefited the others and

would have saved the Government money.
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One agency purchased annually about $250,000 worth of certain drug products from one
manufacturer. Although the manufacturer had told the agency that it did not offer discounts
on these products, it was at the same time discounting them by as much as 30 percent on
another agency's contracts. Because it did not have this information, the igency could
not take such alternative actions as (1) ordering the products from the second agency,
(2) adding its requirements to another agency's contracts, (3) further negotiating prices
with the manufacturer, and (4) purchasing alternative products from other sources.

In testimony before the Monopoly Subcommittee of the Senate Select Committee on Small
Business on May 10, 1972," the Comptroller General recommended that procurement and
requirements information be shared between agencies.

3.6 Failing to Act on Pertinent Data

The failure of operating and management personnel to act on available pertinent

data is another aspect of costs associated with acts of omission. If needed information is

economically collected and adequately processed and summarized but is not acted upon,
the effort is wasted and potential savings may be lost.

One Federal office had a longstanding policy of screening its inventory of excel;
repair parts for those parts which can be furnished to contractors manufacturing major
equipment. When the Government furnishes parts to its contractors, the Government can
negotiate lower contract prices or price reductions in existing contracts and thus realize
savings.

The office had implemented this policy until 1966 when it stopped because It thought
that no potential existed for offering excess parts to Government contractors. The office
did not make periodic followup reviews to determine whether such potential had developed.

The office collected and maintained sufficient and adequate data for making such re-
views. Its system contained such elements of information cn each item (repair parts and
equipment) of supply as (1) requirements data, (2) inventory balances, (3) applications
(the major equipment in which each part was used), (4) outstanding equipment contracts and
purchase requisitions, and (5) planned production over several years.

Because the office had not examined and related this data, it failed to recognize
the potential that existed. GAO identified $2.7 million worth of excess parts that could
have been used as Government-furnished parts on existing fiscal years 1969 and 1970
production contracts with attendant reduced or lower prices. The report (B-146727) was
issued on December 11, 1969.

We presented these facts to agency officials during our audit, but it was too late
to use all but about $130,000 worth of the parts on these contracts. The agency, however,
resumed active screening and has since used $434,000 worth of excess parts on fiscal year
1971 production contracts.

3.7 (ther Information Costs

Using inaccurate information or failirig to use current information can result in
uneconomical or erroneous decisions.

4
Competitive Problems in the Drug Industry, vol. 5. GAO issued a report, B-164031(2) on
"How to Improve the Procurement and Supply of Drugs in the Federal Government" on
December 6, 1973.
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Unnecessary information handling and processing, whether by the computer or by manual
means, is expensive and inefficient. It may also delay processing more important informa-

tion.

Both GAO and the executive agencies often have given attention to the design of infor-
mation. Duplications inherent in the independent design of the same or similar type of

systems are costly. Wherever possible, products of already expended design efforts should
be used.

Inadequately designed systems represent wasted effort and are often the result of
(I) poor planning, (2) inadequate feasibility studies, and (3) a lack of communication
between managers, systems analysts, programers, and operating personnel.

To emphasize the need for improved systems design, consider that it costs from
$20,000 to $1.5 million, exclusive of hardware costs, to design a computer-based infor-
mation system, depending on its complexity. Consider also that an estimated 1,000 new
computer-based information systems are being designed in the Federal Government each year.

4. Concluding Remarks

In December 1971 a task force commissioned by OMB to improve ADP systems analysis
and programing capabilities in the Government recommended that data be managed as a
resource.5 Such resources as equipment, supplies, facilities and personnel cost money,
and the Government has provided the criteria, apparatus, and means for managing them.
The task force said that data also costs money and cited the $2.3 billion cost for ADP

reported by GSA for fiscal year 1971. The task force concluded that, since data represents
a substantial investment, it should be considered a resource in the economic sense and re-

source management principles should therefore be applied.

Considering that Federal information costs are several times $2.3 billion, I believe

the recommendation of the task force to be conceptually sound. Implementing such a

recommendation, however, may be difficult at present because there are no (1) established

accounting systems for information, (2) procedures of identifying and allocating their

costs, and (1' apparatus and means for managing information as we manage physical re-

sources. It appeals logical that the Government move in the direction of managing data

as 3 resource by studying its feasibility.

Until this is done, there are still ways to improve information-processing operations
and to reduce their costs. Thoroughly analyzing and evaluating each processing step seems
to be an appropriate way to start improving operations and reducing costs. Soma questions
for which we should seek answers follow.

5"Office of Management and Budget Project to Improve the ADP Systems Analysis and
Computer Programming Capability of the Federal Government," December 17, 1971.
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Information-processing steps Some questions to ask

Collecting

Recording

Transmitting

Processing

Output

Analyzing and interpreting

Storing and retrieving

System design

Is all the needed information being collected?

Has needed information been collected else-

where?

Can this Information be obtained in machine-

sensible form for input into the system?

Is the information current, accurate, and

complete?

is unneeded information being collected?

How is information being collected?

Is there a better way?

Who records the information?
Where?

How often?

How is recording accuracy determined?

Where Is the information sent?
Should it be sent there?

How is it sent?

Is there a better way to send it?
Should it be sent elsewhere?

What are the objectives of processing?
Is the processing logical?
Is it efficient?
Are there processing steps that are not needed?
Should there be additional processing steps?
Is processing being performed as planned?

What Is the nature of the output?
What data does it show?
Is it used?
How is it used?

Is it shown elsewhere?

What criteria exist?
What instructions are given to personnel?
Are the criteria and instructions adequate?
Are they being followed?

What means of storage and retrieval are used?
How is information retrieved?
Should it be stored?

How long should It be stored?

Is information that should be stored being

disposed of?

How is the system being designed?
Is a feasibility study being made?
Are there existing systems of the same type

available? To what extent are they being
used in designing this system?

How is the design being coordinated with
management and operating personnel? Are
all of their needs being considered?
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AOPENDUM TO PROCEEDINGS

Below are replies to questions I received at the symposium. Several questions

were similar and I have therefore combined them where possible. If you are not

satisfied with a reply or wish additional information, I invite you to contact me

to discuss the subject further.

QUESTION: What is the impact of the value of the data to your discussion of

Information costs? If the data has little or no value, what sense

does cost reduction make?

REPLY : It is my contention that we should not spend money to obtain information

that has little or no value to us. The expensive data collection

process should be discontinued as soon as it Is determined that

certain data has no use In our decision making operation unless

it is required for other reasons, e.g. by law. To continue the

process would be to perpetuate unnecessary costs.

I also believe that a continuing active effort Is needed to evaluate

the data being collected In order to keep abreast of the "value"

of that dIta to the collecting organization.

QUESTION: What were the basic problems In the Federal data standards program

and when will GAO's report on the subject be issued? How can I

obtain a copy of the report when it Is issued?

REPLY : Because of the current status of report processing, I would rather

not specifically comment on the existing problems until the report is

formally issued. A reply to our draft report is due from the

Secretary of Commerce and the report could be issued a few weeks after

It Is received.
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Generally, some of the subjects discussed about the Federal program

deal with such matters as approaches and philosophies to data

standardization, semantics, cost benefits, resources and priorities,

uoordination and guidance, the role of the program coordinators, etc.

When the report is Issued, copies may be obtained by sending a check

or money order for $1 to the U.S. General Accounting Office,

Room 6417, 441 G. Street N.W., Washington, D.C. 20548. When ordering

the revrt, use the B-number, date, and title (if available) to

describe the report. If you are not aware of these facts, contact me

In the Philadelphia Regional Office (215 -597 -4330) and I will be glad

to assist you In obtaining the report.

QUESTION: Have you personally encountered any Federal agency who now is operating

a good, effective data management program (not merely a data

standardization program)?

REPLY : It Is a very large government and I've been exposed, on a detail level,

to only a relatively small portion of it. My experience, therefore,

should In no way be considered all inclusive. No organization Is

perfect In their data management activities. Some are better than

others.

Several agencies of the Department of Defense are probably more

advanced than most. I've observed that the Naval Command System

Support Activity (NAVCOSSACT) and the Logistics Data Element

Standardization and Management Office (LOGDESMO) appear to be on the

threshold of going beyond data standardization to developing effective

data management tools.

More emphasis must be placed and guidance given on data management

activities in Government and industry and not simply on data

standardization alone.
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QUESTION: Should data standardization be a function separate from system design,

development, Implementation and maintenance?

REPLY : I believe that data standardization should be an integral part of

these functions and not separated from them. The data Is at the very

core of the system and its source, processing, and use must be

considered at least as important as the equipment, people, programing

language, logic, documentation, etc.

QUESTION: Old the General Accounting Office report on Federal drug purchasing

present an estimate of the cost or other effort that would be required

to achieve the data standards that GAO believed was needed? How would

this compare to potential benefits?

REPLY : The basic standard recommended by GAO, the National Drug Code, already

has been developed and currently represents an under utilized asset.

Other standards, of course, would have to be developed to effect the

full exchange of data that we believe Is required. Much of this data

is already contained in computer systems of the respective agencies.

GAO never intended to attempt to measure the full benefits that would

be attained as a result of our recommendations. The $867,000 in

avoidable costs reported by GAO was based on a test of only $1; million

in purchases over a 2-year period. No projection was made. The

Federal Government's total drug purchases for the same 2-year period,

excluding Medicare, Medicaid, etc.,Wasabout $550 million. Total

avoidable costs, In my personal opinion, are many times the $867,000

reported. Since they are of a recurring nature, i believe that

developing standards for exchanges recommended by GAO will be well

worth the cost.
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QUESTION: Regarding pharmaceuticals, doesn't the Government use Federal Stock

Numbers (FSNs) pursuant to the Federal Cataloging and Standardization

Program, (41 CFR 101-29 or 41 CFR 101-30)? if not, are drug products

exempt from Federal cataloging?

REPLY FSNs are used to Identify pharmaceuticals managed centrally by the

Department of Defense, Veterans Administration, and/or the Department

of Health, Education, and Welfare. FSNs are also assigned to many

pharmaceuticals not managed centrally, but the central manager's

catalogs do not list these items. The hospitals and clinics

purchasing items directly from vendors were apparently not made aware

of these FSN assignments since their records and purchase orders

Identified the drugs by (1) description i.e. brand, size, strength

doses, etc., (2) manufacturer's number, and/or (3) locally assigned

numbers. In addition, other drug products are not assigned FSNs

because they are new, or because they do not appear on a Federal

Supply Schedule or other Government contract.
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On the Connections Between Data and
Things in the Real World

Perry Crawford, Jr.
Advanced Systems Development

International Business Machines Corporation
Yorktown Heights, New York 10598

1974 marks the tenth anniversary of the beginning of sustained effort to establish on a
broad basis a capability to interchange data among independent data systems. In 1964 the Depart-
ment of Defense formally established its program on data standardization; steps were taken to
extend data standardization to other government agencies; steps were taken to organize what is
now the American National Standards Institutes Committee X3L8 on Representations of Data Elements.

The policy statement and directive formally establishing the DOD Data Standardization
Program contained definitions of technical terms that had become well established in DOD; data
element, data item, data chain and data use identifier were among these. When the X3L8 program
began in 1965, the DOD terms were naturally.proposed as a basic technical vocabulary; the
minutes of the first meeting record the DOD terms, they record also the beginnings of contro-
versy concerning these terms and the views of data and standardization of data that the terms
undertake to express.

From the beginning cf the X3L8 program vigorous efforts were made to formulate
views of data and definitions of data terms that would meet needs of the program and be accepted
by all participants. In 1966, a "Data Science Task Group" was established to help accomplish
this result. The chief output of the Task Group was a formulation of views of data and definition
of data terms that stood as an alternative to the DOD formulation. The proposals of the Task
Group were not accepted by the membership of X3L8; the views of data and definitions of data
terms used in the X3L8 program are essentially those of the original DOD proposals.

However, there are those who saw merit in the proposals of the Task Group when they
were first made in 1967, and have retained interest in them. Dave Savidge is one of these and he
has asked me to put before this symposium a review of these proposals and the problems that
they present.

The task force proposals can most easily be reviewed by using the diagram (foil)
used in the original documentation and presentation of the proposals. Here are depicted two
approaches to establishing connections between the strings of characters that we call data and
the things in the real world that the data represent.

On the one hand, we can start with the strings of characters that may be contained
in a particular field of a particular record in a data system; we can ascertain the individual
strings used and what they mean (data items); we can ascertain the set of strings used (data
element); and we can ascertain the use of the strings in the particular field in terms of what
information is conveyed (data use identifier) .

We can, on the other hand, start with the things in the real world concerning which
we wish to be informed. We can establish sets of things such that by designating a particular
member of a set and a particular time we can convey information; we can establish sets of identi-
fiers that allow members of the set of things to be designated in various situations.
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The first approach came to be known as inside-out; the second as outside-in. The
outside-in approach had in 1967 and has today strong proponents; however the established
approaches to data processing and to views and definitions of data are based on the inside-
out approach. Whatever its merits, the outside-in approach theoretical and unproven;
programs of national and international data standardization had to proceed with practical
approaches of proven workability.

However, it is not only in the context of data standardization the outside-in
approaches have presented themselves; from the beginning of the modern computer era
to the present day, outside-in approaches have been pursued toward a number of objectives.

In the 1950's energetic efforts were made to extend languages used to define
business activities to permit computerization; decision tables and compilers
for translating problem statements containing decision tables into programs were
a result of these efforts.

The Language Structure Group of CODASYL was organized at the same time
as the COBOL Committee to establish a basis for the development of machine independent
problem defining languages. The LSG undertook to develop views of data as repre-
sentations of "objects and events in the real world" and to develop an algebra for
working with information and data in ways independent of machine procedures.

The Air Force in the early 1960's defined a requirement for a problem statement
method that would "imply" the programming required to treat the problem.

In the "TAG" technique, the data content of inputs and outputs can be defined
to a point in terms that are machine independent. The ISDOS project at the
University of Michigan has, since the late 1960's, been working on extensions of the
TAG approach to provide a complete definition of information requirements inputs
and outputs in machine independent terms.

In the fate 1960's work on data management ,ind data bases has focused increas-
ingly on achieving data independence. The approaches being pursued by GUIDE are
in terms of definitions of the "entities" represented by the data that are independent
of the specific form of the data.

In the 1970's work has resumed on "automatic programming" as "automatic
programming" was understood in the 1950's generation of outputs from definitions
of outputs. Work is underway in the Automatic Programming Department of MIT's
Project MAC on techniques for eliciting from functional people "knowledge domains"
and definitions of reports and for generating the reports from the stored "knowledge"
and report defintions.

In all of these areas, approaches having much in common with the outside-in approach
of the Data Science Task Group have been pursued energetically by capable, experienced and
motivated people, yet the promise held out by the outside-in approach has not been realized.

We have to ask why is this? What is missing in our attempts to bring the outside-in
approach to workable status?

In the time that I have, I would like to propose three things that, if they are not missing
in our attempts, are not given the kind of consideration they need; The handling of time; the
handling of the distinction between identifiers and the subjects they identify; the handling of the
distinction between problem definition and problem solution.
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First the handling of time. The work of the CODASYL Language Structure Group was an
attempt to formalize and extend work that had been going on for many years in the area of business
languages and problem statement. In its 1962 report the Group presented results based on two
primitive rules:

Each property has a set of values associated with it

. There is one and only one value associated with each property of each entity.

Based on these rules, the Group formulated postulates and an "Information Algebra"
based on modern algebra and set theory.

I propose that one of the key things missing from the approach of the language
Structure Group is, in the second rule, the phrase "at a given time":

There is one and only one value associated with each property of each entity
at a given time.

I propose that an adequate treatment of data requires that the question "When?" or
"How long?" that apply to data values is attended to systematically from the very outset. In the
approach of the Language Structure Group, as in data processing generally, time is attended to
in terms of file update; I propose that this is not adequate.

The approach to time in data processing was brought into question by Christopher
Strachey in his contribution to the issue of Scientific American devoted to information in 1966.
Strachey emphasized that:

"Programming presents us with certain new questions that are not present,
or at least not important, in any other branch of mathematics. Mathematics
in general does not recognize the existence of variables... that is values varying
over a period of time... In programming on the other hand we deal with time-
varying variables by the very nature of the process."

In concluding, Strachey proposes that we will need to develop new concepts in
order to get a firm grasp of the situation. He proposes that the way to develop the concepts is
through research of meaning, which introduces the second area in which I propose the need for
new approaches.

I referred to this area earlier in terms of handling the distinction between identifiers
and the subjects that they identify; but this is the area of meaning and semantics.

It is not just in data processing that the contrast between outside-in approaches and
inside-out approaches present themselves; in each of us, in each of our waking moments this
contrast is presented: whether, on the one hand, as an individual, we give first priority to the
direct perception of objects and events in our environment and a lower priority to the choice of
names and other labels for the objects and events, or whether we switch these priorities.

Most of us, most of the time in our every day perceptions give first priority to the
label; it is an act requiring specific attention to attend in specific terms to what the label refers.
I propose that this every day approach is counterpart to the inside-out approach in data process-
ing.

I think that most of us, when we stop to think about it, would accept that the "natural"
or "logical" approach in our perceptions is objects and events first and labels second; yet we
recognize that from the beginning of our schooling the emphasis has been on the labels and
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their proper handling.

I propose that development of the outside-in approach in data processing depends upon
development in each of us of an improved ability to separate the objects and events from the labels
and to handle questions concerning the meaning of labels in systematic ways.

In an article reviewing his long experience wit'l language and information, Anthony
Ottinger had this to say:

"All of our understanding of the mechanics of le iguage built up from real or fancied
building blocks seems to stop dead before the question of meaning... it almost
seems as if the perception of meaning were primery and everything else a conse-
quence of understanding meaning. If this were true, linguistics would have to be
built anew, because all of our linguistic theories...seem to start off with the notion
of building blocks...and we put these together by rules at various levels... Finally,
we say we have...this string of symbols and there is meaning in them."

I propose that Ottinger is here affirming that the established approach in linguistics
is inside-out; he affirms also the possibility of an alternative approach:

"When we try to turn this around...we seem to hit a dead end..."

The third area in which I propose new approaches are needed I spoke of as handling
the distinction between problem definition and problem solution.

The report of the Language Structure Group affirmed the importance of separating
the statement of the problem from the algorithm for treating the problem; in the other areas
of data processing reviewed earlier where outside-in approaches have been and are being
attempted implicit programming, TAG and ISDOS, Project MAC the essential task is defining
means for stating problems independently of means eventually selected for treating and solving
problems.

Again, each of us, when we stop to think about it, acknowledges the fundamental
importance of arriving at the best definition we can of the problem with minimum implications
for how the problem may eventually be solved. However, when we don't think about it when
we react to the pressures of a problem situation most of us tend to jump to solutions, even
to define problems in terms of proposed solutions.

I propose to you that approaches to nrelblcias that put proposed solutions ahead of
first rate problem definitions qualify also as versions of inside-out approaches. I propose that
developing our ability to put problem definition first to take outside in approaches to all of
the kinds of problem situations that confront us is of transcendent importance.

One of the ways we talk about the separation of problem definitions from problem
solutions in everyday affairs to to talk about the separation of definitions of what is to be accom-
plished from definitions of how to best accomplish what is defined for accomplishment. In "The
Human Use of Human Beings" Norbert Weiner was expressing his grave concern that the new
information systems would not in fact secure the human benefits tik.t vere possible; his concerns
come to a focus in the last chapters where on three occasions he sped' s of the difficulty of sep-
arating the what from the how; on the first of these he says:

"Our papers have been making a great deal of American "know -how" ever sinc
we had the misfortune to discover the atomic bomb. There is one quality more
important than know-how and we can't accuse the United States of any undue amount
of it. This is "know-what" by which we determine not only how to accomplish our
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purposes, but wha our purposes are to be."

In all human realms the definition of purposes -- of the what --is crucial; in the realm
of information systems to extend human abilities the definition of the what independently of the
how is crucial to sonic higher power.

At one level in information systems, the definition of the what is the starting
point for designing the codes and sets of codes that identify subjects and
constitute the data to be processed and interchanged:

At a higher level, the definition of the what is the starting point for designing
the messages that are to be interchanged among information systems and de-
livered by information systems as outputs in ways that are independent of how
the messages are handled inside the systems.

At the level of the end user, the definition of the what independently of the how
is the basis for designing more productive and more efficient systems for the
conduct of human affairs and for making best use of information system support
of design.

We have reviewed briefly some of the background of the pursuit of outside-in
approaches in data processing; we have noted some places where these approaches show
promise and have been and are being pursued; we have considered some of the reasons why
progress in the development of outside-in approaches has not been more rapid than it has. We
have suggested with the backing of some distinguished students of the information field
that these reasons include the need to develop new mathematical approaches, the need to develop
new approaches to linguistics, and the need to move from a "know-how" to a "know-what" orien-
tation,

To satisfy these needs is a big order; I propose to you that we are in fact called upon
to satisfy them and that by concerted action by our profession we can do it,
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US Army Materiel Command (AMC)
Progression From Reports Control

To Data Element Management

Edith F. Curd

Reports Management Branch
Directorate for Management Information Systems

US Army Materiel Command

AMC's first attempt at controlling costs in the reporting area
began by establishing monitorship of all reporting requirements. This
monitorship consisted of requiring a written justification from the
requestor for any new report to be prepared and an annual review of
that report to insure its continued necessity. As automation became
more prevalent, it was recognized that if maximum savings and efficiency
were to be realized, automated products must also be included in the
program. The extension of reports management to ADP products greatly
increased the savings realized from the program, especially in the
area of products from standard AMC programs, where the same computer
programs are run at multiple computer sites located at various AMC
field installations. An analysis of the savings from management of
the ADP products, however, brought on the realization that the majority
of the costs incurred was not in the production of the products but in
the gathering and maintenance costs of the data elements contained in
the products. This realisation resulted in the final emergence of the
AMC philosophy of data element management. Tools utilized in this
program are:

a. The AMC Duta Element Dictionary (DED) System which is being
adopted this year as the DED standard syetem for Department of the Army.

b. Standardization of data elements (DE) in AMC.

c. Matrix analysis of DE concept for identification of
redundant/overlapping ADP products.

d. DE,Management Ease files (DED, DE Characteristics,
Products Characteristics) for DE management.

e. Standardization of DE in ANC standard systems programming
modules.

Key words: Reports control; data element management; Data Element
Dictionary (DED); data element standardization; data element matrix
analysis; data element management be files; data element
characteristics; products characteristics; programming modules;
Central System Design Agency (CSDA); Army Materiel Command (AMC);
Key Word In Context (KWIC).
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1. Introduction

The US Army Materiel Command (AMC) is primarily responsible for the acquisition and
maintenance 'of the US Army's equipment. In order to properly manage this voluminous
operation, information is consolidated and/or extracted from our base level operating
systems data to provide a basis for managerial decisions. Like all reporting systems,
however, our reports are inclined to progress from "necessary" to "nice to have" to
"unnecessary" with a resultant opiralling of correlated costa unless controls for
essentiality are maintained.

2. Historical Reports Control Procedures

ARC's first attempts at controlling costs of reports began by monitorship of all
reporting requirements. This consisted of requiring written justification from requestors
for all new reports, as well as annual reviews for all recurring reports to insure
necessity for continuance. As this program originally was conceived by Department of
the Army (DA) prier to the era of automation, it was addressed primarily towards reports
prepared manually.

3. Current Reports/ADP Products Management

As automation became more prevalent, it was recognized that if maximum savings and
efficiency were to be realized, automated products must also be included in the program.
Rationale for this decision could be based on volume alone, if for no other reason. DA,
and subsequently AMC, extended its reports control program to include automatic data
processing products, with the exception of such items as program tapes or debugging
listings. The extension of reports management to ADP products greatly increased the
savings realized from the program, especially in the area of products from standard AMC
progrand.

4. AMC Standard Computer Systems

4.1 System-Wide Project for Electronic Equipment at Depots Extended (SPEMEX)

To illustrate, AMC has a standard depot system (SPEEDER) which was designed and
programmed ty one AMC Central System Design Agency (CSDA); the system produces
approximately 1000 output products. These products actually are being produced on 11
separate computers at 11 separate depots, for a total of approximately 11,000 products.
When one product can be eliminated from the system, it results in savings of machine
processing and personnel handling at 11 computer sites.

4.2 AMC Logistics Program Hardcore Automated (ALPHA)

A second AMC standard system (ALPHA), one for the major subordinate commands (MSC),
was designed and programmed by a different AMC CSDA. This system currently produces
approximately 500 products and is to be run at seven MSC's for a total of 3500 products.
The number of products is scheduled for expansion.

4.3 Test, Evaluation, Analysis, and Management Uniformity Plan (TEANUP)

A third AMC standard system (TEAMUP), one for test and evaluation activities, was
designed and programmed by a third AMC CSDA. It generates approximately 600 products
at eight installations for a total of 4800 products.
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5. Data Element Management

An analysis of the savings from management of the ADP products, however, brought on
the realization that the majority of the costs incurred was not in the production of the
products but in the gathering and maintenance costs of the data elements contained in the
products. This realization resulted in the final emergence of the AMC philosophy of data
element management.

Our data element management program is still in its infancy, even though much progress
has been made, primarily in the area of constructing our tools for the program.

5.1 Standardization of Data Elements (DE)

One of our first steps was to standardize our data elements (DE) in our reports and
ADP products. Our regulations carry the stipulations that all DE's must either be
standardized or submitted for standardization prior to approval of preparation of a report
or ADP product. To date, approximately 9000 AMC DE's have been standardized.

5.2 AMC Data Element Dictionary (DED)

Our most significant accomplishment has been the establishment of an AMC Data Element
Dictionary (DED). The DED contains the 9000 AMC standardized DE's; more are being added
as standardization is ..:ompleted.

Computer checks for duplication of DE's are acaymplished prior to entry in the DED
by comparison of mneumonics and/or titles. A manual check can be made through our Key
Word In Context (KWIC) system where each word in the title is listed alphabetically. We
are currently investigating generic analysis search techiques to more efficiently locate
standardized DE's and to prevent redundant standardization.

The DED is updLted monthly and microfilm copies distributed throughout AMC. On a
semi-annual basis, printed copies are produced and disseminated.

Department of the Army (DA) has recently selected the AMC DED System as the DA
standard DEDS. It is scheduled for proliferation in DA during this fiscal year.

5.3 Matrix Analysis of DE's

One of our DE Management Program's milestones which is still in the conceptual stage
is the development of a DE matrix analysis listing. A listing such as shown in Table 1
below could eliminate unnecessary data processing design, programming and machine
expenditure. When a new report is needed, input to the computer of the required DE's
would produce the identification of existing reports which contain the DE's or the fact
no such report exists.

Table 1. Report ''X" DE Matrix Analysis

DE 1
DE 2
DE 3
DE 4
Etc.

4R,
4. 4, 44-R0
x
x x
K X X
X X

X
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5.4 DE Management Base Files

In order to produce the above matrix analysis, two master files are being developed.
One, the DE Characteristic File, contains all data which is homogenous to a DE regardles
of the file location of that DE or of the various reports in which it is contained.
Examples of the characteristics are costs of gathering, maintaining and extracting the DE,
number of times accessed and identification of reports in which the DE appears. The seconJ
master file L. the Reports Characteristic File, which contains characteristics of the
reports produced, including identification of the DE's in each report. This file can be
used to automatically schedule production of reports as well as review schedules.

5.5 DX Standardization in Programming Modules

Some work has been done by AMC in DE standardization in programing modules, but we
still have more progress to -eke. Out ultimate goal is that DE identification in our files
will correlate to our standardized titles. This will facilitate ease of identification and
communication between our data processing and functional personnel.

6. summary

AMC's timefrme to completely phase from its Reports Management to Data Element
Management is five years. We do not feel it Will be an easy task, howevtr, it is
anticipated the results will enable AMC to maximize efficient data flow while minimizing
cost of information through standardization of data elements.4'

1/ Observations and conclusions presented in this paper concerning data standards do
not necessarily relate to the DOD Standardization Program.
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AMC Progression from Reports Control to Data Element Management

1. quequE: Can a copy of the AMC Data Element Dictionary be obtained? If so, how?

Answer: Copies of the AMC Data Element Dictionary can be obtained by 2alling AUTOVON
284.§5317 (Washington area 274.9051/2), or by writing HQ US Army Materiel Command (USAMC)
ATTN: AMCMS-IR, 5001 Eisenhower Avenue, Alexandria, VA 22304.

2. Smestion: Is your dictionary of electronic data elements available through the
Defense Documentation Center (DDC)? If yes, please indicate order number (AD Number).

Answer: The dictionary is not available through the Defense Documentation Center
but can be obtained by contacting the above address.

3. Question: Would like more information on the design and implementation of your data
dictionary. How are element descriptions input; how are reports produced, who has access
to the DED; is theee on-line interactive support, etc.

Amwer: The AMC DED sy...tem has been adopted as the Department of Army standard DED
system. Documentation is available and can be obtained by contacting the address
contained in the answer to Question 1 above. The element descriptions input are placed
in card format. Various reports are produced from this system, a description of which
is contained in the documentation. All personnel within the AMC complex have access to
the DED and are required to use this prior to obtaining of the approvals of a new
reporting requirement. Currently, there is no on-line interactive support.

4. Question: Are your 9000 AMC data elements standard throughout the US Army? What
percentage are DOD standards? How many are suitable for use in other DOD Departments or
Agencies?

Answer: Our 9000 AMC data elements have not been submitted to Department of Army as
candidates fo' standardization. We are now in the process of evaluating the AMC standard
data elements for impact if submitted to DA for standardization. It is always a slow
process to standardize data elements; the higher level of standardization, the longer the
process. As a result, AMC took the initiative in standardizing its own data elements
within AMC. We will not be sure how many are suitable for use in other DOD Departments
until they have been submitted to Department of Army as candidates for standardization.

5. Question: What if one of your reports produces hours worked by employee number and
someone also wants hours worked by employee number and project number; does he get a new
report? Does your DED have this?

Answer: In order to produce the first report the data element "hours worked by
employee number" must be contained in the data bank. In order to produce the second
data element "hours worked by employee number and project number", the second data element
must be added to the data base if it is not already in existence. If it is already in
existence and is not currently contained on a recurring report, the individual would get
a new report. If the second data element was not contained in a data bank, it is projected
an economic analysis based on the rrobable cost of gathering and maintaining the data for
that data element in the data bank would occur. Our DED has a list of the different data
elements currently in our reports and data bank.

6. Question: How do you cost the benefits resulting from a data element standardization
action' What are your elements of expenses used to obtain a cost figure?

Answer: There has been no analysis of cost benefits resulting from data element
standardization within AMC. This has been a required program directed by Department of
Army. It has also been necessary in order to successfully implement our standard AMC
systems.
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7. Question: How are you handling the problem of nonuniform input cost data? That is,
breaking out recurring vs. nonrecurring, or RDTE vs. production, also variations between
different suppliers, cost trackln, procedures and learning curve serialization problems.

Answer: AMC has not yet developed costing procedures for our Data Element Management
Program. We have felt that it was necessary to identify the cost of producing our
various reports control symbol (RCS) reports and our ADP reports first. We currently
are not breaking out recurring vs, nonrecurring costs on manual reports, however, we are
on ADP reports. On ADP reports we do require developmental (one-time) costs to be
furnished, such as systems design manhours and dollar cost, programming manhours and
dollar cost, and computer test time and associated dollar costs. On a recurring basis,
we require the programmer and systems analyst maintenance cost, supplies cost, and the
recurring computer cost to be furnished. We intend to include in the future the cost
of handling the report in the functional area. At present, however, we are only identify-
ing developmental costs for ADP reports and recurring costs on both manual and ADP
reports. I have been given five years to develop a data element costing procedure and I
think it will take at least that long to do so.

8. Question: What is the size of your staff working on development of data element
control? Do you have separate functional subgroups for: (1) seL:ction/development of a
DED System, (2) standardization of data element representation, and (3) definition of
control procedures relative to data administration?

Answer: Currently there are ten personnel in the Reports Management Branch; the
majority are working on our current Reports Management Program; this balanc:c will change
as our full Data Element Program emerges. The personnel of this branch consist of both
computer specialists and management analysts. I personally feel, and this is not
necessarily an AMC sentiment, that eventually there may develop a separate series for
Data Rlement Managers. I do not have separate functional subgroups, but utilize my people
on a team concept, changing construction of the teams as the need arises.

9. Question: How many programmers, analysts, etc., will be required to complete your
job in five years?

Answer: I em not sure how many will be required, however, in all probability, I will
be given no additional resources to accomplish the job. I do have the prerogative,
however, of having my detail systems design and programming work done at one of AMC's
Central Systems Design Agencies (CSDA), as the need arises.

10. Question: Are your Data Element Management computer programs available to other
government agencies? Did you investigate commercially available packages, which ones
and why were they not selected? I'm assuming your system is an AMC original. How did
you begin data element information -- existing reports, source documents, or references
in computer system.; Any tips would be sincerely appreciated as we are not seeing the
value and need of a data element management system and are working toward installing one.

Answer: Any programs that we have developed are certainly available to other
government agencies. We have investigated commercially available packages but to date
have been unable to locate any that are applicable to the requirements of our Data
Element Management Program. In fact, if you know of any, I would appreciate your
furnishing me this information. As far as I know, our system is an AMC original. We
began building our data element information from our existing reports. We are now
building a Reports Characteristic File which gives us the characteristics of all our
reports and ADP products produced to include identification of the data elements within
these reports. Subsequent to the finalization of our Reports Characteristic File, our
Data Element Characteristic File will be designed. I will be glad to keep you informed
of our progress and furnish you such documentation as you may desire, if you will contact
the address furnished in the answer to Question 1 above.

11. Question: Could I get an advance copy of the USANC paper entitled "Progression from
Reports Control to Data Element Management"? Also, any format information on collecting
data for a Data Element Dictionary. How is the DED used in relation to the DBMS? Is it
a directory to data as well as a reference dictionary? Does it control access to DBMS
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by proponents and users? Could the DED system be converted for use on 6500 and if so,
what would be involved?

Answer: An advance copy was furnished as requested. Currently, the only tie-in
between the DED and DBMS is the requirement for the programmer to use the name which is
assigned in the DED. More discipline, however, needs to be applied in this area. The
DFD is not a directory to data, but merely a reference dictionary, giving the standardized
title of a data element and showing in what systems it is used. It can also identify the
reports in which the data are contained. The DED system could be converted for use on
6500, I assume, as it is written in COBOL. Impact would be the work effort involved in
conversion of an IBM 360 COBOL series of programs to a 6500, if the 6500 is capable of
accepting COBOL.

12. estion: to you intend, after completion of your initial data element dictionary and
report uction activities, to investig'te the possibility of constructing one or more
integrated data bases to further reduce ADP costs?

Answer: Yes, this is one of our objectives in our data element management program.
The first step, of necessity, must be to more or less "catalog" the data elements which
we currently have and where they are located. Our logical step will be then to attempt
more integrated data bases than we currently have in order to reduce the gathering and
maintaining of data in the data bases.

13. Question: a. What are the main phases planned to implement the use of DED names at
the systems programming levels? (Tools ?) b. Why "matrix analysis" before that imple-
mentation, which could permit automated matrix analysis?

Answer: Implementing and enforcing the use of DED names at the systems and programming
levels have been considered the second phase of our Data Element Management Program. AMC
considers the implementation of the use of Data Element Dictionary names in our reports to
be of first importance. The rationale is the fact the Data Element Management Program is
evolving from our Reports Control Program, therfore, we are attempting to purify the
Reports Control Program prior to moving into the systems and programming areas.

14. Question: Would you please forward documentation of the content, structure and use of
your Data Element Management system?

Answer: I will forward the documentation which I currently have. AMC is only in the
first year of our projected five year program in this area; more complete documentation
will be available as we are further along in our program.
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A data base management system (System 20002 is being utilized
for analysis of recipient-oriented data elements and representations
used by a group of Texas state agencies. The data base contains over
700 defined data elements found in computer files and paper forms used
by the agencies. In addition, about 30 sets of current data element
standards are stored. The data base and the DBMS permit detailed
analysis of present standards usage and potential impact of new or
revised standards prior to the selection of interagency standards.
In addition, the DBMS facilitates the ready generation of reports,
listings, data inventories, and current editions of an interagency
standards dictionary.
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1. Introduction

The Office of Information Services, a group of computer and information specialists
within the Texas Governor's Office, has statutory responsibility for developing interagency
information systems and improving utilization of EDP within Texas state government. In
accordance with this legislative mandate, the Health and Human Resources Division of the
Office of Information Services staffs a data standards project in cooperation with the
major health, social, employment and education agencies within Texas state government.
Primary goal of the project the adoption of standard formats for recipient-oriented
data elements and representations to be used by participating agencies in storing and ex-
changing computerized recipient data. The incidence of identified data exchanges among
participants in this project lends strong support to the view that governmental information
systems today must be able to operate effectively in an environment that is increasingly
characterized b, both inter-agency and inter-governmental activities and programs.

2. Methodological Approach

In order to assure selection of the most appropriate standards for interagency use,

1
Systems Analysts.

2
Product of MRI Systems Corporation
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it was decided at the beginning of the project that in-depth analysis of existing
standards would be essential to the establishment of a set of standard data elements
and representations for use by participating agencies. During the data collection
phase of the project, it became evident that thorough analysis would require voluminous
data gathering from state and federal agencies and national associations, each promulgating
standards seemingly independent of one another. Also in evidence was the tact that while
standards exist in numerous agencies or functional areas, the data processing shops assumed
to be subject to a set of standards may or may not be using the standards. It was therefore
decided that file layouts, in addition to formal standards, must he gathered and analyzed
to determine what data element standaru., are actually being used by participating state
agencies.

Additionally, the decision was made to analyze relevant paper forms used by state
agencies in collecting data about the people they serve. Several benefits were expected
from this action. First, in most cases a far greater percentage of an agency's information
about its clients is captured on paper forms than is stored in computer files. Therefore,
analysis of forms seems essential for accurate assessment of which elements are used most
frequently and are hence likely candidates for standardization. Furthermore, data which
is stored in computer files is usually first collected on paper forms. 'TAUS, when data
standards are adopted which necessitate revisions in computerized files, changes must often
also be made in the paper forms which serve as the source documents. By documenting
linkages between computerized files and the original data collection forms, we are
attempting both to measure the anticipated impact of proposed standards and also to
facilitate system-wide conversion once standards have been adopted. Additional benefits
are expected to accrue a agency forms undergo periodic revisions designed to improve
their use for direct data entry.

As one can see, the more analysis to be done during the standards project, the greater
the volume of information that would be needed and the more difficult it would be to
organize this information. Two decisions were made at this point: I) A data base manage
ment system should be used to manage the voluminous data and 2) the scope of the standard
data elements and representations should primarily center around client services provided
by the state agencies rather than any internal agency operation (e.g., payroll, accounting).

System 2000 as a data base manager has been used with much success in the standards
project. The data base manager allows for varying reports to he generated at will on
specific data elements, a set of standards, a certain agency's forms, the entire data base,
etc. Data is easily entered and modified, as necessary. The data base allows for
structural changes and the addition of fields containing information initially by-passed but
later discovered to be needed in the analysis.

An auxiliary file contains data element definitions and these, when accessed with the
main files, provide an automated data dictionary.

The approach we have taken with respect to the data dictionary appears to contrast
somewhat with what we have seen utilized in other standards projects. Rather than produce
a data dictionary which provides a separate citation for each uniquely named element with
an accompanying definition which may be specifically tied to particular program regulations
or legislative definitions, we have produced a document which attempts to provide a
synthesis across agencies. The data dictionary is dynamic, for it is at this stage primarily
a working document to be used in establishing common definitions acros: agencies for data
elements which are candidates for standardization.

In selecting definitions for elements which appear in the data dictionary, our ob-
jective was to produce definitions which could serve as a starting point for further
refinements resulting from interagency discussion. Wherever possible, definitions restricted
to a particular agency or program's requirements are avoided. For example, one of our most
frequently cited elements is known to project participants as "Applicant/Recipient Name."
For our purposes, we are interested in documenting the frequency of use of this element
among the various agencies. We do not care what eligibility requirements must be met by
an applicant or recipient served by the Department of Public Welfare as compared to the
Rehabilitation Commission, for example. Nor do we care that the Department of Mental
Health and Mental Retardation calls the people it serves "patients" or "students," while
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the Welfare Department refers to "recipients," the Rehabilitation Commission talks about
"clients," and so forth. What we wish to document is what piece of data we are describing
and in what format it is carried by the various agencies using it. Our definition for
"Applicant/Recipient Name" is at this point quite elementary: "name of applicant/recipient
as it appears on an agency's records." As this element becomes involved in the standardi-
zation process, we would expect the definition to be refined. For example, it may be
specified that the element refers only to applicants/recipients who are individuals as
opposed to organizational applicants/recipients. Synonyms used for the element name in
various agencies may have to be noted. And, of course, the standardization process will
lead to the addition of such format-related information as: "Applicant/Recipient Name
consists of the person's last name, followed by his first name and middle initial."

3. Administrative Approach

As previously noted, the goal of the data standards project is the adoption of
standard formats for recipient-oriented data elements and representations used by state
health and human resources agencies in storing and transferring computerized data. The
achievement of this goal would facilitate interagency data transfer, facilitate data
processing operations within agencies, economize in the use of computer software and
hardware, and minimize system conversion problems.

A primary administrative feature of the project has been the formation of a viable
Interagency Standards Task Force under the auspices of the Interagency Health and Human
Resources Council, an organization of agency commissioners and executive directors. The
Task Force, which meets on a periodic basis to establish policy and adopt standard data
elements, is composed of data processing management personnel from the following Texas
agencies:

Cooperating Agency

State Department of Public Welfare

Texas Department of Mental Health and
Mental Retardation

Current Hardware

IBM 370/155

IBM 370/145

Texas State Department of Health UNIVAC 1106

State Commission for the Blind

Texas Rehabilitation Commission

Texas Industrial Accident Board

Texas Employment Commission

Texas Education Agency

Coordinating Board, Texas College and
University System

IBM 360/40

BUR 3500

IBM 360/40

IBM 370/158

IBM 360/65

IBM 360/40

The standards Task Force has met several times, completed organizational activities,
developed task force procedures, and is currently examining a set of proposed data
standards. The approval process adopted by the task force is shown in Figure 1.

4. Technical Approach

An innovative aspect of this data standards project is that detailed information
has been collected so as to permit thorough analysis on which to base the selection of
each standard data element and its representation. Recipient-oriented paper forms,
computer files, and promulgated standards have been collected from the participating
state agencies. In addition, sets of data standards have been collected from related
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state, federal, and national organizations and agencies which impact members of the
Task Force.

Detailed descriptions of data elements and representations as they appear in each form,
file, or standard have been entered into the data base using a FORTRAN program with
System 2000 procedural language interface. Data values are stored by means of the data
base structure shown in Figure 2. The hierarchical structure enhances use of the data
base in relating data elements to various files, forms, and/or standards.

Queries and updates are entered directly by the DBMS using a remote keyboard/terminal
printer. A separate ISAM file stores element definitions and is accessed as needed.
Figure 3 shows the overall computer processing functions.

Reports from the data base may be generated in two ways: 1) First the DBMS provides
remote access to the data base via a series of commands which initiate selected counts
and listings. Data obtained by the DBMS access method is used for maintenance purposes
primarily but also to answer specific questions regarding proposed standards. 2) The
second method involves use of a high level language, such as FORTRAN or COBOL, which is
linked to the DBMS at compilation time by a procedural language interface feature. A
series of COBOL report programs are being written which provide various types of listings
and inventories. An example is the data dictionary as illustrated in Figure 4.

The complete report series is as follows:

Report #1, Preliminary Data Standards Element Inventory

Description: This report is a list of data elements showing the media (forms,
files and standards) on which each data element appears. The
report also describes the data element (length, justification, type,
etc.) as it appears on each of the media.

Expected
Usage : This report will be used primarily by OIS for initial selection of

standards and for initial correction of the data base.

Report #2, Data Standards Element Dictionary

Description: This report is a list of data elements and their definitions. It
also indicates which agencies are using which data elements.

Expected
Usage This report will be used by the Standards Task Force members to

establish a common definition for each element selected for
standardization.

Report #3, Data Standards Media Listing

Description: This report is a list by agency of the media (forms, files and
standards) in the standards data base.

Expected
Usage This report will be used by the Standards Task Force and OIS to

verify the inclusion of applicable media (forms, files and standards)
in the standards data base.

Report #4, Data Standards Element Inventory

Description: This report is similar to Report #1, Preliminary Data Standards
Element Inventory, except this report includes element definitions
a:d is of a more usable size (811 x 11).

Exepcted
Usage This report will prov3deinformation for the Standards Task Force
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on data elements prior to selection of a standard.

Report 45, Data Standards Media Inventory

Description: This report lists each medium (form, file or standard) with the
data elements that comprise that medium.

Expected
Usage The report will he used by the Standards Task Force and ON to

correct and update the Standards Data Base.

Report 46, Data Standards Composite Elements

Description: This report lists those elements which consist of related data
items that can be treated as a group or individually. Both the
composite data element and its component data elements are listed.
An example of a composite element is INDIVIDUAL NAME with its
components LAST NAME, FIRST NAME, MIDDLE INITIAL.

Report #7, Data Standards Table Report

Description: This report lists those data elements which appear on forms
in a tabular arrangement.

Expected
Usage This report will be used primarily by OIS in its data standards

analysis.

5. Project Benefits

One of the difficulties in maintaining a consistently high level of morale and
activity in a standards project is that many of the benefits of standardization are realized
only in the long run. This is true, for example, of many of the potential benefits noted
in Section 3, such as "economize in the use of computer software and hardware". However,
we have been pleased to note that certain unexpected benefits have already become evident in
our standards project. First we have become aware that the standards data base is increasingly
referenced by staff personnel working on other projects within our organization. For instance,
the standards data is proving useful in developing a Texas Supply/Demand Information System
for Vocational Education, in designing record layouts for state licensing agencies, and in
the analysis of minimum data sets for the collection of health manpower and health facilities
data.

A second immediate benefit has resulted directly from the capability which we have for
dealing with a vast amount of detailed data. That is, utilizing the query feature of System
2000 in conjunction with a manual file of data codes3, we are able to quickly assemble
comprehensive comments regarding standards proposed for adoption by various organizations.
Figure 5 is an example of one page taken from a series of comments prepared in response to a
set of standards proposed by a group of Texas state administrators. Each of the abbreviations
shown on this page represents a set of standards entered in our data base. The standards
data has been used similarly in recent weeks to respond to a federal agency's request for
comments on a proposed inventory of data elements for a survey questionnaire. The capability
to prepare such comments rapidly lends added authority to those comments, while effectively
utilizing personnel time.

Another benefit realized from the project has been that of increased communication and
cooperation among participating agencies' data processing shops. This benefit. is, of
course, somewhat intangible, but has resulteu primarily from the interaction among data
processing managers in the meetings of the Interagency Standards Task Force.

3The information in this file could easily be entered into System 2000. However, such
a conversion is not believed to he cost effective at this point.
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Given the benefits already realized from this project, we are convinced that
utilization of a data base management system for analyzing data elements in forms,
files, and sets of standards is a sound approach to the standardization process. Furthermore,
due to the emphasis placed on pre-selection analysis, we are optimistic that the long-
range benefits of standardization will follow.
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DATA STANDARDS SELECTION PROCEDURES

OIS
ANALYSIS,
RECOMMENDAT IONS
DRAFT OF
STANDARD

YES

YES

OIS PUBLISHES,
DISTRIBUTES
STANDARD WITH
MINOR WORDING
CHANGES, ETC.

1r

C STOP

NO

STANDARD
FORWARDED
TO H&HR
COUNCIL AND
WORKING GROUP

FIGURE 1
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LEVEL 0

LEVEL 1

LEVEL 2

SYSTEM 2000 DATA STANDARDS STRUCTURE

Agency Code
Agency Title

Form, File or Standard Name
Form-File-Std Indicator
Number of Copies or Records
Frequency of Compilation or Update

Form, File or

Standard Descrip-
tion

FIGURE 2
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HEALTH AND HUMAN RESOURCES DATA STANDARDS

EXAMPLE AND EXPLANATION OF THE

DATA DICTIONARY

23501 APPLICANT/RECIPIENT'S RELATIVES2

NAME OF RELATIVES OF APPLICANT/RECIPIENT,3

SEE ELEMENT(S): 2300 14 24504 NUMBER OF OCCURRENCES 8 5

AGENCY USERS: DPW 6 TRC 6

1 DATA ELEMENT NUMBER

2 DATA ELEMENT NAME

3 DEFINITION OF DATA ELEMENT

4 DATA ELEMENT NUMBERS CF SIMILAR DATA ELEMENTS

5 NUMBER OF TIMES THE DATA ELEMENT APPEARS IN THE
STANDARD DATA BASE

6 ABBREVIATION OF THOSE AGENCIES USING THAT
PARTICULAR ELEMENT

FIGURE 4
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SAMPLE PAGE FROM COMMENTS

REGARDING PROPOSED STANDARDS

ELEMENT NO TIPS 7

ELEMENT NAME: COUNTY CODE

CONFORMS WITH: MAIPS, FIPS, OIS, SRS, HEW, USOE, IBM, GSA

AT VARIANCE WITH: DPW, IAB, TCJIS, TSDH, MHIMR, COO, TEA, TRC, SSI

COMMENTS: THE TIPS CODE IS IN C1NFORMITY WITH MOST FEDERAL

CODES. IN GENERAL, STATE AGENCIES NOT IN

CONFORMITY USE ONE OF TWO OTHER TABLES: (1)

1-245, MC'S FIRST AMONG M'S (2) 1-254, MC'S

ALPHABETIZED WITHIN M'S

RECOMMENDATION: RECOMMEND ADOPTION IN CONFORMITY WITH FIPS;

CONSIDERATION MUST BE GIVEN TO CONVERSION TIME,

FIGURE 5
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The States' Model Motorist Data Base Project
American National Standards Institute (ANSI) D-20

C. E. Emswiler, Jr. and C. P. Heitzler, Jr.

Commonwealth of Virginia
Division of Automated Data Processing

Each of the States maintains records required for
the registration, licensing and control of motor vehicles
and drivers. These data systems, 49 or which are auto-
mated in whole or in part, make up one of the largest
sets of data files in the nation. They perform the pri-
mary production functions of revenue collection, vehicle/
driver identification and control, and motor vehicle code
administration of the individual states. These functions
require the retention of motorist data and the inter-
change of that data between State agencies, individual
states and other uIers of the systems. These systems
have been tapped by law enforcement, by commercial users
and by some Federal systems. As much as 70 percent of
law enforcement data traffic is driver/vehicle related.
Commercial users are insurance, credit, employer and sta-
tistical collection interests. The Federal systems in-
clude law enforcement and traffic safety.

These independent systems, however, have certain
weaknesses. They have not satisfactorily responded to
the challenges and problems of American mobility (over
one trillion miles of travel each year by more than 100
million passenger cars, trucks and buses). There is non-
standardization in all elements (forms, terms, methods,
usage, local Laws and information interchange), although
The American Association of Motor Vehicle Administrators
(AAMVA), which represents the Motor Vehicle Administra-
tors of the fifty States (and the Canadian Provinces),
has been active in the area of standardization. Convic-
tion codes and vehicle identification numbers are two
areas of standard's accomplishment. The standardization
of vehicle titling and registration (ANSI D-19) and es-
tablishment of the States' Model Motorist Data Base Stan-
dard (ANSI D-20), for which AAMVA is the secretariat, are
progressing as active projects.

The ANSI D-20 Project currently involves persons
from forty (40) States, and the Federal Government and
the private sector. Its objectives include:

1. The standardization of vehicle and motorist
related data elements;

2. The automated interchange of information related
to drivers and vehicles to effect highway safety
and improve motor vehicle administration;

3. The reduction of paper records and transactions
processing through access to automated records;

4. The combination of redundant files and communica-
tions networks to reduce duplication;
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5. The linkage between traffic records and
criminal justice systems;

6. The production of local, state and national
highway safety information to meet research,
evaluation and statistical requirements;

7. Providing the information and processing
required to meet the administrative require-
ments of those responsible for motorist and
motorist related information, via standard-
ized State systems instead of Federal systems;

8. The reduction of systems development costs; and
9. Providing for future inclusion of additional

data, new information requirements and growth.

Key words: Accidents; ANSI; D-20 project; data elements;
data exchange; data files; data interchange; driver history;
driver license; fatality analysis; federal; motorist data
base; national accident summary; reciprocity; registration/
titling; revocations; safety; suspensions; traffic safety;
vehicle; vehicle history; vehicle registration.

1. Introduction

The ANSI D-20 Project was an outgrowth of a forward thinking group of
concerned individuals, involved in motor vehicle and traffic safety admin-
istration at the State and Federal levels of government. This ad hoc group
working in conjunction with AAMVA regional data processing workshops, recog-
nized that each State retains the information required to administer its
motor vehicle and highway code and its traffic safety programs and that this
information composes one of the largest data files in the nation. Tha size
of the data file encompasses both the number of records retained and the num-
ber of data elements or information fields that are included. Erosion and
duplication of the State motor vehicle and driver automated files was noted
as the records in these files also became records in the NCIC, the National
Driver Register, local government and other automated systems. An organiza-
tional mechanism that would permit the States to work together to improve the
situation was necessary. The D-20 project was organized to overcome the
weaknesses, deficien'ies and information gaps that exist in the individual
State systems, which prevent the desired and required interchange of informa-
tion without the establishment of a federal system.

The three primary facts were immediately identified that precluded
acceptable data interchange:

1. The information being retained had no semblance of uniformity
or standardization;

2. Desired information was not available; and
3. The information's degree of detail, accuracy and state of being

current varied from state to state.

In order to appreciate the scope and goals zhc 2.72 cnc
must understand the need for data exchange at the va:icuc lcvcis cf gcvcrn-
ment, as well as with the private sector, for interchange is the prime
requirement of D-20 although additional benefits can and will be realized.
Also, the information areas involved must be identified and related to the
individual user reqpirements.
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2. Scope of Project

In general, the information areas within the D-20 environment are those
that pertain to what is usually termed "traffic records", which include
motorist data (driver and vehicle status and histories), highway, traffic
accident, traffic violation and traffic safety program evaluation data.

Access to this data is necessary on two broad scales - Interstate and
Intrastate. Interstate interchange involves all levels of Local, State and
Federal government and the private sector. Intrastate exchange involves the
individual agencies and branches of State government, local government and
the private sector.

The requirements for information interchange exist in three general
categories, that can be defined in relation to both time and data content.
The categories are:

1. Immediate - Data that is required immediately, at the time of a
transaction, and is limited to data such as the status of a record
or very brief descriptive data.

2. Convenience - Data that is required because of a specific trans-
action, that may be satisfied either on an immediate transmission
or a "convenience" basis. This data transmission is keyed by a
specific transaction, however it is not necessary to immediately
receive the data pertaining to the transaction and the data that is
required is more extensive than that of a simple status check.
Currently the convenience method or delayed transmission is used in
most systems. However, if the transmission of data can be accom-
plished in conjunction with an immediate status data transmission,
by data transfer or pointer creation, without unacceptably degrad-
ing the system or unduly increasing the resources required, it
should be.

3. Statistical-- Data that may be generated on an automatic or peri-
odic basis or on an as-requested basis. Included data may take
many formats; contain a great variety of data content and exten-
siveness; and may be transmitted in any of many modes.

Having described the categories of interchange, each may be addressed
individually.

Immediate

1. A driver's license transaction of an out-of-state applicant requires
identification verification and status information in order to
determine the eligibility of the applicant to be licensed.

2 Vehicle and title registration transactions involving an out-of-
state vehicle require ownership verification and stolen vehicle,
lien or restriction status.

3 The law enforcement community requires immediate access to informa-
tion that is driver or vehicle related in 70 percent of its data
traffic. Such transactions include driver and vehicle identifica-
tion, ownership, description and status data in connection with
crime commission, stolen vehicles, traffic violations, traffic
accidents, and abandoned vehicles.

On an interstate basis, with the exception of law enforcement, this type
of access and transmission is virtually non-existent. As for intrastate
needs, direct inquiry into these information files is prevalent between state
government agencies and local government (including law enforcement) and, to
a lesser extent, with the private sector, in the area of insurance. In a
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very few states the technique of automated, intrastate immediate update
and/or status checking at transaction time from remote locations has been
developed for driver licensing and/or vehicle registration.

Convenience

1. New driver records, for out-of-state applicants, deemed eligible
for licensing, require the transmission of or cross-relation to
driver history data from the "old" state, including past accident
involvement; traffic violation convictions; license suspensions
and revocations; applicable medical history data; rehabilitation
programs taken; and financial responsibilities.

2. History data is required on vehicles registered from out-of-state
pertaining to inspection failure history, reflecting known defects,
and accident involvement history.

3. Upon registering/titling an out-of-state vehicle or licensing an
out-of-state driver applicant, or the refusal to do either, the
transmission of data notifying the "old" state of the fact of the
transaction is necessary, so that required actions and/or records
changes can be effected.

4. Data pertaining to a driver's out-of-state traffic violation con-
victions, indicating any resulting actions or conditions and re-
flecting the type and conditions of the violation, need to be
interchanged.

5. Data pertaining to traffic accidents, occurring out-of-state,
involving resident drivers or vehicles, need to be interchanged.
These, must reflect descriptive data and identify any
resulting actions or conditions.

6. Vehicle registration verification and owner identification data
exchange is required when traffic violation and parking summons are
not responded to in the prescribed manner.

7. Data must be exchanged under "reciprocity agreements" existing
between states. These include vehicle registration and operation
and driver licensing/testing and suspension/revocation.

Interstate and intrastate transfer of almost all of the above data
exists currently. However, it is normally accomplished by the transmission
of paper documents, either manually or computer produced, or byk magnetic
tape exchange on a periodic schedule that varies depending on the accumula-
tion rate of individual state processing systems. Recognizing the desira-
bility of immediate exchange of status data, every effort should be made to
provide for the immediate (on-line) exchange of "convenience" data in con-
junction with and utilizing the same network as that of the immediate status
data. This type of data is an almost exclusive need of state and local
governments, with little requirement on the Federal level or in the private
sector.

Statistical

1. Intrastate, interregional or interstate studies, on either a
periodic summary or as requested basis, require data for the purpose
of comparisons and program evaluation in the areas of:

a. Highway safety devices
b. Driver education programs
c. Driver testing methods
d. Emergency medical services
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e. Accident investigation
f. Traffic flows
g. Highway planning and construction
h. Countermeasure programs
i. Resource allocation and management
j. Rehabilitation programs

An example is that valid data for comparison for a study in
New York City may not be found in the state of New York, but
might exist in a similar metropolitan area of comparable size
and environment, such as Los Angeles, Chicago or Boston.

2. Vehicle inspection history data pertaining to specific problems
common to all vehicles, in all states, of a certain class or type,
such as, known defects in "X" style car at "Y" miles, is desirable
and necessary.

3. Common roadway engineering methods and problems data, as well as,
data pertaining to site location methods, techniques and effective-
ness are required.

4. Statistical summaries of traffic violations and convictions, and
traffic accidents by type, description, contributing conditions
and environment necessary for the National Highway and Traffic
Safety Administration (NHTSA) and the National Safety Council, as
well as, state and local governmental agencies.

5. Vehicle ovner identification and vehicle description data for
recall purposes are needed.

This type of data is widely used by all facets of state and local govern-
ments for the execution of their responsibilities in the areas of law enforce-
ment, resource management, program evaluation and planning.

Interstate and interregional exchange is currently accomplished through
the Federal data gathering functions such as The National Accident Summary,
Fatality Analysis File and The National Driver Register. As standards and
conditions change, new requirement areas will emerge that will make new
demands for this type of exchange, either periodically or as requested, such
as the energy crisis, pollution concern or vehicle recall demands.

Private industry has a continuing need for such data in order to plan
for and meet future demands in the areas of manuafcture, sales, insurance
and credit.

With the description of the interchange requirement and the general data
areas of D-20, one can understand some of the problems and the extent to which
this interchange need is currently being met. The major reason and need for
interchange on a uniform, standardized basis, is to make the information cur-
rently being maintained and exchanged more current, accurate and usable. If
these goals can be accomplished, then the interchange process can be made
more effective and efficient. The information that is exchanged can be more
usable, more accurate and more current, and the processing and transmis3ion
of this data be made in a manner that will actually reduce costs. The
purpose of D-20 then is to retain, within the states, the data that they
require to execute their responsibilities, eliminating the need and costs of
a federal system to accomplish interchange, the by-product of which will be a
promotion of highway safety and a general reduction in traffic accidents.
With these facts in mind, the previously described ad hoc group set about the
organization of the formal D-20 project.
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3. Project Establishment

The American National Standards Institute (ANSI) is the only national
coordinating organization representing industry, consumers and governments
which meets the increasing demand for voluntary standards. ANSI does not
develop standards. It makes use of the combined technical talent and experts
of its member bodies: the more than 160 technical, professional and trade
organizations that comprise the system or federation called the st-inC,,,is
institute. The standards developed by these organizations become Am:-
National Standards, after the institute determines that they have been
veloped in accordance with its procedures which include agreement and c
sensus among interested and affected parties. With the advice and aid ti n

AAMVA, ANSI accepted the "States' Model Motorist Data Base Project". It was
assigned to the ANSI Technical Advisory Board (TAB) for highway safety and was
identified as the D-20 committee.

On July 13, 1972 at the National Press Club in Washington D-20 was of-
ficially organized. One hundred twelve individuals representing 41 states,
42 associations, 11 federal agencies, 3 commercial users, 2 manufacturers,
3 research institutes, 8 hardware vendors and 2 consulting firms were in-
vited. Sixty-three attended with the majority of those not attending desir-
ing to participate as mail members of the parent committee. AAMVA became the
secretariat, Charles E. Emswiler, Jr., of Virginia, was appointed Parent
Committee Chairman, and Will Wolf, of Washington State, the Vice Chairman.

The proposed scope of the committee is: to develop automated data
processing procedures acceptable to State vehicle administrative functions
in the fields of vehicle registration and certification of ownership, driver
licensing, motor vehicle inspection, highway safety and accident statistics
and motorist financial responsibility and other reciprocal agreements. The
procedures are to be projected for the communication between all states on a
systems network enabling message switching and interfacing with other com-
puters as the need arises for an overall coordinated unity and intercommuni-
cations.

4. Organization

The D-20 Committee was originally structured with ten technical sub-
committees: a data directory committee (D-20.1); seven committees (D=20.2 -
D -20.8) dealing with data on the vehicle, the driver, the highway, accidents,
financial responsibility, vehicle inspection and reciprocity; and two com-
mittees (D-20.9 and D-20.10) to deal with communication systems and data
exchange, and the motorist data base design requirements respectively.

As work progressed in the definition of data elements in the sub-
committees D-20.2 through D-20.8, additional data element categories were
identified and incorporated into the project. Currently additional sub-
committees (D-20.11 - D-20.13) are being added to the D-20 organization. These
sub-committees cover data pertaining to traffic enforcement and judication,
emergency medical services, and traffic safety management programs. In
addition, data pertaining to driver education has been identified and incor-
porated into the D-20.3 committee, concerned with the driver data elements.
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Three (3) additional committees are to be added in January
1974, they are:

D-20.11 Traffic Enforcement and Adjudication Data;
D-20.12 Emergency Medical Services Data;
D-20,13 Traffic Safety Management Data.
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5. Committee Responsibilities and Representation

The Data Directory Technical Committee (D-20.1) is charged with develop-
ing the data element standards and for defining and describing all data ele-
ments; and for developing a coding system. The D-20.2 through D-20.8
Technical Committees are responsible for defining all data elements relative
to the sub-system for which they were created. They are expected to review
known or published standards and definitions and to research existing
national, state and local governmental agency requirements and identify those
which may be useful or needed within state systems; or which may be exchange-
able currently or at some future date. Each technical committee must stan-
dardize its terminology with the Data Directory Technical Committee.

Forms have been developed for the collection of the data elements and a
descriptive pamphlet describing the use of the forms has been produced and
distributed for the use by these sub-committees. In addition, a data element
check list has been developed for use in communicating with the sub-
committees. (Samples of these forms are attached.)

The Communication Systems and Data 1?4xchange Technical Committee, D-20.9,
is responsible for defining all data elements which are necessary to satisfy
the data exchange requirements of users; researching existing national, state
or local governmental agency requirements and consider these during develop-
ment of the data exchange elements; and defining methods, procedures and
facilities for exchange, communication, and security of data. Additionally,
they are responsible for defining the interchange formats of those data
elements.

D-20.10, the Model Motorist Data Base Design Technical Committee, is
responsible for designing a model system or systems to satisfy the processing
requirements set forth by the D-20.2 through D-20.8 committees and must pro-
vide for the communications and data exchange requirements called for by
D-20.9. The cross relationship between the elements within the data base must
be defined by the D-20.10 committee. Additionally all data elements that will
be required for the proper controls within the data management system, for the
security of the system, and for the guarantee of the data privacy, where re-
quired, must be added into the data element package by this committee.

The above committees' membership includes representatives of 43 states
and a variety of associations, federal agencies, commercial users and manu-
facturers. The following is a break down: states 87, associations 19,
federal agencies 13, commercial users 9, manufacturers 2, research
institutes - 3, hardware vendors - 4, consultants 8, for a total of 145
persons.

The Technical Committee Chairmen are the most important members of the
D-20 organization in that they responsible for the productive efforts of
the working members of the committees.

6. Progress to Date and Remaining Activities

Much of the initial effort has been devoted to education and public
relations. Most motor vehicle administrators were, and are, occupied with
meeting the ever increasing production demands of registering, titling,
licensing, revenue collecting and related administrative functions. New
requirements such as highway safety information were given secondary con-
sideration. In addition, there was little concern on the part of most states
that competing, redundant systems were being proposed, established and up-
graded. The D-20 secretary, the chairman and others presented these problems
to AAMVA members in regional and national conferences, and at workshops.
These efforts have awakened AAMVA and most of the states to the fact that
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state systems can and should meet the productive and administrative
demands of the states, as well as the information needs of Federal agencies
and local governments.

Collection and validation of data elements have occupied the data ele-
ment committees (D-20.2 - D-20.8). The availability of NHTSA traffic records
design manual has been of invaluable assistance. Cooperation and assistance
of the NHTSA personnel has been excellent. Assistance was given by the
National Bureau of Standards personnel in designing the data element descrip-
tion form used to collect and clarify data elements. One major problem has
been the high degree of non-standard data presently in use. Most states do
not care to contemplate changing to standard data elements. This is espe-
cially true with respect to traffic conviction codes.

An important activity was a study of the proposed revised Federal High-
way Safety Standards. D-20 technical chairmen contacted all states, reviewed
and organized comments, studied the proposed revisions and recommended a
major restructuring of the standards. The recommended restructed standards
were: purpose, traffic laws and regulations, programs, administrative re-
quirements and information requirements. The recommendation is considered
important because the trend has been to consider all motor vehicle and driver
records as primary safety records, subject to regulation; the fact is that
these records existed as revenue collection and control devices before high-
way safety was a concern. It is believed that most basic functions can best
be served by recognizing the interdependency of the records rather than stan-
dardizing them as traffic records.

The major problems of data element collection encountered, thus far, are
how to generate an understanding of the total needs of those dependent on
this information resource; how to make those involved aware of the capacity
of the resources that are available; and how to create an attitude or willing-
ness to change our current individual processes so that the whole may be
better satisfied.

Each data element subcommittee has begun its task with an initial dis-
cussion as to the depth and brevity of its assignment. Most wrestled with
the decision of identifying and defining only those that were thought to be
desirable for interchange. The scope of D-20 dictates that the "Standard"
procedure must provide for all information within the definition of "Motorist
Data Base" currently and in the future, as far as can practically be done.
It will be the responsibility, tLen, of the D-20.1 Data Directory Committee
to pursue the product of each data element committee and ensure that its
task has been completely accomplished. To comprehend a system that would
allow the interchangeability of all the data elements is a difficult task.
However, though in all probability this will never be necessary or desired,
those establishing the standard must view their task from this point of view
if a complete and lasting standard is to be produced. The technical ability
to build such a system exists and if we are to strive for a system to satisfy
both current and future requirements, we must widen the scope of our visio..
and fully realize and understand the capabilities that are available to us.
This situation, then, brings us to the base problem, creating an atmosphere
of change and instilling in the states not only the acceptability of change,
but the desire for change. In order to accomplish this we must educate our-
selves to the fact that the apparent cost of change can actually effect a
savings over the long run by providing a more efficient system of exchange,
eliminating current unnecessary processes, reducing development and in3talla-
tion costs and eliminating the need of a central repository for data already
maintained in the state systems.

Following the data element definition and description, the task of the
Communications Conuidttee will be to identify the current exchange elements
and the method of interchange. The data base design team can then define the
relationships of the elements and define the management and storage require-
ments of the data base and the management system.
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Activities thus far have accomplished the initial submission of each
group's data elements, which are heing reviewed by the Data Directory Group,
except for the newly established groups and the Driver's Group, which now
has to expand its previous work to include Education Data. The Directory
Committee is researching dictionary/directory capabilities and methods. The
D-20.9 and D-20.10 committees are researching the state of the art and current
systems of communications and data base management respectively.

Concurrent with these activities the steering committee, composed of the
Chairman, Vice Chairman and the Committee Chairman, has been developing a
plan for the future of the Standard and its implementation. It is not the
desire of the D-20 project to produce a "paper standard". Rather a viable
tool to aid the individual states as well as meet the required data needs of
all who interface with the system is needed. In order to have an effective,
accepted Standard it must be installed and actually demonstrated if.it is to
succeed to its ultimate capabilities.

In order to accomplish this overall objective a committee was established
to draft the overall plan and goals for the D-20 project. The result was a
three part plan that would: (1) define and establish the Data Dictionary/
Directory and its components, (2) design and prepare the specifications and
software to implement the exchange of the chosen elements in selected pilot
states, and (3) design and write the Data Management System, and create and
install the data base, that is hardware independent, in those selected pilot
states. The total task was estimated to require 18 to 24 months to complete.

This proposal met with a number of objections as to its time frame, and
to the fact that no usable product would be produced until the completion of
the total task. However, the objective of producing more than a "paper
standard" and the necessity of proving Che standard's practicality was agreed
upon.

Currently a three phase plan is being produced as a result of the reac-
tion to and comments about the previous plan draft. Basically, the current
effort will: (1) produce a paper standard in three parts that will be ready
for distribution to the individual states and other interested parties for
consensus within 9 months of the start date. The three products of this
phase will be (a) the definition and coding structure of all data elements,
(b) the definition of all elements to be exchanged and a description of the
exchange fcrmat of each, and (c) the data base design reflecting the relation-
ships of all data elements including those added in order to supplement and
meet the requirements of the data management system, system security and
integrity, and data privacy restrictions. This phase will complete the ANSI
oblige ion and provide the paper portion of the standard for interchange.

(2) Phase 2, then, will be an AAMVA sponsored pilot project, in selected
states, to actually design and implement the necessary system to demonstrate
the data exchange portion of the ANSI D-20 Standard. It will provide the
Final feasibility determination and possibly the design of a nationwide data
exchange communications network. Since it is imperative to link the D-20
System to those of the Law Enforcement Community, which currently operates
two nationwide networks, it is desirable to share resources rather than dupli-
cate. In addition, since the Law Enforcement Community has a high rate of
dependence on the D-20 information, a single network to meet both needs would
be highly desirable from the aspect of resources required. A difficult task
in this endeavor will be gaining the agreement of the law enforcement systems
to modify in order to gain compatibility and ability to share resources. As
stated previously, however, the need to change is not unique to any one group
and it will be the most difficult point to establish and the hardest on which
to gain concurrence.
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(3) Phase 3, like Phase 2, will be an AAMVA sponsored project to estab-
lish the data base and data management system portion of the D-20 project.
It will parallel phase 2 and accomplish the design, development and installa-
tion of a hardware independent Data Management System required to implement
the total D-20 standard.

A parallel federal effort of National Highway Traffic Safety Administra-
tion, "The Design Manua] for States Traffic Records Systems:, will accept
this new ANSI Standard as an update to, and a replacement of, the applicable
areas of the Design Manual.

This approach has been chosen for two primary reasons: (1) a standard
that is unproven and has no implementation aids is not generally acceptable
to those who wish to comply with it and (2) in a phased approach, early phases
are available for use upon completion, and if subsequent phases prove unfeas-
ible or undesirable the preceding phases accomplished may continue in use.

Upon the completion of Phase 1, ANSI will, through its establish'd mech-
anisms, maintain the standard on a continuing basis. AAMVA must provide
suitable project management for the accomplishment of phases 2 and 3. The
State, Federal and private sectors will provide concurrence for phase 1 and
personnel for the continuance of phases 2 and 3. Contractual personnel may
be required and will be obtained as needed. The steering committee and parent
committee will continue to function until the final project completion.

Why does the ANSI D-20 Project feel that this project is so necessary and
desirable? The answer is fourfold in terms of feasibility and serves as a
summary to 'lc D-20 project description.

1. It is technically feasible to establish a standard data base,includ-
ing all the necessary data elements. A data management system and
a communications system, that can be installed on a variety of man-
ufacturer systems is a reality in this age that requires software
and hardware compatibility.

2. The operational feasibility is reflected in the fact that "traffic
records" data bases exist which bring 'together the elements, such
as defined in D-20, under a single data management system in both
the centralized and decentralized environments. Regional and
national networks currently exist that utilize standard input and
inquiry formats, demand the retention of defined elements, and
require standardized output formats, as.exemplified by the ALECS,
NCIC and NLETS systems.

3. Given the fact of technical and operational feasibility, the devel-
opment of this total package can be justified in the savings of
development costs alone, if developed as a hardware independent
system and if the software to install and operate the package on
each state's equipment is provided. The lack of prior development
of a system (hardware and software) to accomplish the D-20 task has
possibly been greatly influenced by the limited market potential of
such a specialized system. Existing communications networks, not
currently being utilized to their fullest, can be shared, thereby
eliminating some existing systems and reducing the need of planned
systems. Individual transaction costs can be eliminated with the
reduction of processes required currently to exchange data in a non-
uniform manual mode. The access to existing data and the reuse of
this data can greatly reduce the coding, keying and data collection
tasks. Data processing and retention redundancy can be greatly
reduced. Each reduction can eliminate resource requirements or
free resources for other tasks. The degree to which each state
desires to adopt each of the products and aids
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provided by D-20 will determine how much economic benefit it will
derive from the full potential.

4. Political feasibility is the most questionable aspect. This in-
cludes the real practicality of "selling the system" and creating
the realization of the total need, as related to each individual
need. However, the feasibility has been demonstrated in the pre-
viously mentioned regional and national networks. This sale will
be no simple task, but the final reward will provide satisfaction
to all who participate and allow themselves to be beneficiaries
of the D-20 system.

Problems to be overcome are:

.Resistance to change

.Resistance to use the products produced by others

.Resistance to modify state statutes and codes

.Resistance to apparent (but not actual) control release

However, there are offsetting arguments and factors:

It will be a state and not a federal system
.Savings can be realized
The states will have developed the system, and a

concensus will have been gained
.The degree to which the system is developed and/or

utilized is optional

The D-20 project will be successful. Its degree of success will depend
on the effort and resources the participating states put forth and their
willingness to implement the standard they produce.
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D.20 COMMITTEE

STATES' MODE!, MOTORIST DATA BASE

INSTRUCTIONS FOR COMPLECIN3

THE

DATA ELEMENT DESCRIPTION FORM

The Data Element Description 7orm Is used by the D-20
Committee of the American National Standards Institote and
its task groups for entering information about a data
element containei in the States Model Motorist Data Base.
The information contained on the form is utilized by Task
group 0.20.1 in entering the data element in the data
directory. The completed forms submitted by the various D-20
Task groups will be used by D.20.1 to determine elements
that have duplicate names or meanings.

The Data Directory resulting from the D-20 standardization
work will contain descriptions of all the data elements used
in the data base from the various application areas. The
directory will be structured to facilitate usage by systems
managers, designers, and programmers. Element names can be
located from a key word in context (kwic) listing. Cross
indexes and categorizations will be provided.

To avoid duplication in the directory and afford precision
in the future utilization of the data base, each data
element will be provided with a unique, concise flame ani
identifying number.

The following guidelines are provided for completing the
Data Element Description Forms

(Items I through 4 are for administrative purposes. Items 5
through 12 are used to identify, define, and qualify the
data element. Items 13 through 18 provide inforNation
concerning the representation of the values (data itels)
used to record specific facts or conditions of the data
element.)

(If additional soce is needed, attach sheets identifying
the apr.opriate item(s).)

1
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1. REGISTERING COMMITTEE IDENTIFIER.

Enter the designation of the committee (e.g., D.20.2 ).

2, SEQUENCE NUMBER.

This number is for reference purposes during the
standardization process. This number is consecutively
assigned' to each form by the preparing committee. (A
separate form is used for each data element. Also a new
number should be assigned to revised submissions.)

3. TYPE OF SUBMISSION.

Indicate whether this is an initial or revised submission.
If revised submission, indicate the sequence number of the
previous submission.

4. PREPARATION DATE,

Enter the date that this form was prepared.

5, DATA ELEMENT NUMBER.

Leave this item blank. This number will be assigned later in
the standardization process.

6. DATA ELEMENT NAMES.

For entry in the Data Directory, each data element must have
a uniqut, concise name. Shorter names which are not
necessarily unique may be used on input forms, outputs, and
in other formats where the uniqueness is provided by the
context of the aeplication. For example, Driver's License
Expiration Date would bs the complete or full !lame of the
data element as entered in the Data Directory. Expiration
Date could be the element's name A.s it might appear on the
driver's license or on other forms of input or output. In

INSTRUCTIONS FOR COMPLETING
THE DATA ELEMENT DESCRIPTION FORM

2
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certain cases it may be desirable to use abbreviations for
the names of data elements. These are provided also in the
Data Directory.

6.1 DATA ELEMENT FULL NAME.

Enter the complete concise name of the element (e.g.,
Driver's License Expiration Date ).

6,2 DATA ELEMENT SHORT NAME.

Enter the name of the element as it would appear on forms
where the uniqueness is provided by the context (e.g.,
Expiration Date 1).

6.3 DATA ELEMENT ABBREVIATION.

If the data element name is abbreviated or otherwise
shortened in use on forms or.as headings of reports, enter
the shortened. form (e.g., Expiration Date could be
shortened to Exp. Da5e and Social Security Account Number
could be shortened to SSAN ).

7. DATA ELEMENT DEFINITION.

Provide a complete definition of the data element. Cite
standard definitions and sources where applicable. Avoid
definitions that describe how the element is used (This is
provided for in a later item on the description form.)
nefinitions must provide the information content that is
derived from this element. Do not use abbreviations or
acroynms in the definition. If techical terms are used,
provide explanations of these as deemed necessary to improve
understanding.

Indicate if the definition of this element or its items may
be subject to local interpretation.

S. DEt,TA ELEMENT SOURCES.

ehere possible provide identificition of the source or
sources of the data. For example: Date of Birth is usually
provided by the individual concerned; Vehicle
Identification Number is provided by the vehicle
manufacturer; or Time of Accident if usually provided by

INSTRUCTIONS FOR COMPLETING
THE DATA ELEMENT DESCRIPTION FORM

3
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the investigating officer.

1. 'BATA ELEMENT USES.

List the actual or intended uses that are or may be made of
this data element. For example, in the driver data ban,
"Date of Birth" may be used to determine "identification ",
age groups , and characterization of drivers,

10. SYNONYMS.

Provide other mimes by which this data element was or may
have beer} krowr prior to its standardization. This will
provide a cross reference for bridging between current
practices that may not be standard and conversion to the
standard.

11. TYPE OF DATA ELEMENT.

Some elements provide only a single fact (basic elements),
ethers provide information whereby multiple facts cane be
lerivel (composite elements). For example. Color of Eyes is
a basic element that provides a single fact (i.e., Color").
Tate of Birth is a composite element that in addition to

oroviiing the "date", also provides information whereby
Year of birth ", month of birth", and 'day of month of

birth" can be derived. (Note: If the component parts of a
composite data element are or are expected to be accessed as
independent elements, additional data element description
forms should be completed for these in addition to the form
for the composite data element, In these cases, identify the
name of the composite element and its sequence number.)

Indicate the type of element. If it is a composite element,
list its component parts in the order provided.

INSTRUCTIS FOR CD'4PLii1;
THE DATA DFSCRiPrl-)1

4
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12. NHTSA DATA ELEMENT IDENTIFICATION NUMBER.

If this data element or its equivalent is listed in the
National Highway Traffic Safety Administration State
Traffic Record System Design Manual indicate the data
element number assigned.

13. TYPE OF REPRESENTATION.

Indicate the type or types of representation(s) used to
record or document the data items (values) associated with
the data element. (Abbreviations are a shortened form of the
name of the data item and may or may not be of a fixed
length. Codes are fixed length and may or may not be derived
from the data item name. When a representation is a
shortened fixed form derived from the data item name, e.g.,
Male = ' and Female = F, both abbreviation and code
representations should be indicated. Numeric values are
representations that convey mathematical or measurement
meaning. Numbers that provide for identification, such as
serial numbers or Social Security Account Numbers, are
indicated as codes, not as numeric values.)

14. LENITH.

Indicate whether the representation is fixed or variable in
length. If fixed, indicate the number of characters. If
variable, indicate minimum and maximum number of characters.
(If check character(s) are used, these should be counted in
the code length.)

If the data element is a composito data element, indicate
the position and length of each of its component parts.

15. TYPE OF CHARACTER(S).

Indicate the typc(s) of characters used: Numeric (0 through
9), alphabetic (A through z), alphanumeric (0 through.9 and
A through 7) and special characters (such as + * % /;: other
than 0 through 9 and A through 7).

INSTRUCTIONS FOR COMPLETING
THE DATA ELEMENT DESCRIPTION FORM

5
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16. OTHER CHARACTERISTICS.

Describe other features or characteristics of the
representation. If a self-checking code(1) is used, describe
method employe 1.

17. LIST OF DATA ITEMS, CODES, ABBREVIATIONS AND
DEFINITIONS.

List the names of the data items associated with the data
element, their abbreviations or mnemonic codes (optional),
and assigned codes (other than mnemonic codes). Definitions
of the items should be provided as necessary to provide
understandings of the intended meanings. (if all items
cannot be listed in the space provided on the form, attach
additional pages or references that provide the information
neeled. If another American National Standard or other
authoritative reference is used as a basis for the
representation, enter "See Item 18 ".).)

If the data items of this data element are numeric values,
use this spriCrl to describe their characteristics. This
should include the fn)lowing: (1) Position of sign, if asel;
(2) Position of assumed or explicit decimal point; (3)
Rounding rules applied; and (4) Range of permissible or
allowable valaes, if applicable.

18. SOURCE OF DATA REPRESENTATIONS.

Identify the source or reference that proviies the
representations or codes used. If another American National
Standard is cited, indicate its number and e.g.,
X3.30-1372, Representation of Calendar Date If ther
source(s) are used, indicate number (if assign,,A)A title,
and address where copies may be obtained, e.g., Federal
Information Processing Standard 8-2, Standarl Metropolitan
Statistical Areas, SuperinteVent of Documents, Washington,
D.C. 20402, Price 30 cents. (A copy of the source document
should be provided with the Data Element Description Ford,

TTT-K-self-checking code is a code that is appended
another code to provide for validity checking. A
self-checking code is derived mathematically from the
characteristics of the base code.

INSTRUCTIONS FOR COMPLETIN1
THE DATA FLEM=.NT DESCRIPTION FORM
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who-n it is submitted for inclusion in the 01/2ta Directory.)

11. r,ATA FL71FNT PRIORITY

rrnli,-at-,- the criticality of the data element to the States'
rijulatory, administrative or safety functions. If the lati

not critical but lesirahle, check the odtional
1)r)x.

7cvnpl,:.!ted forms shoull i e forwardel to the 7.20.1
711iirmin for further processing. The address is:

Mr. Dewev Jordan
National Iiighway Traffic Safety Admin.
400 7th Stre.et, F.W.
vishington, D.C. 20590

INSTRUCTION, FOR 7opT.T.TT,:o
THE DATA FLTMENT DESCRIPTION PORM

7
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DATA ELEMENT OESCRIPTION
FORM CHECK UST

REGISTERING COMM.
IDENTIFIER

SEQUENCE NO. REVIEW DATE

1. REGISTERING COMMITTEE
IDENTIFIER

2. SEQUENCE NO,

3. TYPE OF SUBMISSION
A. SEQUENCE NUMBER OF

PREVIOUS SuDm.IS3104

A. PREPARATION DATE

5. DATA ELEMENT NO.

S. DATA ELEMENT NAMES
A. FULL NA*

6. SHORT NAmE

D. ABBREVIATION

7. DATA ELEMENT DEFINITION

8. DATA ELEMENT SOURCES

9. DATA ELEMENT USES

AO. SYNONYMS

11. TYPE OF DATA ELEMENT

12. NHTSA DATA ElEmENT ID NO.

13. TYPE OF REPRESENTATION

14. LENGTH

15. TyrE OF CHARtCTER(S)

O NOT ENTERED
O ENTERED IMPROPERLY

O NOT ENTERED
O ENTERED IMPROPERLY- EACH SUBMISSION SHOULD BE SEPARATELY

NUMBERED IF REFERENCE IS MADE TO A PREVIOUS SUBMISSION, IT
SHOULD BE IDENTIFIED IN 3 A

NOT ENTERED
IF REVISION. 3 A NEEDS TO BE COMPLETED

O NOT ENTERED
O NOT COMPLETE

O SHOULD 8E LEFT BLANK

O NOT ENTERED
O SUGGESTED CHANGE

O SUGGESTED CHANGE

SUGGESTED CHANGE

O NOT ENTERED
O INSUFFICIENT FOR ADEQUATE INTERPRETATION
O ABBREVIATIONS & ACRONYMS ARE NOT TO BE USED

EXPLAIN TECHNICAL TERMS INDICATED BELOW

O LOCAL INTERPRETATION NOT INDICATED

O NOT ENTERED
O ENTERED IMPROPERLY. EXPLAIN

O NOT ENTERED

O SUGGESTED SYNONYM

O NOT ENTERED
O ENTERED IMPROPERLY. EXPLAIN

O CHANGE TO

O NOT ENTERED
O ENTERED IMPROPERLY. EXPLAIN

O NOT ENTERED
O ENTERED IMPROPERLY, EXPLAIN

NO1 ENTERED
CI ENTERED IMPROPERLY, EXPLAIN
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16. OTHER CRARACTERIST1CS NOT ENTERED
O OTHER, EXPLAIN

II. DESCRIPTION OF DATA I TES CI NOT CNTERED
O OTHER. EXPLAIN

18, SOURCE OF DATA REPRESENTATIONS

DATA ELESSNI FIttOTitTY NOT ENTERED

C3 NOT ENTERED
ENTERED IMPROPERLY, EXPLAIN

OTHER COMMENTS

THIS OATA ELEMENT IS A COMPOSITE THE PARTS THAT MAxE LIP THE ELEMENT SHOULD
HAVE SEPARATE FORMS COMPLETED, If THESE ARE TO BE ACCESSED OR ADDRESSEE)
INDEPENDENTLY

ITEMS CORRECTED SY THE ANSI D-20 1 COMMITTEE

OTHER

O ADDITIONAL COMMENTS

REVIEWED BY
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ADDENDUM

The numerous questions received from the audience address three general
areas. They are (1) the privacy and security of the information and how it
will be used, (2) the need and justification for the D-20 project and (3) the
progress thus far, and the problems encountered in data element definition
and data base/data exchange design.

I would like to address these in reverse order. Progress thus far, as
explained in the paper, has teen primarily in the area of data element defini-
tion. Research is being eone,ucted in the areas of data management systems and
existing communications networks, which has indicated that a few transporta-
ble software systems are a reality and standardized data element systems are
currently operating. The control and processing of the data elements will
require the use of some data dictionary/directory facility. No phases of the
D-20 project have been implemented as of yet.

The question of need and justification should he addressed from two
points of view: (a) the service level desired and (b) the long range poten-
tial, rather than the short range costs The "need" of the system is indi-
cated by the number of participants, which includes representatives of 43
states. If this project is desired then it should be developed with the wid-
est scope and designed for its maximum benefit. This should be done in a man-
ner that will produce a model that is both modular and transferrable, so that
it may be implemented to the degree that meets the requirements of the users.
If each state chooses to develop on-line systems for immediate date access
within their state, then the effort and cyst to link those states into an
interstate system would be small, in comparison to the t)tal expended by the
states in developing their own systems. Likewise, a single development cost
twat will provide a product each state can use would reduce the need of indi-
vidual state expeAiture to create that product. Any change of conversion
will necessarily demand a short term cost. However, if viewed from the per-
spective of long range benefit and the more effective, efficient use of our
resources and knowledge, the short term costs can be offset. Immediate infor-
mation is as valuable as one wants to consider the value or human lives, safe
highways and wasted resources.

Finally, the protection of this data and the determination of its use
will be controlled by Legislation, on both state and federal levels, and by
individual State and agency policy. However, as stated in the text of the
pape:, the data management system must address the security of the data from
unauthorized access and use; must protect the integrity of the data from
erroneous change or deletion; insure completeness and accuracy; and provide
for, as required by law, the right of review.
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Information System Data Coding Guidelines

M. J. GILLIGAN

Viestern Electric Company, Inc.
Information Systems Engineering

Newark, New Jersey 07102

Choice of the codes used to represent informational values is
an important part of the design of an information system. EacA
informational value used in a system should be represented by an
optimum number of oodesr each code being most efficient for its
specific use within the system. By "efficient" is meant suitable
for accomplishing a task accurately and quickly.

In some applications it may be desirable to use the same codes
at every place and for every purpose throughout an information
system; for data input and output (man-machine interfaces),
internal storage, data processing and data transmission. In other
applications it may be better to represent specific informational
values by different codes at different places or for different
usages, depending upon the information encoded, the type of usage,
and the nature of the users. For example, in a specific
application, mnemonic alphabetic codes may be best for human-
oriented data input and output, while it may be preferable to
represent the same values by sequential numeric codes for internal
machine data processing.

The choice of what to do in any given application should
include consideration of the probably increased accuracy and
reliability of a system that uses human-oriented input and output
codes as well as the one-time cost of developing conversion
routines required if the input and output codes are to be
represented by different codes for machine use. In any case an
understanding of the various types of character-string codes, code
schemes and related matters should be valuable to developers of
information systems.

Key Words: Check digits; codes; data standards; information load;
information systems; item identification; mnemonic codes; system
design.
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1. INTRODUCTION -

1.1 Pur2ose

The purpose of this document is to present descriptions of the
kinds of data codes that can be used in information systems and to
present some guidelines regarding the election and development of
cues for use in information systems developed for use by Western
Electric Company.

An information system can be defined as a set of methods,
procedures and physical devices (pacer forms, cards, machines,
etc.) that are designed, selected, executed and operated for the
purpose of acquiring, recording, storing, processing, transmitting
and displaying information. The information, or ',data', as it is
commonly called, may be recorded, etc., in full natural language -
that is, as "text,' - or, more often, is recorded (etc.) in some
condensed, more concise form, such as abbreviations or codes. In
fact, it appears that most information systems actually are systems
for recording (etc.) codes. The selection and/or development of
the codes by means of which information will be recorded and/or
input, stored, processed, transmitted and displayed (output),
therefore, is an integral and important part of the design ,and
development of every information system.

In any modern information system that uses digital computer
equipment to store, process and transmit data there are usually
many code-using tasks, some performed exclusively by machines, some
performed by humans and some performed by both humans and machines
working together at a human-machine interface. The information
codes that are ubes..0 (appropriate, efficient, easier to select,
etc.) for one task may not be "best" for another task. For
example, if one of a system's sets of codes is to be sorted or
rank-orderad by computer program then the system programmers may
insist that the codes be numeric, even if the human users of the
code set - i.e., the clerks or other operators who will originate
the system's input - would perform more effectively and efficiently
with alphabetic codes. Conversely, system users who want an
immediately - interpretable output may insist upon using
"abbreviations" as codes for system input and machine processing as
well as for output regardless whether the abbreviations are at all
appropriate for the first two tasks.

The ISE Data Standards Department believes that the codes used
in information systems should be appropriate to the tasks for which
they are used. The present document consists essentially of two
parts: some recommendations regarding what kinds of codes should
be used for various tasks in information systems (Section 1.3); and
an explanation of various types of character'string codes and of
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some special considerations regarding use of such codes (Sections
1.4 through 6.25).

We hope that this information and opinion will be of interest
and value to the Company's information systems personnel and all
others concerned with the development and use of effective
information systems.

1.2 scope

By a "code', we mean a graphic symbol or string of adjacent
(juxtaposed, catenated) graphic symbols that stand for and can be
used in place t natural-language word or phrase or quantitative
value. By graE symbols we mean the following typographical
symbols or characters: the letters of the English alphabet, the
Arabic numerals, punctuation marks, plus certain other similar
symbols, which are listed in Section 1.3 of this document. In this
document and for the present purpose we do not include symbols such
as various crosses, stars, astronomical, biological, chemical,
mathematical, physical, musical, etc. symbols,

Codes can be described or categorized as numeric, alphabetic,
alphanumeric, alpha - numeric - special, etc., according to the
typographical characters of which they are composed. Such
categorization is helpful in describing codes, and becomes
important in naming code types or data types for data validation,
editing, etc. during the use of file-management or data-management
systems and in data definition sections of COBOL, FORTRAN, etc.
programs. Therefore, the terms alphabetic, numeric, etc. should he
defined accurately and precisely, as in Section 1.3 of this
document.

By "coding" we mean the development or generation of codes as
defined above. By "coding" we do not mean the writing of computer-
language instructions or commands ("programming") and we do ppt
mean the encoding of characters or character strings themselves
into binary bit-strings (e.g., as EBCDIC 8-bit codes, USASCII 7-bit
codes, excess-6 binary codes, etc.), Morse code, etc.

Nor by coding do we mean the cryptographic encoding of
information (for purposes of secrecy, etc.). Such cryptographic
coding may resemble the coding we seek to discuss, but the purposes
of Western Electric information system developers are quite
contrary to these of cryptography; we seek to encode information
merely so that it can be recorded, stored, transmitted, retrieved,
and decoded easily, efficiently and effectively.
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1.3 Summary of Recommendations for Code Desion and Coding
Procedures

Design or selection of code sets for use in information
systems is an integral and important part of the system design
process. we recommend therefore, that information system users,
designers and developers familiarize themselves with basic concepts
of information code design as presented in the present document and
consider the guidelines presented in the following paragraphs of
this section during the early stages of information system design.
Recommendations regarding various typical information-encoding
situations are summarized below.

a. For classification schemes, where the various sub-
categories of a general body of informations must be
classified and assigned identification codes, and
typically not all of the possible subcategories and
specifically known initially and in some cases not even
the number of hierarchical levels that eventua3lv will be
needed is initially known, we recommend the use of blocked
seguential numeric code schems, as described in Section
3.0. If the future needs of the code scheme are not fully
known at the time the scheme must be defined then the
fixed-length form of the Decimal Classification Code
scheme, also described in :,ection 3.0, can be used, with
lower-level digit positions reserved for future expansion.

We recommend that numer'.c codes used for classification
codes be stored, processed and transmitted within EDP
systems in the formats, or modes that are best for those
purposes, but we strongly recommend that codes longer than
5 digits in external graphic presentations (manual forms
and records, EDP input forms, and all output
presentations) be "chunked" as discusqed in Section 6.22.

b. For item identification schemes, where it is necessary to
set up a coding scheme under which identification codes
will be assigned to tangible items (e.g., piece parts) or
intangible items (e.g., orders) o'er a period of time, we
recommend the use of sequentially-assigned serial numbers
as described in Section 3.0. The serial numbers can be
divided into blocks if necessary. We do not recommend the
use of alphabetic or alphanumeric "numbers" for item
identification applications.

We recommend that numeric codes used for item
identification be stored, processed and transmitted within
information systems in the formats or modes that are best
for those purposes, but we strongly recommend that codes
longer than 5 digits in external graphic presentations
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(manual forms and records, EDP input forms, and all output
presentations) be "chunked" as discussed in Section 6.22.

c. Limited -scale code schemes, where a relatively small
number of concepts, facts, categories of information,
items, etc. are to be coded for purposes of recording,
entry into automatic data processing systems, storage,
automatic data processing and/or transmission, data
display, report generation, etc., are discussed in the
following paragraphs.

The best solutions to such data encod ng situations cannot
be simply and concisely described as though by formula.
The usual approach to such data encoding problems is to
choose one type of codes and thus one code set for a set
of entities and to use that one code set in all code-using
stages of an information system. Thus, for example, a
numeric code set is chosen and serial-number codes are
assigned because "the codes have to be sorted by machine
and the computer cannot sort on alphabetic codes;" a
"mnemonic" alphabetic code is specified because it is
"human-oriented," as though nothing else mattered; or,
instead of codes in the ordinary sense, "abbreviations"
or, honestly enough, "text" is specified for "input,
internal storage and output," because "we have to be able
IX) understand the output and we do not want to waste time
looking up codes."

The solutions to the apparent dilemmas implied by the
examples cited above lie not merely in code design but in
information system design. It may be necessary to encode
each informational concept (or set of concepts) by
different codes (code sets) at different stages of an
information system, and it is our recommendation that this
be done unless it is economically unjustifiable.

For the manual recording of information, including filling
out of forms, direct keyed data entry, etc., where a
relatively small code set (up to about 50 codes) will be
entered repeatedly by the same operators, and where the
task can to structured so that the operators can learn the
codes, we recommend the use of alphabetic mnemonic codes
(equal-length abbreviations as described in Section 4.4.).
Such mnemonic alphabetic codes should be 3, 4 or (no more
than) 5 letters long. If for automatic data processing
purposes it is desirable to represent the information thus
encoded by numeric codes, then the translation into
numerical codes ought to be accomplished by the computer
program, not by the persons entering the codes.
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For manual recording (input) of information, where the
number of codes is large (more than about 50 codes) or
where the codes will be entered infrequently (say, only
once or twice, for example as when establishing an initial
data base) and where, therefore, there is no need or no
benefit to be derived from learning of the codes, we
recommend the use of sequential numeric codes. Such codes
should be satisfactory also for automatic data processing
purposes, but if it is necessary that they be translated
such translation should be done by computer program.

For output (display, report generation, etc.) we recommend
the use of human-oriented alphabetic codes, abbreviations,
or even full-length natural-language text. If the
information to be presented is stored internally v.a
numeric codes then the translation to alphabetic human-
oriented output form should be accomplished by the
computer program prior to output.

The recommendations presented above represent in condensed
form a "philosophy" of information code selection and usage for
Information system design and development. The Corporate Data
Standards Organization will welcome any opportunity to discuss
these recommendations and will consult constructively on any
pertinent code design or usage application.

1.4 Data Types

Various sources name, describe and attempt to define various
character sets, "alphabets" or "data types." Differences in names
and definitions are due to differences in training and experience
of the persons who devise and publish lists of data types and the
needs of the specific applications for which such data types are
defined. For example, Western Electric Data Standaxd 10143,
"Character-Code Data Type," which was prepared to support an input-
data auditing and editing function, defines and assigns one-letter
codes to four character sets, as indicated in the next table.
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Code BALT.

Character-Code Data Types

Description

X Alpha-Numeric-Special

A Alphabetic

N Numeric

S Special

All printable characters
(Note 1)

Alphabetic characters A
through z (Note 2)

Numeric Characters 0 (zero)
through 9

All printable characters in
set X except Alphabetic
(Set A) and Numeric (Set N).
(Notes 1, 3)

Note I: These descriptions do not explicitly define "all
printable chaLacter" or all "special" graphic
characters, as by naming or listing them. This was
done deliberately because in electronic data
processing the various character sets used have
different numbers of special characters. For example
IBM's EBCDIC (256-code) character set has twenty-
seven "Special Graphic Characters," including the
unique code for "blank space" while the USASCII 128-
code character set allows for the representation of
thirty-four such "graphic characters" as does
USASCII's 95-character graphic subset, while
USASCII's 64-character graphic subset includes only
twenty-eight special graphic characters. The
characters actually available for input and output
(display, printout, etc.) depend upon the physical
device. For example, varous IBM print chains have
different subsets of the full EBCDIC character set,
and some print chains may have extraordinary graphic
characters assigned to certain EBCDIC codes, for
example the British pound Sterling sign, J5 in place
of the American I symbol. Similarly for automatic
typewriters, CRT display matrices, etc.

Note 2: Alphabetic includes only the twenty-six upper case
(capital) letters; the lower case (small) letters are
not included, nor is the "blank space" character.

Note 3: Although many binary codes, when interpreted by an
automatic data processing output device, will cause
no visible character to be printed or displayed,
EBCDIC, ASCII, etc. each assign a specific unique
binary code to represent the "blank" or "space"
character. This blank space character code is
considered to be a "special graphic character."
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Other sources define many more character sets, some of which
are subsets of one another. For example, Federal Information
Processing Standards Publication (FIPS PUB) 20, "Guidelines for
Describing Information Interchange Formats", lists the following
"character types", where "character type" is defined as "An
indication of the type of characters or bytes to represent a value
(i.e., alphabetic, numeric, pure alphabetic, pure numeric, binary,
packed numeric, etc.)."

Name

Alphabetic

FIPS PUB 20 Character Types

Description

A representation which is expressed
using only letters and punctuation
symbols.

Pure Alphabetic A representation which is expressed
using only letters.

Alphanumeric A representation which is expressed
using letters, numbers, and punctuation
symbols.

Pure Alphanumeric A representation which is expressed
using only letters and numbers.

Numeric A representation which is expressed
using only numbers and selected
mathematical punctuation symbols.

Pure Numeric A representation which is expressed
using only numbers.

Packed Numeric

Binary

A representation of numeric values that
compresses each character representation
in such a way that the original value
can be recovered, e.g., in an eight-bit
byte, two numeric characters can be
represented by two four-bit units.

A representation of numbers which is
expressed using only the numbers 0
and 1. E.g., 5 is expressed as 101.
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We recommend that codes for Western Electric Information
Systems be composed of (1) certainly no other than the 95 Graphic
characters (including the explicit blank space) of USASCII, or (2)
preferably only the twenty-six upper-case English-alphabw% letters,
the ten Arabic numerals, plus - where a separator is needed - the
hyphen (-).

The reason for the first recommendation is that its observance
will ensure that codes and code sets developed for use in
information systems will be usable no matter what manufacturer's
machines are used to implement the information system, so long as
the machines implement at least the basic 95 graphic characters of
USASCII. The reascn for the second recommendation is that
principles for development and use of human-oriented codes
recommend that "special" symbols not be used in codes, except that
the hyphen should be used to separate (connect) the parts of a long
code or code chain.

Therefore, for the purposes of this document we define three
data types or character sets into which we categorize character-
string codes, as follows:

Name Description

Alphabetic The twenty-six upper-case English-alphabet
letters A through Z.

Numeric The ten Arabic decimal numerals 0 (zero)
through 9.

Alphanumeric The combination of the 26 upper-case letters
A through Z and the ten numerals 0 through 9.

1.5 Terminology

A group of one or more codes is called a set of codes or a
"code set." The "American National Standard Vocabulary for
Information Processing" defines the term "code value" as "one
element of a code set." We call an individual code a "value" or a
"code value" and a set of codes, a "value set." This seems to be by
analogy to the way in which specific numbers - e.g., 685 or 6785487
- are often called "values', whether or not they represent
magnitudes or quantities. For example, the nine-digit number
247389731 can represent: the magnitude two hundred forty-seven
million, three hundred eighty-nine thousand, seven hundred thirty-
one; or it can represent a U.S. Social Security Number; or it can
represent a Western Electric COMCODE. In the first case the number
would probably be called a "value," in the second, probably a code,
and in the third case, quite literally it is called a code.
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Similarly, given a 3-character alphabetic code set ACK, DIS, RET,
and SXP, each of the three-character strings is a code, but each
could also be called a value. In particular, in electronic data
processing we often speak of fields' being populated with codes or
with data values.

Considerable experience dealing with this problem in semantics
has led us (the Data Standards Organization) to adopt the position
that it is not especially useful to seek or insist upon extremely
precise and/or mutually exclusive definitions of the terms "code"
vs. "value;" we consider them to be effectively synonomous in the
context of the work with which this document is concerned.
Similarly, terms such as designator, designation, abbreviation,
level, category, class, classification, number, type, identity,
identifier, identification, "ID," etc. are used as synonyms. This
appears to arise from the facts that some codes do "designate" or
"identify" or do represent class or type or category or level, or
are numbers or abbreviations, and in such situations quite often
the generic word (name) "Code" is replaced by another, more
specific word that names what the code does or represents or is.
This is normal in human communication and it is not useful to try
to "prohibit" such language. However, we do hope and expect that
readers and users of this document will realize that a code is a
code is a code, even if it is called an "identifier" or a "type" or
a "number" or an "ID," etc.

Another question that appears often in discussions of codes
and coding is the question whether, for example, a string of
characters "is" two codes or one code when the first (left-most)
few characters stand for one thing or one as-Ject of an
informational concept and the remaining (right-most) few characters
stand for another. For example, consider a five-character code
format, where the first three characters indicate "physical device
identity" and the last two indicate "mode of operation." Some
workers would argue that the codes for physical device identities
would be one code set while the codes for the modes of operation
made up another code set, and might insist that the two code sets
be listed in two separate Data Standards, linked by a third,
"chain" Data Standard. This question is not significantly affected
by whether the two segments are presented graphically (displayed,
printed out, etc.) with a graphic separator (e.g., hyphen) between
them.

After considerable discussion regarding such problems we have
developed the following policy: in general, a character string
represents one code (and thus is documented by one Data Standard)
if it is normally recorded and/or input to an information system at
one time as an entire string (even if such a system input character
string is assembled or composed out of separate parts prior to its
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being recorded or input) and if the parts are not used separately
elsewhere.

On the other hand, if a group of two or more codes (each
consisting of one or more characters), which are recorded and/or
input separately, thereafter are processed or transmitted together
or output (displayed) in such a manner as to appear to be one
character string, then the resulting longer string is called a cone
chain and is documented via western Electric Data Standards as a
chain. For example, three elements are used to make up the usual
calendar date: day, month and year. Each element can be coded and
can be used separately, so each element has its own code set. In
fact, in this case each element can have more than one code set;
see the following illustrative table. Therefore, there would be
one or more Data Standards for each element, documenting its code
set(s), plus an overall chain Data St&adard documenting each of the
possible code chains that it has been judged desirable to document
as Western Electric Data Standards.
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Codes for Various Elements of Calendar Dates

ELEMENTS: DAY

CODES: ALPHA

CF WEER DAY CF MONTH DAY_OF YEAR

NUMERIC
(1)

NUMERIC
(2)

=ERIC
MON 1 01 001
TUE 2 02 002
WED 3 03 003
THU 4 (etc.) (etc.)
FRI 5 29 364
SAT 6 30 365
SUN 7 31 366

ELEMENTS: MONTH OF YEAR WEEK_OF MONTH WEEK _OF YEAR
(3) (4) (5) (6)

CODES: ALPHA NUMERIC MMERIC NUMERIC

JAN 01 1 01
FEB 02 2 02
MAR 03 3 03
(etc.) (etc.) 4 (etc.)
OCT 10 5 51
NOV 11 52
DEC 12 53

ELEMENT: YEAR
(7)

1 2 3 4 digits

CODES: 2 72 972 1972
(etc.)

Western Electric Data Standards:

Note

(1)

Number

10069

name

Cay of Month

Format

NN

Example

31
(2) 10011 Day of Year NNN 366
(3) 10068 Month-Mnemonic AAA 1,;,:'

(4) 10067 Month-Numeric NN 12
(5) 10201 Week of Month N 5
(6) 10202 Week of Year NN 53
(7) 10010 Year NN 99
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2.0 Tyges_of Codes

For the purposes of this document we defined codes according
to their "data types" - i.e., according to the character sets from
which their ct-aracters are selected.

The resulting c7tgories are, again:

Numeric,
Alphabetic,
Alphanumeric

Codes and code sets can also be categorized or described
according to whether they manifest certain characteristics
(features, attributes), either by design or de facto, as listed
below. These various attributes are not necessarily mutually
exclusive; some codes or code sets may manifest more than one of
these characteristics.

a. Blocked (grouped) or positionally-significant, including
dependent and non-dependent, "decimal" (fractional) ,

exponential, high-order (first-digit) low-order (final
digits), etc., codes;

b. Sequenced, including collating codes and serial codes;

c. Non-sequenced, including "hashed" and other "random"
codes;

d. Algorithmic (generated according to a set of rules, i.e.,
a mechanistic algorithm), including error-detecting or
self-checking codes and cercain kinds of abbreviations.

e. Mnemonic codes, i.e., codes specifically designed to be
easy to remember, including alphabetic abbreviations,
acronyms, etc., and sole numeric codes.

3.0 Numeric Codes

Numeric codes are codes made up of the ten Arabic numerals
(numeric digits) 0 (zero) through 9.

3.1 Sequential Numeric Codes

A segmenced or sequential set of numeric codes is one whose
codes are arranged in numeric integer sequence ascending in value
as though the codes were magnitudes (representing quantities). For
example, a set of persons' Social Security Numbers could be
arranged in sequential order as though they were truly "EumtLzs"

representations of quantities - rather than merely almost-
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random codes. A simpler sequenced set of numeric codes would be,
for example, the code set 1, 2, 3, 4. Thus sequencing (sequenced,
sequential) is a property of a code set, not of any one code by
itself.

3.11 Types of Sequential Numeric Codes

If all possible valmes in such a sequenced code set are used
- or at leaot reserved for use - then the code set is said to be
serial, for example, the code set above, 1, 2, 3, 4. A non-serial
sequenced code set would be one having unreserved gaps, for
example, the complete code set 01, 02, 05, 06, 09, 12. A sequenced
numeric code set, be it serial or not, is also a collating code
set. This is familiar tc programmers who are aware of the
collating sequence EBCDIC or ASCII binary codes for letters and
numerals, as illustrated on programmers' reference cards and the
Like. For example, a sequential (but not serial), collating, 2-
digit, numeric code set for the twenty-six letters of the alphabet
plus the blank space character is illustrated by the table below.
This code set, of course, is merely "for example."

.A Hypothetical Sequential Numeric Code Set

Symbol Code Symbol Code

(blank) 01 M 52
A 02 N 53
B 03 0 61
C 21 P 62
D 22 Q 63
E 23 R 71
F 31 S 72
G 32 T 73
H 33 U 81
I 41 V 82
J 42 W 83
K 43 X 91
L 51 Y 92

Z 93

Sequenced numeric code sets are usually applied to sets of
entities which themselves have been arranged in some useful
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sequence, e.g., in alphabetical order for natural-language words or
word phrases, such as a list of the states of the United States, or
a company's vendors, or employees/ last names, etc. Another type
of sequence is chronological sequence, the natural sequence of
codes assigned sequentially over a period of time.

Other sequences into which lists of entities can be arranged
before being encoded are hierarchical classification sequences,
where subdivisions of major categories are grouped under their
major categories. several more complicated versions of sequential
code sets can be developed to provide numeric codes for
hierarchical classification schemes, with as many levels of
embeddedness as required. They are described in later paragraphs
of this section.

The process of deciding how tc arrange (categorize, classify)
the entities to be coded is a part of information system design
that should be dealt with before the coding scheme is chosen. This
aspect of system design is known as taxonomy, systematics, or,
simply, classification.

A problem that can arise in use of simple sequential numeric
code sets, as heretofore described, all of whose values have been
assigned to entities, is that if it then becomes desirable to
insert an entity into the list it may be impossible to assign to it
a code appropriate to or in accordance with its °natural,' (i.e.,
alphabetical, hierarchical)sequence position. Fortunately certain
more sophisticated sequential numeric code sets can be devised to
provide for such contingencies, and they are described in Section
3.12 of this document.

Random numeric codes also could be used to solve (avoid) the
sequential-code problem mentioned above but they present human -
factors problems such that they are not recommended for human use -

i.e., for use in information systems where they must be selected,
transcribed or translated by humans. Nevertheless, for the sake of
completeness random numeric codes are discussed briefly in Section
3.3 of this document.

However a numeric code set is generated, and whether it is
serial, sequential, non-sequential or random, a rule that is
generally agreed upon is that the code value zero (0 or 00 or 000,
etc., depending on the length of the code) should not be used to
stand for any entity in the list to be coded. Instead, the zero
value should be reserved to indicate the fact that the field (or
box or line, on a paper form) has not yet been populated with a
meaningful code. Some coding authorities recommend that the
highest value (9 or 99 or 999, etc.) also be reserved to indicate
the "last" code or the end of a. sequential code set. The latter
suggestion is not always easy to follow but if it is possible to do
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so and if such an indicator code is needed then 9 (or 99 or 999,
etc.) seems a reasonable choice for that function.

The next level of sophistication of sequenced numeric codes
are blocked sequential codes. A simple block sequential code
scheme divides a sequential code set into a specific number of
blocks, representing equal-level categories, by assigning one or
more digit pr3itions to that purpose. Normally the highest-order
(leftmost) digit or digits are used for such block codes, because
the codes can then be most easily automatically sorted, when
necessary, as though they were quantitative numbers rather than
non-quantitative codes.

For example,

Codes

consider the following block code scheme:

Eattities Coded

1000 thru 1999 Meats
2000 thru 2999 Produce (Fruits, vegetables, etc.)
3000 thru 3999 Dairy Products
4000 thru 4999 Groceries
5000 thru 5999 Bakery Products
6000 thru 6999 Frozen Foods
7000 thru 7999 Beverages
8000 thru 8999 cleaning and Paper Products
9000 thru 9999 General Merchandise

This scheme provides 9,000 serial-number codes, 1000 through
9999, for a supermartis merchandise items. However, the first
(leftmost, high-order) digit is used to divide or block the 9,000
codes into 9 high-level categories of 1,000 serial-number codes
(000 thru 999) each. This scheme does not reduce the number of
serial codes available; it merely provides specific significance to
the high-order digit position. The 1,000 codes within each of the
9 equal-level categories remain undifferentiated as to
significance; they are merely serial numbers ,.ind would normally be
serially (sequentially) assigned to the specific entities to be
coded.

Notice that the digit 0 (zero) is not used in the high-order
position. If zero were used then a tenth high-level category could
thus be encoded, allowing 999 more 4-digit codes (0001 through
0999, exlcuding the code 0000). Thus approximately 10% of the
otherwise-possible 10,000 codes are not used. Why? Because this
code set illustrates a coding prinicple, that codes to be used by
humans should not begin with zeroes. The reason for this restraint
is concern that high order zeroes might be discarded by a person
transcribing (re-writing, key-punching, etc.) such a code, thus
changing the code 0123, for example, into the code 123 and thus
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potentially into the code 1230, if the code 123 became left-
justified in a system that filled on the right with zeroes. Thus
10% of the 10" possible codes in an n-decimal-digit numeric code
set are given up in order to avoid having a zero in the high-order
digit position. In cther words this restraint or condition means
that 90% or 9 x 1e-1 codes will be actually available for use out
of the 10 possible codes that a n-decimal-digit numeric code
scheme can provide. We recommend that this constraint be accepted.

If it is necessary to encode more than nine categories at any
level in a blc;..k code then two alternatives exist:

a. Use of symbols other than numerals - i.e., use of letters.
This would change a numeric code into an alphanumeric
code, which is not recommended, as discussed in Section
5.0.

b. Use of two or more digit positions to encode the
categories at a given level, as in the code scheme
described below.

codes Entities Coded

100000 thru 109999 Diodes
110000 thru 119999 Transistors
120000 thru 129999 Electron Tubes

(etc.) (etc.)
980000 thru 989999 Resistors
990000 thru 999999 Capacitors

This scheme provides 900,000 (100000 thru 999999) serial-
number codes for an electronics-supply stockroom's stock items.
The two high order digits are used to provide 90 (10 thru 99,
inclusive) categories or blocks of 10,000 (0000 thru 9999) serial
number codes each. This is an order-of-magnitude (power-of-ten)
increase in the nuuber of categories encoded, from 9 categories
using one high-order digit to 90 using two high order digits.
Simultaneously the number of serial-numbers available for each
category has also been increased and also by a factor of ten, from
1,000 to 10,000 per category.

This approach can be extended indefinitely, with 1, 2, 3 or
more high-order digits being used to designate 9, 90, 900, etc.,
equal-level categories, and as many trailing digits used as are
needed to provide 10, 100, 1000, 10,000, etc. equal-level serial-
number codes, to be assigned to the lowest-level entities to be
coded.
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Whether one, two or more high-order digits are used to define
the blocks, what these block codes amount to are combinations of
(a) positionally-significant equal-level category-block codes with
(b) simple sequential or serial codes. Thus, ,.such code schemes are
two-level code schemes.

The order-of-magnitude jumps in the high-level categories
designated by such high-order dig!t. block codes may result in a
jump from "too -few" codes to "too- many" codes. That is, for
example, if 25 or 50 equal-level categories are needed, then 9 are
not enough and 90 are much more than enough. In such cases
adjacent blocks can be operationally combined, as it wkre, as
illustrated by the following:

Codes Entities Coded

10000 thru 19999 Resistors
20000 thru 29999 Capacitors
30000 thru 39999 Inductors
40000 thru 44999 Electron Tubes
45000 thru 47999 Tube Sockets
48000 thru 48999 Tube Caps
49000 thru 49999 Tube Shields
5000) thru 69999 Transistors
80000 thru 89999 Diodes
90000 thru 99999 Other

In this scheme blocks of 10,000 codes are assigned to
Resistors, caparii:.ors, etc., but one block of 10,000 codes has been
subdivided and assigned as follows:

5000 codes to Electron Tubes,
3000 codes to Tube Sockets,
1000 codes to Tube Caps, and
1000 codes to Tube Shields,

because an entira block of i0,000 codes ias not needed for Electron
Tubes but codes as shown were needed for the other three, related
categories. On the other hand, 20,000 consecutive codes are
assigned to Transistors and 20,000 to Diodes, as shown above.

Allocations of equal-level blocks in the blocked sequential
code schemes discussed above, if done carefully after an adequate
determination of the categories needed, may provide an adequate
code scheme. However, the result will be only a two-level scheme
consisting of sequentially-arranged blocks of serial numbers, as
stated earlier.
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If blocking, categorization, classification, etc., is needed
at levels below the high-order leyel, then an extension or general
,ase of the high-order blocked sequential code scheme can be used
which is called the de2tudenttilock, hierarchical or exooaential
classification code scheme. In these schemes successive digit
positions (or adjacent pairs, triads, etc.), from the highest-order
digit towards the low-order digits, indicate successively-lower
embedded hierarchical levels of classification. Thus the name
hieLarchial code scheme.

For example, consider again the last coding scheme, for
electronic components, described above. It is seen that the 1140000
block" (the numbers 40000 thru 49999) has been allocated to 4
categories, as follows:

Codes Entities

40000 thru 49999
45000 thru 47999
48000 thru 48999
49000 thru 49999

Electron Tubes
Tube Sockets
Tube Caps
Tube Shields

This can be interpreted to mean that a u4u in the high-order
digit position means Electron Tubes and related parts, and that a
0, 1, 2, 3 or 4 in the second digit position means Electron Tubes
specifically if the first digit is a 4. Similarly a 5, 6, or 7 in
the second position means Tube Sockets if the first digit is a 4,
an 8 in the second position means Tube Caps when there is a 4 in
the first position, and a second-level 9 means Tube Shields
dependent upon a first-level 4. Thus the name dependent block code
for such schemes.

Similarly, consider the high-level blocks allocated to Diodes
and to Transistors in the same code scheme. Whether each 20,000 -
code group is considered to be one 20,000-code block or two
adjacent 10,000 -code blocks would appear to be merely a matter of
semantics and thus merely academic or inconsequential. That is not
so. If the 20,000 codes in each group are assigned sequentially
beginning with the lowest number (50000 for Transistors, 70000 for
Diodes) then each group is a sing!e 20,000-code block. however if,
for example, codes are assigned to different types of Diodes
beginning at different numbers within the Diode block (e.g.,
beginning at 50000, 55000, 60000 and 65000, for 4 different kinds
of Diodes) then, as for Electron Tubes and related parts, a second,
dependent level of blocking has been developed, because here a 0,
1, 2, 3 or 4 in the second digit position means Diode type I (for
example) dependent upon a 5 in position 1, but means Diode type III
dependent upon a 6 in position 1.
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Another, familiar dependent blocked sequential code is the
U.S. Postal Service's ZIP Code, a 5-digit numeric code for post
offices. In this code the leftmost digit indicates one of ten
national postal districts, the next two digits indicate one of 100
major post offices or Sectional Centers within each district, and
the rightmost two digits are assigned seque-tially from 00 thru 99
to branch post offices, zones within a city, etc., served by a
major post office or to the smaller post offices served by a
Sectional Center. Thus for example, in the Zip Code

07102

T 02 means
71 means
0 means

(New

zone 2 in the city
the Newark, N.J. main post office
the first postal ZIP district
England and New Jersey).

The general case of decimal numeric dependent hierarchical
block classification codes is called the exponential coding scheme
because the number of codes available increases exponentially as
powers of ten with addition of digit positions to the code.
Consider the next illustration:

Code Structure:

Level Meaning

1 Class
2 Subclass
3 Family
4 Subfamily
5 Variety
6 Species

NNNNNN NNN Number of Codes_Available

Possible 10A

10
100

1,000
10,000

1,000,000
1,000,000,000

Selected 9x1Omf

9
90

900
9,000

900,000
900,000,000

If all digit positions are allowed to take all values 0
(zero) through 9 then this 9-decimal-digit numeric code scheme
provides 109 or 1,000,000,000 codes. if the recommended restraint
is imposed, that codes beginning with a zero not be used, then the
high-order digit position, representing Class, can take the values
1 thru 9 and the code scheme provides 9 x 108 01 900,000,000 codes.

This code scheme provides a six-level hierarchical
classification scheme, with 9 classes, 90 Subclasses (10 in each
Class), etc., as illustrated above. The user of such a code set
would arrange his highest-level categories (classes) in whatever
order suits his purposes, and would arrange the 10 Subclasses
within each class appropriately, etc. After all the known items to
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be coded were arranged (categorized, classified) appropriately then
the user could begin assigning codes.

3.12 Assignment_of Sequential Numeric Codes

The simplest way to assign codes, after an initial ordering,
is to assign them serially at each level, that is, to leave no
gaps. For example, if at the beginning there were 5 Classes they
would be assigned codes 0 through 5. If Class 1 had 4 Subclasses
they would be assigned codes 0 through 3 in the second digit
position. If Class 2 had 7 Subclasses thoy wou10. be assigned codes
0 through 6 in position 2. Et oetera, so that Class 5, Subclass 7,
Family 0, Subfamily 3, Variety 82, and first Species would be coded
570382000, and t;. 524th Species in the same Variety would be coded
570382523.

A consequence of such serial assignment of codes is that if
it becomes necessary to assign codes to new entities after the
initial entity list has been coded then there is no possibility of
inserting entities into the code set at or at least near their
proper place as determined by alphabetical order, taxonomical
classification sequence, or the like. This problem is solved with
varying degrees of sophistication by the techniques described in
the following paragraphs.

The next level of sophistication in assigning sequential
codes is to arbitrarily skip a constant number of codes between
codes assigned, i.e., to establish a constant-value increment to
codes assigned, at any level or all levels, subject of course to
the constraint that such skipping will not result in running out of
code numbers at any level before all entities at that level have
been coded. For example, if a given level is assigned one digit
position (which can take the values 1 thru 9) and there are 3
categories to be coded at that level then codes can be assigned as
follows:

Increment Codes_Assigned

1 1,2,3
2 1,3,5
3 1,4,7
4 1,5,9

If, for example, a level is allocated 2 digits that can take
',!-kues 00 through 99 (thus,100 values) and there arc 25 categories
to be coded increments can be used as follows:
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Increment

1 00,
2 00,
3 00,
4 00,

Codes Assigned

01, 02, ..., 24
02, 04, ..., 48
03, 06, 09, ..., 72
04, 08, ..., 96

what increment should be chosen? That depends on the needs
of the code set user. If it is known that no entities will have to
be coded after the initial set or if it does not matter if new
entities are added at the end of the list rather than being
inserted, then an increment of 1 is the obvious choice. If it is
expected that there will be many new entities to be coded after the
initial set and if it is important that they be inserted into their
proper place in the code set rather than merely being added to its
end, then the largest increment, which allows the most
opportunities to do so, should be chosen.

It is possible to compute directly the largest constant
increment that will disperse the entities to be coded evenly and
most widely over the available serial numbers. This can be done by
techniques of modular arithmetic which are indicated briefly below.
Consider the following example: Given a 4-digit numeric code
format and the constraint that only codes 1000 thru 9950 should be
used, with 600 items on the initial list to be coded, what
increment should be used to disperse them evenly across the
available mapping space (code set)? The number of available codes
are 8951, computed as:

9950
-100 C
8950

+ 1

8951

The increment then can be computed as the integer portion of
the quotient 8951/600 = 14.92, or 14. Using this increment the
codes initially assigned would be 1000, 1014, 1028, 1042, 1056,
etc.

If it seemed reasonable, a lower increment could be chosen
instead, such as 12 or, very useful, 10. If an integer increment
between 5 and 10 were computed it might seem reasonable to chose 5
as an increment instead. A computed increment of 23 would suggest
actual use of the value 20. In other words, whatever increment is
computed, choice of the next lower integral multiple of 10 for
decimal numeric codes might make assignment of codes easier and
should produce codes that might seem more reasonable to users who
are not aware of these code-assignment processes.
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The next level of sophistication in assigning sequential
codes would involve varying the increment between codes assigned to
entities on the initial list according to an expected need for
varying numbers of spaces for new items, depending upon some
characteristics of the items. For example, if it were necessary to
assign sequential codes to persons' surnames, as in a list of
employees, so that new persons' names could be inserted in their
proper place, it would appear desirable to use larger increments
between the initial Browns, Joneses, Smiths, etc., for example,
than between the Zbniewcki's and tenders - unless most of your
employees are Polish an4 German. So, in order to apply such a
technique successfully, it is necessary to have accurate
statistical measures of the distribution of the entities to be
coded. Computer programs have been written to apply such
techniques to the structuring and coding of name files. The
initial set of codes assigned by such a programmed coding scheme
are called predictive codes. However, it has been stated that
variations in frequencies-of-occurrence of various names or even
initial letters are so great, depending on the source, that initial
results were unsatisfactory. It may be possible, with sufficient
effort, to apply such techniques successfully to coding keys for
name files but I cannot report further regarding this approach at
this time.

A classification and coding scheme that has a feature to
allow easy insertion and coding of new, not- specifically - foreseen
items is the so-called "decimal" classification scheme, as
exemplified by the Dewey Decimal System used by libraries to
classify books. This is actually a conventional blocked-dependent
hierarchical classification scheme, in which the first three digits
are used to designate 10 2rimary categories, 100 secondary
categories and 1,000 teritary categories, using codes 000 through
999. After the third digit position in each code a decimal point
or period is customarily written as a separator, as illustrated
below:

Codes Entities (gatagories)

300. Sociology
400. Philology
500. Natural Science
510. Mathematics
520. Astronomy
530. Physics
531. Mechanics

The essential feature of this coding scheme is the way in
which codes are assigned after the decimal point (after the third
digit position). Codes are assigned to the initial entity set
(categories, items or the like) serially (sequentially with an
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increment of 1) in a continuation of the hierarchical dependent
classification scheme, using as many digit positions after the
decimal point as are needed to accomodate the number of categories
and levels of embeddedness needed to encode the initial list.
Thereafter, if it becomes necessary to insert an item into the
initial list at any point, it must be considered to be a sub-
division of an existing category, and another digit position must
be added to the existing category's code to accomodate the new
item's code. This is illustrated by the addition of "Pulley,
Compound" on the last line of the table below,

Codes Entities

530. Physics
531. Mechanics
531.1 Machines
531.11 Level and Balance
531.12 Wheel and Axle
531.13 Cord and Catenary
531.14 Pulley
531.141 Pulley, Compound

This example also illustrates that the period or "decimal
point" is used to separate the left-hand, fixed, "integer" portion
of the code from the right-hand, variable-length, "fractional"
part. Thus the name decimal classification system. It is
interesting that the decimal point also serves to separate the long
numeric code into two, visually-separate subcodes, thus "chunking"
it as recommended by modern authorities on human factors aspects of
character-string code use.

The "fractional" part of a decimal-type classification code
can get very long as several levels of embeddedness of categories
are successively indicated, and the resulting long string of digits
becomes difficult to read, transcribe (manually), etc. without the
introduction of errors. One technique for alleviating this problem
is to extend the use of the decimal point to blocking out
successive levels of embeddedness, thus continuing the "chunking"
of the code chain. Thus, for example, a very special type of
pulley might be coded as 531.141.1234.1155. Even with chunking,
such long codes seem somewhat long for human use in manual or semi-
automatic information system.

The decimal method of coding is designed to be used for
identifying data in manual information systems where the quantity
of items to be coded cannot be limited to any specific anticipated
volume. It is particularly well suited for classifying and filing
abstracts of written material because it is able to handle an
indefinite number of items (lower-level categories) as they are
added to any given classification.
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The decimal code works well in most of the cases for which it
was designed. However, decimal codes are not in general pse in
modern information systems because they vary in length and the
decimal point can be a nuisance. Both aspects of the decimal
system can be altered, however, by allocating fixed-length
subfields to each nchunk,u eliminating the explicit decimal
point(s), and left-justifying the code values within each subfield,
filling on the right with zeroes, as illustrated below:

Code Subject

531000 Mechanics
531100 Machines
531110 Level and Balance
531120 Wheel and Axle
531130 Cord and Catenary
531140 Pulley
531141 Pulley, Compound

In this example, the decimal code has been converted to a
six-Agit fixed-field block classification code. The organization
of the decimal code is retained, but the degree of expandability
has been limited to ten subdivisions for each machine class.

In general we would recommend using a well-planned block
sequential code scheme for item or information classification
applications. However, if the special advantages of decimal
classification code schemes - flexibility, expandability, etc. -

are desirable for a specific coding application in a modern
information system such a scheme could be implemented with
relatively little trouble using the codes left-justified in fixed-
length fields, as illu.strated above. The fields should be defined
long enough, however, to accomodate the longest codes likely to be
developed during the life of the information system.

1.2 Group-block Non-dependent Numeric Codes

In the previous section we described essentially only one type
of numeric code, serial numbers, but considered them from various
points of view and with different names, all of which merely
describe various features of such codes.

There is another type of numeric codes, called group-block or
non - dependent codes. Their essential difference is that a value in
a given digit positicn (or group of adjacent digit positions)
represents one, specific, unique meaning independent of the values
and their meanings of the higher-order digits in the code (or the
lower-order digits, for that matter).
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Financial Accounting system codes are typical examples of non-
dependent group-block codes. Consider the following illustration:

Code Structure: NNN - NNNN - NNNNN - NNN

Meanings
Ledger

Account

Order Number

Expense Type

Under this scheme the code 830-5402-62015-062 yould mean
Ledger 830, Account 5402, Order No. 62015, and Expense Type 062.
(What "Ledger 830" means is another matter.) The point is that
"5402" in the 4th through 7th digit positions would mean, for
example, "Ace Printing Co." on every ledger from ledger 000 (or,
preferably, Ledger 100) through Yldger 999, and "62015" in
positions 8 thru 11 means Order 62015 (probably a serial
number)on every Ledger and no matter what Account Number appears in
positions 4 thru 7. Similarily for Expense Type. As a matter of
fact, such a code structure is actually a chain of four independent
codes, as described in Section 1.4. We have called it a code
rather than a code chain because it is conventional to do so, even
though the term "code chain" is technically more accurate.

The separation (connection) of the four codes by hyphens also
illustrates a few important points.

a. The essential code (code chain) structure is 15 decimal
digits. The separators (hyphens) do not represent
essential information for data input, internal storage,
processing or automatic (mechanized) data transmission,
and thus are redundant, unnecessary for those purposes.

b. However, the hyphens are very useful for efficient graphic
presentation (output, display) to humans. The hyphens
graphically "chunk" the code chain into short strings that
can be read and processed (perceived, remembered, etc.)
more easily by the people that must somewhere in the
information system use the data that the machines are
moving. Such chunking seems to be virtually necessary for
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reducing errors in human code handling, as described
further in Section 6.2.

c. The 4 components codes themselves (Ledger, Account, Order
Number, and Expense Type) are probably each some version
of the serial-number codes described in Section 3.1.
However, the individual codes can be other than serial-
number codes, as discussed later in this Section.

Another example of a group-block non-dependent code is that
presented in Western Electric Data Standard No. 10178, Rating
Defect Code. These 6-digit codes are actually chains made up of
two catenated (chained) 3-digit ccdes, "Characteristic or Location"
and "Defect Classification." There are 221 codes of the first type,
numbered sequentially 003 thru 663, with an increment of 3, and 147
codes of the second type, numbered 003 through 441, also with an
increment of 3. Typical codes are as follows:

Characteristic or Location Defect glAssification

Code 3e201.02 Code Meaning

003 Adaptor 003 Above Maximum
006 Alignment 006 Base
009 Angle 009 Below Minimum
012 Apparatus 012 Bent

(etc.) (etc.)
660 Wire Wrap 438 Wrinkles(ed)
663 Wrap(s)(ed) 441 Wrong

Thus, it is seen that the meanings or entity lists were
arranged alphabetically - rather than according to some other
classification scheme - before being coded with increment-of-3
sequence numbers.

Six-digit codes (code chains) would be generated by looking up
the words to be coded in the two alphabetical lists, selecting one
3-digit code from each list, and writing them (or perhaps, directly
keying them into an input or recording device)in the proper
sequence. Thus, in order to encode a "Bent Apparatus" one would
look up "Apparatus" in the first list and find it coded as 012,
then look up "Bent" in the second list and find it coded as 012 (a
coincidence), then record or enter the code 012012.

Since these 6-digit codes each report or measure two aspects
of an information item, the "Characteristic or Location" of a
defect and the "Defect Classification," such a code could be called
a 2-dimensional code and a graphic scheme could be devised such as
2-dimensional matrix (an array) to aid in generating the 6-digit
codes. However, for this code scheme a 221 by 147 array would
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result, and since many of the resultant 6-digit codes would be
meaningless (e.g., code 375147 would mean "Nylon Illegible" and
code 033408 would mean "Bottom Too Much") there would not be much
point to constructing a graphic array for this code scheme.
However, a matrix presentation could reasonably be applied to the
coding schemes described in the next few paragraphs, which would
then be called matrix codes.

A two-dimensional non-dependent group block code that could be
illustrated as as a matrix code is the "Experience Category" code
used in the Corporate Personnel System and documented by Western
Electric Data Standard No. 10042. This is a 2-digit code in which
the first digit designates Bell System Experience by a "1" and Non-
Bell System Experience by a "2." The second digit can take values 1
thru 6 as follows:

Value Meaning

1 Non-Professional Engineering Experience
2 Professional Engineering Experience
3 Non-Professional Information System Experience
4 Professional Information System Experience
5 Non-Professional Accounting Experience
6 Professional Accounting Experience

This code scheme can also be presented in matrix form, as
illustrated by the next table.

KEReriEDSe

Information
Engineering __System Accounting

Bell System(1)
Non-Bell

Non-
Prof.
(1)

Prof.
(2)

Non-
Prof. Prof.

(4)

Non-
Prof.
(5)

Prof.
(6)(3)

(2)

11
21

12
22

13
23

14
24

15
25

16
26
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The same information could have been coded more explicitly but
less concisely by a 3-digit non-dependent block code scheme of the
format ABC, where:

digit A designates Bell System (=1) or non-Bell (=2)
digit B designates Non-Professional (=1) or

Professional (=2)
digit C designates Engineering (=1) ,

Information Systems (=2), and
Accounting (=3) .

The resulting 3-dimensional codes can be illustrated by a
matrix on 2-dimensional paper as follows:

Experience

Non-Professional Iral Professional_1:721

Eng.,.

info.
Sys. Acct,g4 Eaq,

Info.
Sys. Acct, g1.

(1) (2) (3) (1) (2) (3)

Bell System(1) 111 112 113 121 122 123

Non -Bell (2) 211 212 213 221 222 223

The above two coding schemes illustrate among other things
that group-block non-dependent codes exhibit the characteristic of
positional significance. That is, a given digit value has
significance (meaning) dependent upon its position in the digit
string, not upon the values of other digits in the string.

The two coding schemes illustrated above also demonstrate that
essentially the same information can be coded in two or three
dimensions, and that conciseness is traded-off vs explicitness or
decoding simplicity. Only a code user and/or system designer can
decide what is more important in a given case. If concisenes.3
seems most important - and it is our opinion that conciseness is
not most. important; reduction of errors via ease of understanding,
coding and decoding is more important - then the twelve categories
(2 x 2 x 3 = 12, whatever way they are coded) oould have been coded
more concisely by a 1-character alphanumeric code set: 1, 2, 3,
..., 9, A, B, C. However, such alphanumeric code sets are not
recommended for reasons explained later in Section 5.0.
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Another group-block code is the "Character of Service" code
presented in western Electric Data Standard No. 10018. Used by the
Corporate Personnel System (CPS), this code or code chain consists
of 4 decimal digits, in the format or sequence ABCD, where

digit A designates an evaluation of work,
digit B designates an evaluation of ability,
digit C designates an evaluation of conduct, and
digit D designates an evaluation of attendance;
and each digit rosition can take one of four values,
where a 1 denotes "outstanding"

a 2 denotes "very good,"
a 3 denotes "satisfactory," and
a 4 denotes "unsatisfactory."

Thus, 4 x 4 or 16 possible codes can be produced by this
scheme. Under this coding scheme the code 1321 means outstanding
work, satisfactory ability, very good conduct and outstand.ing
attendance.

It is apparent that these factors were judged to be related
but independent of one another, and that it was deemed to be
appropriate that they be coded together via a non - dependent group-
block code.

Since this coding scheme reports measurements of four
attributes it is a 4-dimensional group -block code and could be
illustrated by a 4-dimensional matrix. As for the 3-dimensional
matrix illustrated before, this becomes complicated to do on 2-
dimensional paper, so will not be done here. Also, per the
previous coding scheme, these 16 values could have been designated
by more concise, though less readily decoded, code sets, as
follows: 2-digit codes 01 through 16 or 1-character alphabetic
codes A through R (excluding I and 0).

Matrix codes can be considered to be a simple type of
Algorithmic codes, i.e., codes generated by mechanistic application
of a set of rules to a set or string of input by a person or a
machine. Other algorithmic codes or coding schemes are considered
later in this document, in Section 6.

A special case of group-block numeric codes is that of
telephone numbers. Complete telephone numbers consist of ten
decimal numeric digits: 3 for Numbering Plan Area (NPA) code
("area code"), 3 for Central Office Code (COC) (exchange) and 4 for
Telephone Line Number. (Reference western Electric Data Standards
10070 through 10074.) The NPA code and the COC code are assigned
not sequentially, randomly or mnemonically, but rather dependent
upon electrical systems engineering (switching) considerations.
The 4-digit line numbers can be considered to be sequential numeric
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codes. The essential complete telephone number, then, consists of
a chain of ten digits, and can be recorded, input, stored, etc. in
that form. However, for human factors reasons it is common to
record, etc., and especially to output, display, or present the
code chain graphically in the format of three codes separated from
(and connected to) one another. For human information-processing
factors reasons we recommend that such codes be presented in
',chunks,' separated by the recommended separator, the hyphen, as
illustrated by the following examples.

EA -00C-LINE

201-468-6000
212-555-1212

Closing our remarks on group-block non-dependent numeric codes
we wish to point out that each group or block in such a code chain
can be not only a sequential number but also could be a random
number or a mnemonic numeric code. The latter two numeric code
types are described in Section 3.3 and 3.4, respectively. In
section 3.3 we point out that there does not appear to be any
reason for using random numeric codes in Western Electric
information systems, and here we wish to point out that there seems
to be even less reason for using random numbers in chains.
Therefore, we recommend that random numeric codes not be used in
code chains in Western Electric information systems.

Regarding the use of mnemonic numeric codes in chains (group
blocks), we point out in Section 3.4 that mnemonic numeric codes
can be useful, and we observe here that therefore they can be
useful chained in groups. However, we do recommend that if
mnemonic numeric codes are used in chains that the individual codes
be separated graphically (visually) by means of the recommended
graphic separator, thc: hyphen. Thus, for example, the mnemonic
telephone number 212-5:15-1212 (written thusly, not as (212) KL 5-
1212) or the mnemonic dimensional analysis code chain 36-24-36.

3.3 Random Numeric Cojes

Truly random numbers are numbers that are generated and made
available (either as a prepared list or as needed, in real time) in
a way such that they satisfy certain mathematical statistical tests
of randomness. Techniques for generating random numbers are
outside the scope of this document. However, we wish to mention
that truly random (and thus non-sequential) code sets for various
entity sets can be generated by algorithms such as sequential entry
into a certified table of random numbers.

There does not seem at this writing to be any reason for using
random numbers as identifiers (identifying codes) in information
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systems. For a numeric code of any length (any number of digits)
there are as many ,:andom numbers as serial numbers. (In fact they
are the same numbers, merely listed in different sequences.)
Reasonable care in choice of code length, blocking, and assignment
of sequential codes, with provision for handling "overflow," should
suffice to provide an adequate sequential coding scheme for any
application.

The techniques known as "hashing," which produce pseudo-raniom
code:, and which are used in compiling computer source-language
programs into machine-executable modules may be applicable to
generation of information system codes as defined in Section 1.2
but such applications are beyond the scope of the first edition of
this document.

Computer programs have also been devised that will scan words
or phrases, i.e., character strings representing natural-language
words and phrases, and on the basis of the words detected assign a
pre-determined numeric code to each phrase. This scheme is
deterministic rather than stochastic; its purpose is to map into a
specific code all possible phrases that have the meaning assigned
to that code, whereas the purpose of "hashing" is to generate a
unique, different code for every non-identical character string
encountered.

3.4 Mnemonicsumeric Codes

In Webster's Third New International Dictionary, perhaps the
most generally accepted published American authority on the
meanings of words, "mnemonic" is defined as: HI. assisting or
intended to assist memory; 2. of or relating to memory." Thus
even a string tied around one's finger can be called "a mnemonic"
(if it works) . But, confining our discussion to codes as defined
in Section 1.2, let us consider mnemonic codes, in particular
mnemonic numeric codes.

The term "mnemonic" is usually applied only to alphabetic
codes that resemble in some way the natural-language words they
represent. Thus, abbreviations, acronyms, etc. are called
"mnemonics." But in a larger sense any code can be considered to be
menemonic if in some way it helps a person to remember the code
when presented with the need to remember it; or to remember the
natural-language wcrd or the like for which the code stands, when
presented with the code; or if in some way the code itself is
easier to learn by rote and thus is easier to remember than some
other code that would otherwise be as useful or meaningful.

Thus we offer the opinion that numeric codes can be mnemonic
and that some numeric codes are mnemonic.
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For example, consider telephone numbers. They are codes and
some are easier to remember than others. (For the purpose of this
specific discussion we shall discuss all-numeric telephone numbers
only.)) The 3-digit "area codes"or NPA codes do not seem to be
especially mnemonic, considered as a code set, but the individual
area codes 202, 212, 303, 404, 505, 515, and 707 might be easier to
remember than other because of their symmetry, a mnemonic property.
Individual telephone exchange codes or Central Office Codes (COC),
also 3 digits long, might also be somewhat mnemonic because of
symmetry, or because of sequence (e.g., 123, 234, 456, etc.) or
because 2 of the 3 digits are identical (e.g., exchanges 299, 399,
233) or because all three digits are identical (e.g., exchange
555). The four-digit line or extension numbers can manifest such
properties as sequence (e.g., 1234, 2368), half sequence (e.g.,
1122, 5566) mixed sequence (e.g., 1212, 8989, 2434) repeated digits
(e.g., 9900, 9989), being multiples of 1000 (2000, 5000) or of 100
(e.g., 9900,2300) or of 50 (e.g., 9950, 2750), or where digits or
digit pairs appear to be multiples of one another (e,g., 1020,
1224, 2040, 4488, etc.)or where the 4 digits can be considered to
represent memorable years (e.g., 1776, 1949, 1972, 1984).

Complete local telephone numbers (exchange+line) evidently can
thus be designed to be mnemonic. Consider for example the
"Universal Directory Assistance Number," 555-1212, or the "New York
City Report" (for traffic and transportation conditions) number,
999-1234, or a typical first number for a PBX: 222-2345. It has
been stated that the fire-police-ambulance emergency telephone
number, 911, used in cities such as New York, Washington, Seattle,
Omaha and Denver, "was selected after computer tests found that it
was an easy number to remember." We can reasonably infer then that
certain similar numbers are also easy to remember, namely:

Number_jcode) Meaning
411 Directory Assistance
611 Repair Service
811 Business Office
911 Emergency

Another way in which numeric codes can be made somewhat
mnemonic to make the digit groups "significant," i.e., by giving
them quantitative weight. This is demonstrated by group-block non-
dependent codes which encode quantitative information. For
example, consider the garden fertilizer analysis code whose format
is illustrated by the next table.
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Code Format: NN - N - N

Meaning = Parts
ty Weight of

Nitrogen

Phosphorous

Potassium

Thus the code 10-3-2 would indicate a fertilizer mix
containing 10 parts Nitrogen, 3 parts Phosphorous and 2 parts
Potassium by weight. This type of code is a descriptive code
rather than an identification code but apparently is adequate foc
its intended use.

Another illustration would be the alphanumeric partial code
set for automobile tires illustrated below.

Code Meaning

T6701351 Tube-type 6.70 x 13 Blackwall, First-line
T69Q13B1 Tube-type 6.90 x 13 Blackwall, First-line
T71013B1 Tube-type 7.10 x 13 Blackwall, First-line
N73515W2 Tubeless* 7.35 x 15 Whitewall, Second-line
N77515W2 Tubeless* 7.75 x 15 Whitewall, Secondline
N82515W2 Tubeless* 8.25 x 15 Whitewall, Second-line

(*N=) nno = tubeless.

The above code chains mix alphabetic mnemonic codes with
quantitative-mnemonic numeric codes, and thus are not pure numeric
codes, but do, we hope, illustrate the notion that in an adequate
context numeric codes can be mnemonic.

Summarizing our comments on mnemonic numeric codes, we believe
we have demonstrated that numeric codes can have mnemonic qualities
and that some numeric codes are mnemonic. To use mnemonic numeric
codes may be an adequate solution to a coding problem, but we make
the general recommendation that this course not be taken un'.ess
there is a constraint (as with telephone numbers) that the codes
must bc: numeric. If the mnemonic requirement is sufficiently
important then alphabetic mnemonic codes (Section 4.4) are
demonstrably superior; if a logical classification scheme, to which
codes can be added or inserted, is required, then a numeric or
blocked alphanumeric coding scheme is recommended.
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4.0 Alphabetic Codes

Alphabetic codes are codes whose characters are taken from the
twenty-six standard English-language upper-case letters A through
Z.

4.1 Sequential Alphabetic Codes

If the assumption is accepted that "alphabetic
order"(A,B,C,,,Z) is as firm and meaningful as numerical order
(0,1,2,...,9), we can say that the 26 English-alphapet.jetters form
their own symbol system, a hesayiqesimal symbol system. If for
human-factors (error-reduction) reasons the decision is made not to
use the symbols 0 (oh) and I (eye) then the remaining 24 symbols
form a agadraviosimal symbol system.

It is also necessary to agree on a convention for the
weighting or order-of-significance scheme for alphabetic sequence
or serial "numbers" of length longer than one letter, and the
obvious choice is to imitate the customary scheme for decimal
numbers, i.e., high-order towards low-order sequence is from left
to right. Thus AAECE is analogous to 11234 and is 1 unit larger
than AABCC.

Parenthetically, it is requested that readers do not confuse
this sequential alphabetic code scheme with "Roman Numerals," which
use the letters M, D, C, L, X, V and I in a scheme that will not be
explained in this document. We do not recommend the use of "Roman
Numerals" in Western Electric Information Systems.

Assuming the above c!onventions are accepted then the various
characteristics of decimal numeric sequential codes apply also to
hexavigesimal or quadravigesimal alphabetic sequential codes,
including weight or positional significance and therefore,
dependence, the collating property, dependent blocking,
hierarchical classification, and the exponential property.
Therefore, the alphabetical -order sequence of a 4-letter alphabetic
sequential code scheme would be as illustrated in the next table.
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A Sequential Alphabetical Code Set

AAAA
AAAB
AAAC
(etc.)
AAAZ
AA BA
AABB
(etc.)
AABZ
AACA
AACB
(etc.)
ZZZY
ZZZZ

Although we recommend in Section 3.11 that the numeric code
zero ("a .1 zeroes," e.g., 0 or 00 or 000, etc.) or numeric codes
beginnin; with a zero (e.g., 03215) should not be used, we
recommem, here that the alphabetical serial codes A or AA or AAA,
etc., and other codes beginning with A such as AABCD be used in
their proper sequence where applicable. There is no generally
accepted convention that "all A's" is tne zero value for alphabetic
codes and it would be artifical, arbitrary and undoubtedly
unsuccessful to attempt to impose such a convention. Instead we
recommend general acceptance of the data-processing convention that
"all blanks" be considered the zero-value for fields designed to be
populated by alphabetic (or alphanumeric) codes.

Since in EDP machines letters are actually encoded in binary
numeric collating codes, computer programs can successfully use
alphabetic sequential codes of great lengths. By encoding 26
values per character position (and 262 per 2 character positions,
etc.) they can provide many more values in a given code length than
decimal numeric codes.

However, there are several reasons why sequential alphabetical
codes are not widely used in information systems. One is technical
and scientifically measurable. The reason is that the "information
load" of alphabetic codes is much greater than that of numeric
codes of the same length, and that if the information load of a
code exceeds a certain value the human error rate in handling such
codes begins to increase rapidly, almost exponentially.
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Information load and its consequences are discussed at length
in Section 6.0 of this document. Suffice it to say here that the
information load of pure alphabetic codes is 4.70 per character
position, or 18.8 for a 4-letter code and 23.5 for a 5-letter code.
The information load for a pure numeric code is 3.32 per digit or
only 19.92 for a 6-digit code. Experiments have shown that the
error rates in human recording and transcribing of codes begins to
increase when the information load of the codes exceeds the value
20.

Therefore, alphabetic sequence codes are not recommended for
use in manual or EDP information systems except where their use by
humans i3 limited as follows:

a. transcribing (rewriting, keying from a copy, etc.) of
alpha codes no longer than 5 letters;

b. encoding (looking up the code, given the entity) or
decoding (looking up the entity, given the code) of
sequential alphabetic codes no longer than 4 letters
in a table in which the codes are listed sequentially
and the entity list is arranged alphabetically or
according to a logical classification scheme.

Another reason is economic, though not so readily
quantifiable. In information systems implemented using modern EDP
equipment it is questionable whether any machine storage space or
processing time would actually be saved by use of alphabetic
sequential classification codes. Numeric codes can be "packed" or
converted to binary or floating point representations if saving of
storage space is especially important, and data-processing programs
(storage, searching, retrieval, sorting, merging, etc.) seem to be
principally, if not exclusively, oriented towards numeric
identification and classification codes rather than alphabetic
codes.

Finally, alphabetic code schemes for codes longer than one
letter allow the production of codes that are identical to or
reminiscent of natural-language words or phrases. This feature is
exploited in the design of mnemonic alphabetic codes, as discussed
in Section 4.4. However, as a consequence of this feature,
sequentially-assigned alphabetic serial codes can inadvertently
manifest pseudo - mnemonic characteristics that are unintended,
unwanted and perhaps distracting to the code-using task. For
example, four-letter alphabetic sequential codes, expecially if
somehow automatically assigned without a screening procedure, can
produce four-letter natural-language words - of all kinds.

For all the above reasons it is recommended that sequentially-
assigned alphabetic codes not be used in information systems where
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they are to be used by humans. For the same reasons the use of
randomly-assigned alphabetic codes is not recommended. However,
the use of carefully-designed mnemonic alphabetic codes is
recommended, for certain applications, as discussed in Section 4.4.

4.2 Group:block Nondependent Alphabetic Codes

All the properties of group-block non-dependent decimal
numeric codes or code chains apply to alphabetic codes. For
example, the "Experience Category" code and "Character of Service"
group block codes discussed in Section 3 could have been coded
using alphabetic sequential codes. Thus, for "Character of
Service,"the 4-character code could have been described as having
the format 1234, where

letter 1 designates an
letter 2 designates an
letter 3 designates an
letter 4 designates an

evaluation of work
evaluation of ability
evaluation of conduct, and
evaluation of attendance,

and the letter A designates "outstanding,"
the )etter 2 designates "very good,"
the letter C designates usatisfactory,"and
the letter r designates "unsatisfactory."

Thus, the code ACBA would indicate outstanding work,
satisfactory ability, very good conduct and outstanding attendance.

Other similar, but more complicated group -block alphabetic
codes schemes could be illustrated here but will not be, because
there does not appear to be any significant advantage to use of
sequential alphabetical codes in non-dependent group-block
combinations. As stated in section 4.1, sequential numerical codes
can solve virtaully any problem to which sequential alphabetical
codes might be applied.

If two or more mnemonic alphabetic codes (discussed in Section
4.4) are strung together into a code chain, with or without
separators, such a chain could also be considered to be a group-
block non-dependent code chain. In fact, if random alphabetic
codes (section 4.3) were strung 4.nto a chain thn result could be
called a group-block code. However, we do not recommend the use of
random alphabetic codes in any combination. Chaining of mnemonic
alphabetic codes will be discussed in Section 4.4.

4.3 Random Alphabetic Codes

Random alphabetic codes of any length could be generated by
algorithms similar to or derived from chose by which random numeric
codes are generated. (See Section 3.3.) Random alphabetic codes
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share the disadvantages of sequential alphabetic codes (large
information load per character, possible inadvertent generation of
objectionable "words"), but not their advantage (sequence). Truly
random alphabetic codes, like truly random numeric codes, might be
useful in cryptographic applications, but that is outside the scope
of this document.

As for random numeric codes, there does not seem to be any
reason for using random alphabetic codes in information systems and
so we do not recommend their use in western Electric information
systems.

4.4 mnemonic Alphabetic Codes

This category of codes is as important and significant to
information systems design and operation as sequential numeric
codes. Various studies have ascertained that use of mnemonic codes
can reduce human error rates significantly (by 50% or more) in
operations such as recognizing, recording, transcribing, etc. coded
information. Consequently, many authorities recommend the
specification and design of "human-oriented" mnemonic alphabetic
codes above all other types for information systems where the codes
must be used by humans.

In general we share this approval of alphabetic mnemonic codes
but we observe that the determination of what codes arc truly
mnemonic, and to what degree, in any specific using enw.ronment is
not necessarily a simple matter and so we advise that the
specification and design of mnemonic alphabetic codes for each
information system be approached with some background knowledge and
a determination to evaluate objectively and thorotIghly the codes'
designs and actual codes produced in view of the needs of the
specific information system.

In Section 3.4, Mnemonic Numeric codes, we stated that
"mnemonic" means "assisting or intended to assist memory." Human
memory characteristics and capabilities have been and continue to
be studies by means of techniques of experimental psychology, and
human (mental) processing of character-string codes have been the
subject of some of this study. For the purposes of this document
it can be stated that human memory can be divided into short-term
or immediate memory and long-term or permanent memory. Immediate
memory is the memory we use, for example, when we remember a
telephone number or other code for a few seconds while we write it
down or dial it, and then forget it. Permanent memory is the
memory we use when we remember a code or anything else for longer
than a few seconds, for example for several minutes up to a
lifetime. There is some evidence also for the existence of a
"medium-term" memory which stores for a few minutes information
that has passed through the short-term memory and which, if it is
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properly selected and reinforced, can pass into the permanent
memory. For the purposes of this document we can consider such a
medium-term memory tc be an input channel or stage of permanent
memory.

The mental mechanisms or techniques that we use,
subconsciously or deliberately, to aid us in remembering new
information include organization and familiarity. Organization
includes such techniques as grouping message elements or ideas into
physically- or logically- related groups or into a logical
sequence, including alphabetical order. Familiarity includes
deliberate memorization, by rote or by some associative technique,
and also includes that non-deliberate memorization that seems to
come about naturally when we encounter the same idea, word, number,
code, or sequence of numerals or of letters, repeatedly.

Familiarity, therefore, enhances learning, and for the
purposes of the present document we infer that if codes can be
organized so that they can easily become familiar they can be
learned more accurately than might otherwise be the case and thus,
it seems obvious, can be used more accurately (with lower error
rates) than might otherwise happen, with consequent economic and
social benefits - that is, with lower fiscal costs and less of the
aggravation that is caused by errors in information system data.

The effects of organization, familiarity and learning on
immdiate memory seem to be small in comparison with their potential
benefits to permanent memory. Nevertheless, code schemes and
specific codes intended to be used in shortterm memory situations
(human code transmission tasks, such as recording, table look -up
and transcription, etc.) can be designed to take advantage of such
menmonic properties as symmetry, sequence, etc. For example, the
specific codes of a 2-letter, not-otherwise-mnemonic, alphabetic
code set could be assigned so that the codes AA, BB, CC, DO, etc.,
and perhaps natural-language digrams such as TH, CH, sH, OU, EA,
etc., were assigned to the more important meanings or those likely
to be encountered with greater frequency then others.

Similarly, for numeric codes the properties of uniformity,
symmetry, sequence, etc. could be exploited, as discussed in more
detail in Section 3.4, Mnemonic Numeric Codes. The form of
organization known as ',chunking', also has a significant beneficial
effect oh human transmission of codes. Chunking is discussed at
length in Section 6.21 of this document.

The benefits of organization and familiarity are demonstrated
much more noticeably, hoWever, when these factors are applied to
development of codes for tasks involving long-term or fipermanentl,
memory, that is, cede -using tasks which require or can demonstrably
benefit from learning of the codes in a code set. The most obvious
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example of this is natural language itself. Although for the
purp'ses of this document we defined a code as any substitute for a
natur,i'-alnguage word or phrase, psychologists and linguists define
natura... Ilnquage itself as a system of codes whose use his described
by syntax. The benefits of organization, familiarity and learning
with regards to the codes of natural language (words) seem obvious:
we must learn at least a basic set of a natural language's words
and their meanings (semantics) and acquire an instinctive
understanding of how to use them (the rules of syntax) if we are to
communicate with our fellows. Similarly, if the synthetic language
that is comprised by a code set and the rules for how to use it are
made easy to understand and to learn then we can expect, other
factors being equal (motivation, working conditions, etc.), that
the code set will be used more effectively (more accurately,
faster, with lower error rate, etc.) than might otherwise be the
case. We hope that this seems reasonable to the reader, for it is
merely a simply-stated summary of the conclusions drawn by experts
who have carefully investigated the use of mnemonic codes versus
non-mnemonic codes in code-using tasks involving learning and who
have found that alphabetic mnemonic codes are remarkably superior
for such tasks.

Alphabetic codes which are intended to be "mnemonic" may
actually be more or less mnemonic for any individual human code
user depending on whether he can easily learn (and thus remember)
them and whether he has already implicitly learned them as part of
his education and other life experience. Many mnemonic alphabetic
codes are abbreviations (such as RCD for "received," M for "male,"
Y for "yes," MR for "Mister," etc.) and others are acronyms (such
as FBI, USAF, PEA, RADAR, etc.) with which many - but not all -
adult Americans may be more or less familiar prior to and
independently of their being encountered as part of a code set in a
designed informaticn system. That is to say, the learning of
mnemonic codes such as more-or-less commonly used abbreviations or
acronyms may have taken place before ? specific information system
is designed to use such codes. This may be helpful or harmful to
the code-using tasks. It can be beneficial if what has already
been learned can be incorporated into the requirements of the
information system - that is, if the information system can be
designed to take advantage of the codes the users already know. On
the other hand if the information system designers choose or design
codes that in some way conflict with the established learning of
the system's users (operators) then that established learning will
probably have a harmful rather than a helpful effect'on the
operation of the information system. For example, if one letter
codes for the polarity of electric battery terminals are being
chosen (and if he symbols + and - cannot be used) an
electrochemical engineer, nominally the system's "user," might
choose A for "anode" and C for "cathode," which might be contrary
to the experience and learning of the system's actual operators,
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who might better understand, remember and correctly use the codes P
for "positive" and N for "negative." similarly, a military officer
controlling the design of an information system to be used by
civilian employees might insist upon use of the codes 4 for
"affirmative" and N for "negative" in place of Y for "yes" and N
for "no." Use of the code A instead of Y in this code set would
please the officer in charge but might also result in a poorer -
performing information system.

There has been extensive research into the factors that make
alphabetic codes mnemcnic, such as their inclusion of specific
single letters and groups of two, three, etc. letters, their
pronouncebility, and other factors, all of which can be summarized
as follows: The more that alphabetic codes resemble natural-
language words, the easier they are to remember correctly. Much of
the above may seem to the reader so obvious as to be trivial.
However, it is interesting that scientific research into these
matters has produced essentially the same conclusions that "common
sense" might have, and that is somehow reassuring. Unfortunately,
however, it has been demonstrated that the converse is not always
true. That is, "common- sense" code design, as illustrated by
hundreds of code sets reviewed by the Corporate Data Standards
Department as part of our task of producing Western Electric Data
Standards, does not consistently result in codes and code sets that
are at once concise and as truly mnemonic as they might be. If
anything has been demonstrated by this experience it is that one
manIs "common sense" does not necessarily agree with another's and
that "mnemonic" alphabetic codes selected or developed using the
guidance of only "common sense" are not in all cases satisfactory
according to sound, methodical principles of code design.
Therefore, we cite in the following portions of this section some
principles regarding the development of mnemonic alphabetic codes
that should assist code set developers in the generation of truly
menmonic alphabetic codes.

Virtually all mnemonic alphabetic codes are abbreviations of
one kind or another. They include:

a. aLbteviations in the traclinal sense, including:
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i. contractions - shortened representations for natural-
language words, formed by eliminating some of the
letters of the word, often the vowels and sometimes
in accordance with a rule or algorithm, for example,
"MR" for "mister," "LTD" ror "limited," etc.;

2. truncations shortened representations formed by
eliminating letters from the end of a word, such as
"INC" for incorporated, "BL" for "blue," "NO" for
"north," etc.;
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3. Codes - such as "NO" for "number," "LB" fot "pound,"
etc.

b. acronyms - formed by selecting the initial letter or
letters from a phrase (group of words), e.g., "RSVP" from
"respondez s'il vows plait," RADAR from "RAdio Detection
And Ranging," LORAN from "Long RAnge Navigation," etc.;

c. Mnemonic alphabetic codes designed specifically as such
for use in information systems. They may be contractions,
truncations or may even use entirely different letters
than the words for which they stand (though this last case
is unlikely).

Traditional abbreviations and acronyms typically are of
varying lengths (numbers of letters), from one letter (M for
Monsieur) on up to as many as twenty-two letters
(ADCOMSUBORDCOMPHIESPAC for "Administrative Command, Amphibious
Forces, Pacific Fleet, Subordinate Command"). Specifically-
designed mnemonic alphabetic code sets typically have this common
characteristic: all the codes are of the same length, the same
number of letters.

If it is desired to use traditional abbreviations or acronyms
as codes for information systems then we recommend that system
designers consult authoritative references for lists of
abbreviations and acronyms, for example, such commercially -
published dictionaries as Webster's Third New International
Dictionary (G. 8, C. Merriam Co.) or the Acronyms and Initialisms
Dictionary, Third Edition (Gale Research Company).

We in the Bell System are fortunate to have available in a
group of Bell System Practices a massive collection of common
abbreviations and acronyms. BSP 790-100-100, "Standard
Abbreviations and Letter Symbols Master List," is a descriptive
guide to the complete series of ESP's on abbreviations and should
be consulted by anyone who is interested. Closer to home, the
Western Electric Data Element Standards manual, CI 95.186, produced
by the Information Systems Data Standards Organization includes
numerous alphabetic code sets and lists of acronyms. The Data
Element Standards manual should be consulted by every system
designer.

For those who prefer to generate their own sets of fixed-
length abbreviations - i.e., mnemonic alphabetic codes - the
procedures should be useful that are described in BSP 790-100-110,
"Creating Abbreviaticns Guidelines." The procedures described in
BSP 790-100-110 describe rules for eliminating vowels (first) and
consonants (second) from the graphic (printed or written)
representations of English-language words in order to shorten them
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to form abbreviations (codes) of any desired length. The resulting
abbreviations usually consist principally, if not exclusively, of
consonants, and if a reasonably large proportion of the original
letters remain the codes are usually mnemonic when perceived
yiqually. However, since alphabetic codes (pseudo-words)
consisting principally of consonants are not usually easily
pronounced audibly like words by English-speaking persons, such
consonant-type abbreviations may not be very mnemonic if they must
be transmitted by auditory means (by being spoken and heard). Thus
it seems that the "consonants" technique for generating codes goes
contrary to recent opinions regarding what makes alphabetic codes
mnemonic, as described in earlier paragraphs of this section, which
were summarizea by the simplicism, "the more that alphabetic codes
resemble natural-lan9nage words the easier they are to remembel
correctly." Natural-language words in English do contain vowels and
thus alphabetic codes (including abbreviations) that are to
resemble natural-language words should contain vowels. The
experimental findings regarding this phenomenon are extensive and
varied. Letter patterns such as CV, CVC, VCC, CVCC, and CCVC
(where C = a consonant and V = a iuwel) seem to be more successful
(more easily remembered correctly) than others, and usage of
naturally-occurring digrams such as QU (instead of UQ), TH, CH, SH,
CK, etc., where possible, also seems to help. Two remarkably
successful mnemonic alphabetic code sets which were carefully
designed according to the principles described above are presented
in the following tables.
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U.S.A.F. Maintenance Cata Reporting System
Experimental Mnemonic How-Malfunk.Lioned Codes

Malfunction
Descriptions

Mechanical

Mnemonic
Codes

Codes
Replaced

01 Travel Incorrect TRI 599
02 Torque Incorrect TOI 167
03 Tension Incorrect TEI 664
04 Punctured PUN 540
05 Pressure Incorrect PRI

Electrical
06 Current Incorrect CUR 029
07 Voltage Incorrect VOL 169
08 Insulation Breakdown INS 350
09 Fuse Blown FUS 472
10 Impedance Incorrect IMP 816

General
11 Improper Handling IMH 086
12 Launch Damage LAD 158
13 Lost in Flight LIF 386
14 Secondary Failure SEF 602
15 Battle Damage BAL 731

Component
16 Engine Removed ENR 142
17 Compressor Camaged COD 380
18 Turbine Damaged TUD 486
19 Tire Defective TID 782
20 Bearing Failure SEF 953
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BISP Common Language Code 65E, Trouble-Pair and Binding Post

Descriptive
Word or Phrase Code

Capacity Unbalance CUB
Cross CRS
Crosstalk CTK
Echo ECH
Ground GRD
Grounded Tip GTP
Grounded Fing GRG
Grounded lip and Ring GTR
Induction IND
Low Insulation LIN
Noisy NSY
Open OPN
Open Tip OTP
Open Ring ORG
Resistance Unbalance RUB
Short SHT
Signalling SIG
Transmission TMS
Transpose TNS
Unbalance UBL
Universal Bad Pair UBP
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However a would-be mnemonic alphabetic code set is chosen or
generated, we caution that system designers should not
automatically and immediately assume that the code set is as fully
mnemonic as it might be. They should consult with ISE's Corporate
Data Standards department, who are charged with the responsibility
of being knowledgable concerning code sets and their usage, and
should consider arranging tests of the codes' performance in actual
usage.

5.0 Alphanumeric Codes

Alphanumeric codes are character-string codes made up of the
alphabetic characters A through Z and the numeric characters 0
through 99. In some situations it may be specified that alphabetic
characters not be used that can easily be confused with numerals.
Thus, typically the letters I and 0 are excluded, and in some cases
Z, B, G, S, U, V, Q, J and even H are excluded to avoid their tieing
mistaken for numerals or for other letters. (See Section 6.2,
Visual and Auditory Perceptual Factors.)

Alphanumeric codes can be categorized as follows:

a. Codes in which some character positions can be populated
only with alphabetic characters and other positions can be
populated only with numerals. For example, codes of the
format AANNN, where A = any alphabetic character and N =
any numeric character;

b. Codes in which character positions can be populated by
alphabetic and/or numeric characters. For example, codes
of the structure XXXX, where X = any alphabetic or numeric
character;

c. Codes of format (structure) consisting of mixtures of
categories 1 and 2. For example:

Code Structurefformat) Examples

XXNNNA 12345D, AB123B
AAXXNN AB1234, ABCD12

It should be apparent that to define a code set as
alphanumeric implies that the consequent maximum possible code set
can include an all-alphabetic subset and/or an all-numeric 'subset.
The simplest alphanumeric code format, "X," includes the suosets A-
Z (all alphabetic) and 0-9 (all numeric).

A code set of the format XXX includes subsets of the
following structures:
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AAA (all-alphabetic), (for example LZY), and
NNN (all-numeric) (for example 543)

as well as 25 other combinations of the symbols X, A and N.

Similarly, a code set of the format XXNNNX includes subsets
of the formats:

NNNNNN (all-numeric), e.g., 123456
AANNNA, e.g., IZ345G
etc.

Before going any further into descriptions of alphanumeric
codes and their applications we must state here our recommendation
that alphanumeric codes of any format should not be specified for
use in information systems unless there exist factors or
considerations that outweigh the higher error rates and consequent
higher costs that can be expected due to use of alphanumeric codes
instead of numeric codes or mnemonic alphabetic codes. This
recommendation is based on published results of experimental
investigations that measured and compared error rates experienced
in use of various types of codes in typical code-using tasks.

For table lock-up of 3-character codes (codes 3 characters
long) it was found that the lowest error rates by far were
experienced when the looked-up codes were all-numeric (NNN) in
format. In one set of experiments the avenge error rate for the
six possible alphanumeric code formats was 8.5 times the error rate
for simple all-numeric codes when the look-up table was indexed by
sequential numeric codes, and was greater by a factor of
approximately 2.8 when the look-up table was indexed by
sequentially-ordered alphabetic codes.

It was found that the error rates increased as more character
positions became alphabetic (e.g., from NNN to ANN to AAN tc AAA)
and it was found that the principal types of errors were
substitution of a number for a letter or a letter for a number.
Other, less obvious effects were noted, which are mentioned
elsewhere in this document, and it is appatent also that the
results might be interpreted and perhaps explained in terms of
their information load (see Section 6.21 of this document), but the
point to be made is that short alphanumeric codes tend to cause
higher error rates in a simpl^ code-using task than numeric codes
of equal length, and thus we recommend that alphanumeric codes be
avoided insofar as possible.

Despite our blanket recommendation above we must also
describe and comment upon possible and typical uses of alphanumeric
codes or code chains:
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First, alphabetic prefixes to numeric codes are sometimes
used for blocking, that is, for dividing the resulting code set
into high-level blocks or categories, because it is believed that
the alphabetic prefixes make the blocking more obvious. We wish to
comment that although the resultant blocking may be slightly more
obvious (e.g., perhaps codes AA1234 and AC1234 may appear more
obviously to be in different blocks than codes 111234 and 131234),
the potential resulting higher error rate in human use of such
mixed codes is good reason to avoid alphabetic-prefix blocking of
sequential numeric code sets.

Second, alphabetic prefixes to numeric codes are sometimes
used for blocking because alphabetic prefixes allow a larger number
of codes (and thus, blocks) in a given number of character
positions. Thus in a code set of the format AANNN the prefix AA
could be used to designate 26 x 26 or 676 high-level categories, or
15 x 15 = 225 categories, if I, 0, Z, B, G, Q, SS, J, U, V, and H
are excluded, as they should be. However, the numeric prefix of
format NN can be used to designate 90 (10 thru 99) categories and
the prefix NNN, only one digit longer, can be used to designate 900
(100 thru 999) categories, if so many are needed. Therefore, we
recommend that numeric prefixes be used, not alphabetic prefixes,
for blocking sequential numeric codes, in order to avoid the
potentily higher error rates that can be expected in use of
alphanumeric codes.

Third, alphabetic suffixes to numeric codes are sometimes
used to indicate insertions of a new code or subdivision of an
existing code. For example, if a toll highway's interchanges are
numbered 1, 2, 3... and a new interchange is built between
interchanges 8 and 9 it may be better (in terms of costs and ease
of understanding in a total system context) to designate the new
interchange as 8A rather than to renumber all the interchanges.
Similarly, if a spur is built onto such a turnpike from its exit 14
it may be better to designate the spur's exits as 14A, 14B, 14C,
etc. than to renumber all the exits or to number the new exits 19,
20, 21, etc. Similarly, if the highway is so altered that a second
exit 16 is built several miles west of the original exit 16 it may
seem best to designate the new exit as exit 16W and the original
exit 16 as exit 16E - or perhaps exits 16A and 16B would have been
better. (The examples refer to the New Jersey Turnpike.) For such
unforseen developments alphabetic suffixes to numeric codes serve
admirably. However, for well-planned information systems we
recommend that insertion or subdivision of fiequential numeric codes
be provided-for in initial design of sequential numeric code
formats, by using increments such as 10, 100, etc. between
initially-assigned ccdes, so as to allow with no problems all the
insertions and subdivisions of codes that can reasonably be
foreseen.
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Another type of "alphanumeric code "that might be considered
is a code chain in which alphabetic characters appear it the midst
of numerals, for example, codes of the format NNAANN. It is
unlikely that such codes would be any type of sequential code; it
is more likely that they would be non-dependent group-block codes
or code chains. We do not recommend the use of such codes; we
recommend that sequential numeric codes or mnemonic alphabetic
codes be used wherever possible. However, if such codes must for
some good reason be used, we recommend that even though the code
chains night be input to and stored and transmitted within an EDP
system in contiguous formats such as that illustrated above, they
should be recorded and presented graphically with the recommended
graphic separator, the hyphen, separating (connecting)the code
elements, in the following format (for example); NN-AA-NN. Such a
presentation, by "chunking" the code chain (See Section 6.21) helps
to overcome the potential error-caysing effects mentioned earlier
in this section.

6.0 Special Considerations

In the following subsections several topics are discussed
that pertain to all types of character-string codes.

6.1 Algorithmic Codes

In general, an algorithm can be defined as a set of rules or
procedures describing how to solve a problem or how to execute a
logical or mathematical operation. Since the term algorithm came
to be used to denote a computer-program algorithm it may have
acquire some more specific definitions, but it is not our intention
to discuss them here. Rather, we wish to point out that in a
general sense virtually all codes are algorithmic codes insofar as
they are substitutes for natural-language words, etc. and have been
generated or derived in some way in accordance with some set of
rules or procedures.

For the purposes of the present section, however, we shall
consider only algorithmic codes in a more narrow sense, meaning
codes that are derived by performing some thoroughly-defined
logical and/or mathematical operations on a character-string
representation of the word, phrase, etc. to be coded. In this
sense the numeric hash codes generated by hashing axe algorithmic
codes, and many abbreviations, acronyms and the like, as discussed
in section 4.4 are also algorithmic codes. The matrix codes
discussed in Section 3.2 can also be called algorithmic codes, as
use of matrix representations to display code elements and to
assemble them into chains can be considered to be an algorithmic
process.
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In this sectioL we wish to describe two more types of
algorithmic codes, letter-value codes and self-checking codes, that
can be useful for information systems applications.

6.11 Letter-value codes

Letter-value codes are formed by assigning specific, pre-
determined, numeric values to individual alphabetic letters and to
other, specifically-designated letter combinations according to a
set of rules, so as to derive numeric codes from alphabetic
character strings. Such algorithmic coding schemes are useful, for
example, for providing blocking categories and sorting and
retrieval "keys', for alphabetically.ordered entity lists such as
name lists. Various types of letter-value coding schemes can be
devised to serve specific purposes. Any scheme's effectiveness
ought to be tested on a representative sample of the entity list to
he codea. In a typical letter-value code scheme lftters are
assigned numeric values after, for example, they have been arranged
in sequence ordered according to their frequency of occurrence in
typical English text, or after they have been grouped according to
their phonetic characteristics, etc.

A typical letter-value coding scheme is described as follows:
Each derived code is a chain, 4 characters long, consisting of the
first letter Of the name being coded followed by a 3-digit numeric
code. A letter-value code is derived by applying the rules below
to the name.

a. The first letter is "saved," then all letters including
the first are operated upon according to the following set
of rules.

b. Names with internal spaces or other punctuation are packed
to eliminate all but the 26 upper-case letters. Thus
D'Arcy becomes DARCY, Scott-Smith becomes SCOTTSMITH, and
Van Der Laurens becomes VANDERLAURENS.

c. Vowels (A,E,I,O,U and Y) in positions other than the first
character of the name are given a value of zero, i.e., are
"dropped."

d. Consonants H and W are given a value of zero.

e. The other consonants are given values in accordance with
the table below:
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141129. Letter Phonetic Category
0 A,E,I,O,U,Y,H,W Vowels, etc.
1 B,F,P,V Labials
2 C,G,J,K,Q,S,X,Z Gutterals and sibilants
3 D,T Dentals
4 L Long liquid
5 M,N Nasals
6 R Short liquid

Note that consonants that sound alike are given the same
numeric value.

f. Two or more adjacent letters having the same numeric value
according to the table are coded as though they were ne
letter. Thus LL = L = 4, SC = 2, MN = S, CKS = 2, WHAY
0, etc,

g. The code is complete when the end of the name has been
reached or 3 digits have been generated.

Examples of codes produced by application of the above rules
are as follows:

Rugge RGG R200RG

Scott --4P- SCIT SCT --bi- S300
Stock --10" STCK S320

Bookkeeper 4 BKKR BKR B260

Anderson ANDRSN --a A536

This system overcomes the problem of variations in name
spellings and provides a fiblocking factors' for organizing a name
file. It is useful for coding related items of limited number,
since synonyms (duplicate code values for different items) will
occur fairly soon. This system permits a rough sort of the data
items in alphabetical sequence. Code values can be derived from
tables in a computer program for so-called "automatic" coding.

The above rules were extensively re- written to make them
appear more algorithmic than they seemed in their original form but
it is apparent that they would have to be even more rigorously
stated to be considered a mechanistic algorithm suitable for
implementation as a computer program.
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6.12 Self-checking Codes

The most frequently-occurring types of errors in human use of
codes, i.e., recording, transcribing, etc. of character-string
codes, are:

a. Inversion, cr transposition of adjacent digits (e.g., 623
becomes 263 or 632, etc.);

b. double transposition errors (e.g., 1234 becomes 1432);

c. transition errors, including duplication of adjacent
digits (e.g., 623 becomes 622 or 123, etc.);

d. random errors, (e.g., 1234 becomes 22t3, etc.).

An effective technique for detecting such errors is the use
of self- checking or error-detecting codes. A self-checking code is
one that includes a check character as part of the character
string. The check character is generated by operating on a root
code according to a set of rules (an algorithm). The root code can
be any type of code heretofore described but usually is a serial or
blocked sequential numeric code. The self-checking code formed by
appending the check character (check digit) to the right end of the
root code has the property that when another algorithm is applied
to the self-checking code the result inidicates whether the code
has been transcribed, etc., perfectly or whether an error has been
introduced. The action to be taken when an error has been detected
in a self-checking code is a matter of system design.

It is also possible to contrive error - correcting codes, which
are of especial usefulness in the design of high-volume, high-speed
automatic data transmission systems, but they are outside the scope
of this document.

Common self-checking codes are the "Modulus 10," "Modulus
11," and "Double Add 10" types. They are described elsewhere and
so the calculation of check characters will not be illustrated
here. Self-checking codes have advantages and disadvantages. The
obvious advantage is that they will detect errors - not all errors,
but most errors. In particular, codes generated by the Modulus 10
method will detect:

1006 of all transition errors,
97.A of single transposition errors,
90% of random errors, and
no double transposition errors.

The disadvantages of error-detecting codes include the costs
of: calculating them initially (and correctly, therefore very
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carefully); inputting, storing, transmitting, etc. the extra
character; and applying the checking algorithm to test for errors.
There is some opinion that the costs of self-checking codes
outweigh their benefits in most business data-processing
applications. The decision whether to use error-detecting (self-
checking) codes in a business data-processing system should be made
based upon an economic analysis of the costs, not merely on the
desire for technical perfection. One Western Electric Company code
scheme that uses the Modulus 10 check digit scheme is the Comcode
Identification System.

6.2 Visual and Auditory Perceptual Factors

The following sections discuss some factors that affect the
accuracy with which codes are visually and audibly perceived.

6.21 Information Load

The concepts and techniques of the modern quantitative
discipline of information theory have been applied to problems of
measuring human information-processing capabilities (including
recognition and use of character-string codes) as part of the
discipline of experimental psychology. The concept that the
information content of a message can be measured quantitatively has
been used to formulate predictions of the difficulty of human
information-processing tasks and to estimate the quantitative
informational value of accomplished tasks.

Information measurement techniques can be useful to designers
of information systems that involve human information-processing
tasks in several ways:

a. Code formats can be designed and specific codes developed
that should be efficient within a total information system
design context including consideration of human-factors
aspects of information processing as well as computer
system factors, resulting in information acquisition and
processing with lower error rates and thus greater value
at lower cost than might otherwise be the case.

b. Error rates and consequent costs likely to be experienced
in use of developed code sets can be at least roughly
predicted during early phases of information system design
and development and if the predictions indicate trouble
ahead then possible alternatives can be explored in good
time.

c. The discipline of estimating in a concrete way via
scientific code design the amount and variety of
information that an information system is expected to
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acquire, process, store and deliver should be a positive
influential factor in total good system design.

The basic concept of information theory is that information
can be measured quantitatively at its most elementary level in
terms of dichotomy, the dividing into two alternatives or dyads
represented by the binary digits or "bits" 0 (zero) and 1 (one).
An informational situation that has two possible values (such as
"yes" and "no° or "o n" and "offu) can be represented or coded by
the two mutually-exclusive binary digits 0 and 1, each of which
occupy one bit position. An information situation having four
possible values can be coded in two bit positions and a set of 8
values can be coded in 3 bit positions, as illustrated in the
tables below.

Four-value situation

Value

Eight- -value situation

Binary Code BinauC249 Value
00 1 000 1
01 2 001 2
10 3 010 3
11 4 011 4

100 5
101 6

110 7
111

fl,

The number of bits required to code sets of values can be
presented, then, in another way as follows:

Number of
__values

bits needed for
binary encoding

2 1
4 2
8 3

16 4

32 5
64 6

(etc.) (etc.)
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It is seen, therefore, that the number of bits, n, needed co
encode a number of values, V, can be indicated as the power to
which the binary system base, 2, must be raised:

2n = V.

The inverse of the above exponential formula is the
logarithmic formula

logs V = n.

That is, the exact number of bits, n, needed to encode a
number of values, V, is given in decimal-number notation by the
logarithm to the base 2 of V.

Measurement of the informational content of value sets,
including messages, via logarithms to the base 2, therefore, is a
basic technique of information theory, and has been applied to
character-string codes as described below.

The potential information content, measured in bits, of a
character position in a character- string code that can be populated
equi-probably by any of N possible codes is given by logs N. Such
a value, called entropy in basic quantitative information theory,
is also called the "information load" of the character position, or
the "character load." Hereafter, in this document we shall refer to
this measure merely as "information load" and we shall assume
equiprobability of occurrence for all characters of a defined
character set.

For a character position that can be populated equiprobably
by the ten Arabic decimal numerals 0 (zero) through 9 the
information load of that character position is quantified as logs
10 = 3.32193 or 3.322. For a single "alphabetic" character
position, which can be populated equiprobably (let us assume) by
the 26 English-language alphabetic letters, the information load
would be logs 26 = 4.70044 or 4.70. Information loads per
character position for various alphabets (character sets) are given
by the next table.
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Information Loads for Some Character Sets

Number of Information Load per
Usual Name Members _Members _Character position_

Numeric 0 thru 9 10 3.322

Alphabetic A thru Z 26 4.70

Alphanumeric A thru Z and 36 5.17
0 thru 9

A thru Z 24 4.585
except I and 0

A thru Z and
0 thru 9, except 34 5.09
I and 0

A thru Z except
I,O,Z,E,G,S, 15 3.91
U,V,Y,J and H

A thru Z and
0 thru 9, except
I,O,Z,E,G,S
U,V,Y,J and H 25 4.64

The information load of a character-string code format - that
is, a code format or structure defined as a string of characters,
such as four numeric digits (NNNN) or three alphabetic letters
(AAA) or two alpha concatenated with three numeric (AANNN) - is
defined as the sum of the information loads of the individual
character positions in the code. Thus, for example, the
information load of a character-string code of format 4 alphabetic
characters would br 4.70 + 4.70 + 4.70 + 4.70 = 18.80 bits, and the
information load of a code of format 6 decimal digits would be 6 x
3.322 = 19.932 or 19.9 bits.

The information load of a code of format XXNNNA, where A =
any letter A thru Z, N = any digit 0 thru 9, and X = any letter
and/or digit, would he 2 x 5.17 + 3 x 3.322 + 4.70 = 25.006 or
25.0.

What is the practical significance and usefulness of
computing information loads for character-string code formats, as
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above? It has been found in studies of human transmission of coded
information (writing dowl. or copying codes, talks requiring use of
short-term memory for unfamiliar character strings) that the error
rate is negligible up to a certain point and then begins to
increase rapidly, almost exponentially. The point differs for
alphabetic codes and for numeric codes and also differs depending
upon whether the codes are perceived aurally (by hearing them) or
visually (by reading them). (The subjects of the studies were
adult employees of the Dutch postal system, ranging from workers to
the Director.)

Considering only whether the codes are alphabetic or numeric,
it was found that the error rate was negligible for codes
consisting of up to 5 letters or 6 digits. Considered in terms of
information load it was found that information loss, as
demonstrated by a sharply increasing error rate, was practically
zero for codes with information load up to the value 20, and then
began to increase significantly for codes whose load exceeded 20,
except for alphabetic codes presented visually, for which the error
rate became significant for loads over 23.5, i.e., for alphabetic
codes longer than 5 letters. For mixed letter-digit codes the
effects are similar, though because of the many possible formats
and consequent effects of position (where in the code the letters
appear with respect to the digits), it is impossible to present a
complete range of quantitative values here. The important point to
be derived from these studies is that the information load
measurement technique, i3 a simple and concrete means of
quantitatiirely measuring the potential difficulty of human
"manipulation" of character-string codes and consequently offers a
means of predicting whether a given code format is likely to
experience a significant error rate when being used by humans in
information systems.

The experiments that produced the results described above
have been imitated using different subjects (American college
students) and the results were similar though not identical. The
error threshhold was found to be about 16 bits for numerical codes
and for alphabetic codes perceived aurally (by hearing) and about
19 bits for alphabetic codes presented visually. These figures
indicate that 5-digit numeric codes and 4-letter alphabetic codes
were the longest codes that could be handled by American young
adults consistently with negligible error rates.

It is possible, of course, to question whether the results
reported above are of universal validity, but unless we are willing
to conduct our own, "better" research, it would seem reasonable to
accept the findings described above as being reasonably indicative
of human capabilities for such simple code-using tasks and to draw
conclusions regarding recommendations for these coding guidelines.
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we recommend, therefore, for "simple" tavks such as reading
(or hearing) and tten writing, dialing, keying, etc., that pure
alphabetic codes no longer than 4 lettters or pure numeric codes no
longer than 5 digits be used.

Other important factors regarding alphabetic codes are
discussed in Section 4.0 and we call the reader's attention in
particular to Section 4.4, Mnemonic Alphabetic Codes.

6.22 "Chunking"

For situations where it is necessary to use numeric codes
longer than 5 digits we recommend that they be "chunked" or broken
into groups of 3 and/or 4 digits. Studies of human transmission
(immediate-memory tasks) of numeric codes have repeatedly found
that

a. people naturally tend to break long strings of digits
(equivalent to numeric codes, in our terminology) into
groups of 3 or 4 digits during simple code-using tasks,
and

b. when long numeric codes are presented either aurally or
visually in similar simple code-using tasks the lowest
error rates and/or fastest performance with equivalent
error rates were achieved when the codes were presented in
groups of three or four digits.

The psychological mechanism by which long numeric codes are
instrinctively broken into groups by users has been called
"chunking" by one of the most eminent researchers in the field and
the term "chunking" has been applied by extension to the
deliberate, planned breaking into groups of long numeric codes.

Typical long numeric codes that are "chunked" in their usual
graphic presentations include telephone numbers, Social Security
Numbers, some department store charge account numbers, some
gasoline company and airline credit-card numbers, etc. Typical
long numeric codes that are not usually "chunked" include some
other department store, gasoline company and airline credit card
numbers, Western Electric COMCODE numbers (9 digits - e.g.,
101424653), Western Electric department numbers (6 numeric digits
immediately following 2 digits and 2 letters - e.g., 33HF112710),
and Western Electric Transportation Commodity Code (10 digits
immediately following one letter - e.g., D2899946004). The
difficulty in dealing with such codes and consequent probably-
greater error rate has been recognized implicitly in two of the
Western Electric Company code formats described immediately above;
in both COMCODE and Transportation Commodity code the last (right-
most) digit is a Modulus,10 check digit, which serve as an error-
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detection aid when the codes are analyzed by an error-detection
algorithm. (Refer to Section 6.12, Self-Checking Codes.)

It is a matter of opinion which would have to be investigated
and tested analytically whether it would be "better" to help
2revent errors in dealing with such codes by "chunking" the root
code than to present and require humans to deal with such long
codes unchunked and rely upon a check digit merely to detect
errors. It is my opinion and recommendation that if only one of
the, two approaches is to be used, then it should be "chunking." If
100% code integrity is required at any cost then both chunking and
a check digit could be used. To use 9, 10, and 11-digit codes
unchunked but with check digits seems analogous to deliberately
designing and using an unsafe automobile and then paying 10% or 20%
extra for bolt-on safety devices: unnecessarily expensive.

The following table illustrates "chunking" recommendations
for graphic presentations (input and output formats) for character-
string codes.

Number of
Characters Chunked Formatsjs).

1

2 CC
3 CCC
4 CcCe
5 CC-CCC
6 CCC-CCC
7 CCC-CCCC
8 CCCC -CCCC or CC-CCC-CCC

CCC-CCC -CCC
10 CCC -CCC -CCCC
11 CC-CCC-CCC-CCC
12 CCC-CCC-CCC-CCC or CCCC -CCCC -CCCC
(etc.) (etc.)

6.23 special Graphic Characters in Codes

Special graphic characters were defined in Section 1.3 as all
printable characters in USASCII (United States of America Standard
Code for Information Interchange) or EBCDIC (Extended Binary Coded
Decimal Interchange Code) except the twenty-six upper-case English-
alphabet letters A through Z and the ten Arabic numerals 0 through
9. Various versions of USASCII and EBCDIC have from twenty-six to
thirty-four such special graphic characters, including various
punctuation symbols and other symbols.
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We recommend that special graphic symbols (except the hyphen)
not be used in character - string codes, for the following reasons:

a. Considered as graphic (visually-perceived) symbols, some
are difficult to see (e.g., the period, comma,
apostrophe). others can ea3ily be confused with one
another or with letters or numerals. For example, the
"slash" (virgule) can be and often is confused visually
with the letter I, the numeral 1, the exclamation point 1,
the simple vertical line used to symbolize "or" in EBCDIC,
and perhaps the left or right parenthesis, bracket or
brace. The "equals sign" (=) can be confused with the
colon (:) and vice-versa, and the underline (_) if used
anywhere except actually under another symbol can be
mistaken for a hyphen (minus sign) (-) or dash ) .

b. For aural transmission (by hearing) there appears to be
disagreement, or at least a lack of general agreement, on
the names and even the pronunciation of agreed-upon names
of some graphic symbols. For example the symbol /, used
ae, nauseam by programmers and others associated with
computer systems, is properly named the virgule, is called
a solidus by others, but is called simply a "slash" or a
"slant" by many others. "Slash" can be and has been
mistaken for "dash" in aural perception, but we doubt that
a very large percentage of our information systems
personnel would immediately recognize the words "virgule"
or "solidus" and write or key the appropriate symbol.
similarly, some people know the symbol # only as "number
sign," others as "hashmark," and others as "pound sign" -
though some would write the symbol L when they hear the
phrase "pcund sign."

c. Considered in terms of "Information load" per character
positioh (see Section 6.21) , adding as many as 34 special
graphic symbols to the 36 symbols of the alpha-numeric
character set means that the alpha-numeric-special
character set denoted by the symbol X (see Section 1.3)
will consist of as many as 72 characters, resulting in an
information load per character of 6.17 bits. Such a load
means that a code defined to have the format XXNNNX, for
example, has an information load of 26.32, dangerously
high in terms of potential error rate, whereas if the code
format AANNNN could effectively serve the same purposes,
its lower information load of 22.46, a 1571 reduction,
suggests a lower potential error rate.

We except the hyphen (-) from our blanket recommendation
against the use of special graphic characters in character-string
codes. We recommend that hyphens be used to separate (connect) the
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parts of "chunked" codes or code chains, for the reasons detailed
below.

a. Codes longer than 5 characters should be "chunked," i.e.,
broken up into smaller segments or "chunks," as explained
in Section 6.21. Other , group-block codes, as described
in Sections 3.2 and 4.2, "naturally" are organized as
small groups (strings) of characters placed adjacent to
one another.

b. It is desirable to indicate both aspects of such chunks'
or segments' relationship to one another - their
separateness and their connectedness - and it seems
equally obvious that it is desirable to indicate their
separateness and their connectedness simultaneously in the
same way (visually by the same graphic symbol).

c. In our natural language (English) the standard symbol used
for the purpose described above - to simultaneously
connect and separate parts of a word - is the hyphen.
This graphic symbol has the visual advantages of being
visible enough (more so than the period) but not too
visible (not as obtrusive as the asterisk (*), for
example) and not as easily confused with other symbols as
is the virgule ("slash") (/). The hyphen serves the same
purpose as a sinyle blank space in separating parts of a
code or code chain but serves, as the blank space cannot,
to connect the parts visually (graphically).

Therefore, we recommend that in graphic presentation or
representations of codes or code chains longer than 5 characters
the code's characters be organized into groups of no less than 3
and no more than 4 characters and that the groups be connected
(separated) by hyphens.

6.24 Positional Effects

This topic, in a sense, belongs in the discussion of
alphanumeric codes (Section 5.0) because the available information
pertains specifically to alphanumeric codes. However, the findings
have implications for alpha-numeric-special codes also and so we
present this discussion in the context of "special perceptual
factors."

First, let us summarize the findings and repeat the
recommendation of Section 5.0: alphanumeric codes experience
greater error rates in human use than do all-numeric codes of the
same length or equivalent mnemonic alphabetic codes. Therefore, we
recommend that alphanumeric codes not be used in information
systems unless there are other, overriding reasons for using them.
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However, if it is necessary to uo,, alphanumeric codes then the
information presented in the foli,wing paragraphs should be
considered.

It hos been found in studies of human use of short (3-
character) alphanumeric, non-mnemonic codes that the error-rate
tends to be higher for codes whose middle character is of a
different type than the two outer characters (i.e., for codes of
format ANA or NAN versus those of type AAN, ANN, NNA or NAA). More
specifically, it was found for codes consisting of 2 letters and
one numeral that codes of format ANA had higher error rates than
codes of formats NAA or AAN, and for codes of 2 numerals and one
letter the format NAN had higher error rates than the formats ANN
or NNA. Codes of the format ANA had the highest error rate and
all-numeric codes (NNN) had the lowest error rates. We have not
found any "proven" simple explanation for the above phenomena, but
it appears that in simple, "semi- automatic," immediate-memory code-
processing tasks humans experience the phenomenon known as
"perceptual set" by which our unconscious or subconscious
expectation for the next character is "set" to a specific type such
as alphabetic or numeric, and this perceptual set tends to
influence us to respond in a predisposed and perhaps erroneous
manner to the visual stimuli received during a character-to-
character visual scan of a character-string code.

In any case the recommendations derived from the information
summarized above are as follows: for simple tasks (those involving
only short-term memory and not able to benefit from learning of the
codes), if it is necessary to use alphanumeric codes then codes
should not be designed that intersperse letters and numerals, and
in particular codes that surround a single numeral with letters
should be avoided.

Another set of experiments tested alphanumeric codes, all
consisting of four letters and two numerals, to determine in what
positions the numerals should he placed in order to enhance
immediate recall (short-term memory). It had earlier been
determined that in alphabetic or numeric character-string codes
ranging in length from 5 to 10 characters the penultimate and
antepenultimate (2nd and 3rd from last) characters experienced the
greatest frequency of errors in human processing. Furthermore, as
already described in several places in the present document, it has
been established that for short-term memory tasks short numeric
codes are easier to remember than alphabetic codes of the same
length. Interaction and hypothesised counter-action of the two
phenomena were investigated by testing short-term recall of various
combinations of 4 letters and 2 numerals. It was found that the
two effects did interact and that when the easier-to-remember
numerals were placed in positions 4 and 5 of the 6-character codes
the resulting code formats were "easiest to remember" in the sense
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that they experienced the lowest error rate by far of the five
possible code formats having 2 adjacent numerals. This nbest"
(lowest) error rate, however, was still 48.8%; the worst error rate
was 64.5%. From these findings we derive two recommendations:

a. Do not use alphanumeric codes.

b. If you must use alphanumeric codes then put the numerals
in the penultimate and antepenultimate character
positions, i.e., use the format AAA...NNA.

6.25 Visual Recognition of Graphic Characters

Elsewhere in this document we have mentioned some of the
problems of visual and auditory recognition of graphic characters
and symbols that are used in character-string codes, such as the
problem of distinguishing visually between I and 1 or between 0
(oh) and 0 (zero). In this section we discuss these problems more
thoroughly and offer some recommendations.

When we consider the problem of visual recognition of graphic
characters we must admit that for some people in some circumstances
and using some character sets there seems to be no serious problem;
they do not make errors. However, many workers in common code-
using situations, trying to identify some characters in commonly-
used type faces or handwritten or hand-printed characters, do make
errors. So the abilities, training, and motivation of the workers,
and their working conditions, equipment and materials used, etc.,
in code-using tasks are factors which may have greater or lesser
effects on accurate perception, transcription, keying, etc.
Furthermore, the shapes of the characters in different type faces
or fonts, as well as the legibility of handwritten or printed
characters, also are factors which probably have effects on human
code-using accuracy. Therefore, the material presented below must
be interpreted with an awareness of the factors mentioned above and
their possible consequences.

Examples of letters, numerals and special graphic characters
that can be mistaken for one another are given below.

The letter I, the numeral 1 and the virgule, /.
The letters 0 and Q (and sometimes D) and the numeral 0 (zero).
The letter Z and the numeral 2.
The letter G and the numeral 6.
The letter B and the numerals 8 and 3.
The letter S and the numeral 5.
The letter J and the numeral 5.
The letter H and the numeral 4.
The letters U and V.
The letters Y and V.
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The letters Y and X.

Letters and numerals have been rank-ordered (separately)
according to their increasing potential for being confused with
other characters. If avoidance of such error is of overriding
importance in a code-assignment problem such as assigning single-
character codes to a short list of items, then the codes should be
assigned in the order in which they are listed in the next table.
(Adjacent to the lower characters, in parentheses, are the other
characters with which it is believed they are most likely to be
confused.)

Recommended Order Of Assignment

Alphabetic
Characters

W

Numeric
characters

3

7

9
N 8 (B)
F 6 (G)
L 5 (S,J)
T 4 (H)
A 2 (2)
C 1 (1,/)

0 (0,Q,D)
P
H (4)
D (0,Q)
B (8)
K (X)
Q (0,0,9)
V (U,Y)
J (5,S)
S (5,3)
X (Y)
Y (V,X)
G (6)
Z (2)
U (V)
I (1,/)
0 (0,Q,D)
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Letters and numerals have also been rank.ordered according to
their graphic complexity. There is some opinion that under poor
conditions, such as use of dimly-illuminated cathode-ray tube
displays, there would probably be more errors made in perceiving
the more complex characters. In such situations it is judged
better to use the less-complex, more-easily recognized characters
insofar as possible.

The following rankings, listed in order of increasing
complexity, for alphabetic and numeric characters, has been derived
for such use. (Underlining indicates characters judged to be of
approximately equal discriminability.)

Alphabetic:

LAJZTUEPSMVNIviRDCXIXYBOGHQ
mpdbcuyvwhnzqkgrxjosfeita
Numeric:

1 2 0 7 3 5 6 9 4 8

We recommend that in information system design the type faces
or fonts actually to be used be examined by the system designers in
order to determine the appearance of the characters and the
likelihood of their being confused with one another. The
information presented in the earlier paragraphs of this section can
be used to guide this process rather than as absolute rules. If it
becomes apparent that some characters could be mistaken for one
another then perhaps different type faces could be chosen or the
system's codes should be designed tc avoid use of easily-confused
codes. In any case the letters I and 0 should not be used, and if
letter codes are to be hand-printed at any point then the letters Q
and z certainly should be avoided and the letters B, G, S, U, V,
and Y should also be avoided if at all possible.

Further useful information and recommendations regarding this
topic can be found in the proposed American National Standard
"Character Set for Handprinting," BSR X3.45, available from:
CBEMA, 1828 L Street, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20036.
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6.26 Auditory Recognition of Letters and Numerals

During design of information systems, in the operation of
which codes will be transmitted by auditory means (via being spoken
by one person and heard by another person), attention should be
directed to the phonetic characteristics of the codes.
Specifically, some letters and numerals can be mistaken for one
another when they are spoken and heard, because they sound like one
another even under "normal" conditions. In noisy ambient
environments or during transmission over noisy, weak or unclear
voice communications channels, or when spoken by people with poor
or extraordinary pronunciation, or heard by people with poor
hearing, these factors are exaggerated, so that errors can be made
in hearing and recording codes.

The following table is a list of letters and numerals that
are commonly mistaken for one another in auditory communication.
(Please note specifically that this list refers only to the
pronunciations of the names of the symbols, not the sounds that the
symbols represent in natural language. Thus, for example, by "U"
we mean the sound "you," not the sounds "co" or "uh.u)
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Letters and Numerals Often Confused
in Auditory Communication

M and N,
B and V,
P and T,
B and P,
D and 7,
C and G,
A and K,
A and H,
K and J,
A and J,
S and X,
Q and U,
I and Y,
C and Z,
B, C, D, E, G, P, T, V and Z (under severely

degraded conditions),
the numerals 5 and 9,
and in alphanumeric codes,
the letters A, H, J, and K and the numeral 8,
the letters I and Y and the numerals 5 and 9.

We recommend, therefore, that in design and development of
codes that will be exchanged via human hearing that the conflicts
indicated above be avoided insofar as possible. This, it seems,
would be best accouplished by avoiding alphabetic codes entirely
and avoiding use of the digit 9 in numeric codes. If alphabetic
codes are to be u3ed then they should be restricted insofar as
possible to use of the letters A, B, F, L, M, 0, Q, R, W, X, and Y.

Some of the auditory problems discussed above can be
alleviated for numeric codes longer than one digit. If such codes
are "chunked "into groups of two (preferably) or three digits they
can be spoken as though they were quantities instead of merely code
strings of numeric characters. Thus, for example, the code "55"
can be transmitted as "fifty-five" instead of as "five, five," and
the code "12345678" could be transmitted as "twelve, thirty-four,
fifty-six, seventy-eight" instead of as "one, two, three, four,
five, six, seven, eight." The code "123456789" would, we believe,
naturally be chunked and orally transmitted either in 2-digit
groups, as above, or as three-digit groups "one twenty-three, four
fifty-six, seven eighty-nine." The phonic redundancy inherent in
such "chunked" oral transmission of numeric codes helps improve
accurate reception (hearing) and thus helps reduce error rates in
auditory transmission of numeric codes.
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The techniques described above should prove useful also in
transmission of the numeric portions of alphanumeric codes or code
chains but such techniques should not be used for auditory
transmission of alphabetic codes unless the codes have been
specifically designed for such use. Voice transmission of "chunks"
of alphabetic codes implies, inevitably, the pronunciation of
pseudo-words, some of which may be homonyms or almost-homonyms
(e.g., the codes TAT and TAD or GOME and GOAN, etc.). Alphabetic
codes are discussed in more detail in Section 4.0, but
recommendation in the context of the present section is "Do not
design information systems to require transmission of alphabetic
codes by voices"

We wish, nevertheless, to mention the fact that the problem
of auditory transmission of alphabetic codes (including natural-
language words) under conditions of reduced intelligibility has
been encountered since electrical communications were invented, and
in marine and aeronautical communications has led to the
development and use of the "international phonetic alphabet," in
which individual letters are transmits'' by voice as the first
letters of internaticnally agreed-upon wurds that are relatively
easily understood even when spoken and heard by persons of
different pronunciations under difficult auditory conditions. For
example, the code "AFW" would be transmitted as "Alpha Romeo
Whiskey." The complete list of the International Phonetic Alphabet
can be found in nautical and aeronautical communications reference
publications.

7.0 References

A list of books, reports, articles, etc. compiled during
preparation of this document is appended.
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Addendum to
Information System Data Coding Cluidelines

M. (1. dilligan

Western Electrie Company, Inc.
Information Systems Engineering

Newark, New Jersey 07102

This coding guidelines document was written primarily to provide a thorough
presentation of useful information and recommendations regarding use of character-string
codes in business information systems developed for use by Western El ctric Company. The
primary use of the document is as a reference for courses in Data Base Design, Data
Administration and Information System Analysis and Design at Western Electric's Corporate
Education Center. The document is also used for guidance and reference by the Company's
Data Element Standards Department and by information system users and developers.

There remains much more to be learned and published regarding the topics treated in
these coding guidelines; it is apparent that information systems can be made more
effective and more economical through attention to design of "good" codes and through
standardization of data element codes for information interchange. I hope that readers
of this document will contribute their findings and opinions regarding these topics to the
next Symposium.

,)uestions submitted to me at the Symposium, and my answers, are presented below.

Q,UESTIONS: How is your work being integrated with Arthur Wright's BIST Common
Dangeage System:' Are these separate activities or is there a standard Bell approach?

ANSWER: Since t'ne different Bell System Companies provide diffeient products and services
and have different corporate structures, they establish their own internal data element
standards based on their own needs. However, for data elements exchanged between Bell
System Companies (including Operating Telephone Companies) the 15e71. System Data Inter-
change Language Standardization Committee described by Art Wright establishes Hell System
Data Standards. Participation 5n this Committee's work enables uu *.o learn new coding
principles, as does our participation in ANSI Committee X3L8. Otherwise our work and
Art Wright's (IS) are separate activities within separate companies.

QUESTIONS: Xnemonics often present a problem of overlap, especially in a data element
requiring numerous data items. Do you agree: How would this change your statement of
always using mnemonics for people':

ANSWER: Selection or generation of mnemonic alphetetic codes can be more difficult if a
large number of informational values must be encoded for a given data element. (This was
illustrated by Art Wright's slide that showed abbreviations of various lengths for closely-
related words such as locate, location, locator, located and locating.) However, I did
not state that mnemonic codes should always he used for people. We recommend that
alphabetic mnemonic codes be used if possible in human code-using tasks where, due to
repetitious use, the codes can be learned (memorized). For human code-using tasks where
repetitious use of the codes is not likely to occur or where there are too many codes
for them to be earned ever, by repetitious use, we recommend the use of sequential
numeric codes. Whether alpha - mnemonic codes or sequential numeric codes should be chosen
can to estimated or can be determined experimentally. the article by Aume and Topmiller
and the monograph by Csowitz and Sweetland cited in my bibliography provide more infor-
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mation on this subject.

cilSTiON: If yon recc_e;mend nlphatetic-mnemonic codes, why do we get digital area codes
and to hone nnmbern:

ANSWI;l14: Onr recommendnticnn regarding mnemonic nlphabetic codes nre intended to be
ahplied t daJn inpnt and cutynt pi- ,S::ems in tgrsdness information systems. They are not
intended to apply to the problea of yroviding designations for telephone line termi-
nations. In terms of data coding for hum-en use telephone lite designations are a type
of item identification code, for which we recommend blocked seqnential numeric codes,
"chunked" into groups of throe or four digits. (See Coding Gnidelines sections 1.3,
3.2 and However, I believe that choice of numeric characters to designate
telephone lines and the prevalence of nll-nnmeric telephone numbers has been
influenced by other factors, as described below.

The telephone switching systems in this and most other countries were designed by
electrical engineers to operate using modulus-1;l (decimal) switching. Ihun each
character position in the sequence of switching signals ("telephone number") accepted
and used by telephone systems can have ten values. Whether these ten values are
represented electrically by voltage or current levels, by electromechanical counters,
or by electronic mircnitry, they must be represented for human use by some set of
symbols that can he recognized audibly and visually, and preferably easily. The graphic
symbols chosen could be numerals, Latin letters, letters of another alphabet, silhouettes
of animals, or any other set of symbols. However, the ten Arabic numerals of the decimal
numeric system seem to be most suitable for the purpose. Sore of the reasons are as
follows. The ten numerals match exactly, on a one-for-one basis, the ten values required
electrically by telephone switching systems. Also, the set of Arabic numerals are
recognized in countries that use different letter alphabets. This makes international
recognition and use of telephone numbers easier. Further, the set of ten Arabic
numerals has a lower "information load" than the set of twenty-six :,atin letters. See
Section 6.21 of the Coding Guidelines.) This suggests that there will be lower error
rates in human use of all-numeric telephone numbers than in identical use of alphabetic
or alphanumeric "telephone numbers" of the same length. Studies summarized in Section 5.0
of the Coding Guidelines those of Aume and Topailler, Eons et al, and Osowitz and
Sweetland) also suggest that alphanumeric codes - such as partially alphabetic telephone
numbers - should be avoided, if possible, in order to reduce error rates.

Probably there are otter aspects of this matter that could be investigated and
discussed, such as the influence of culture in the anthropological sense) on the use
of letter symbols vs numerals in telephone numbers. However, whatever the theoretical
possibilities, air American telephone switching system (Bell and non-Bell) is already
designed and to a great extent, already installed. It does and must continue to
interface (exchange switching signals as well as voice signals) with other countries'
telephone systems. To change the electrical switching method from decimal) would

appear practically impossible. Assuming, therefore, that Mc,dulus-10 switching will
prevail, the ten Arabic decimal numerals will probably continue to be the most widely-
recognized and efficient character set from which the symbols of "telephone numbers"
can be selected.

QUES(l'ION;E: In a sense, isn't it frustrating to set up. standards without any "clout"
to enforce their nnnge'. Do you see any official usage policy in the near futnre within
your corporation? Were any economic anadyses done in connection with the stndards
effort. how' do cost out benefits from a new standard data element.

ANSVF.PS: Like any technical staff workers sometimes we wonder whether the production
workers (inforrntion nystem development staff) appreciate our effortr, but we believe
that our "friendly pers uasion" approach is and will continue to be the most effective
way to establish the se of data element ntandards within our Company. ;last experience

indicates that information system leveloyers will use data element standardn if the
standards are technically gool. if they are adeouately publicized to potentiai nsers,
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and if a willingness, and indeed a need, to seek developers' and users' advice and
comments regarding proposed data element standards is shown. I'm not aware of any
planned change in our policy. I don't know whether any specific quantitative economic
analysis was done in connection with our standards effort, but it is apparent that a
qualitative economic analysiG was done by our higher management, who authorized our
activity and who continue to approve its budget. We do not compute apecific dollar
values of expected benefits for individual data element standards. We are convinced
that the overall cffort will, in time, prove to be of benefit to the Company.
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Transportation Data Exchange

Edward A. Guilbert 1

Transportation Data Coordinating Committee
Washington, D. C.

Shippers and carriers, confronted with the in-
creasing costs of paperwork processing, are assessing
the technology of computer-to-computer data transmission
for cargo documentation and payment. The Transportation
Data Coordinating Committee (TDCC) has been established
by industry as the national center for development and
promotion of uniform terms, standard data elements,
codes, formats, and systems interface for data exchange
between shippers, carriers, and banking institutions.
The TDCC has achieved many of its goals for the ultimate
development and adoption of common data languages for
computer-to-computer information interchange within the
transportation community.

Key words: Cargo; cargo movement; carriers; data ex-
change; information systems; shippers; transportation
community; transportation industry.

"It should b noted that no industry uses computers more extensively
than transportation. The transportation industry is well on its way to
becoming the largest domestic and international user of data communications.
...It is clear that data exchange standards are an absolute necessity. In-
house computers speak eloquently and efficiently to one another but when
they attempt to communicate across company lines there is only the inaudible
hum of incomprehension. The potential for future transportation applications
is exciting but it cannot be accomplished without standardization along the
lin-s proposed by TDCC. We must put aside diverse procedures and opinions
and get on with the job. The differences are substantial, but we are going
to have to subordinate hem to a greater goal: Agreeing on standards and
implementing them." (1)

In these words, Mr. Joseph M. Henson, Vice President of IBM, identi-
fied the goal of the Transportation Data Coordinating Committee (TDCC),
which was formed by a broad community of shippers, carriers, financial

1President
2Figures in parentheses indicate the literature references at the end of
this paper.
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institutions and other concerned interests. Its mission is to coordinate
data elements, standards, and codes in the transportation industry for use
in transportation data exchange systems. In pursuing this task, the TDCC
directly participates with government and private sectors of the transporta-
tion community, as well as with international organizations and associations
which are similarly. dedicated.

It is not surprising that the transportation industry is forecast to
become the largest user of data communications. The industry is second only
to agriculture in size and second to none in dynamics. As stated by Mr.
Arthur C. Clarke: Most of the energy expended in the history of the world
has been to move things from one place to another.' (2) This historical
truth is demonstrated by the U. S. transportation community as it responds
to a continually expanding and changing market. The industry moves cargo to
the market through the coordination of a multiplicity of propulsion systems,
management systems, regulatory systems, procedural systems and, most impor-
tantly, information systems.

Mr. T. L. Simis, Vice President, American Telephone and Telegraph
Company, recently said: "To live effectively is to live with adequate in-
formation. To operate a business effectively...is to operate with adequate
information, timely information, where you need it." (3) This is a state-
ment of fact most appropriate for the transportation industry where accurate
and timely information, delivered to the right places and people, is required
to initiate, control, account, pay, audit, and perform many other functions
involved in cargo transportation.

In the 'United States, operational information concerning cargo movement
is generated, communicated, and processed by a series of separate but inter-
acting information systems. Individual shippers and carriers, interchanging
carriers of a single mode, and the intermodal cargo handling process provide
five distinct system environments which function 'ndividually and collec-
tively to deliver cargo from point 'A' to point 'B'. These information
systems are of central importance but do not contain the total transporta-
tion data base. The international port, for example, requires a unique in-
formation system to perform its role as the communications interface point
between national entities on matters concerning international trade.
Further, billing and paying functions, freight forwarder services, auditing
services, and government reporting contribute importantly to the total in-
formation flow necessary to complete the transportation transaction cycle.

The TDCC has analyzed the data elements in the transportation cycle and
has selected the key elements for identification through recommended standard
codes. For example:

Commodity identification: The TDCC has endorsed the
structure of the Standard Transportation Commodity Code
(4) for data exchange purposes for domestic transporta-
tion. A thesaurus is being prodsced under contract
with the Department of Transportation which will identify
commodity descriptors that have been harmonized with
the Standard Transportation Commodity Code, Standard
International Trade Classil ation (5), Brussels Nomen-
clature (6), and other classifications required for
international trade.
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Geographic points: The Standard Point Location Code Y7)
has been endorsed by TDCC as the uniform geographic
identifier for shipment pick-up and delivery.

Carrier identification; The Standard Carrier Alpha
Code (8) was selected and endorsed as the uniform
carrier designator.

Customer Code: The Dun & Bradstreet Data Universal
Numbering System (9) has been endorsed by TDCC as the
consignee/consignor identifier.

These and other codes that are being evaluated will provide a transportation
data dictionary for the data elements required in information exchange pro-
grams.

Currently, the information is being exchanged between shippers and
carriers by means of paper dncumentation involving invoices, bills of lading,
waybills, freight bills, etc. it is this paper system which is the target
of the TDCC for upgrading to electronic systems applications. The goal is
for computer-to-computer interaction, online cathode ray tube terminals in
the shipping and freight handling areas, and the application of digital data
communications to link shippers, carriers, banks, international ports, appro-
priate governmental agencies and other transportation services to satisfy
transportation data exchange requirements.

Mr. James W Germany, Vice President, SoutheLn Pacific Transportation
Company, said, in reference to these objectives: With the capabilities of
modern computers and communications, it now is technically feasible to have
shipments move...from origin to destination with no paper documents at all
...and...to handle all accounting in the same paperless fashion...This paper-
less future, however, is far out in time...and needs a great deal of thought,
planning and effort," (10)

Mr. Germany also suggests that it is too early to speak in terms of
hardware and software systems. The number of parties and sites involved or
the number of communications paths to be accommodated have yet to be re-
solved. However, the task is of such a magnitude and the applications re-
quirements so varied that it is reasonable to assume that many forms of data
display, processing and communications techniques will have a place in the
transportation information environment of the future. Therefore, the task
today is to prepare a solid base for tomorrow with a sensitivity to the fact
that we cannot realistically ignore the restraints and controls imposed by
precedent." (11)

The primary area of emphasis in the TDCC is towards getting the 'trans-
portation data house' in order. This is a prerequisite to establishing a
foundation on which systems can be developed and through which transportation
data exchange can occur. While the orientation is essentially towards in-
formation concerned with the movement of cargo, the relationship of that in-
formation to the internal operations of both carriers and shippers is signif-
icant. For example, the shipper is concerned with the distribution service.
Therefore, cargo movement information is critical to his logistics manage-
ment operations. The carrier's information system must encompass cargo
movement, rolling stock, schedules, revenue accounting and other phases of
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operation. The basic information flow must serve the needs of its users.
In this case, it must reveal who is shipping, what is being shipped, when,
at what cost, via what means and route, to whom, and to what location.

As cargo movement is generated, communicated and processed, the basic
elements of data are utilized to serve a wide spectrum of applications for
control, management summary, statistical evaluation and record purposes.
These varied use requirements and the close relationship of cargo movement
'.n formation to the ope,tions of the shippers, carriers, government and
other concerned organizations dictates an approach for wide coordination
between many parties to achieve standardization for data exchange.

The TDCC effort to define a system of transportation data standards is
feasible and practical. The various interests involved in the shipping,
transporting, regulatory and accounting aspects of cargo movement require
essentially the same information to perform their respective functions. In
terms of computers, communications, software and data base design, the infor-
mation required can be standardized. Terms of reference can be developed.
Communications and operational data elements can be identified and defined.
Appropriate codes can be developed to convert information to a machine read-
able form. The TDCC has made significant progress in developing a standar-
dized transportation data base and recommending adoption by the industry.
This data standardization effort, when completed and the standards adopted,
will enable the transportation community to move with continuity towards a
truly modern transportation data exchange capability.

The data concept recognizes problems yet to be resolved concerning the
collection, control, and use of interenanged data. Various companies will
agree to the transmission of information but not when they believe its
collection, processing and collation in 'external' data bases will operate
to the detriment or disadvantage of the transmitter. Therefore, protection
of data will be critical to the data interchange system. It is entirely
reasonable to expect that solutions to requirements for data privacy can and
will be achieved.

In summary, the shipper/carrier community has acknowledged the need for
an improved data exchange capability. The future holds a feasibility for a
'paperless' transportation informatics system employing the most advanced
display, processing, and communications technology. It is a future wherein
transportation information systems environments will be able to exchange data
in a timely and economical manner. The TDCC will speed the process through
the development of transportation data element standards, a transportation
communications guide, and through continued effort to convert undisciplined
narrative data to a machine readable system of representative codes.
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Cargo Data Interchange System
for Transportation

(CARDIS)

iurray A, Haber
1

Office of Assistant Secretary for
Environment, Safety and Consumer Affairs

Department of Transportation
Washington, D. C. 2090

Paperwork threatens the success or the trade it was intended
to assist. Documentation entailed in domestic as well as in-
ternational transactions has reached such magnitude that it
delays shipments, boosts costs, imperils profits, discourages
expansion, and overburdens industry and government,

in te report "Paperwork or Profits? in International
Trade"1)-, the reasons for the high costs of exporting goods
become very apparent: a total of 125 different types of
documents are in regular and special use, representing more
than 1,000 separate forms; average shipments involve 46
different documents; U.S. international trade documentation
annually costs $6.5 billion or 7.5 percent of the value of
all U.S. imports and exports.

In order to overcome these problems, the Department of
Transportation has developed the Cargo Data Interchange
System (CARDIS), a data processing and transmission system
whereby shippers, carriers, government agencies, banks,
insurance underwriters, and others engaged in the transpor-
tation of goods will enter standardized data elements and
codes into a data processing center from remote terminals
located in their own premises. Information related to
specific shipments will then be transmitted by high-speed
methods to other data processing centers either within the
U.S. for domestic shipments, or to foreign countries for
export shipments. The receiving data centers will produce
bills or lading, commercial invoices, manifests, and other
documentation necessary to enter, clear, and release goods
to consignees. In the case of overseas shipments, the goods
could be entered and cleared through Customs before the
arrival of the vessel or aircraft.

Test/demonstrations were conducted at Department of
Transportation headquarters on March 21, 1973, to show the
feasibility of the system. Authority has been granted to
the Office of Facilitation to proceed with the further
development of the system, and the planning for the many
individual studies deemed necessary to find solutions to
the many problems that exist, before CARDIS can become an
operating reality.

1 Consultant on Documentation and Procedures, Office of Facilitation.
2Figures in parenthesis indicate the literature references at the end of
this paper.
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1. Background

1.1. Magnitude of the Problem

United States exports (excluding military) in calendar year 1969 were
$37,331,000,000. They rose to $49,116,000,000 in 1972, an increase of 31.6
percent. Data available so far for calendar year 1973 indicate that exports
are proceeding at a rate in excess of $64 billion, or an increase of more
than 20 percent over the previous year. The Export-Import Bank of the United
States, in projecting for the foreseeable future, anticipates a 15 to 20
percent increase in U.S. exports each year through fiscal year 1976.(2)

To further increase the volume of U.S. exports, and to enhance the U.S.
balance of payments, the President recently set up two new export expansion
advisory groups:

The President's Export Council, an organization of leading American
businessmen, to advise him on ways to increase U.S. sales overseas.

The President's Interagency Committee on Export Expansion, representing
thirteen Government departments and agencies, to initiate and coordinate
Government programs and policies affecting the U.S. export performance.

1.2. Paperwork Problem

Paperwork threatens the success of the trade it was intended to assist.
It is estimated to exceed 800 million documents and 6 billion copies per
year. The volume for domestic trade is substantially larger than for exports
and imports; however, the paperwork is less complex for domestic trade,

The Department of Transportation, Office of Facilitation, and the
National Committee on International Trade Documentation (NCITD), a private,
non-profit research organization dedicated to the simplification of inter-
national trade procedures, jointly conducted a world-wide study on inter-
national transportation paperwork. The resultant report, "Paperwork or
Profits? in International Trade" (1) discloses some startling statistics:

A total of 46 different types of firms and government agencies
regularly are involved in international trade. . .

As many as 28 of these parties may participate in a single export
shipment. . .

A total of 125 types of documents are in regular or special use. . .

id The 125 different types of documents represent more than 1,000
different forms. . .

A total of 30 types of documents are in regular use as opposed to
45 in special use. . .

Average shipments involve 46 separate documents, with an average
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of over 36i) copies per shipment being employed. . .

U.S. international trade annually creates an estimated 828 million
documents and these generate an estimated 61 billion copies. . .

Avereee export and import shipments required 64 man-hours to prepare
and process, split on the average of 30n man-hours for an export

il.ment and 27y. man-hours for an import shipment. . .

Total international trade documentation annually consumes more
than a billion man-hours, equivalent te more than 144 million days
of werk, and equal to 600 thousand work years. . .

In Average documentation cost pe: international shipment amounts to
$351.04, divided $375.77 for exports and $320.58 for imports. . .

On the basis of current shipping volumes, total U.S. documentation
costs aggregate almost ();'., billion dollars a year, and represent
7.5 percent of the value of the total U.S. export and import
shipments.

1.3. Cargo Delays

As the volume of trade increases, and as transit time for moving goods
decreases, particularly with expanded use of wide-bodied aircraft and high-
speed container ships, paperwork is becoming a major limiting factor in
shipper- consignee total transaction time.

Delays in the creation and receipt or documents have become a major
problem at ports of departure and ports of arrival, as well as at intermediate
interchange points in the movement of the cargo. Shipments often accumulate
at these points in the movement, awaiting the arrival of documents, and often
delay the preparation and processing of additional essential movement
documents. Existing manual procedures for preparing and processing documents
are usually slow, repetitious, prone to errors, and expensive. Failure to
receive documentation in a tamely manner often causes cargo to be delayed
at piers and airports awaiting loading or pick-up. Such conditions subject
the cargo to loss by p5lferage, demurrage costs, and possible damage by
weather.

1.4. Automation in Use

Some companies, including exporters, importers, and carriers, as well as
government agencies, have automated their internal operating systems. Sea
Land Service, Inc., and Atlantic Container Lines are but two examples of
large ocean container ship companies which are operating automated systems
for preparing bills of lading and manifests and transmitting them inter-
nationally. These systems are limited, however, since carriers do not have
access to commercial invoice data to meet U.S. and foreign entry and clear-
ance requirements. Other examples can be cited: The Ford Motor Company
plans to eliminate the preparation of documents and transmit movement data to
the Penn Central Railroad on its shipments.

The Bureau of the Census of the U.S. Department of Commerce encourages
exporters who meet certain prescribed criteria to discontinue providing
individual "Shipper's Export Declarations" for each exported shipment valued
at $250.00 or more. These companies are authorized to report on a monthly
basis using magnetic tape or punched cards (3). The data thus provided, can
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be fed directly into Bureau of the Census computers for incorporation into
U.S. trade statistics.

The U.S. Customs Service is automating import entry paperwork to help
speed the flow of goods coming into the United States. The total system is
known as the Automated Merchandise Processing System (AMPS).(4)

Most of these systems are oriented to "In-house" needs, each serving a
limited or specific purpose, and each having its own data requirements, its
own coding systems for processing, and its own document formats. mle systems
thus created do not interface with any other systems to permit the automated
interchange of data.

1.5. Automation in Other Countries

Some countries have automated, or are in the process of automating
their own Customs cargo entry systems. The United Kingdom's London Airport
Cargo EDP System (LACES) is an excellent example of an automated entry
system in operation. It has an added .:apabil4.ty of maintaining location
control of all consignments in the area serviced by the system, and also
offers benefits to private users. All carriers, consignees, consignors,
freight forwarders and brokers are permitted to have terminals connected
on-line with LACES. The US, of course, is developing AMPS. Australia,
France, Germany, Japan and the Netherlands have or are planning to install
similar automated systems.

2. Progress Thus Far

The transportation of goods has had a growing amount of paperwork or
documentation red tape associated with it. This condition has become pro-
gressively worse over the years until joint industry /Government attention
was concentrated on the problem. Several years ago, industry and Government
in the United States launched a full-scale attack on the oroblem of trade
and transportation documentation.

2.1. Paperwork Smplification and Standardization

The program to simplify, standardize, and otherwise improve transpor-
tation documentation and related procedures and coding, and to obtain
greater use of automatic data processing, was one of the early programs of
the Department of Transportation. The many problems associated with the
transfer of data on documents from point-to-point as goods move from origin
to destination, made it essential for Government and industry to work hand-
in-hand on solutions. The joint Government/industry participation was made
possible and enhanced by the establishment of the Office of Facilitation in
DOT, and the simultaneous creation of two non-profit organizations by the
private sector known as the National Committee on International Trade
Documentation (NCITD), and the Transportation Data Coordinating Committee
(TDCC).

2.2. DGT Mission

The Office of Facilitation was established to help carry out the
mandate of the Congress (5) that directed DOT to:

Facilitate the development and improvement of coordinated
transportation service.

I Stimulate technological advances in transportation.

Provide general leadership in the identification and solution
of transportation problems.
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Promote and undertake development, collection, and dissemination
of technological, statistical, economic, and other information
relevant to domestic and international transportation.

2.3. NCITD and 'MCC Missions

NCITD has as its role the simplifying and standardizing of international
trade documentation and related procedures.

TDCC was created to develop and coordinate the use of standard codes
and to extend the use or ADP through transportation.

NCITD and TDCC, separately funded and staffed by private inc'austry,
represent hundreds of shipperJ, carriers, bankers, insurance underwriters,
brokers, agents, and freight forwarders to provide the rezessary support to
properly represent the private sector.

2.4. Government Support

Considerable support continues to be received from offices of Government
with responsibilities in this area. Included are the Ofice of Management
and Budget, U.S. Customs Service, Office of Export Control, Bureau of the
Census, Maritime Administration, National Bureau of Standards, Federal
Maritime Commission, Interstate Commerce Commission, Civil Aeronautics Board,
Department of Defense, General Services Administration, General Accounting
Office, U.S. Tariff Commission, and others. This cooperative support has
helped DOT increase the effectiveness of the Government's program to simplify
transportation paperwork.

2.5. Joint Government/Industry Program

As a result of this broad support for an improvement program, a joint
industry/Government attack on transportation paperwork was launched in 1967
by DOT, NCITD, AND TDCC. For purposes of explanation, the progress being
made can best be described in three phases:

Phase I. This was the organization phase covering the period from 1967
to 1969. The three organizations were engaged in planning a comprehinsive
documentation, coding, and data processing program for transportation.
During this period it was necessary to determine what techniques could best
be utilized to enable Government and industry to work together and find
solutions to common problems. Exercising its role to coordinate fac!li-
tation activities in the Government, DOT solicited the assistance of other
Federal departments and agencies to obtain complete participation in the
analysis, development, and implementation of more efficient and effective
data and documentation systems.

Phase II. During this period, 1969 to 1972, programs were launched to
improve documentation, procedures, and coding, and to obtain wider use of
ADP and data transmission. Alignment of transport and trade documents was
accomplished on a world-wide basis. DOT and NCITD provided the leadership
to achieve this important improvement. Work was also initiated to develop
a standard commodity description and code system for transportation. The
DOT and TDCC are currently engaged in this activity.

A case-by-case study of actual documents and procedures required to move
goods domestically and internationally was undertaken jointly by DOT and
NCITD. The results were published as the joint DOT/NCITD report "Paperwork
or Profits? in International Trade", previously mentioned in this paper.

DOT, NCITD, and TDCC later joined forces to explore the feasibility of
transmitting the essential data elements to satisfy all requirements from
origin to destination with a minimum of paper documents. The high pay-off
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potential, in terms of time and dollar savings, brought forth full support
from the private sector, Federal agencies, and foreign businesses throughout
the world. In fact, many more organizations were willing to devote the time
of their experts through NCITD, TDCC, other organizations, foreign govern-
ments, and Federal agencies to enhance and extend the benefits of the program.
Such wide support was convincing evidence that the program and specific
projects would benefit all segments of the transportation community and were
geared to maximum results and effectiveness.

Phase III. This phase of the program began in 1973, and will continue
through fiscal year 197i and beyond:

Standard Format. During this period, the long-haul truck carriers
agreed to adopt the U.S. Standard Format (fig. 1) for their bills of lading
applicable to uomestic and international cargo shipments. The air carriers
adopted a Shipper's Letter of Instruction based on the standard format,
from which the air waybill can be prepared. The ocean carriers have accepted
the standard format for ocean bills of lading, and are using or are in the

.process of printing the newly aligned forms for use. The U.S. Customs
Service, Department of Commerce offices, and other government agencies have
aligned their trade or transport documents to the standard format.

Crovernment Bills of Lading. A vigorous program is underway to simplify
and improve Government grYls of Lading. An 1823 Act has been amended to
permit more expeditious payment of Government transportation charges without
the consignee's receipt which was required under the Act. The amendment
paves the way for eventual Government uee of commercial bills of lading,
thus permitting the same standard documentation for all shippers, whether
Government or private.

Commodity Coding. The commodity description and code area, one of the
most complex areas to improve, and where reliable estimatee have indicated
potential savings of $1.2 billion, is well along toward completion, for the
domestic listing. This will enable a single description and code to replace
as many as 17 different descriptions for a single commodity often required
in a shipment from origin to destination. TDCC has done the development
work on this project for DOT. (6)

Bill of Lading. A shipper-prepared bill of lading (fig. 2a and 2b) is
now being put into use for maritime shipments. A standard set of terms and
conditions which more effectively meet the needs of shippers and carriers
has been approved, and appears on the reverse of the form. This new form,
with its blank masthead, will eliminate the need for printing, stocking,
and using hundreds of different carrier bills of lading, and will be
applicable to domestic as well as international cargo, and will enhance the
use of through bills of lading.

Joint DOT/NCITD Study. The 1971 joint DOT/NCITD study report (1)
contained 28 recommendations which at this point are being implemented.
A supplementary report (7), has been jointly prepared to show the progress
being made in implementation. The estimated savings from complete
implementation of the 28 recommendations will be $4.5 billion.

3. Cargo Data Interchange System (CARDIS)

3.1. Need for Data Interchange

The projected increases in trade and transport, and resultant paperwork
problems and delays in the expeditious movement of cargo; the development of
independent data processing systems by shippers, carriers, and Government
agencies; and the design of Customs entry systems by many governments (AMPS
by the U.S., LACES by the UK, SOFIA by France, etc.) emphasized the need for
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an overall, fully interfaced automated system for receiving, processing, and
transmitting cargo data to serve the needs of the private sector as well as
government agencies. The United States Cargo Data Interchange System
( CARDIS) is being developed to satisfy this need.

3.2. Test/Demonstration Program

It was agreed by participants in the United States and in the United
Kingdom that a series of tests should be initiated to determine the feasi-
bility of the concept, and to provide the groundwork for the eventual design
of the operating system. The test/demonstrations would consist of a series
of transmissions of data on air shipments from the United States to the UK
LACES installation at Heathrow Airport outside London. Subsequent tests
could then proceed on air shipments from the United Kingdom to the United
States, follo-led by similar series on ocean shipments. Also, the initial
series would be limited to shipments from airport to airport and from ocean
port to ocean port. At a later time, the series would be expanded to cover
shipments from inland points in one country to inland points in the second
country.

a. Participation by Government and Industry

U.S. Government agencies that play a role in trade and transportation
agreed to support and cooperate in the project. Included were the Office
of Management and Budget, U.S. Customs Service, Office of Export Control,
Bureau of the Census, Maritime Administration, National Bureau of Standards,
Federal Maritime Commission, Interstate Commerce Commission, Civil Aero-
nautics Board, Department of Defense, General Services Administration,
General Accounting Office, U.S. Tariff Commission, and others.

The National Committee on International Trade Documentation was given
the role of simplifying and standardizing trade documentation and related
procedures, and to obtain the cooperation of selected shippers and carriers
to participate in the tests.

The Transportation Data Coordinating Committee was assigned the task of
developing and coordinating the standardized codes, and to obtain the
cooperation of its membership in enhancing the tests.

These two industry-funded organizations, representing hundreds of
shippers, carriers, bankers, insurance underwriters, brokers, freight for-
warders, and agents, provided the necessary support to ensure proper
representation by the private sector.

4. CARDIS System Requirements

1$.1. Ccncept

From the start, it was agreed that the system must provide data
required by the shipper, the carrier, and the Government agencies involved.
Other participants in transport, such as bankers, and insurance under-
writers would be brought in at a later phase. The system at the outset
would have to provide for bills of lading, commercial invoices, manifests,
both outward and invard, export controls and statistics, import data for
Customs authorities, etc. The concept required that the system provide a
central data bank, accessible on a security and privacy controlled basis,
to all participants, with the input and output capability described above.

4.2. Data Interchange Centers

The heart of the planned automated cargo data interchange system,
which came to be called CARDIS, would be a data center, or centers. These
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centers, operated by the private sector, but under some control of the
Federal Government, could receive, store, process, and transmit data on
domestic shipments, as well as on exports and imports, through all trans-
portation stages, and would provide audit trails, controls, and staListicP
for Government as well as industry. For the initial tests, the U.S. Depart-
ment of Transportation facility known as the Transportation Systems Center,
located in Cambridge, Massachusetts, would serve as the data interchange
center.

4.3. Standardized Coding

The most economical recording, transmitting, and processing of data
would rely on the use of standard code systems. Some of the systems
currently in use by industry were developed within individual companies.
Consequently, there is no interface between shippers, carriers, and
governments. The proposed system would specify only recognized standardized
coding schemes to be used by all participants in the system. Many of these
codes already exist. Some code systems, such as the DOT Standard Commodity
Description and Code System (6), had reached a sufficient stage of develop-
ment as to permit their use in the tests. Other codes would have to be
developed, but all would he standardized and would be part of the overall
system.

4.4. Document Formats

Standard documents or new standardized formats would be prescribed for
all input and output needs.

Input. A format containing all data element fields would be developed
for input into the system. This format would simplify setting up a
shipment record, permit inquiry by need-to-know participants, and make
possible standard outputs.

Output. Bills of lading and commercial invoices would align with the
U.S. Standard Master (fig. 1), the U.K. aligned series, and the ECE layout
key. Manifests would conform to the Custovls requirements of the countries
involved. Efforts would be made to utilize standard documentation for
manifesting as prescribed by the International Civil Aviation Organization
(ICAO), and the Inter-Governmental Maritime Consultative Organization (IMCO).

4.5. Confidentiality of Data

The system would be so designed that only authorized parties, be they
shippers, carriers, or Government agencies, would have access to the data
bank to add, delete, change, or read data. In addition, such access would
be limited to a need-to-know, and would be individually prescribed for each
data element in the record.

4.6. Flow Charts

Studies were made of the documentation used by a number of the
participants involved in moving cargo from a port of export to a port of
destination. The data elements were analyzed to ascertain the irreducible
minimum of information that would satisfy the needs of these participants.

From the information thus obtained, a task force from Government and
industry devised the basic flow of information as described in figures 3a,
3b, 3c, and 3d. The system uses a central data bank, labeled DPC (Data
Processing Center) to accumulate and process data innutted on-line by
shippers or their freight forwarders, carriers, and Government agencies.
In turn, the DPC produces, upon demand, bills of lading, manifests,
statistical reports, and other messages for transmission to destination port.
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At destination, each message Is decoded, printed out in proper format, and
entered into the !ACES System by the broker for processing according to
United Kingdom Customs requirements.

4.7, Data Elements

Analysis of information contained on transportation documents used on
air shipments from the U.S. to the U.K. indicated that less than 60 data
elements provided all the information needed to complete bills of lading,
commercial invoices, and manifests. These data could also serve to verify
shipments for export control purposes, and could provide input to the
statistical programs on exports maintained by the Bureau of the Census.
As additional participants would be brought into the system (insurance
underwriters, banks, etc.) the list could be augmented to servo their needs
as well.

4.8. Input Document

In order to insure the standardization of input data elements into the
system, a form (fig. 4) was designed, listing all of the data elements, and
showing the maximum number of characters available in the particular data
field. In the case of some data elements (i.e., data elements 6 through 12)
alternate fields were provided so that either the established code could
be entered, or the entire :tem could be entered in text form. The document
thus developed could serve as a shipper's letter of instruction, and could
be used for direct sequential input into the data bank from a device as
simple as a teletypewriter. Additional input could be made at any time to
fill in missing data, or to change existing data.

1.9. Output Document

it was decided from the outset of the project that the U.S, Standard
Master format (fig. 1), which is aligned with the ECE Layout Key, would be
the basis for the bill of lading and the commercial invoice. For purposes
of the test, some modifications in columnar arrangement on the commercial
invoice were ma-'a. Further studies are underway to determine whether closer
alignment can be achieved on that document, The program was designed to
use the standardized manifest form prescribed by the United States Customs
Service.

5. Test/Demonstration of Air Cargo Shipments from U.S. to U.K.

5.1. DOT Transportation Systems Center

The DOT Transportation Systems Center (TSC) at Cambridge, Massachusetts,
designed the automated cargo data processing system program for demonstration
purposes. Using teletype terminals acoustically coupled through the tele-
phone network to the Center's computer, and with built-in security measures
to protect the data from unauthorized users, the system provides for data
entry, editing, reading individual items, transmitting shipment data over-
seas, and producing hard copies of bills of lading and commercial invoices
aligned with the U.S. Standard Master, as well as the cargo manifest.

The data are contained on a Honeywell DDP-516 computer located at TSC
with a core memory of 16,000 16-bit words, disk storage, and a data-phone
interface capable of controlling three telephone lines. The program con-
tains about 8,500 lines of source codes.

5.2. Participants in the Test/Demonstrations

Airlines. Pan Americal World Airways, Trans World Airways, and British
Overseas Airways Corporation participated in the studies and provided
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valuable information which was useful in developing the data base for the
system.

Shippars. Four large shiples (IBM, Dow Chemical, International General
Electric, and DuPont) provided copies of actual shipping documents, which
were used as the basis for setting up the data bank for the test.

5.3. The Test/Demonstration

Prior to the test/demonstration, the shipments were entered into the
computer at TSC. The information on the shipments had previously been
entered in code form on the Master Record Input Sheet. Four on-line
input/output teletype terminals located at DOT Headquarters, Washington,
D.C. were represented as the offices of a shipper/forwarder, carrier loading
platform, carrier traffic office, and Government agency (Customs, Export
Control, Census, etc.). The demonstration to the public was actually held
on March 21, 1973,

Demonstrated to the audience of industry, transportation, and Govern-
ment representatives, were various types of actions and queries between
terminals, and to and from the computer located in Cambridge, Mass. These
various types of actions included:

a. Goods on one shipment arrived at carrier loading platform at air-
port. Airline receiving clerk entered transaction number, shipper's name,
and number of packages. Data printed out in carrier traffic office.

b. Operator at carrier traffic office entered transaction number and
asked for print-out of Field 6 to verify shipper's name.

c. At airline's request, UPC printed out a bill of lading in the
airline's traffic office.

d. Airline traffic office assigned shipments to a TWA flight, and
entered request for flight manifest by entering flight number, date, and
transaction number of each consignment designated for that flight.

e. Computer advised one shipment had improper destination airport
entered on record.

f. Carrier traffic office changed destination to correct airport.

g. Computer printed out complete manifest in airline traffice office
for carrier use, and on Government terminal for Customs use.

At this point the airline traffic office instructed the computer to
transmit to the U.K. the required data related to that specific flight.
The message was transmitted to London via New York, using facilities
provided by Pan American World Airways.

h. Other queries to the data base followed:

1. To test the security of the system, ono airline asked for data
on a shipment moving on a competitive airline. The query was rebuffed by
the computer.

2, Shipper/forwarder requested status information about his con-
signment and received an Answer within several seconds.

-2. The unit price on a commodity was changed. The computer re-
figured the price extensions and totals, and printed out a new invoice on
the shipper/forwarder terminal.
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Messages related to the other two flights of the demonstration were
transmitted. During the course of the demonstration, acknowledgement of
receipt of the transmitted messages was received from SITPRO in the U.K.,
showing the transaction numbers and the LACES channels of selection,
indicating the fact that the U.K. system had accepted the data and was
processing it for clearance.

6. Conclusions.

The tests had been undertaken to determine the feasibility of assembling
all the data elements needed to meet trade and transport needs, as well as
Government requirements, and to transmit these data elements to all parties
involved in a transaction from origin to destination. Therefore, there was
a greater emphasis placed on the data elements themselves, than on the tech-
nique of transmission. Also a primary goal was to transmit the cargo data
in an expeditious manner in order to eliminate delays in the movement of
cargo associated with the late arrival of documents.

All of the objectives were attained, and the results were very encour-
aging. The following conclusions were drawn as a result of this first
series of tests:

a. Data elements for trade and transportation are very similar, with
only slight uniqueness of data for each.

b. Data can be furnished and received by a large number of shippers,
carrier.:, and others, in machine language, eliminating the need for each to
convert data from a variety of different documents at each step of the
process from origin to destination.

c. Standard codes for data elements are essential to facilitate the
exchange of data in an understandable and efficient manner.

d. Standard commodity descriptions and codes are essential, and are
by far the most important data elements and codes in the system.

e. Standard documentation formats will facilitate data interchange.

f. When moving from a document system to a data transmission system,
solutions to several problems will have to be found. Among them are:

1. Satisfaction of signature requirements.

2. Negotiable documents accomplished by the system.

3. Agreement terms and conditions for transport purposes accom-
plished without having to transmit minute details on the documents.

g. Delays in the shipment and transshipment of cargo due to the late
arrival of documents can be overcome by data transmission and interchange
techniques.

h. A number of data interchange centers may be needed at strategic
locations around the United States.

i. Different computer hardware can be used to process and transmit
data provided they interface with each other.

j. Guidelines and controls will be needed to bring about the required
standardization in order to permit data interchange.

k. Security and privacy of data in the system will be essential.
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1. Statutory controls may be needed to ensure effectiveness of the
system.

m. A joint Government/Industry Coordination Group may be helpful to
ensure full representation and participation.

n. A Legal Committee will be essential to study, evaluate, develop,
and establish the legal aspects of data transmission and interchange.

o. Government leadership and coordination is essential to ensure that
all efforts are directed toward the common goal of data interchange.

p. A program plan to develop a cargo data interchange system should
be developed and approved at the earliest possible time,

q. Resources will be required to complete the necessary studies and
to develop the details required for an operating system.

r. Many countries are interested in data interchange. Tests with
these interested countries are essential in order to perfect a world-
wide data interchange system.

7. Future Plans

Now that the initial steps have been successfully taken, the Depart-
ment of Transportation is proceeding with the further development of CARDIS.
Japan, Canada, France, Australia, West Germany, Russia, and Hong Kong have
expressed interest in participating in the program. The United Kingdom has
offered to continue the test series to include ocean movement of cargo.
Japan has also offered to conduct joint U.S./Japan tests for cargo moving
between the two countries.

7.1. Funding

The many aspects of the CARDIS program and its relationships to the
private sector and the numerous Federal agencies involved, make it essential
that the Department of Transportation play a lead role in the development
of the operating system. As industry becomes a participating member on the
GoiDIS development team, and contributes to it, the system will grow
substantially. The Department of Transportation resources will be used to
develop the basic system, the standardized data elements and codes, the
interfaces with shippers, carriers, freight forwarders, banks, insurance
underwriters, and Federal agencies. The cost of establishing data centers
will, of necessity, be borne by the private sector. The resources con-
tributed by DOT will be reduced over a three or four year period, and the
entire cost of CARDIS will then be borne by the users of the syste:,.

7.2. Coordination

The importance of the interfaces with the numerous participants in-
volved in the United States, as well as the alignment of the U.S. system
with other countries and international organizations, makes it mandatory
that the Department of Transportation serve as the overall CARDIS
coordinator. This coorolnation role will be a continuing function. It
will be enhanced by the establishment of a Government /industry group to
increase the effectiveness of the coordination. This Government/Industry
group will be chaired by the Department of Transportation.

7.3. Industry Expertise

NCITD and TDCC have done much of the research and development work of
CARDIS thus far. Together, they represent hundreds of organizations
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intimately involved in the movement of goods domestically and internationally.
This arrangement of working with these experts has proven to be an econo-
mical and effective technique for solving the documentation, procedural,
coding, and ADP problems as they arose. DOT plans to continue this arrange-
ment and, in fact, to make greater use of these resources to accomplish the
objectives of a fully operational CARDIS in the shortest possible time.
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SHIPPERPROVIDED SHORT FORM BILL OF LADING
(Terms continued from overside)

;his short form Bill of Lading is provided by the Shipper and issued for his convenience and at his request
instead of the Carrier's regular long/short form Bill of Lading Copies of the Carrier's regular long/short form Bill of
Lad.t.n and the clauses presently being stamped or endorsed thereon are available from the Carrier on request and
are incorporated in tariffs or classifications on fife with the lntorstate Commerce Commission or the Federal
Maritime Commission,

In using this short form Bill of Lading, the Shipper, Consignee, and Holder hereof agree that all the terms and
conditions of the Carrier's regular long/short form Bill of Lading, normally used in the service for which this bill of
lading is issued, including any clauses presently being stamped or endorsed thereon filed with the above agencies,
are incorporated herein with like force and effect as if they were written at length herein, and all such terms and
conditions so incorporated by reference are agreed by Shipper to be binding and to govern the relations, whatever
they may be, between all who are or may become parties to this Bill of Lading as fully as if this Bill of Lading had
been prepared on the Carrier's regular long/short form Bill of Lading.

As used herein, the term "Carrier" means any and all carriers whether on land or sea on whose modes of
conveyance the goods described on the face hereof are carried.

If this Bill of Lading evidences a contract for the carriage of goods by sea to or from ports of the United
States, in foreign trade, or provides for routing within the United States, it shall have effect subject to the
provisions of the U.S. Carriage of Goods by Sea Act of 1936, and other applicable statutes, to the extent that any
such Act or statutes may apply to the transportation contract of any one or more of the carriers involved.

If this Bill of Lading evidences a contract for the carriage of goods by sea or by surface transportation to,
from or through countries other than the United States, it shall have effect subject to the provisions of the
applicable Acts, statutes or regulations of such countries, to the extent that any such Acts, statutes or regulations
may apply to the transportation contract of any one or more of the carriers involved.

The Carrier's regular long/short form Bill of Lading may contain a number of provisions giving the Carrier
certain rights and privileges and certain exceptions and immunities from and limitations of liability additional to
those provided by the Acts or Laws referred to above and may extend the benefit of its provisions to stevedores
and others.

If required by the Carrier, a signed original Sill of Lading, duly endorsed, must be surrendered to the Carrier
on delivery of the goods.

All agreements with respect to the above goods are superseded hereby and none of the terms hereof shall be
deemed waived except in writing by an authorized agent of the Carrier.

Copyright fj: 1413 National Co' rmitoe on International Trade documentation
30 East Forty Second Street, New York, N.Y. 10017

Figure 2b. Shipper-Provided Short Form Bill of Lading (Back)
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US UK CARGO DATA TRANSMISSION TESTS

WS Segment Shipment via Air or Ocean)
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Figure 3a. Chart - US-UK Cargo Data Transmission Tests
(US Segment - Shipment via Air or Ocean)
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US - UK CARGO DATA TRANSMISSION TESTS

(US Segment - Shipment via Air or Ocean)

1. Office of Export Control, upon application by shipper, issues
export license and transmits data to the Data Processing Center

2. Shipper assembles shipping data on work sheet, consisting of
bill of lading, Shipper's Export Declaration (stub portion),
Commercial Invoice line (delivery terms, net invoice value,
and amount insured), and page 2 of Commercial Invoice.

3. Shipper (or forwarder) assigns transaction number and transmits
the number and shipping data, assembled in step 2,above,to the
Data Processing Center prior to or at time of shipment. Note:

Input may be in stages--shipper(or forwarder) enters data as it
becomes available.

Data Processing Center records transaction number assigned to the
shipment and all shipment data. Note: All other reference numbers
(if used) are subordinate to the transaction number and are cross-
referenced to it.

5. Shipper arranges for shipment and prepares inland bill of lading.

6. Inland carrier picks up and delivers cargo to international carrier.

7. Data Processing Center verifies export license.

8. International carrier requests bill of lading and related documents
from Data Processing Center.

9. Data Processing Center transmits bill of lading and related docu-
ments to international carrier.

10. International carrier inputs flight/voyage information to Data
Processing Center.

11. Data Processing Center produces manifests for Customs, and export
statistics for Census and other authorized users.

12. Data Processing Center transmits data to UK--bill of lading and
Commercial Invoice.

Figure 3b. Explanation of Process Steps, Figure 3a.
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US UK CARGO DATA TRANSMISSION TESTS

I F. Kennedy Airport to Heathrow Airport
(Entry into LACES)
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Figure 3c. Chart - US-UK Cargo Data Transmission Tests
J. F. Kennedy Airport to Heathrow Airport

(Entry into LACES)
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US - UK CARGO DATA TRANSMISSION TESTS

J.F. Kennedy Airport to Heathrow Airport

(Entry into LACES)

1. Data Processing Center receives shipment ciao from U.S.

1A. Data Processing Center prepares 8/L and transmits to airline
as advance notice of shipment.

2. Airline inputs advance shipment data direct to LACES.

3, Airline delivers cargo to shed at Heathrow Airport.

4. Airline inputs arrival and location data into LACES.

5. Data Processing Center produces hard copy bill of lading
and Commercial Invoice for forwarder.

6. Forwarder inputs entry documents into LACES.

7. LACES processes entry, computes duty, taxes and fees, and
assigns clearance channel.

8. LACES produces necessary reports and statistics.

Figure 3d. Explanation of Process Steps, Figure 3c.
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The Standard Data Element System (STADES)
for Controlling Data Elements used in Navy Computer Programs

for the Worldwide Military Command and Control System (WWMCCS).

Robert R. Hegland

Naval Command Systems
Support Activityl

Washington D. C. 20374

The Standard Data Element System (SPADES) for application programs
of the Navy Worldwide Military Command and Control System ( WWMCCS) is
designed to provide the data manager with several necessary tools.

STADES allows system developers to determine the current status
of existing and proposed Standard Data Elements and to report the use
of both standard and other attribute data elements in their systems.
Using the concept of a distributive data base, each of the major Navy
organizations involved in the effort is able to have available the
same information as the others.

Included in the STADES data base for each application program
is information concerning not only their attribute data elements but
also information on the system, the files used and their record types.

The program system used to create, maintain and query the STADES
data base is the Record Association System (RAS), designed and used by
the Naval Command Systems Support Activity (NAVCOSSACT) for five years
prior to this application. RAS provides a wide variety of report and
display capabilitie that allow the system developer to easily find
information from other development efforts that may be of benefit in
his application.

Key words: Application computer progray. data elements; attribute data
elements; data management; data use identifiers; distributive data base;
file descriptions; Naval Command Systems Support Activity; Navy WWMCCS
Standard Data Element System; Record Association System; record type
descriptions; standard data element; system descriptions.

1. Scope

The Navy is currently involved in developing computer programs for use on the Honeywe:
6000 series computers that have been acquired for Navy commands in the JCS Worldwide Mili-
tary Command and Control System (WWMCL:S). The Chief of Naval Operations (Op-91) directed
that the Naval Command Systems Support Activity (NAVCOSSACT) develop procedures and a sup-
porting computer program system to ensure that those data elements that have been standard
ized by the National Bureau of Standards (NBS), the Department of Defense (DOD) and other
significant agencies are used in developing theae application computer programs. Those

1The views expressed in this paper are the author's and do not necessarily reflect those o

the U. S. Department cf Defense.
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programs contain data ranging from financial mana, cent to command and control,

2. Contents of Data Base

The Navy WWMCCS Standard Data Element System (STADES) has been designed by NAVCOSSACT to
provide this capability. The data base of STADES contains several different kinds of informa-
tion.

(1) All data elements standardized by NBS, DOD and DON that have been implemented for use
within the Department of the Navy.

(2) Data elements that have been promulgated by certain other activities, commands and
organizations involved in using the H-6000 computers, such a; the Defense Intelli-
gence Agency.

(3) Attribute data elements (often called data use identifiers) that are used in com-
puter programs being developed to run on the H-6000 computers.

(4) Information on the records, files, subsystems, and systems being developed for the
H-6000 computers.

3. Maintenance of Data Base

To maintain this data base, STADES uses the computer programs o. the Record Association
System (RAS) [1] that was developed by NAVCOSSACT. These programs provide updating and re-
trieval capabilities as well as a wide variety of specific outputs for use in analysis.

4. Exchange of Data

STADES is currently or will soon be installed at the sites shown in figure 1. Each of
these sites develops computer programs whose data elements and other pertinent information
must be included in the STADES Data Base, At each site the Local Data Manager updates his
local data base using RAS and forwards a transaction t.pe containing all the changes since
the last submission to the Central Data Manager at NAVCOSSACT. These submissions are re-
viewed, incorporated into the STADES Data with errors or questions about the submissions
noted by the insertion of error codes, and the new STADES data base i8 forwarded to all users
to become their new master. Receipt of this data base signals each site to prepare a new
transaction tape for submission to the Central Data Manager for review. All such exchanges
are by magnetic tape.

5. Data Collection and Use

5,1. Scope of Data Collected

As shown in figure 2, the developers of each of the application programs that are docu-
mented using STADES, submit information ranging from a description of that system to the
attribute data elements that it uses following the instructions contained in a detailed pro-
cedures manual [2]. In the STADES Data Base, each such entry is formatted in essentially
the same way.

5.2. Format of Entries

Figure 3 shows the generalized picture of a repr,:sentative entry. The Name of the entry
may be the name of the system, file, record type or data element with each of the other card
types within the entry providing information about what is named. The A, B, and D card types
form the basic, non-repeated part of the entry. The E, F, and J card types provide informa-
tion about how a particular system uses the data specified in the basic part of the entry.
When the entry describes an attribute data element, card type 7 is included. When another
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system that uses the same attribute data element is coded and entered into the data base the
developers simply add another set of E, F, and J cards.

5.3. Retrieval and Report Capabilities

The RAS programs produce permuted or keyword indexes for the terms in tard types A and
B and allow retrieval of entries containing information specified in card types E and J.
Included as reference codes in J cards is the unique reference number of the next senior
entry, that is record type for attribute data elements, files for record types, etc. Tit,

RAS programs provide users with a complete picture of the data in an application system by
using this referencing scheme as shown in figure 3. An example of a data element from the
STADES data base is shown in figure 4.

6. Use of Standard and Attribute Data Elements

In using STADES, project developers must use any applicable data elements that have.
been standardized or the attribute data elements used in other systems that have already
been entered into the data base. When a project developer can find nothing in tho STADES
data base that sat,_sfies his needs, he submits a new attribute data element specifying how
it will appear in his data base. We do not require that he adhere to specified codes and
abbreviations of standard data elements in his input, processing or output reports, but,
in so far as possible, his data base must contain the codes, abbreviations, and specified
format of those data elements that have been standardized,

7. Benefits of STADES

The uses and benefits of the information contained in the STADES data base cover a
wide spectrum.

7.1. Documentation

Outputs from the data base satisfy mIst of the requirements in the DOD Documentation
Standard [3] for the information that must be included in the Data Requirements Document,
the Data Base Specifications and the Users and Program Maintenance Manuals. These outputs
also reduce the delays inherent in preparing documentation that are caused by typing and
proofreading information about attribute data elements.

7.2, Managers

STADES provides a tool to managars for monitoring project development since management
can review the entries provided by the project developers as the application computer pro-
grams are developed. It also allows early review of the attribute data elements of a pro-
gram to ensure aderence to standardized data elements and to ensure that good data coding
structures have been used. The exchange of programs and data is also encouraged through
the use of this system.

7.3, Project Developers

STADES provides developers with tools for data analysis during the analysis phase of
program development and, later in development, with information about the data they are
using in the application program. It also provides the data codes and abbreviations from
existing data elements that have been standardized and from attribute data elements used
in other systems in order to avoid reinventing such codes and abbreviations.

7.4. Data Standardization

Review of the contents of the data base will provide personnel involved in establishing
data standards with information about data that is currently being used and that should be
standardized.
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8. Conclusion

STADES is designed to ensure that managers of application program development recognize
that data is a very valuable resource that must be treated in a way that will ensure its use-
fulnes to the greatest possible number of users, It provides benefits to program developers
and users alike. Initial preparation of the different entries is rather time consuming
and luvades the historically sacred area of a programmer and "his" data, This area is now,
however, too important to view in any other way than in the broadest possible context. The
structure of data in a data base must be visible to and used by the largest possible number
of other developers and conform to the format of as,.many standard data elements as possible,
If standards are to be used, program managers must enforce their use; if standards are to
be used effectively, programmers must understand the need for their use

[1] Naval Command Systems Support
Activity Document No. 88T002
UM-01, Record Association
System II (RAS), October 1973.

[3] Department of Defense Man..ial

4120.17-M, Automated Data
System Documentation Standards
Manual, Office of the Assistant
Secretary of Defense (Comptroller)
December 1972.
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[2] Naval Command Systems Support
Activity Document Number 88T001
TN-01, Navy WWMCCS Standard Data
Element System (STADES), December
1973.
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CARD REF
USES: TYPE #

P NAME OF ENTRY (SYSTEM, FILE DATA A XXXXX
ELEMENT, etc.)

P SYNONYMOUS NAMES B XXXXX
DESCRIPTION C XXXXX
SOURCE OF OESCRIPTION 0 XXXXX

R SYSTEM # E XXXXX
FORMAT OF DATA ELEMENT

R REFERENCE CODES J XXXXX
SENIOR ENTRY
SUBJECT CODES

SYSTEM # E XXXXX
FORMAT OF DATA ELEMENT F XXXXX
REFERENCE CODES J XXXXX
DATA ITEM NAMES, ABBREVIATIONS, U XXXXX

CODES, EXPLANATIONS

P-INDICATES THAT WORDS IN THIS CARO TYPE MAY BE PER-
MUTED AND REVIEWEO IN A KEYWORD LISTING.

R-INDICATES THAT THE COOES AND NUMBERS ON THESE CARO
TYPES MAY BE RETRIEVED.

Figure 3
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ADDENDUM

Q. Are RAS and STADES operational? How long did it take to develop each?

A. Both RAS and STADES r,re operational. Changes and enhancements will, of course, continue
to be made to further as_,tst the users of both systems. RAS has been operational for 5
years but various new capabilities have always been under development. Development time
would probably total about 8 man-years. The STADES procedures and two supporting programs
that are now included in RAS took about two man-years to develop.

Q. Are the procedures for STADES available to other DOD WWMCCS users?

A. Copies of the RAS and STADES manuals are available to anyone who will write for copies
on their letterhead stationary. The RAS programs are available to WWMCCS users if installa-
tion is approved by CNO Op-91. Correspondence should be directed to:

Or final Copy_

Commanding Officer, Naval Command
Systems Support Activity
(attn. Code 70.3)
Washington Navy Yard
Washington, D.C. 20374

Information Copy

Director, DON ADP Management (0p-916)
Washington, D.C. 20350

Q. Now closely does STADES conform to the DOD catalog of Standard Data Elements?

A. The STADES Data Base includes all the information about Standard Data Elements required
by DOD and includes all the Standard Data Elements approved by DOD and implemented within
the Department of the Navy.

Q. What coordination is underway between the armed services'

A. The DOD program provides for this coordination. By using STADES we hope to identify
more elements that should be standardized and expedite this process within the Navy.

Q. How do you eliminate elements that are no longer used?

A. The command having maintenance responsibility for the program must maintain the entries
in STADES.

Q. Why do you tolerate synonyms?

A. The STADES Data Base includes synonyms in order to reflect what is actually being used
in data systems. While we want to reach the point where one name is used, that certainly
is not the case in current systems. We also include as synonymous names the COBOL name of
the file, record type or data element; other significant keywords that can be permuted with
the name in the AO Card; and some other information useful to analysts who are searching for
information about data.
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Q. Couldn't STADES automatically generate file and record type definitions from the re-
lated data element definitions?

A. For the file and record definitions, we want more than a duplication of the informa-
tion in the related data element definitions. What should be included is an overview of
all the data contained in the file and record type. We hope to eventually have a program
that will compare a COBOL source tape with the entries in STADES to ensure that all the
pertinent information has been correctly reported to STADES and to ensure that it is still
current.

Q. How do you cost out the benefits derived from standardizing a data element?

A. I have seen no comprehensive costing of standardizing individual data elements.
Their benefits really are obvious, particularly in third generation computers with shared
data bases, considering tbe expense of redundant reporting for different systems and the
time involved to change from one format to another.

Q. When a new Standard Data Element is adopted, how do you ensure all Navy ADP centers
convert to the new standard,

A. As with most other implementations of standards, conversion only takes place when the
system is redesigned or has new interfaces. Primary factors to consider in implementing
all standards are their long term benefits and the simplifications that the standard offers
to the overall ADP community.
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FROM DISCORD INTO HARMONY

WILLIAM T. KNOX

My theme is the challenge for fast, comprehensive standardization of data
elements in information processing is herewith placed in the perspective
of human communication needs." Or in the vernacular, "why it's going to
take lots of hard work and a long time to get there."

As I read the abstracts for this meeting, I was struck by their endless
variety. It takes a genius to embrace them with a common element. Being
no genius, I failed in the attempt. But as I fell back into the everyday
world of my problems with data elements in information processing, I

began to sense some of the congruences of our topic with similar problems
in other areas of human communication. And to recognize my personal
involvement in data element standardization.

I was reminded of the less-than-adequate formats in which I get the most
crucial data--NTIS' income and costs. And the confusion caused the
buyer and NTIS when an eight-digit order number is transposed or errs.
We do have a real, gutsy probl.em!

But let's not think we are the first to have this problem. From the
tower of Babel to the immense library for printed publications to the
mag tape files of interest to this group, people have been plagued with
discord within the media--lack of media standards, if you will.

Some philosphers have wondered if the discord wasn't a divine implant to
keep mankind from becoming too knowledgeable and thereby, too powerful.
You recall the Old Testament version: "Behold, the people is one, and
they have one language...and now nothing will be restrained from them
which they want to do. Let us go down, and there confound their lan-
guage, that they may not understand one another's speech." And from
time to time we're helped along by such events as the burning of the
library at Alexandria or the erasures on certain tapes.

Progress has been painfully slow and still limps along, hobbled mainly
by the human source of the discord and the absence of broad societal
acceptance of the need to work for harmony. In other words, people
generally don't expect much better than what they have. Who cared,
other than the librarians, that the English-speaking countries finally
agreed about. 5 years ago on common book cataloging rules--after centuries
of different rules and millions of catalog card entries. Has it made any
difference to you, as a library user, that there now is an Anglo-American
standard?

My challenge to you today is to generate the power and thrust within
society to make sure that the need for harmony in processing data bases
and other machinable files is--contrary to past history--adequately and
quickly met. But learn from the lessons of history, following Alfred
North Whitehead's advice on how to avoid extinction.
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It takes power to get anything done. And in an economic society, it
usually takes economic power. Although I admit that emotional power
and the power of logic, also, from time to time, are the mainsprings
of action. But economic power is the best power source in our society
for something as hard to grasp by the layman as data element standard-
ization.

Let's talk for a few minutes about the human-derived nature of the
discord. Our meeting prospectus glibly states that "unless the
transmitter and the intended receiver agree on the meanings of worel
and other symbols or codes, there can be no transfer of information ".
But getting two people to agree on the precise meaning--all the
denotations and connotations--of a word is exactly the problem in
much of our day-to-day existence. And sometimes, as in agreements to
stop war, action only takes place when the words have different meanings
for the warring camps.

In the end, we rely on the flexibility of the human mind to correct
errors in format, in phrasing, even in content. For example, in the
erratic indexes in books. Not good, but there's nothing better.

But when we turn to mechanical transmission of signals between mechanical
devices the problem becomes a challenge to our scientists and engineers.
They can move out of the murky mists of meanings into the bonny brilliance
of bits. Not entirely, of course, but in most cases--enough to vastly
simplify the problem--compared to that faced by the first-grade teacher
and her successors.

Can you marshal evidence enough to persuade our society that an effort
commensurate with that spent on language standardization is equally
worthy on machineable data standardization? Our schools spend about
$70 billion a year, and it is fair to guess that 10%, or $7 billion a
year is spent on language standardization. And still--and still, everyone
is "laying" all over the place. How much must be spent to get the machines
to talk to each other unambiguously?

Let me raise yet another question--do we really want the unfettered,
unlimited data transmission which is such a logical goal, or are we
better off with errors and inconsistencies, with ambiguities and omis-
sions which slow down the transmission? There is a parallel in the verbal
communication world. Let me digress for a few minutes. You might call
these some splashings from my pool of thoughts.

Within a generation we have moved into an era in which the average
citizen suffers, not from scarcity, but from an over-abundance of infor-
mation and of communication machines. Peter Drucker has called our times
"The Age of Discontinuity." Nowhere is this more evident than in infor-
mation and communication.
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We are in trouble, like that experienced by all living beings and even
non-living systems, such as corporations, when flooded with unusually
large quantities of information. The person (or system) becomes unstable.
It may shrink from contact with other information. Its response to new
stimuli becomes erratic and sometimes irrational. Wild gyrations occur,
and in the extreme case, paralysis of thought and action result. In
individuals, we call it a nervous breakdown. We call the behavior of
the Stock Exchange "erratic".

We have Learned, primarily due to Norbert Wiener, that the effective
functioning of all dynamic systems (including people) is critically
dependent on the proper balance between 1) the type and quantity of
information flowing through the system's communication channels, and
2) the control and response mechanisms. A new profession--control or
systems engineeringhas been created to handle problems such as these.

Large, expensive, information-dependent systems, such as airplanes, oil
refineries, the telephone network, and military command-and-control
systems, are carefully designed and engineered to ensure that new,
incoming information can be effectively digested and that the correct
response will be given. Control instruments automatically avoid over
reaction, avoid swinging wildly from one course to another, and allow
messages to enter the system only when the system can effectively handle
them. Such controls are absolutely necessary for the proper functioning
of these systems.

Although people have developed over the millenia of evolution some
remarkable sensing, communication, and information processing devices- -

especially the eye, ear, brain, and nervous system--these have not changed
in the past 10,000 years. People are, therefore, trying to live in an
over-rich information environment, surrounded by unimagined communication
machines, with their own personal information processing, control, and
communication capabilities biologically adapted to the pre-civilized eras.

Most people managed--until about 1940--to adapt to the gradual increase in
the amount and variety of information sent out via an increasing number
and variety of communication machines. They adapted M7 learning to read
and write (few have learned to listen!), by inventing more compact ways
of expressing information (e.g., symbols and generalities such as the laws
of science), and by making more time available for communication through
increased productivity in other areas.

Social institutions were also created whose major function was to provide
a means for communication and a generalized response to new information- -
the church, the school, the university, government, the courts, civic
groups, etc. Those people who were not personally capable of effectively
operating in the increasingly information-oriented environment were still
able to work and live productively by relying heavily on their institu-
tions. People and theit institutions thus kept a reasonable balance
between the information flow and the control of and response to the
information.
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The post-World War II explosive growth of both communication machines and
information, coupled with increased industrialization, destroyed that bal-
ance for many people. Some social institutions, such as the church, have
lost their credibility as useful sources of generalized information, and
thereby have become less useful as social mechanisms for control and
response.

No other society moved so quickly into the communication era, the knowledge-
oriented world of the future, as did the U. S. after the 1940's.

The results have not been all good. With the declining influence of
accepted social organizations for screening, filtering, condensing, and
responding to information, more of the burden has been shifted to the
individual. A major reason for the declining influence of these organi-
zations is, of course, due to the inadequacies of their out-dated internal
communication system, which cannot respond quickly enough to meet people's
expectations. Our criminal justice system is widely recognized to be
collapsing due to information overload on the ancient channels of commu-
nication in the system. The organizations show the classic symptoms of
system instability--under-reacting or over-reacting unpredictably and
concentrating on the familiar kinds of information instead of recognizing
the intrusive forerunners of the future (how long the established organi-
zations ignored the deteriorating environment!). They also throw up
barriers to further communication and further information input; the
bearer of bad news has never had an easy lot--frequently losing his head
or job.

Passing the burden from the organization to the individual has aggravated
his problems. Thrown on their own limited personal communication capa-
bilities, many people have given up trying.

People barely skilled in reading and writing are being shoved into a
ubiquitous audio-video technology for communication for which they have
no training at all. The unusual, abnormal, and exotic are stressed to
attract attention until they seem the norm. Riots and other societal
aberrations are pictured while they happen, even in faraway places. The
distortion of reality and significance by communication machines employing
pictures and sound is not easily grasped; the human's inborn communica-
tion system prefers to believe otherwise. It reacts viscerally, fast,
emotionally to pictures, color, and sound. Although necessary for man's
survival during evolutionary times, these reactions tear down today's
complex societies which demand rational, considered .ions. The tur-
bulent, destructive Reformation was propelled by the products of the
newly invented printing press. The rapid, uncontrolled development and
exploitation of today's more potent communication machines makes more
turbulent, destructive times likely for our society.

In sum, our cleverness has created communication machines which threaten
our survival. Our capabilities to generate information and to move it
about in attention-demanding forms have far outstripped our capacities
for its effective use.
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Did anyone's feet or legs get uncomfortably wet from those splashings?
Likely not, because I've hinted that we should not suboptimize the data
transmission system. That we should look ahead and make sure that the
faster growth, or higher efficiency, or different product qualities
which we will help our organizations achieve by data element standard-
ization are, in themselves, worthy on a larger scale of human values.

Some in the rear of this classroom have already raised their hands. If

they can restrain themselves for another two minutes, I'll conclude with
some summary opinions:

1. Data element standardization is terribly important to the
future well-being of our information-dominated society.
It's a worthy cause, as far into the misty future as
can judge. If I didn't feel this way, I wouldn't have
supported NTIS becoming the central clearinghouse for
the new ANSI report numbering system. At our current
level of confusion, I see no need for divine inter-
vention to further muddy the waters.

2. Progress in implementing data element standardization is
very slow. Don't be discouraged. Some years ago I
checked into some of the information processing activities
of the military departments, and found that the personnel
records of the three military departments had earlier been
machine incompatible. But the redoubtable Secretary
McNamara had created a task force to make them compatible.
The task force reported after a year's study that the rec-
ords could not, in fact, be made compatible. Mr. McNamara
simply ordered that they be standardized within 4 months.
And so they were. Except that I've heard recently that
they never "really" were, and are not today. It's slow
going!

3. Data handling systems will always be non-standard where
they interface with human users. We're ornery critters!
Our standard NTIS accounting system, for example, is not
completely acceptable to some division heads, so they
create their own--for their purposes. Standardization
of data elements may standardize the management infor-
mation to an unacceptable degree in the eyes of those
very people--the managers--on whom an organization
depends for its major initiatives and innovations. We
cannot lightly overlook this fact.

4. The most useful approach will continue to be area-by-area,
discipline-by-discipline. Those wanting to standardize
the physical characteristics of the record have a different
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set of motivations from those wanting to standardize the
record contents. Those concerned about telecom protocols
for data transmission have different problems from those
concerned about descriptive cataloging.

5. So rather than one, all-embracing data element standardi-
zation effort--which would have to look for a power source
interested in all data systems, it will be most fruitful
to develop a concentrated power and thrust in limited
fields. This should also make it easier to develop the
economic rationale which will provide the real power
nee ed. So far the power seems to be based on a logical
rationale, in a professional sense.

It must be given a quantified economic rationale. For
example, the advent of networks providing access to
bibliographic data files has created a greater reason
for data element standardization in that field. But
I have yet to see $ values assigned to the benefits that
the producer, middleman, and user would get from various
degrees of standardization. You are the ones who should
be giving the answers to such questions.

6. Finally, I suggest that it will be easier to develop the
economic case for data element standardization to the
extent that we develop the concept that data--and indeed
all information--is property. The more I. struggle to
advance the application of information technologies, the
more critical the "information is property" concept becomes.

The Constitutional Convention recognized the property aspects of infor-
mation when it established the patent and copyright clause in the
Constitution. Information created by the human mind thus was entitled
to some of the property rights enjoyed by landholders and bankers. Our
private sector has, ever since, utilized the patent and copyright
mechanisms to promote the creation of intellectual property and its
utilization within society. Bear in mind that intellectual property
rights are given in exchange for public access to and use of the prop-
erty. They are not devices for restricting use of the property to the
owner. Nor do they last indefinitely unlike real property rights.

One of the signs of the Age of Discontinuity is the increasing dominance
of information--deliberately created information--as the primary consumer
good in our society. Economists still prefer to ignore this development;
perhaps because they don't know how to handle it in economic theory.
They continue to treat information as a free good. Some with whom I have
talked have shown awareness of this ever-widening gap between economic
theory and practice.
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Another sign is the increasing role of governmentnational, state, and
local--as the creator of information. I call to your mind the Census
Bureau, Federal Reserve Bank, and the large national laboratories, such
as the Bureau of Standards. And nearly all government organisations create
useful computer software packages.

Here we come to the crux of the issue. Although in the private sector
the individual creators of intellectual property obtain property rights
to it, their counterparts in government are usually denied this creative
right. And the problem is compounded then by the traditional government
position that its information belongs to everyone. Such a posure surely
conflicts with the property concept developed for all kinds of infor-
mational products in the Constitution. The resolution of this issue will
call for the scrapping of many traditional--and sometimes emotionally
cherished ideas on the part of government employees and managers. It

will equally demand the development of a new set of criteria and pro-
cedures recognizing that information is property.

This will then be of great help to you in the basic charge I have laid
on you-to develop the economic, property-based rationale for data-
element standardization.

Right on!
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Standardization Problems Involved
in Interactive Direct Access to
Large Data Base Systems Using

Remote On-Line Terminals

Robert M. Landau

Science Information Association
3514 Flyers Mill Road
Kensington, Md. 20795

The number of large data bases in the field of
science and technology (S&T) being placed in machine
readable form has accelerated rapidly in the last
few years. There are now over ten million biblio-
graphic records in the field of S&T which are in-
creasing at the rate of over three million records
per year. Most of these large data bases started
being put into machine readable language in the late
1960s. No significant effort has been made to put
these data bases in standard format or have standard-
ized data elements within each record. Further,
there has been no serious, concerted national effort
to reduce the high redundancy between these large
files. Most important, as the new on-line systems
are coming into being, there has been little effort
to standardize on the English-like languages for the
on-line users. A large number of potential on-line
users will use such systems only if they are provided
an easy-to-use command language. Those involved in
creating such languages for proliferating on-line
bibliographic search systems should be encouraged
to use common commands, conventions and procedures.

Key words: Bibliographic references; data bases;
data elements; interactive searching; on-line systems;
search strategies; standardization; user training.

1. Introduction

There are approximately 100 data bases in the field of science
and technology now commercially available in machine readable form on
magnetic tape.1 Fourteen of the major data bases are from the follow-
ing organizations: (Numbers are thousands of records increase/year)

1. Chemical Abstracts Service (Chemical Abstracts Condensates) (360)
2. National Agricultural Library (Cataloging and Indexing System)(120)
3. National Technical Information Service (56)
4. Educational Resources Information Center (ERIC) (27)

1Schneider, John H.; Gechman, Marvin; Furth, Stephen E., eds. Survey
of Commercially Available Computer-readable Bibliographic Data
Bases, American Society for Information Science, Wash., D.C., 1973.
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5. Engineering Index (COMPENDEX) (5)
6. The In of Electrical Engineers (INSPEC)(Information

Service in Physics, Electrotechnology, and Control)(i50)
7. National Library of Medicine (MEDLARS)(150)
8. National Library of Medicine (TOXICON)(50)
9. Pandex (250)

10. American Institute of Physics (Searchable Physics Information
Notes (SPIN) (30)

11. Biosciences Information Service of Biological Abstracts
(BA Previews)(240)

12. Science Information Exchange (30)
13. Exerpta Medico (250)
14. Institute for Scientific Information (ISI)(374)

Thirteen of these data bases are increasing approximately 1.8 million records
per year. The fourteenth data base, ISI, is increasing about 374,000 more
source document records (representing 4 million citations) per year.
Another BS or 90 data bases include approximately another one million
records increase per year. Thus the total increase of records is well
over three million per year.

The average length of the bibliographic records in these data bases is
about 250 characters per record in about eight to fifteen fields. Most of
the data bases (with the notable exception of ISI, which uses citation
indexing! contain index terms as one of the major fields for subject search-
ing. Four of the fourteen (NTIS, TOXICON, COMPENDEX and SPIN, totaling
about 200,000 records increase per year) contain abstracts. The records
that include abstracts average around 1,000 characters per record. Thus,
it can be estimated that there are approximately 625 million characters per
year (2.5 million records x 250 char/record) increase in the bibliographic
records, and approximately 375 million characters per year (375* thousand
records x 1,000 char/record) for the records that contain abstracts, for an
estimated total yearly increase of about one billion characters. The real
increase is much less (perhaps as 'sigh as 50%) because of duplication of
citations in the various data bases.

Retrospective and SDI searches in most of the above-listed data bases
are available from over twenty organizations, such as the University of
Georgia, Illinois Institute of Technology, Research Institute, North
Carolina Science and Technology Research Center, and others. Numbers 1-8
above are now available in large direct random access interactive systems
from such organizations as System Development Corporation, Lockheed,
Battelle Memorial Institute, Informatics, Inc. and Lehigh University. There
are other large systems which are not commercially available operated by a
number of government agencies, including the Defense Document Center, Patent
Office, NASA, AEC and EPA. There are also a number of large random access
on-line systems in many universities; examples of these include: SPIRES
(Stanford Physics Information Retrieval Sys,Nn or Stanford Public Information
Retrieval System) at Stanford University; SOT?, MIT, Northwestern, and the
LEADERMART system at Lehigh University. In addition, IBM has available
a software package called STAIRS (Storage and Information Retrieval System)
which provides multi-terminal interactive retrieval for large bibliographic
data bases. Unfortunately, all these systems have different commands,
search strategies and user conventions, which has increased the difficulty
of users to learn the various systems' logic, nomenclature and command
structure. A project underway at the Stanford University is studying ten of
the major on-line bibliographic retrieval systems' logic, nomenclature and
command structure.

*(Includes 200,000 records of the 14 data bases listed above plus 175,000
more records from the 85 or so smaller data bases listed in reference 1.)
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Described above are a number of large systems, including dozens of large
data bases containing tens of millions of records stored in a number of very
large, random access, computer system:. scattered all over the United States.
The information in the various data bases which the author will characterize
as the "information bank" is already 1-eing made available by local dial-up
through communication networks to hundreds of people in hundreds of loca-
tions. It is clearly predictable that within the eery near future (one to
three years), this information will be available to at least a million
.people through hundreds of thousands of terminals in thousands of organi-
zations - corporate, governmental and educational.

There are four major areas of concern regarding these systems vis-a-vis
standards: (1) the standardization of the data elements in terms of con-
tent or meaning as well as labels; (2) the standardization of data elements
so that reference record redundancy between the various data bases can be
easily eliminated:(3) tne agreement on standard search techniques and
methodoligies; and, most important, (4) the standardization of the search
language, nomenclature, conventions and procedures.

There have been a number of studies and efforts made by organizations
both within the United States government and the various standards groups
to settle on standard data elements. The various effcrts have met with
indifferent success. One need only to cite the efforts of the Library of
Congress, the efforts by a number of COSATI panels, the recommendations of
the SATCOM report, etc., etc., etc. The National Bureau of Standards has
been assiduously working on this subject with standards groups for many
years. Although progress in this area is slow and should be encouraged,
it is probably being made at a speed as fast as can be expected in this
pluralistic environment with conflicting organizational goals.

A number of studies have been made within recent years about the
excessive and expensive overlaps in the secondary services that provide
bibliographic information about the major items published in the fields
of S&T. It was concluded several years ago that there were significant
overlaps between such machine readable data bases as the Chemical Abstracts
Condensates, the Biological Abstracts, Engineering Index, etc. Standardi-
zation of key data elements in these data bases is essential in order to
eliminate redundant records. A major concern in this area is the numerous
efforts taking place in various government agencies to, in effect, re-
organize a number of the major data bases into yet new groupings to satisfy
an operational or organizational need. This trend is important and will
not be easily changed; however, it should be pointed out that it may be
self-defeating because what a user really wants is all of tha references
relevant to a query no matter what grouping of data bases the results may
be taken from. Therefore, the emphasis should be on the ability to quickly
put on-line interactive questions to a series of data bases which would
yield them only the relevant references from each data base. The grouping
of the references within the data base whether by subject or organizational
requirements is really not relevant to the ultimate user. The trade-offs
between these two trends ought to be determined and analyzed by those
interested in the standards area.

A large number of new search techniques based on interactive search
logic has been developed within recent years. Unfortunately, however,
most of these experiments and conclusions were based on those procedures
and logic best suited to relatively sr.all data bases of five or ten
thousand records. Most of the stem features and procedures found to
optimize performance in these systems do not apply to the large data bases
containing hundreds of thousands or millions of records. Although this is
an important area for further research and one which standards people should
be aware of, there is little that could be gained at this point of develop-
ment in terms of standardization (in the literal sense) of such procedures.
However, a number of conventions are being developed in a very disparate
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manner and those groups involved in standardization must provide signifi-
cant help by attempting to identify and regularize a number of these
procedures.

An area seen by the author to be a crucial one is the variety of
command languages being developed by a number of groups for the user vho is
searching interactively in large data banks through remote terminals. It
has been discovered that, although a few people can quickly learn such user
languages based on English-type commands, most people cannot. There are
four levels of learning which the potential user must surmount: physical,
logical, intellectual and emotional. The physical level involves the various
problems surrounding the actual use of the equipment including how to type,
the physical location of the command keys, the setting of the right switches,
etc. The logical level involves the understanding and use of the logic
of the system to obtain the particular results desired and the understanding
of the terms used in the command language. The intellectual level involves
the understanding of the structure and the contents of the particular data
base being searched. The emotional level is a complex personality factor
which involves the cognative acceptance by the user of this new means of
access. Before a user can become a competent and effective direct-access
inquirer, he must be adequately trained at all four of these levels. In
many cases, this is a formidable, if not hopeless, task. However, in other
cases it can be achieved literally in a matter of a very few hours. Most
learners require a few days to a few weeks to master these four levels.
Because of this multi-level problem, it is obvious that, if we were to be
able to standardize on a few simple commands, the degree of training and
amount of resistance on the part of users would be decreased dramatically.
It is felt that until such action is taken, there will not be a mass market
for the use of interactive access to large bibliographic data bases in the
S&T field. Those involved in standards are, therefore, urged to become
more aware of this problem, consider the alternatives and take steps to
assure the simplest possible set of user command conventions as is feasible.
This is one of the major goals of the Science Information Association.
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A Data Manager Looks at the Development
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The Colorado Water Data Bank Project is developing a central compu-
terized data base for capturing, storing, and retrteving all types of
water data collected in the State of Colorado. The three-year project
includes development of all software programs, operational procedures,
program documentation, and user manuals for capturing both current and
historic records. The project is funded by the Colorado Division of
Water Resources (DWR) and represents a cooperative venture between DWR
and Colorado State University.

The first task for the Colorado Water Data Bank Project was to
evaluate and choose a Data Base Management System (DBMS) to be used for
the project. Following selectionof the DBMS, a major effort was re-
quired to develop record formats and file structures which were compa-
tible with the DBMS and would still provide efficient and economic
storage with maximum retrieval flexibility. External programs, written
in COBOL and FORTRAN, interface with the DBMS to perform editing and
updating of data, as well as preparing sophisticated reports.

A system was developed for capturing, editing, reformatting, loading
and retrieving the desired water data and is identified as the Colorado
Water Data Bank System (CWDBS). A general flow diagram and a brief des-
cription of the system is presented.

Key words: Colorado; data standardization; Data Base Management System;
MARS VI; water; Water Data Bank.

1. Introduction

The Colorado Water Data Bank Project was initiated July 1, 1972. The Project is funded
entirely by the State of Colorado, and consists of a developmental and initial data capture
phase to be completed in the first three years, followed by a continuation phase where addi-
tional data will Le added from year to year as new records become available. The Project re-
presents a cooperative endeavor between the Division of Water Resources (Colorado State Engi-
neers Office) and Colorado State University.
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The Division of Water Resources (DWR) has a contract with Colorado State Laiversity to
provide the computer facilities (CDC 6400) and to use its technical expertise to develop and
implement the data bard. system ineludiug programming, documentation and user procedures for
capturing, storing and retrieving the data. The Division of Water Resources is responsible
for capturing the historic and current records in a machine-readable format.

Colorado's rapidly increasing population and the corresponding development of competi-
tion between the aericelturai, eunicipal, recreational, and industrial water users has mag-
nified the water Administration problems. Currently, the Division of Water Resources is
required to Administer both ground and surface water within the existing laws. Changes in
administrative policies arc continuously being evaluated to provide complete management of
both ground and surface water supplies CO minimize water shortages and to provide maximum
beneficial use of Colorado's limited water resources. Different types of data are required
for each administrative decision.

Recent legislation required that the Division of Water Resources also provide different
types of data and administrative decisions to be incorporated into land use planning. A com-
erehensiveland planning bill is being precared in 1974 by the State Legislature and will re-
quire certain water-related data to be incorporated into comprehensive land-water use plans.
Extensive use of the Water Data Bank is expected by federal, state, and local water adminis-
trators, as well as engineers, lawyers, economists, planners and the general public.

The primary reason for establishing the Colorado Water Data Bank was to provide at a
central location all types of water data. The need for rapid administrative and management
decisions requires that water data be readily accessible in a form which can be incorporated
into simple or complex computer programs. The need to cross-reference different types of
data also requires that the records be compatible and available at a central location.

Prior to establishment of the Data Bank Project, most of the data had been processed
manually with data storage consisting of handwritten ledger books, keypunched cards, and
in some cases, data stored on magnetic tape. For example, gaging station records were
available from the U.S. Geological Survey's data bank in Washington D.C. and climatological
data were available from U.S. Weather Bureau publications or on magnetic tape from the
Weather Bureau Record Center at Asheville, North Carolina. Other examples include Colorado
water well data stored on magnetic tape in the State Engineers Office and records for his-
toric diversions, water rights, and descriptive data on dams which exist as typewritten or
handwritten records in the State Engineers Office. The incompatibility of the data and
the major time required to access and retrieve data from the many sources is quite apparent
to those using the data.

2. Data Description

The nine different types of data to be incorporated into the data bank in the initial
phase are illustrated in figure 1. These include information on climatology, gaging station
records, ditch diversions, reservoirs, dams, water rights, wells, stock ponds, and even-
tually water quality. The lines connecting the circles in figure I indicate that cross-
referencing between the connectLel types is needed. For example: in evaluating the adequacy
of a water right to provide water for a proposed new subdivision, it is necessary to evalu-
ate the water right as well as the historic amount of water which has been diverted. Devel-
opment of cross-referencing identification numbers will be described later in this paper.

The oldest water right in Colorado dates back to 1852 and numeric records on the amount
diverted have been kept since 1881. Table 1 indicates the magnitude of the different types
of data which are to be entered into the Water Data Bank. The decision was made by the
Division of Water Resources to place 30 years (1942-72) of historic diversion, reservoir, and
climatological data into the Data Bank. To provide complete and accurate records it was
necessary to develop the capability for capturing current data beginning with 1973. Only
those types cf data which had been recorded in the past were to be included in the data base;
however, the system was to be capable of handling new types of data at a Later date.
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Table 1. Types of data to be initially placed in Colorado Water Data Bank with indica-
tion as to whether it is descriptive, numeric, or both.

Type of Data Descriptive Data Numeric Data

Water Rights 37,000 Records

Reservoirs 2,200

Dams 2,500

Caging Station 530

Diversions 12,000

Wells 75,000

Climatology 248

Stock Ponds 12,500

Water Quality Unknown

30 years historic monthly + current

Daily values for entire record

30 years of historic daily + current

30 years of historic daily + current

Unknown

Methods had to be devised for the capture and processing of both historic and current
records considering data quality, economics, time requirements, and including the necessary
identification system to provide flexibility in access and retrieval. A more detailed de-
scription of the overall data bank system, including procedures, follows in a later section.

A review of the material in table 1 indicates that both numeric and descriptive data
exists. The format of the descriptive data for a well is considerably different than that
required to describe a dam or a water right. The wide variation in descriptive data re-
quired special consideration in selecting record formats to be used in the Colorado Water
Data Bank.

The MARS VI DBMS will handle only fixed length records and thus several different sub-
record types were defined which allow processing of what might be considered a variable
length record. In the case of diversion records, the numeric data for some ditches were
recorded daily; however, in other instances the amounts were recorded periodically, or in
some cases, lumped as monthly values. Due to the legal requirement that the Data Bank must
be able to'exactly reproduce the observed historic records, it was essential that a record
format be devised which would allow retrieval of actual observed amounts. To satisfy this
legal requirement, strict control on data accuracy and number of records in the Data Bank
is maintained.

The amount, type and format of water data varies from.state to state and thus a stan-
dardized water data bank for all states is not feasible. Although the specific elements to
be included in a record format may vary, it is felt that the logic and philosophy which are
the basis for the CWDBS could be applied to other states.

3. Selection of Data Base Management System

From the outset, it was apparent the Colorado Water Data Bank Project would require a
Data Base Management System (DBMS). Because of the time frame specified in the contract,
it was not feasible for the Data Bank Project to write its own DBMS and a search of private
vendors having available software was undertaken.

The selected DBMS had to be available for the Control Data Corporation (CDC) 6400 com-
puter owned by Colorado State University. This computer system had at that time 65,000 deci-
mal words of central memory; five 841 disk drives with public packs, three of which could be
used for permanent file storage; and five 7-track tape drives.
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Four candidat.s for use as a DBMS were found. They were: (1) Remote File Management
liystem (RFMS) from the University of Texas at Austin; (2) SYSTEM 2000, marketed by MRE
Systems Corporation of Austin, Texas; (3) MARS VI Version 2.1, marketed by Control Data
Corporation; and (4) SISTER, marketed by Temple University. Two of the systems, RFMS and
SISTER, were judged to be impractical because of the extensive programming effort required
to make then operational. An extensive evaluation of SYSTEM 2000 and MARS VI was carried
out by personnel at the Colorado State University Computer Center. The evaluation is des-
cribed in detail in a project technical report by McMillin [1).

The MARS VI DBMS was chosen over the SYSTEM 2000 DBMS. In general, it was felt that
the MARS VI DBMS more closely adhered to industry standards. When the Colorado Water Data
Bank Project began operation, on July 1, 1972, the Conference on Data Systems Language
(CODASYL) Data Base Task Croup (DBTG) "April 1971 Report" was barely a year old. Personnel
on the project felt that there was a need for a standardized data base management system.
The DBTG Report proposed such a system. While MARS VI certainly did not adhere to the
specifications of the report, its file structure was somewhat compatible. Control Data
had made a corporate commitment to develop and implement a DBMS which was compatible with
the DBTG recommendations to CODASYL. This product is known as QUERY/UPDATE.

The MARS VI DBMS has a data vase structure which allows user programs to access the
data base either through the MARS VI DBMS or by using an entirely external program. This
was an important factor in the choice of MARS VI.

4. Characteristics of the MARS VI DBMS

There are several characteristics of the MARS VI DBMS which should be discussed in
order that the reader might understand the functioning portion of the Colorado Water Data
Bank System (CWDBS). These characteristics have a bearing on the internal structure of
data in the Colorado Water Data Bank (CWDB).

1. FILE STRUCTURE - MARS VI has an index sequential file structure with multiple
key capability. This results in a partially inverted data base. Those data
elements declared as keyed items may be used to make a direct access of all
index sequential records containing the keyed value.

2 TABLES - MARS VI maintains a set of internal tables. The internal tables
contain unique values for all items which have been declared as keyed.
Associated with the unique values are pointers to the index sequential
records containing these values.

3. FILE RESIDENCE - The MARS VI DBMS may access data through Rotating Mass
Storage (RMS) files or from magnetic tape files. The RMS files may be
local non-permanent or permanent files.

4. PROGRAM INTERFACE - A MARS VI data base may be accessed by user programs
written in COBOL. The MARS VI DBMS does not communicate directly with these
user programs; however, interfacing subroutines are available which enables
the data base created by the DBMS to be accessed by user programs written
in COBOL.

S. VARIABLE LENGTH RECORDS The M.RS VI DBMS has a limited capability for han-
dling variable length records. Each record type which is of a different
length must be on a separate index sequential file. MARS VI allows ten of
these files which may be managed concurrently and collectively as a data
base.

6. DATA DEFINITION LANGUAGE - MARS VI has a Data Definition Language (DDL) which
is used to describe the format of the data elements on each record file. The
definition is used by the MARS VI DBMS in all subsequent uses of the RETRIEVAL
and UPDATE modules.
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7. RETRIEVAL CAPABILITY - Data may be retrieved from a MARS VI data base in
two ways. The first method allows the user to retrieve data and process
the retrieved data using the MARS VI DBMS directly. This makes use of a
RETRIEVAL module followed by a REPORTER module, which allows selected
data items to be printed in a very readable format with a minimum of re-
port formatting effort. Basic statistics are also available through the
use of these two modules. The second method of access allows the user
to retrieve data directly from the data base using the MARS VI DBMS,
which writes a sequential file. The sequential file of retrieved data
may then be processed by user programs.

8. USER PROGRAM DIRECT ACCESS - Should the user not desire to access the
data in the MARS VI data base by using the MARS VI/COBOL interface or
using the MARS VI RETRIEVAL module, he may access the index sequential
file directly. That is, a user program vritten in a language such as
FORTRAN or COBOL may read the sequential file portion of the index se-
quential file directly. Thus, when it is desireable, user programs
may access data stored in the data base without using the MARS VI DBMS.

5. Development of the Colorado Water Data Bank System (CWDBS)

Project personnel were required by the first year contract to incorporate existing com-
puterized water rights data into the data bank within the first six months. Capture of other
historical and current records had to be initiated within the first year. These requirements
prohibited initial development of the overall CWDBS and an interim procedure was implemented
for storing and capturing data while correction, update and verification procedures were not
addressed until the complete system design was initiated in the second year. It was impera-
tive that the project demonstrate its capability by implementing a data base using the MARS
VI DBMS.

The water rights data existed on magnetic tape and had been pre-edited and verified and
it was possible to directly input these data into the MARS VI DBMS without editing. Updating
and correction procedures were tried with this data base and it became apparent that develop-
ment of the overall CWDBS was imperative to success of the project. Because of personnel
limitations, an outside consultant, Fritz & Associates, of Ft. Collins, Colorado, was retained
to design a system which could be used for capturing, editing, verifying, updating and re-
trieving data from the CWDB. The consultant was retained for three months and at the end of
that period, submitted a report, Fritz & Associates [2], which was to serve as the working
document for further development of the CWDBS.

Implementation of the CWDBS began in July, 1973. Software requirements necessitated
some minor modifications to Fritz's system design. Implementation of the system has clari-
fied the user/machine interactions and has allowed development of some universal software
and procedures which have been used to process several types of data. This has minimized
software overlap and has standardized user procedures for coordinating data capture, correc-
tion, verification and updating.

5.1 Structure of Record Formats

Each of the data types listed in table 1 and illustrated in figure 1 has a different
length of record to be stored. Because of these variable record lengths, it was decided to
implement each of the data types as a separate index sequential file within the MARS VI DBMS.
Because of user requirements, it was necessary to be able to cross-reference data between
the index sequential files. That is, having used some criteria to select a data record on
one index sequential file, it may be necessary to retrieve several associated records from
ore or more other index sequential files. The MARS VI DBMS allows this type of access to a
data base provided a common identifier is specified on each index sequential file in order
to link the two types of data.

For example, (reference figure 1), it may be necessary to retrieve all diversion data
for a given water right. This data access might be compared to a personnel data base where
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the financial records are on one file and address information is on another. The social
security number would be the common key to link these files together.

The State of Colorado has developed its own identification system. For administrative
purposes, the state is divided into seven large geographic areas where each represents A
major river drainage basin. These areas are called divisions (DIV) and each of these is
further subdivided into smaller drainage basins called water districts (WD). There are 80
WDs in Colorado. Within each WD a unique five-digit number is assigned to each data collec-
tion point. The WD number, when combined with the data point number, creates a unique com-
mon identifier (ID) for each data collection point. Using the ID, it is possible to access
interrelated data elements from different files in the same retrieval.

Several different types of data may be associated with a single data collection point;
e.g., water rights, diversion and water quality. The assignment of the unique ID for the
collection point allows the desired cross-referencing and also eliminates the need to assign
a different identification number to each record for every data type.

a. Choosing the Keyed Items

The MARS VI DBMS allows a partially inverted file structure. For those data elements
within an individual record that the user desires to directly access, MARS VI creates data
base keys. The data elements which are chosen as MARS VI keys are said to be inverted and
unique valued tables are constructed for each of them. Relative pointers to the index se-
quential file are constructed for each of the unique values within the corresponding table.
Retrieval of data elements which have been inverted requires only that the unique value be
looked up in the index tables and the relative position in the index sequential file ob-
tained. The MARS VI DBMS may then directly access the record or records containing the de-
sired value.

For each keyed data element within a data record, on-line storage will be needed for
she index tables in addition to that required for the sequential file. MARS VI DBMS users
must be careful in the selection of keyed items to provide random retrieval and update capa-
bility without increasing the storage requirement excessively.

For the MOB, three basic data elements were chosen to become keyed data elements in
nearly every record type. They are Division (DIV), Water District (WD), and the common
identifier (ID).

The primary reason for making a data element a keyed item is to facilitate either up-
dating, retrieval or a combination of both. Within a record there may be data elements
that lend themselves to being keyed items for that particular data type; however, these
elements may not be common to all record types. To reduce storage and simplify the data
base definition, it may be desireable to change some keyed elements to non-keyed elements
following the correction, verification and updating of specific data bases. Such a condition
is described in section 5.2.

b. Mapping Identifier Numbers

The implementation of data from federal data bases requires that at least a Colorado-
assigned ID be inserted into each data record. This is necessary for cross-referencing.
There is no standardization between the chosen collection points of the federal data network
and the state-chosen collection points for the Colorado water data network. The collection
points of the federal network that the State chose to use are a small subset of the entire
Colorado data network.

The mapping process whereby a federal ID is mapped to a state-assigned ID to facilitate
cross-referencing data within the Colorado Water Data Bank is not a complicated one. However
it does seem that this step is unnecessary and would not be required if there was a standar-
dized method for assigning IDs to data gathering networks. Currently, water data captured
under federal control may be obtained by all state agencies and cross-referenced through the
federal identification system. in some cases, state agencies supply data captured under
state control to the federal data base system. In these cases, the state agencies have co-
operated and used the federal ID system. What is not easy to do is to make use of federal
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data in conjunction with state data. Even more unfeasible is to share data between state
agencies. For example, sharing of diversion data between the states of Colorado and Wyoming
would be most difficult at this time. Both states have a different identification system
and it's not clear whether the respective state agencies address the same type of data as
being diversion data. For engineers who have computer modeling applications, it would be
most desireable to be able to interchange water data at all governmental levels.

5.2 Working Versus Official Data Base

As indicated earlier in this paper, much of the data in the CWDB which is collected by
the state is intended to be a legal record. in order to make this data a legal record, there
is an extensive verification process. This process is described in detail later in this paper.
To facilitate this extensive verification process, the Colorado Water Data Bank Project has
developed the concept of a working data base and an official data base. The working data base
contains both verified and non-verified '.nformation while the official data base contains only
verified records. The structure of these two data bases may differ considerably.

It is intended that the working data base be smaller than the official data base. The
working data base contains only that data which has not been verified by the agency or in-
dividuals responsible for data capture. Once verified and declared to be correct, data will
be transferred to the official data base. A primary difference between the two types of data
bases is that the structure of the working data base allows it to serve as both a data base
which can be "read from" and a data base which can be "written to". The working data base
may be updated by adding new data or by correcting existing data within the data base.

The official data base is thought of as a "read only" data base. It is intended that
the official data base will be accessed only to retrieve data for a user. Data which has
been verified in the working data base may be transferred and added to the official data
base. Once data elements become a part of the official data base, it will be most difficult
to make changes to these data elements. Provisions have been made for changes to be made to
data in the official data base, but the process involves technicalities much as would be ex-
pected in changing any type of legal record. This process is expensive, both in terms of
computer cost to perform the updating and time required for an individual to process the
change.

In structuring the official data base, several changes have been made in the MARS VI
data definition. The changes reflect the fact that the official data base is primarily de-
signed to be read from. Therefore, keys which exist in the working data base for updating
purposes are removed. Only items which will be specified frequently for retrieval purposes
and those data items that are used for cross-referencing data types are kept as keyed values.
Therefore, the storage requirement for the official data base structure versus the working
data base structure is significantly less.

5.3 Data Collection Network

The CWDBS identifies three main points in its data collection network. They are:
(1) Data collection and verification, (2) The Data Base Administrator OBA), and (3) The
computer software. The data flow between these points is shown in figure 2. This figure
details only the data processing for current diversion or current reservoir data. Other
types of data employ variations of this data processing procedure.

Data enters the CWDBS from two sources. The largest source is from within Colorado.
The second source is from other agencies such as the U.S. Geological Sur'ey. The discussion
below presents the collection of data from each source. The acronyms correspond to those
used in figure 2.

a. Colorado Water Data

Two points are identified in the network for capturing and verifying data. They are the
water commissioners (WC) and the office of the Division of Water Resources (DWR). These two
points in the network are primarily responsible for the coding of new data, coding of data
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corrections, and verifying data which has been entered into the CWDBS. Modes of data capture
include the coding of OpScan mark sense forms and load sheets. Both the WC and DWR must
transmit the captured uata to the data base administrator (DBA).

The water commissioners are involved in a hierarchical structure. Therefore, the net-
work necessitates their submitting the captured data to the Division Engineer's office, (DIV).
Under the control of each of the seven Division Engineers' offices are several water comm-
issioners within the different water districts (WD). Each Division Engineers office is re-
sponsible for batching all data submitted by water commissioners in his division. The data
is transmitted periodically to the data base administrator (DBA). Water commissioners cap-
ture only current diversion or reservoir records.

Historical data is captured by the State Engineer's office, DWR, and is batched and
transmitted directly to the DBA. This data is also captured utilizing either the OpScan mark
sense sheets or load sheets.

The data base administrator (DBA) is responsible for logging and submitting data re-
ceived from either DIV or DWR. This data is received in either OpScan or load sheet form.
The OpScan data is submitted to be captured on the OpScan 100DM to 7-track tape. Load sheets
are submitted for keypunching. The DBA is then further responsible for maintenance and up-
dating of the CWDB. This is accomplished by using the CWDBS computer software.

After the data base has been updated, the DBA is responsible for distributing either
error lists or the verification reports published by the CWDBS software. This distribution
process involves returning the reports and error lists to the respective point in the data
network from which the data originated. Therefore, these reports are returned either to DIV
or to DWR. If the report and error list are returned to DIV, they are then further distri-
buted to each WC. In the case of DWR, which is an originating source, no further distribu-
tion is required.

At each originating DWR or WC, additional manual processing is performed. In the case
of edit error lists, each error is resolved. Corrections for the errors are coded and the
processing begins a new loop.

In the caae of the verification reports (see fig. 4), the originating source must check
the data values associated with each data element in the report. The report is verified on
a page-by-page basis. On each page is a signature block (no. 9, fig. 4), which is signed
by the individual who coded the record for original input. The signature is affixed to the
verification report page only if all data on that page is correct. The data on that page
is then eligible to be moved to the official data base and the report is forwarded to the
DBA. Should there be errors on the page, then corrections must be coded for the incorrect
data. These corrections then enter the data processing loop.

It is up to the DBA to determine when a logical batch of data from the working data
base has been verified as being correct. At the discretion of the DBA, the data from the
working data base is moved to the official data base. At the same time, the signed verifi-
cation reports are distributed to Mat to be entered into the archives as an official legal
record. The CWDBS software is responsible for removing the data from the working data base
to the official data base.

The object of the verification process is to move all data from the working data base
to the official data base. Since data is constantly being captured, this objective seemingly
may never be rea-:hed. However, the capturing of water data in Colorado is oriented around
an irrigation year which begins on November 1 of the first calendar year and continues
through October 31 of the following year. Therefore, it is intended that on or about
October 31 the old working data base will be "frozen" and a new working data base will be
initiated. It may take a few weeks into the new irrigation year to remove all remaining
data from the previous year's working data base.
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b. External Water Data

Not all data entered into the CWDB is data which has been captured under state control.
Data may come from separate state agencies or a federal data collection agency. When enter-
ing this data into the CWDB there may or may not be a verification process. For the most
part, this data is accepted at face value. However, general editing for obvious data errors
is performed in the data processing system.

In lieu of the working data base concept, which is required for state gathered data,
there are intermediate data files generated for external sources of data. Generally, this
intermediate data file represents the procedure of extracting only the needed data from the
external source and mapping the state assigned identifier to the external data. In some
cases, data conversion or modification may take place. The resulting external data file
then is loaded directly to the official data base. In keeping with the concept of the offi-
cial data base, it is not intended that external data appearing in the data base will be
modified. Data may be added through an add-on load.

5.4 Computer Software f)r the CWDBS

The software which the DBA uses to maintain the CWDB is written in two computer lan-
guages in conjunction with the MARS VI DBMS. Programs exist in FORTRAN and COBOL as well
as input specifications to the MARS VI DBMS. The CWDBS software obtains most of its con-
trol information through user-supplied tables. These tables are maintained by the system
by entering table information as data. Header information identifies the data as tables and
the tables are updated.

The use of tables allows the user more control over the CWDBS software. Old record
formats may be changed and new record formats added without software modification.

Figure 3 presents the general flow of data through the CWDBS software. The acronyms
presented here correspond with those in the system flow diagram,

a. DBAC--Preprocessor

Program DBAC is responsible for processing the data to be input into CUOBS. This ini-
tial processing involve:, reading of data from external magnetic tape sources, 80-column
data cards, or magnetic tape generated by the OpScan 100DM. DBAC reads the data from
these sources and adds unique sequencing information to each record from the input source.
Header records precede each type of data to be entered into the system. Information on
these header records, combined with a sequential nutAbering system, creates a unique identi-
fier for each data record.

In the case of OpScan input, a further requirement for DBAC is that it unscrambles and
decodes the magnetic tape input which is generated by the OpScan processor. The UNSCRAMBLE/
DECODE software is table-driven and these tables exist on a permanent file accessible by
program DBAC.

Program DBAC then sorts the output by data type and generates a 7-track magnetic tape
of this data. A disk file of the data is used as input to a subsequent program DEAD in the
CWDBS.

b. DBAD--Edit/Update

Program DEAD is responsible for all data editing. This editing is done within the
data record at the data element level and between data elements. As records are edited,
they are either accepted or rejected. The rejected records are written to an edit reject
file which exists on 7-track magnetic tape. The accepted records are processed.

Processing of accepted records involves direct updating of the CWDB through the MARS/
COBOL interface .software or indirect updating through the MARS VI DBMS. Direct updating
can only be done ;ose data elements which are non-keyed. If the non-keyed data being
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entered into the system is original and no record exists where this data can be added, a
record is written to a MARS VI transaction file. The transaction file will he processed by
the MARS VL DBMS. If updatin,; is to be done to keyed data elements, then program DEAD gener-
ates a MARS VI transaction file which will later be input to the MARS VI DBMS. Program DEAD
is also responsible for updating the control tables which are used by all CWDBS software.
Updating of these tables makes use of random access files. DEAD does not use the MARS VI
DBMS to update the tables.

As part of the updating process, program DEAD compares the update transactions against
the edit reject file. The software is capable of performing modification to the edit reject
file to correct the errors that occurred in the data records when they were written to the
edit reject file. When a data record on the edit reject file in corrected, it is removed
from that file and input into the normal data base edit and update procedures. The objec-
tive is to eventually remove all records from the edit reject file.

In addition, program DEAD is responsible for writing thrt edit error report. These
error lists are taken by the DEA and distributed to the peoper points in the data collection
network.

c. MARS VT -- Update /Add -On Load

The MARS VI DBMS is utilized to update the data base for keyed data elements and new
data records. Updating of keyed data elements is necessarily more expensive and experience
has indicated that updates to keyed data elements should be batched together. This is be-
cause it is less expensive to update five keys in one session than to do so in five sessions.

The new data records are processed through the add-on load feature of the MARS VI DBMS.
This is the most common type of update transaction.

d. oport Generation

After the updates have been processed, the MARS VI software reads retrieval specifica-
tions from a card data file. Retrieval from the CWDBS may be done using either the MARS VI
DBMS or the MARS/COBOL interface. MARS VI provides the user the capability of having a quick
look at data in the data base. Using the MARS VI RETRIEVAL and REPORTER modules, the user
can create reports in a short time. However, because of format and logic limitations of the
REPORTER module, most of the project's reports are created using special report generation
software.

A sample report generated by the special report software is included as figure 4. This
report is a complex report requiring cross-referencing of metiple index sequential files,
data computations, and data interpretation. Item 1 indicates this report is for an irriga-
tion year. Items 2 and 4 specify location. They require three accesses of two files. The
structure number (03551) in item 2 requires an access to a location file to retrieve the
structure name. When retrieving the stream number (001) in item 4, an access is required
to the location file to obtain the stream name. The inforsttion obtained in itr.nt 3 requires
yet another access to a file. The names in item 5 are stored in gables within the program.
Item 6 indicates observed data as Indicated by the aste' 3k. Observed data is the only
data entered into the CWDBS. However, the report requi...,leats state that if data is missing
then values are to be interpolated from the last observed value. That is, the last observed
value is carried forward until the next observed value. This is indicated by item 7.
Item 8 indicates the computations which are performed. If a verification page is correct,
the page is signed in the lower right corner as indicated by item 9.

The report generation software is responsible for generating all verification reports
for the CWDES. This software is required to produce quite complex reports. There is often
a requirement to merge data from several of the MARS VI index sequential files. The MARS VI
DBMS is used to retrieve the desired data and the report software reads the intermediate
files to produce the reports.
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5.5 Verification Procedure

The verification software of the CWDBS is imbedded almost entirely in program DBAD,
Since it is a stringent requirement that the data captured under state contro' be verified
as being absolutely correct and entered as a matter of legal record into the archives, this
software is quite important. Basically, the software must keep track of the status of each
data element in the worLing data base. The possible status conditions are: (1) The data
element has been entered into the data base but no verification report has been produced for
it. (2) The data element has been included in a verification report and is assumed to be
correct, or (3) The data element has been corrected through use of 7? verification report.

The general logic is that a data element enters the CWDB as status 1. When this data
Is included in a verification report its status is changed to status 2. Data elements
which have a status of 2 are assumed to be correct. Should the verification report reveal
that a data element is in error it is corrected through the CWDBS software. At this time
its status is changed to status 3. Additional verification reports are produced on status 3
data and the status is changed to 2 again. The data element is again assumee to be correct,
until reported to be in error. The goal is to have all data with a status 2. The DBA will
determine after receiving signed verification reports when to move status 2 data to the
official data base.

An aesthetic problem exists in having an individual sign the verification report and
its becoming a legal record. What guarantee does this individual have that the data he
verified as being correct was the actual data (combination of binary zeros and ones at the
most elementary computer level) that was transmitted to the official data base? It has been
suggested that in order for the data to become an official record, that an additional report
must be produced from the official data base after the data has been moved from the working
data base. Currently, these problems are still being resolved between data bank personnel
and DWR. Basically, the problem is to what degree can one trust computer software? If the
computer software is 100% logically correct, to what degree can computer hardware be trusted?

6. Conclusions

The Colorado Water Data Bank Project has been in operation approximately 1 1/2 years.
The major effort during this period has been to develop the logic, procedures, and programs
to be incorporated in the overall Colorado Water Data Bank System (CWDBS). The Control Data
Corporation MARS VI Data Base Management System has been incorporated as an integral part
of the ov ?rall system. Several different types of records have been captured and placed in
the data bark and more recently requests for access and retrieval of data have been proces-
sed. As would be expected, the project has experienced both success and setbacks on meeting
certain objectives within the selected frame.

Although complete implementation of the Colorado Water Data Bank System is not expected
prior rr June, 1975, considerable progress has been made and it is possible to draw the
following conclusions:

1. There is a need to have localized water data banks which 4111 contain many
different types of data and which will provide the capability for access
and retrieval of all the information required to make administrative or
management decisions at one time. Centralizing the data location will mini-
mize retrieval costs, allow cross-referencing, and provide the information
within a reasonable time frame.

2. Currently, it is not possible to directly interchange water data with other
federal or state agencies. While variations may be subtle, each agency has
implemented its own identlficatioa system for the data collection points
within each agency. Data from other agencies may be entered into the CWDBS.
However, the external agency identifier must be mapped to a Colorado identi-
fier.
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3. It is possible to utilize a commerically available data base managewent
system as an integral part of a comilex water data bank system. Utili-
zation of a commercial data base management system requires standardiza-
tion of input and output procedures. Utilization of the MARS VI DBMS
permitted this project to begin capturing of data at least six months
earlier than would have been possible if all programs had been written
by project personnel.

4. The wide variety of data to be placed in the data bank has required the
establishment of several record files w'th different record formats.
Organization of these files has permitted the treatment of both fixed
and variable length records.

5. Although data was originally captured using interim procedures, develop-
ment of Colorado Water Data Bank System has provided the software and
procedures for capturing different types of data with a minimum of ef-
fort by the Data Base Administrator (DBA).

6. Data is being captured with mark sense forms, allowing the water
commissioners to prepare the machine readable document, thus mini-
mizing transferral errors and time required to put the data in the
data base.

7. The processing of both water rights and diversion records has used the
overall CWDBS. During the next year, the necessary tables and edit rou-
tines will be defined and incorporated into the system for the other
types of water data. Development of detailed user documentation is
underway which should allow the Data Base Administrator (DBA) to process
all incoming data as well as honor data retrievals.
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9. Addendum

Some modification of the preliminary draft was made for clarity and to emphasize dis-
cussion points raised during the symposium. Questions forwarded to the authors are presen-
ted and answered in this addendum.

Question: Why can you not interchange data with Wyoming or Nebraska:
Answer: Asauming data exists, it can be exchanged; however, the data format would probably

not be compatible between states. The record formats for two different states
might contain different data elements. Most likely location identifier for the
data collection points would reflect individual state location systems and would
not allow physical referencing of a point in one state to a similar point across
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the state line in another state. In some instances reformatting of data records
to a common format will allow campatible usage of the information, but the lack
of uniformity in the Rata elements included in each record can not be easily
overcome. See section 5.1 and 6.0 for more discussion.

Question: Could you elaborate on the conflict of federal data and state data?
Answer: The federal versus state data uniformity problem is similar to that discussed

above between two states. Also see section 5.1.

Question: What is the function of the Data Base Administrator (DBA)?
Answer: Currently, one individual performs the function of the DBA. All transactions

which will update or modify the data base must be processed by the DB4. in

addition, requests for verification reports must be submitted to the )BA for
processing.

Question: What is the error rate using the OPSCAN mark sense technique? What was the de-
gree of acceptability by the users of the mark sense forms.

Answer? We have found the existing OPSCAN machine to adequately capture tlie marked forms
with a very low machine reject rate, a small fraction of one percent. Existing
edit programs and the verification procedure define miss-marked or improper data.
Numbersto evaluate the errors due to improper marking versus machine read prob-
lems are not availabe, but our success in data capture has encourage us to use
the same mechanism for another year. Some attempt will be made in June, 1974 to
evaluate the relative merits including cost, of mark sense capture versus key-
punching.

Education programs were held to acquaint personnel with the 'nark sense technique.
Assuming data codes and marking procedures are well defined prior to elucation
meetings, most of the personnel have adapted to mark sense capture of data. Some
redesign of forms has been undertaken to incorporate suggestions fror, the users.
Careful layout of forms is most important to the success of the tech:ique.
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Figure 1. Types of data to he included in the Colorado Data Bank showing those
rzpes to he cross-referenced.
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Records, Computers, and the Rights of _itizens:
The Report of the Secretary's Advisory Committee

on
Automated Personal Data Systems

David B. H. Martin

Special Assistant to the Sceretary of
Health, EducAtion and Welfare

The report of the Secretary's Advisory Committee on
Automated Personal Data Systems recommends enactment of
a Code of Fair Information Practice applicable to all
record-keeping operations that process data about identi-
fiable individuals. The report also recommends con-
straints on the use of the Social Security number as an
identifier of records and people. This paper describes
the work of the Committee and the main features of the
Code of Fair Information Practice.

Key words: Automated personal data systems; fair infor-
mation practice; privacy; records; right of privacy;
Social Security number; standard universal identifier.

1. Introduction

There are no easily constructed bridges between the topics being dis-
cussed at this symposium and the concerns of the Secretary's Advisory Commit-
tee on Automated Personal Data Systems. Partly this is due to the fact that
the issues the Committee addressed would merit our attention whether or not
we mange to improve our current capacity to exchange information among
computer-based record-keeping systems. Partly it is due to the fact that the
Committee purposefully avoided questions about how systems should be
structured, what types of data they should contain, and, save for its exami-
nation of uses of the Social Security number, what techniques should be used
for transferring information from one system to another.

My remarks, therefore, will focus on the background and rationale for
the Committee's posture in the hope that when you come to examine its recom-
mendations in detail, you will have a better basis for evaluating them
against your own experience and against the recommendations that have been
put forward by others. I do not plan to review the recommendations one-by-
one. That would take more time than I have been allotted, and would noG be
as useful as if you yourselves took the time to read the Committee's report
with a view to its relevance to your own work, and, particularly to your nwn
capacity to influence the ways in which we, as a society, make use of this
powerful new technology.
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2. Background and Membership of the Committee

The Secretary's Advisory Committee on Automated Personal Data Systems
was established in February 1972 by then HEW Secretary Elliot L. Richardson.
The formation of the Committee rested upon a public interest determination
which stated in part:

the use of automated data systems containing information about
individuals is growing in both the public and private sectors....
At the same time, there is a growing concern that automated
personal data systems present a serious potential for harmful
consequences, including infringement of basic liberties. This
(concern) has led to the belief that special safeguards should
be developed to protect against potentially harmful conse-
quences for privacy and due process.

The Committee that was established pursuant to Secretary Richardson's
determination was asked to analyze the harmful consequences for individuals,
for record-keeping organizations, and for the society as a whole, that may
result from uncontrolled application of computer and telecommunications
technology to the collection, storage, and use of personal data about identi-
fiable individuals. In addition, the Committee was asked to recommend:

(1) Safeguards to protect against any potentially harmful con-
sequences that might be identified;

(2) Measures to afford redress for any harmful consequences
that might occur; and

(3) Changes in policy and practice relating to the issuance and
use of Social Security numbers.

the formation of the Secretary's Advisory Committee coincided with the publi-
cation of an internal HEW task force report on the issuance and use of Socia]
Security numbers. That report recommended the creation of a public advisory
body to consider the broad question of linkages and exchanges of information
among computer-based personal data systems. Also, the Committee counted
among its precursors and friends the Senate Subcommittee on Constitutional
Rights, chaired by Senator Sam J. Ervin, Jr. (D.-N.Car.), which, in the
spring of 1971, had held hearings on computer data banks, the use of the SSN
in them, and other related matters having to do with government record-
keeping policy and practice.

The Secretary's Advisory Committee on Automated Personal Data Systems
had 25 members drawn from State government, private industry, the social
service professions, the academic research community, the legal profession,
and from private life. Many had had practical experience in operating or
using automated personal data systems in settings ranging from a nationwide
credit-bureau network to the program management information systems of a
State Department of 2inance. Indeed, as some members of the press have
pointed out, the Advisory Committee's recommendations are striking (1) for
having been developed by a group of individuals well acquainted with the
many beneficial uses of computer-based record-keeping systems and (2) for
having been developed by a group that started its work by questioning whether
the issues it had been asked to address really merited serious attention at
that time.

As the Chairman, Dr. Willis Ware of the RAND Corporation, wrote in the
preface to the Committee's report:

Many, indeed probably most, did not initially feel a sense of
urgency about the potential ill effects of current practices in
the design and operation of automated personal data systems. Some
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agreed that computer-based record keeping poses a latent danger
to individual citizens, but looked optimistically to technological
innovations, particularly access-control devices, to prevent prob-
lems from arising. Others painted dramatic portraits of the
potential benefits of large-scale data networks to citizens in a
densely populated, highly mobile society.... Slowly, however, the
attitudes of the members changed. Shared concerns took root as
[the Committee] heard testimony from over 100 witnesses representing
more than 50 different organizations, and as tit] reviewed a sub-
stantial collection of written materials, including reports by
similar commissions in this country, Canada, Great Britain, and
Sweden.

3. Why This Change? What Did the Committee Find?

As the Committee listened to 2ata system managers describe what their
systems do and why they do it, it became clear that computerization is having
three principal effects on personal-data record-keeping policy and practice:
First, the computer enables record- keeping organizations to enlarge their
data processing capacity substantially. Second, the computer greatly' facil-
itates the retrieval of reccwded information and its transfer across great
distances and traditional organizational boundaries. Third, the computer
creates a new class of record keepers whose functions are technical and whose
contact with the original suppliers and ultimate users of personal data are
often remote.

With respect to the first of these effects, the Committee noted that
although the computer can greatly increase the efficiency of an organization,
and its capacity to serve its clients readily and fairly, computerization
can also have quite the opposite impact. Computerization is expensive, and
the expense gives some organizations, particularly small ones, an incentive
to spread the cost over an enlarged data-processing volume. A typical result
is that clients receive erroneous bills, unjustified dunning letters, dupli-
cate magazine subscriptions, and the like.

A strong incentive to concentrate on efficiency may also foster a
tendency to behave as though data management were the primary goal of a
computer-based record-keeping operation--with the result that unnecessary
contraints may be placed on the gathering, processing, and output of data.
"Please check one of the following boxes" becomes a common ::equest which
contributes, unjustly in some cases, to the dehumanizing image of the
technology.

Scale also becomes significant here. It is one thing for a record-
keeping operation to make errors in the checks written for five hundred
people; it is quite another for five hundred thousand people to be affected
--as the failure last year of the French family allotment payments system
for the Paris area demonstrates.

Easier access to recorded information across vast distances and across
organizational boundaries is the second effect of computerization that I
mentioned. Although we may be inclined to dismiss the Orwellian nightmare
of wallto-wall databanks as too impractical to warrant serious discussion,
we should still not let the "hard realities" of the matter blind us to the
problems we face today, and for the foreseeable future, as a consequence of
the ease with which computer and telecommunications technology permit infor-
mation to be retrieved and moved about with great speed.

These problems have to do with: a) the different interpretations that
can be made of information generated in one context, but used in another;
b) the different laws that govern the use of personal information in differ-
ent political and legal jurisdictions, e.g., the wide variation in State
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laws requiring arrest-record checks before issuing licenses for an amazing
range of occupational activities; c) the inability to enforce uniform rules
with respect to the design, construction, and operation of automated record-
keeping systems where the construction and operating costs are shared by
different levels of government that jealously guard their respective juris-
dictional preregative.;;and d) the imbalances that can be created among
theoretically co-equal institutions by unevenly distributed computing
capability--imbalances, for example, between the courts and the prosecutor,
the legislative and executive branches, and, in general, between the organ-
ized and less organized elements in our society.

Finally, there is the new class of record keepers that computerization
fosters--a class of data-processing specialists and advocates, is you will,
who tend to be more concerned about efficien', :. data management than with
whether we, as a society, might be moving in the direction of more labeling,
and numbering, and tracking of people, than might otherwise be thought
desirable.

I do not say this contentiously. I think that in many respects computer-
based record-keeping operations--and those who design and operate them--are
being held responsible for problems that are not their fault. But I also
think that groups like yourselves should think carefully about the long-term
social implications of record-keeping practices that are promoted in the name
of heightened system efficiency.

To give you an example of the kind of practices I have in mind--the kind
that I think should induce pause in all of us--let me tell you about one case,
described in the Committee's report, of a "cradle-to-grave" health data
system developed for an Indian reservation in the Southwest. It is a system
that records every contact that any member of the resident population has
with any segment of the reservation's health-care facility. The system has
a "surveillance component" designed to assure that every member of the
population adheres to a prescribed schedule of preventive treatments (exam-
inations, inoculations, etc.), and it is acquiring a statistical-reporting
component that will be used to identify members of "high risk" sub-groups in
the patient population. Furthermore, the developers of the system are now
trying to improve its method of identifying patients for the purpose of
updating and retrieving the information maintained about them. In this
particular situation, the Social Security number happens to be considered a
poor identification device because many patients have more than one. But
the patients also tend to go by different names at different times, so the
system managers are trying to develop their own unique numbering scheme
cross-referenced with all known "aliases" for each patient.

Now, you might ask what is wrong with such a system. Clearly it is
being used to help a population in need. Clearly its potential for realizing
the Orwellian nightmare is limited by its exclusive concern with health
matters. Clearly it is a special system to deal with a very special set of
problems under very special circumstances; the likelihood that such a system
would be replicated in Palo Alto, or White Plains, or Chevy Chase seems too
remote to warrant serious concern. Or does it?

Systems of this sort, I would submit, should be of concern to all of us
for several reasons. In the first place, the bare fact of their existence,
no matter how restricted the circumstances under which they operate, attests
to our capability to develop them in other settings if we so wish. Second,
we tend to view systems like the Indian health system as if they were mere
tools for delivering services, overlooking, or ignoring, the fact that they
markedly increase the capacity of organizations to anticipate, and thus to
control, the behavior of individuals. Third, at the present time, the indi-
viduals who are ultimately affected by these systems, and by most personal
data record-keeping systems for that matter--the people about whom notations
are made, the people who are being labelled and numbered--have very little
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role to play in determining whether these systems should exist, what data
they should contain, and how they should be used.

4. The Safeguard Recommendations

It was primarily the Advisory Committee's recognition of how sytems
come to be, of who has a say in determining what goes into them, and of who
does or dcs not have the authority to hold them to their declared purposes
and operating procedures that led the Committee to recommend enactment by
the Congress of a Code of Fair Information Practice for all automated personal
data systems, The Committee concluded that what is needed today is a way of
assuring close congruence between the uses that people expect to be made of
information in records about them and the uses that are actually made. And
the Committee felt that a good match between expectation and fact could be
achieved if the operations of a personal data record-keeping system could be
held to five basic principles:

o There must be no personal data record-keeping systems whose very
existence is secret.

o There must be a way for an individual to find out what informa-
tion about him is in a record and how it is used.

o There must be a way for an individual to prevent information
about him obtained for one purpose from being used or made available
for other purposes without his consent.

o There must be a way for an individual to correct or amend a record
of identifiable information about himself.

o Any organization creating, maintaining, using, or disseminating
records of identifiable personal data must assure the reliability
of the data for their intended use and must take reasonable pre-
cautions to prevent misuse of the data.

In the Committee's view, these principles should govern the conduct of all
computer-based personal-data record-keeping operations. Departures from them
should be permitted "only if it is clear that some significant interest of
the individual data subject will be served or if some paramount societal
interest can be clearly demonstrated." In no case should any exception be
made that is not specifically provided for by law.

These five principles were translated by the Committee into safeguard
requirements --or minimum standards of acceptable record-keeping practice--to
be incorporated in the recommended Code of Fair Information Practice.
Although focused on automated systems,l the Committee thought that. the Code
would be applied wisely to all personal data systems, whether automated or
manual. It observed that the distinction between an automated and a non-
automated system is not always easy to draw; that uniform application of the
Code to all systems would ease conversion from manual to automated processing
when it does occur; and that broad application of the Code seems warranted by
the growing contrast between the capacity of organizations to make effective
use of the information they record about individuals on one hand, and, on the
other, the capacity of individuals to protect themselves against negligent,
arbitrary, or malicious uses of such information.

1
Defined as "a collection of records containing personal data that can be

associated with identifiable individuals, and that are stored, in whole or in
part, in computer-accessible files."
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The legislation proposed by the Committee would make any violation of a
safeguard requirement subject to both civil and criminal penalties. The Code
would give individuals the right to bring suits for unfeir information prac-
tices to recover actual, liquidated,and punitive damages in individual and
class actions. It would also provide for recovery of reasonable attorneys'
fees and other costs of lf.tigation incurred by individuals who bring suc-
cessful suits. It is important to note that an individual bringing suit for
violation of any safeguard requirement would not have to demonstrate actual
injury to himself or to a class of individuals to which he belongs. Evidence
of a record-keeping organization's failure to meet the standard set by any
one of the safeguard requirements would constitute sufficient ground for a
civil suit or for bringing criminal charges.

4.1. Safeguards for Administrative Systems

Recognizing the important functional distinctions between administrative
record-keeping systems and systems that are devoted exclusively to statis-
tical reporting and research, the Committee recommended separate sets of
safeguard requirements for each. HoWever, I will deal here only with the
requirements for administrative systems, they being the more elaborate and
also the basis for the modified rules recommended for statistical-reporting
and research systems.

The safeguard requirements for administrative automated personal data
systems are divided into three categories. The first is focused on the
operating rules that an organization establishes for a computer-based
personal-data record-keeping system that it maintains; the second seeks to
assure public awareness of a system's existence and of the procedures whereby
an individual can affect the content and disposition of any record that it
maintains about him (or her, as the case may be); and the third establishes
the rights of an individual to make effective use of the access and review
procedures that the record-keeping organization is required to establish and
maintain.

Thus, the first category of safeguards, called "General Requirements,"
would fix the responsibility for maintaining a system, and for assuring that
the system complies with the standards set by the Code of Fair Information
Practice, in one clearly identified individual. In addition, a record-
keeping organization would be required to do whatever is needed (a) to assure
that each of its employees observes the ground rules set by the Code (i.e.,
through education, establishing incentives and penalties, providing adequate
technical security, keeping a record of all non-housekeeping accesses to the
system, enforcing appropriate standards of accuracy and completeness for all
information entered into the system), and (h) to assure that all other record-
keeping organizations to which the system transmits data observe the stand-
ards set by the Code, at least in regard to the information that is being
transmitted to them. As a practical matter this would, of course, preclude,
or at least make very risky, the transmission of personal data to any record-
keeping organization not subject to the Code.

'As I mentioned earlier, the "Public Notice Requirement," the second
category, is a way of creating the conditions necessary for an individual to
be able to exercise the rights guaranteed by the third category, the "Rights
of Individual Data Subjects" In addition to information on the type of data
in it, the annual notice a system would be required to publish would have to
specify the procedures whereby an individual can find out if he is the sub-
ject of any data in the system, have access to that data, and contest their
accuracy, completeness, pertinence, and the necessity for retaining them.

Finally, there is the third category, the "Rights of Individual Data
Subjects," which constitutes the indispensable core of the Committee's recom-
mendations. Under the proposed Code, any organization maintaining an admin-
istrative automated personal data system would be required to:
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(I) Inform an individual asked to supply personal data for the
system whether he is legally obligated, or may refuse, to do
so;

(2) Inform any individual who asks whether he is the subject of
data in the system, and if he is, permit him to have access
to those data, in a comprehensible form, if he asks to see
them;

(3) Obtain an individual's explicit, ilformed consent for any
use of data about him which is outsIde the stated purposes of
the system as reasonably understood by the individual;

(4) Inform an individual, who inquires, of all uses of data about
him, including the identity of all persons and organizations
involved;

(5) Notify an individual that data about him have been subpoenaed
before responding to the subpoena; and

(6) When there is a disagreement between the record-keeping
organization and an individual about whether a correction or
amendment should be made in a record maintained about him,
assure that the individual's claim will be noted and included
in any subsequent disclosure or dissemination of the disputed
data.

These safeguard requirements, in the Committee's view, constitute a set
of minimum standards. There may be some instances when a persuasive case
can be made for exempting a system from one or more of them on the ground
that the exemption would serve some overriding, but clearly demonstrable,
societal interest. The Committee expected such cases to be rare but it did
countenance the possibility of exemptions so long as the organizations
seeking them do so openly--through the legislative process or through the
process of formal administrative rule making. In no case, however, did the
Committee wish to dilute existing protections for data subjects that are
stronger than the recommended safegvard requirements. And the Committee
hoped that in the long run the demonstrated practicality of the safeguards- -
their confidence-building impact on people's attitudes toward record-keeping
organizations and their effect on the accuracy of information in systemati-
cally maintained files--would induce at least some systems voluntarily to
provide individuals with stronger protections than those required by law.

5. Recommendations on the Social Security Number

I suspect that you would like me to say a few words about the Committee's
recommendations on the Social Security number.

I should begin by saying that the Committee saw the SSN issue as essen-
tially symbolic. It is true that the SSN can facilitate data linkage and
that strong arguments can be made against widespread use of the SSN as a
personal identifier in the absence of stringent safeguards against possible
abuses. Among possible abuses, moreover, I include systematic linkages that
are not expected by the individuals whose records are being linked. (Here-
tofore our thinking about record-keeping abuses has been strongly influenced- -
and, I would submit, unduly and unhealthily constrained--by the concept of
"unauthorized access," i.e., isolated instances of surreptitious entry by
persons who are 'just curious" or who want to help out their "buddies" in
some other record-keeping organization.) By and large, however, the key
issue raised by the use of the SSN as a personal identifier is the issue of
whether, as a society, we want to have a universal scheme of unique personal
identification--be it the SSN or, as the Committee asks in its report, some
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other, more reliable identification device. And here, three questions arise:
First, do we realize what having a Standard Universal Identifier (SUI)
implies in the way of bureaucratic arrangements for assigning and verifying
numbers? Second, what would we want to do wi h an SUI if we had one, i.e.,
who should be permitted to use it for what purposes? And third, by what
process should the decision be made to have or not to have an SUI?

The Committee strongly suspected that if people realized the difficulty
of making an 3UI work--for example, an effective system would very likely
require everyone to carry an identity card--the majority of Americans today
would reject the idea out of hand. On the question of permissible uses, I

think I have made it clear that today there are few rules governing the
exchange of information about individuals among record-keeping organizations,
and in the absence of such rules it does not seem wise, as a matter of
public policy, to institutionalize a powerful piece of information exchange
technology before deciding how that technology may or may not be used.

Finally, there is the question of process--in this case, the process for
deciding what ought to be done and how. The Committee's report documents the
gradual metamorphosis of the SSN from an account-numbering system for Social
Security programs into something approximating a personal identification
device for a broad range of activities that have no relatiorship whatsoever
to the administration of the Social Security system. The evidence suggests
that the Federal government itself has been in the forefront of expanding
the use of the SSN (more often through administrative action than through
explicit legislative initiative) but it also suggests that we have now
reached a point where decisions being made throughout the society are greatly
accelerating the drift toward making the SSN an SUI. Today, even organiza-
tions selecting a single-system personal identifier are likely to choose the
SSN "because it is available," and, therefore, convenient and efficient to
use. What is critical to note, moreover, is that these decisions are being
made, in effect, behind closed doors. The public is not being consulted
even though there is no reason to think that the long-run consequences for
individuals in our society will be benign.

The Committee's estimate of our current situation with respect to the
use of the SSN as a personal identifier led it to make a strong recommenda-
tion against the adoption now, or in the near future, of any nationwide,
standard, personal identification format, with or without the SSN. It called
for a halt to the drift toward making the SSN serve as an SUI, coupled with
prompt action to establish safeguards providing legal sanctions against
present and potential abuses of automated personal data systems. Once such
safeguards have been created, and have been shown to be effective, the
Committee felt that the question of expanded SSN use might properly be
reopened.

So far as Federal policy on the SSN is concerned, the Committee recom-
mended that all decisions be consistent with three general principles:

(1) Uses of the SSN should be limited to those necessary for
carrying out requirements imposed by the Federal government.

(2) Federal agencies and departments should not require or
promote use of the SSN except to the extent that they have
a specific legislative mandate from the Congress to do so.

(3) The Congress should be sparing in mandating use of the SSN,
and should do so only after full and careful consideration
preceded by well advertised hearings that elicit substan-
tial public participation.

When the SSN is used in instances that do not conform to these prin-
ciples, no individual should be coerced into providing his SSN, nor should
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his SSN be used without his consent. Furthermore, an individual should be
fully and fairly informel of his rights and responsibilities relative to
uses of the SSN, including the right to disclose his SSN whenever he deems
it in his interest to do so.

The Committee recommended specific, pre-emptive Federal legislation
giving individuals these protections and providing in addition that no orga-
nization or person required 1), Federal law to obtain or record the SSN of any
individual may use or disclose the individual's SSN without his consent,
except as may be necessary to the Federal government purposes for which the
SSN was required to be obtained and recorded.

With respect to HEW policy on the SSN, the Committee recommended that
there be no positive program of issuing SSNs to children below the ninth-
grade level; that the Social Security Administration provide "SSN services"
only to organizations or persons that are required by Federal law to obtain
or record the SSN, and then only as necessary to fulfill the purposes for
which the SSN is required to be obtained or recorded; and that the Secretary
limit affirmative measures taken to issue SSNs pursuant to Section 137 of
Public Law 92-603 (!1.R. 1) to applicants or recipients of public assistance
benefits supported from Federal funds under the Social Security Act.

6. Concluding Remarks

These, plus the Code of Fair Information Practice, constitute the prin-
cipal recommendations of the Secretary's Advisory CoAmittee. The Committee
considered other approaches, notably the creation of a centralized, independ-
ent, government agency to regulate the use of all automated personal data
systems. Such an agency, if authorized to register or license the operation
of data systems, could make eonformance to specific safeguard requirements a
condition of registration or licensure. The Committee felt that a regulatory
approach might be appropriate for certain types of record-keeping operations.
For example, it noted the provisions of the Fair Credit Reporting Act which
assign specific enforcement responsibilities to a few existing regulatory
agencies, and it was also aware of experiments with quasi-regulatory mech-
anisms for applying safeguard requirements to so-called "integrated
municipal information systems." In general, however, the Committee doLbted
that the need exists, or that the necessary public support could be mar-
shalled at the present time for an agency of the scale and pervasiveness
.required to regulate all automated personal data systems.

Enactment of a Code of Fair Information Practice, coupled with limita-
tions on use of the Social Security number, seemed to the Committee the best
way to begin. It will require the creation of no new institutions and may
well give record-keeping organizations all the incentive they need to bring
their operations into conformity with the desired standards of fairness.
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Enforcing Naming Standards Through Use of a Data Dictionary)

Patricia A. McNamee2
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With the advent of third aeneration computer
technology a trend toward centralization of data
processing equipment and services was seen in many
businesses. When development activities were also
centralized, the problems of data classification,
recognition, and definition were compounded by the
sheer mass of data required. A diversified manu-
facturing corporation with many divisions or
companies needs new methods to aid in identifying
similarities or differences in data definitions.
A data dictionary used with new disciplines in the
definition of data can go a long way towards solving
this problem.

Key Words: Acceptance; accessibility: data
dictionary; data element definition;
data element names; enforceability
of data element standards; glossary.

1. Introduction

Naming standards for data elements should interest anyone who must
deal with the corporate data base philosophy. This subject is too often
overlooked in developing corporate data bases. I would first like to
give you a brief background of the organization with which I was associat-
ed at the time of first publishing this paper.

)Copyright 'SHARE XLI Proceedings; August 1973'.
Revised by author for this Symposium.

2Standards and Education Manager
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2. Background

The company is a diversified manufacturing corporation. Like many
businesses which have numerous divisions or companies within the corpo-
ration, it had an almost like number of computer centers. The avail-
ability of third generation computer technology made centralization
desirable.

If you ask, "Why consolidation?" the following points may answer
your question.

The first point is management consolidation. The second point
stresses reciucine development redundancy by sharing new systems, knowledge,
and data. It is this point, in particular, that will be addressed today.
The third point involves computer systems development. Consolidated
technical support, computer design, programming, and data base design
allow better scheduling of manpower. The fourth point, pooled hardwar
resources, provides economy of scale, reduces hardware limitations, allows
simulation. The fifth point is increased purchasing power. Consolidation
carries a bigger stick. Better service and more negotiating strength
result. The sixth point better satisfies the requirement for training.
Consolidation permits in-house training, shared knowledge, and speciali-
zation.

3. Corporate Data Base Concept

When a company embraces the corporate data base concept, new disci-
plines are required. In addition to the new technology and expertise
required to support the mechanics of a corporate data base, new standards
are required.

4. New Tools Required

4.1. Need for a Data Dictionary

To support the goals for a corporate data base, new tools must be
introduced. IMS provides some of the tools needed to eliminate or reduce
redundancy. Redundancy at the data element level cannot be reduced without
recognition of the sameness of data elements. We hope to achieve this
recognition through use of a data dictionary and the establishment of new
guidelines and standards.

4.2. Data Dictionary

The data dictionary concept should support and relate many elements.
These include:

Data Element Definitions
Segments

. Data Set Groups
Programs

. Transaction Codes
Physical Terminals

. Logical Terminals

. Lines

Today's discussion is centered on data element definitions, in parti-
cular, standardized names for data elements.
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5. Data Elements

5.1. Definition of a Data Element

The definition of a data element which I am about to offer is a
quotation from the draft of the proposed technical report, "Guide for the
Development, Implementation, and Maintenance of Standards for the Repre-
sentation of Computer Processed Data Elements", which was prepared by the
American National Standards Institute.

The guide says, "In information processing and exchange the data
element is used to identify the intended field in a record. The data ele-
ment thereby forms the fundamental building block out of which all infor-
mation structures (records, files, and data bases) are made".

"Therefore, the basic unit of information, the data element, has a
name which ser,.rec to identify it and to distinguish it from other data
elements".

It is this identifying and distinguishing name that I will address
today.

5,2. What We Hope to Achieve by Standardization of Data Element Names

Suppose by magic you could have all the data elements which are de-
fined in all of your existing data files or data bases dumped into a
dictionary tomorrow! Do you realize what you would have? Could you iden-
tify redundancies by your current definitions? Could you identify some of
your elements at all? The point is, mechanical control of data elements
alone is not going to solve your problems.

This is the problem confronting us today. Differences in nomenclature
between systems is a carry-over from the decentralized period. Differences
in nomenclature within a system can result from lack of guidelines to
follow or indifference on the part of development personnel.

Standardization becomes absolutely necessary if there is to he a high
level of recognition of data element names.

There are distinct objectives which must be met in standardizing
data element names. Our goal is to eliminate or reduce ambiguity by pro-
viding one common accepted name for each data element. To reduce redun-
dancies, again recognition of a common accepted name is paramount. We
should be able to accelerate and facilitate the development process by
providing commonality of terms throuahout development on through to
operation and maintenance.

We should also be able to facilitate training by standardizing data
element names. Every manufacturing oraanization has a language all its
own, from the raw materials whi.ch make up the finished product to the
machinery used to produce it. Glossaries of standard data element
definition can provide textbcoks of knowledge on the industry they cover.
This information, made easily accessible, can provide the background to
make a new analyst effective months sooner.

5.2.1. Control

Controllina data elements in a data dictionary provides a vehicle for
standardization. A dictionary is not an end unto itself, It is a user
responsibility to put standardization in the driver's seat.
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5.3. Criteria for Achieving Standardization

Let us now look at the criteria for standardizing data names.

5.3.1, Acceptance

The method used to standardize data element names must be psychologi-
cally acceptable. Standardizing a name implies restriction of that name
to current acceptable words.

This must be done with care so as not to cause resistance by those
who will deal with the standard name. Individual preference and tradition
will almost always make this task difficult initially. It is important
that those affected by standardization understand the long range goals
and benefits.

5.3.2. Universal Identification

Tha method used to standardize data element names must provide uni-
versal identification. That is to say, the name 11:,ed in system specifica-
tions should also be identifiable in a COBOL program by a close approxi-
mation of that same name.

5.3,3. Accessibility

If a dictionary is to be effective for maintaining data element
definitions, each element definition in the dictionary must be accessible
individually. Additionally, the elements should be accessible collec-
tively be a category specified by the user.

5.3.4. Enforceability

No standard is any good unless it can be enforced. Webster states
that "Standard applies to any definite rule, principle, or measure es-
tablished by authority."

The group which sets standards for data element names must have the
authority to do so. But even given authority and support by upper manage-
ment, the standard-maker must have some means of enforcement.

6. Methodology for Standardized Data Element Names

6.1. One Approach

After looking at several methods of formulating data names, we
decided to explore further an adaptation of the method used in /BM's IUP
Data Dictionary/Directory. This method was chosen because it most closely
paralleled those names we found, in our analysis of existing names, to
be highly recognizable.

6.2. Parts of the Data Element Name

A data element name is an English language series of words. The name
must contain enough identifying, qualifying, and modifying information to
distinguish this data element from another. The words which make up the
name we shall call "designator" words.
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The designator words are of three types: prime words, modifying
words, and claps words.

The prime word is the thing being described. Modifying words provide
further definition and qualification of the prime word. The class word is
used to indicate type or class of data contained in a data item. Typical
class words are quantity, code, amount, and number.

In this scheme, each data element name must contain one or more modi-
fying words, one prime word, and one class word, in that order. Applying
the above rules, we can look at the representative list of words in
Table 1 and formulate many data element names. The example shows that
"Style Number" occurs in two data element names, "Finished Style Number"
and "Greige Style Number." Similar, yet entirely unique as a result of
the modifying words, "Greige" and "Finished". In this example "Style" is
the prime word and "Number" is the class word.

Table 1. Modifying, prime and class words combined to form a
standard data element name.

ModTTTinq Prime Class
Finished Order Number
Greige Department Amount
Company Color Date
Customer Style Code

Data Element Names
Finished style Number
Greige Style Number
Company Order Number
Customer Order Number

When analysis was made of data element names in use which had no
standard applied to them, I found 702 differently spelled words in 3700
data names in a COBOL COPYLIB. These data names represent IMS data bases
developed since 1970. In this analysis a word was that group of characters
between hyphens or the beginning or end of the data name. Of these 702
words 58 were completely unrecognizable even in the context of the names
in which they were used. Of the remaining 644 words, analysis proved that
97 standard words could replace them. All of this reduction could be
accounted for merely by condensing variations of spelling and abbreviations.
No attempt was made to isolate synonyms for which a standard word would
suffice.

7. Universal Identification - Applying These Names

If we are to achieve a goal of accelerating the development process
then we must apply the standard data element name across all stages of the
development process.

The documentation of a system, starting even at the feasibility study
level, should use the standard names if it is necessary to refer to data
elements. In the early stages of designing a system the analyst starts to
define the data which the system will manage: In the process the data ele-
ments will be listed and grouped by function. The data base designer will
review this list and identify those elements which already exist in the
dictionary. He will make new entries for those that do not.
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As data base design continues, the necessary data elements arcs linked
to the segment being defined. Any documentation concerning this segment
and its elements will be produced by the dictionary.

As computer programs are designed, references to data elements should
be made only by the names produced by dictionary documentation.

COBOL programs will use the element names in the COBOL COPYLIk members
which, in turn, are generated by the dictionary. To a great decree, the
program documentation may be obtained from the dictionary itself. Those
portions which the programer himself must write should reflect the stand-
ard data element names. Systems documentation will also use standard
termiL)logy.

If a standardized approach is to succeed, the user should also refer
to the data element by standardized terminology. This system will do
nothing overt to enforce this particular item. It will provide the infor-
mation necessary to point out such inconsistencies in the design phase. It
will then be the responsibility of the standard-raker to sell the standard
name to the user.

Documentation for the user will provide the standard name. User docu-
mentation works hand-in-hand with user inquiry responses and reports.

Universal identification does not mean the same exact spelling of the
names for all of the above uses. Instead, it means two basic types of
representation. The first type as shown in Table 2 for the data element
name "Manufacturing Order Number" is the English language spelling of the
name. At this point the element need not be associated with a particular
data base. It will be used in system specifications. It will also be used
in data base documentation, system documentation, user reports, and user
documentation.

Table 2. Two basic representations for the same data element name.

Data Element Name - Manufacturing. Order Number
Representation Used In
Manufacturing Order Number System Specifications

Data Base Documentation
System Documentation
User Reports
User Documentation

KB01-MFO-ORD-NBR Data Base Documentation
Program Specifications
COBOL Programs
Program Documentation
System Documentation

The second type of representation occurs after the element has been
associated with a data base. In the prefix, the "KB" identifies the data
base, and the "01" identifies the segment. This type will be used in data
base documentation, program specifications, COBOL programs, program docu-
mentation, and system documentation where required.

It is worth mentioning that the data element with its prefix should
not be stored in the dictionary as a separate entity. Instead, the identi-
fier prefix becomes a factor of the relationship of the element to the
segment. The element may be related to any number of SOqmOntS.
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8. Need for Accessibility

Maintaininu data element do;Tinitions in a dictionary or thesaurus
is of little use if the definitions are not easily accessible. If a
dictionary is to be used as a development tool in addition to its better
known role as a control facility, then accessibility must be provided in
terms of what the user seeks.

8.1. Requirements for Accessibility

The reduirements for accessing data element definitions vary depend-
ins on the user and the task at hand. In the earliest stases of develop-
ment of a system, the analyst would be interested in seeing the definitions
which relate to his subject.

9. Clossary

A glossary could provide the information he is seeking. A glossary,
by standard definition, lists all terms applied to the subject it covers,
with corresponding definitions. A glossary should prove useful as reference
material for standardization and comprehension of terms. This glossary must
be provided in the subset: of terms of interesL to the user. Only in rare
cases would a glossary of all the data element definitions maintained in
the dictionary be required.

Since a glossary does imply a subset of terms on a specific subject,
a way must he provided to place a subject category on each data element
defined to the dictionary. One method of achieving this is by a published
list of categories. A data element definition will always belong to one
of these categories more than to another.

A representative list of categories might include customer orders,
product description, inventory, financial accounting, manufacturing, and
process control. Affixing a category to each data element makes it
possible to obtain a glossary for that. category. Any one data base could
contain elements from several catesories.

Multiy.le users may be associated with a data element. When addressing
standardization and conformity, the concept of multiple users of a single
data element is very important. When this actually occurs it can be
construed as a measure of success for the standardization effort.

As a result of associating catecrory and user with each data element,
it is possible to produce glossaries by user or category, or category within
user. Such glossaries nrovid,:? lists of existing data elements to use as
development aids.

10. Keyword Search

When access is required at an individual element level, a keyword
search technique provides a useful. tool. In this case our designator
words now become keywords.

In the case of on-line entry and response a minimum of one modifying
or prime word would he required for entry.

In our example, the user wishes to search for an element whose prime
word is "Order'. Since no modifying word or class word was supplied, the
response will include all data element names whose prime word is "Order".
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This response may be rather voluminous, so it is likely the user will
supply more than one designator word.

11. Synonyms

The user should be allowed to inquire in terms that are familiar
to him. These terms may be synonyms for the approved standard terms.
Where it is known such synonyms exist, they should be linked to the
proper standard entry.

12. Enforceability

Let us now look at a method to enforce these standards. As new
data element definitions are added to the dictionary they must be edited
for conformity to standards. This means that each word in the dry
name must appear in the list of approved words. The name must alb have
one prime word, one class word, and one or more modifying words.

As new standard words are approved, they must be added to an edit
data base. When a new data element definition is added to the dictionary,
it must be edited positionally. The word in the class position must
appear on the edit data base as a class word. The same rule applies for
the prime word and the modifying word.

If the new data element definition passes all edits, a linkage is
established from the edit data base to the data element definition. The
edit data base can now function as a keyword data base.

13. Acceptance

I would like to conclude with a word about acceptance. There seems
to be no one best way to introduce standardization into a data processing
envi,:onment. But do remember that the goal is to make standardization
welcome.
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The Need for Standardization of
Data Elements and Data Codes --

from Origin of the Effort to Partial Fruition

James W. Pontius

Finance and Service Operation
General Electric Company

Schenectady NY 12345

The need to investigate at tYe national level
the feasibility of an effort to standardize data
elements and data codes for use in information
interchange first surfaced late in 1964. The first
meeting of people interested at the national level
took place on 1965 Apx1 7.

The paper then relates the steps taken in 1966
and 1967 by a large industrial manufacturer, Genera
Electric Company, leading to formulation in 1968 of
a Corporate program for development and adoption of
standard data elements and data codes. The organi-
zation of the Corporate effort and the continuing
practical implementation of the program are described.

Key words: Automatic interchange; calendar date;
company standard; corporate program; data code; data
element; Federal standard; industrial manufacturing;
international standard; national standard; standard;
standards register; work scope.

1. Origins of the National Effort

1.1 Identification of Needs

The need to investigate at the national level the feasibility of an
effort to standardize data elements and data codes for use in information
interchange first surfaced late in 1964. While it turned out that the need
appeared to have been recognized by various organizations, it was the desire
of a specific supplier and a specific customer to exchange business trans-
actions automatically that led to the formal effort. The supplier was
General Electric Company and the customer was a large electric utility in the
eastern United States.

The two organizations wanted to launch a demonstrative project to iden-
tify and automatically execute without human intervention the exchanges of
data required to handle one complete business transaction between the two
parties -- from the original request by the customer for a quotation through
quotation, placement of the order, engineering, manufacturing, shipment,
billing, and payment for the product. The last step would have involved
banks as third parties of course.
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1.2 Lack of Common Data Elements

Adequate information processing and data transmission facilities and
software appeared to be available and presented no real problems. The
project faultered when it became evident that no basis existed for common
identification, definition, and specification either of data elements, data
items, and data codes or of data interchange procedures.

1.3 Organization of Effort

a. Sponsorship

Once the needs were identified, a way of pulling together an appropriate
effort under a common umbrella was attempted. One of the individuals whose
counsel was sought was Charles L. Phillips, then Director, Data Processing
Group, Business Equipment Manufacturers Association (BEMA) and, as many of
you know, formerly of the Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense
(Comptroller) in Washington. While potential sponsorship by at least five
different organizations was considered, there seemed to be a natural gravi-
tation to support of the effort by BEMA as a part of its sponsorship of
Sectional Committee X3 Computers and Information Processing under procedures
of the American National Standards Institute, Inc. -- provided that substan-
tial participation by responsible individuals and organizations could be
demonstrated.

b. First Meeting

The first meeting of fifteen to twenty people representing both non-
government and government organizations interested at the national level
took place in New York on 1965 April 7, and the organizational meeting
followed one month later. It is interesting to note that seven of fifty
individuals on the membership list as published following the second meeting
in 1965 July are still on the current list of more than eighty members,
alternates, and observers for Subcommittee X3L8 Representations of Data
Elements.

c. Formulation of Work Program

The development of objectives and work scope soon followed, and the
organization, planning and division of work into task groups was underway.
The formulation of definitions, criteria, and methodology consumed a great
deal of effort, but gradually some order was brought to the unchartered
ground and the Standards Planning and Requirements Committee (SPARC) of
Sectional Committee X3 gave approval to establishment of Subcommittee X3.8
Data Elements and Coded Representations, as the Subcommittee cosponsoring
this Symposium was named at the time. It should be recognized that the
Chairmanship of the Subcommittee passed through several capable hands,
including John F. McCarthy, the first Chairman and his successor David V.
Slvidge who became Chairman in the spring of 1967. Present Chairman
Harry S. White, Jr., then followed and took over the leadership in the fall
of 1968.
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d. Manpower and Implementation

My notes show that during the early discussions of the potential scope
of the work program back in 1965, I ventured an estimate that the inter-
mittent participation of perhaps 500 individuals, with about half of them
working an average of three days each month over a period of ten years,
would probably be required to produce a reasonable number -- probably over
100 -- of the more important standards. At the time, those estimates seemed
very bold, and the problem of obtaining the participation of so many capable
people over such a long period of time was very real. It is clear now, of
course, that the estimated period of elapsed time was too short, and, in
retrospect, the relatively long period required for gestation of a true data
standard was not understood. There is recognition now that the seemingly
very slow process has the authoritative advantages of helping to assure
simplicity, inherent rightness, and longer life for a standard.

1.4 Issuance of First Standard

The first American National Standard relating to data elements and data
codes was approved and issued on 1971 July 1 as ANSI X3.30-1971 Represen-
tation for Calendar Date and Ordinal Date for Information Interchange.
Several others have since been issued. An increasing number are nearing
approval, and each year should bring the goal closer to reasonable fruition.

2. Origins of the International Effort

2.1 Need for Extension of National Effort

Individuals attracted to the effort soon came to realize that the common
scope of the work extended beyond national to international requirements.

2.2 Organization

At a Plenary Session of Technical Committee 97 Computers and Information
Processing of the International Organization for Standardization (ISO) held
in Tokyo, Japan in 1965 October, the formation of a Working Group for stan-
dardization of data elements and data codes was authorized. The United
States accepted the Secretariat and six countries indicated their intention
to participate: France, Italy, Japan, Switzerland, the United Kingdom, and
the United States. Accordingly, in 1966 January, Working Group E Data
Elements and Their Coded Representations was organized at a meeting held in
Geneva, Switzerland and William E. Andrus, Jr., of the United States was
elected the first chairman.

2.3 Issuance of First Standard

It is interesting to note that the same individuals attended a TC 97
Advisory Committee meeting also held in Geneva in 1966 January and made the
first TC 97 recommendations relating to data elements and data codes -- the
writing of dates and the numbering of weeks. The TC 97 recommendations were
submitted to the ISO Coordinating Committee on the standardization of the
writing of dates (DATCO). Five years later, the first ISO Recommendations
relating to data elements and data codes were approved and published in 1971
January as R 2014 Writing of Calendar Dates in All-numeric Form and R 2015
Numbering of Weeks.
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2.4 Suggestions for Future Participants

In this connection, and based on limited experience in international
standards work, there are two suggestions I would like to pass on to future
participants as aids in accomplishing their goals. First, make important
presentations in two languages, such as English followed by French.
Contrary to some impressions, not everyone understands English -- even thcugh
it may be designated as the official language of the meeting. Presentation
in a second language will help to bring about understanding on the part of
multilingual participants whose comprehension of English is non-existent or
poor. In addition, presentation in a second language by someone from the
United States will help to make friends and win votes since it is seldom
done. Secondly, volunteer for assignments such as chairman of the editing
committee, secretary, or drafter of resolutions. The power of the holder of
the pencil in a small group of people attempting to reduce verbal deliber-
ations to writing in the presence of language barriers is substantial.

3. Corporate Program of a Large Industrial Manufacturer

3.1 Responsibility

a. Assignment by Chairman of the Board

As one example of corporate implementation by a large industrial manu-
facturer, the effort to standardize data elements and data codes within the
General Electric Company was formalized in 1966 June when Mr. G.L. Phillippe,
Chairman of the Board, recognized the need to correct a "code explosion"
which had taken place over the years by assigning responsibility for "a con-
tinuing panel on data systems codes for the benefit of all operating compo-
nents" to what is now the Corporate Computer Planning Operation and is
directly responsible to the Vice President and Comptroller.

b. Establishment of Corporate Committee

Responsibility for formulation of objectives and for development and
approval of standards is in the hands of a Corporate Information Standards
and Codes Committee. The eight members of the Committee are drawn princi-
pally from the various functions represented in the Corporate Administrative
Staff and serve on the Committee in addition to carrying out their regular
responsibilities. The Chairman of the Committee is Walter F. Schlenker,
Consultant-Application Development, Corporate Computer Planning Operation
who also has been serving as Chairman of Task Group X3L84 Geographic Units
for the past few years.

3.2 Organization of Work

The corporate program is presently divided into seven areas of work,each
carried out by a separate subcommittee of five to ten members and chaired by
a member of the parent committee. In general, the members of the subcom-
mittees are individuals with fairly long functional or information systems
experience and are drawn from widely varying operations throughout the
Company for particular authoritative contributions they can make. As in
the case of the parent -er,rniff.° °; the members of the subcommittees carry
out standards work in addition to their regular responsibilities. Each
subcommittee meets seven or eight times each year.
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With the benefit of early participation in the ANSI X3L8 Subcommittee's
efforts, a plan for implementing a corporate data standards program was
developed and implementation was begun in 1968 October. While the plan calls
for the principal efforts to be directed toward the development and adopt-
ion of standard data elements and data codes, the way is left open for
specification of other standards. For example, one major corporate stand-
ards project undertaken outside the area of data elements and data codes
resulted in the standardization during 1973 of invoices issued to customers.

3.3 Documentation of Standards

Patterned in part after Federal procedures, approved standards are
published as General Electric Information Standards in the General Electric
Information Standards Register which is distributed throughout the Company.
The terminology developed in the work of Subcommittee X3L8 is used in the
standards.

3.4 Status of Work

A total of eighteen standards has been adopted to date, each with a
specified implementation date which is usually one to three years after
issuance of the standard. In general, mandatory use of specified data
elements and data codes is required where data is exchanged between major
components of the Company.

About thirty standards are currently in the development stage, and five
to ten requests for standardization of data elements and data codes have
been rejected as not warranted.

The standards work of both ANSI and the National Bureau of Standards
is monitored very closely and, to the extent applicable and feasible, the
American National Standards and Federal Information Processing Standards
are adopted. So far there are no variances. Naturally, some of the data
elements standardized are not used outside General Electric.

4. Implementation in One Component of the Company

4.1 Responsibility

Responsibility for maintaining the Information Standards Register and
for implementing the standards in each operating component of the Company
is assigned to the Manager-Finance.

4.2 Benefits

The component which I represent serves several large pooled sales organ-
izations which account for about one-third of the Company's annual sales
volume. The interest in standardization of data elements and data codes has
been very high for at least three important reasons:

Adoption of standard data elements and data codes
eliminates duplication, removes ambiguities, clarifies
communications, and results in operating economies.

Large volumes of related records are interchanr,ed
between headquarters, 15 large and 45 small of" .es
throughout the United States, and about 65 departments
within the Company or about one-third of the trital
number of departments.
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The specification of national standards both for data
elements and data codes and for information interchange
procedures must take place prior to any appreciable
automatic interchange of records between customers and
the Company as a supplier, or by either with other parties
such as bunks.

4.3 Implementation of information Standards

a. Integration with National and Federal Standards

With the momentum of the Company-wide program and fewer complexities to
deal with, progress within the Company is beginning to move at a faster pace
than the national efforts. This has the disadvantage that a standard adopted
by the Company and implemented by its components may turn out to be different
from an American National Standard issued at a later date. Care is being
taken to keep abreast of both the National and Federal efforts to hold such
cases to a minimum. In any event, any subsequent conversion from a partic-
ular Company standard to an American National Standard should be simplified
in that the various names and definitions previously used to identify the
same data element and the different data items and data codes used in the
past will already have been abandoned in favor of one Company standard.

b. Timing

In general, the least effort is required in implementing a standard data
element and data code if this can be done coincident with redesign of an
information system. However, this is not always possible. In certain diffi-
cult cases, translation techniques may be used to achieve implementation
by the effective date.

4.4 Media Used

The media presently used for interchange of data presently run the
gamut from the U.S. mail for transportation of hard copy, paper tape, punched
cards, and magnetic tape to various low and high speed communications facil-
ities for remote batch and on-line data transmission. Generally speaking,
managers use the data in serving customers, filling orders, sales direction.
management of assets, control of expense, budgeting, and business planning.

4.5 Data Interchanged

a. With Customers

Among the principal records interchanged with customers are quotations,
orders, acknowledgements of orders, shipping promises, invoices, and
payments.

b. Within the Company

Data exchanged within the Company is included in records of customers,
suppliers, orders received, pending business, shipments, billing to
customers, cash received from customers, open orders, accounts receivable,
financial transactions and accounts, expenses, employees, mailing lists,
property, and other transactions.
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OF DISCIPLINING DATA ELEMENTS

IN A COMPUTER SYSTEMS ENVIRONMENT
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The underlying premise of this presentation is that
"all data elements - and data codes in particular - must
be rigidly disciplined and controlled before shared data
bases and common information processing systems can fully
achieve their objectives." The application of automated
data processing systems to business management functions
usually points out the need for new or revised methods of
classifying, coding and representing the data involved.
Manual systems benefit when data is well-defined, organized
and consistent; computer systems, however, require rigialy
disciplined data to fully utilize logical decision rules.
The "stand-alone" computer system is rapidly becoming a
thing of the past. Large shared data bases and common
application systems are now technically feasible. It is
becoming increasingly critical that data elements be
rigidly disciplined if we are to realize the full impact
of the many potential benefits afforded by current tech-
nology. Accordingly, this paper describes 1) the need
for, 2) methods of, and 3) benefits of controlling the
development, usage, and modification of data elements and
coding structures. Included are discussions of 1) problems
which result from lack of control, 2) methods of resolving
and avoiding those problems, and 3) actual examples and
experiences to illustrate various points.

Key words: Computer; control; data base; data code; data
codification principles; data element; data processing
system; information interchange; data representation,
standardization.
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1. Introduction

1.1 Importance or Data Codes

The necessity for managing and controlling data elements in automated
data systems is widely recognized. In fact, this entire Seminar is devoted
to the broad subject of "The Management of Data Elements in Data Processing."
This particular paper, however, is primarily concerned with a specific type
of data element - the data code. Data coding is fundamental to all types of
data systems since it is codes which serve as "keys" which identify the in-
formation stored on mechanized media (e.g., magnetic tape, disk, etc.).
Codes are the fundamental units of which information structures are built
and are necessary to facilitate the logical recording, accumulation and
presentacion or facts for management. Accordingly, this writing directs
attention to a new information systems function - that of controlling the
development and usage of date coding structures.

1.2 Definition

The term "data code" is important enough to merit specific definition
before proceeding further. A data code may be defined as a brief label,
composed generally of one or more letters and/or numbers, which identifies
an item of data and has the capability of expressing the relationship of
that data item to other items of the same or similar nature. The complexity
of the relationship governs the complexity of the coding structure.

2. The Problems

Because of previous limitations in both hardware and software, each
system designer designed his own system of data representations to fit the
problem at hand. Inevitably, many found unique solutions useful for specific
applications in limited areas. Collectively, however, these unique solutions
set the stage for a computer age Tower of Babel. The various functional
areas of a business organization (e.g., the Accounting, Manufacturing,
Engineering and Sales departments) frequently develop unique, incompatible
data codes for representing a common entity set. Each segment of the com-
pany, for example, often has its own code structure for classifying and
identifying the various products produced by the firm. Today these circum-
stances result in tremendous duplication of stored data within an organiza-
tion, extensive cross-reference lists, and extreme difficulty in sharing
data among the indivdual units of that organization - primarily because a
multiplicity of code structures exists where a single structure would
suffice.

To further elaborate, many or all of the following undesirable circum-
stances could be avoided if data code structures were better disciplined.

1. Redundant code structures - multiple structures exist where one would
suffice; they may differ in format, size, or meanings.

2. Incompatible code sets - code values of one set cannot be converted to
equivalent values of a "synonymous" code set because of incompatible
definiti 1b.

3. Inadequate flexibility - the structure, du to its design, has limited
application.

4. Insufficient expansion capacity - little capability exists for coding
additional entities.

5. Cumbersome code structures - because of inadequate design, the code
structures are unwieldy.
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6. Complex Computer programs - programs are more complex as a result of 1,
2, 3, and 5.

7. Instability of individual code values - frequent updates or "replacements"
are necessary.

8. Confusion among code users - this results when several code structures
a..,e similar and have the same name but still have essential dissimi-
larities.

9. Unnecessarily high re:Tonse time - desired changes take longer to
implement because of inadequate code design.

10. Duplication of effort - this occurs when many similar but slightly
different code sets must be maintained.

11. Undetected errors; invalid data - th,
definition of a data code is changed
areas.

.cult when the format or
at properly notifying affected

12. Erroneous decisions - these result from invalid data, use of improper
code structures, etc.

13. Operating costs higher than desired - as a result of the above
circumstances.

3. A Solution

These undesirable circumstances may be avoided by the establishment of
an effective, central data code control function, usually within the infor-
mation processing organization. The two basic reasons for this function
are to ensure (1) the development and use of standard data codes (i.e.,
standard formats, definitions and code values) and (2) that new data codes
confoi'm to established principles.

The responsibilities of this central data code control function should
inc.ude:

1. Publication of standards and procedures necessary to support data code
standardization and discipline.

2. Publication and maintenance of a directory of "standard" data code
structure., for use by application systems. This publication should
document the size, format, definition, source of specific values,
controlling user, etc. for each code.

3. Provision of necessary education for systems analysts in the areas of
data codification principles and methods (discussed in greater detail
later in this paper).

4. Provision of assistance and guidance to operating areas which have
ultimate responsibility for the design of new coding systems or
modification of existing ones.

5. Review and approval of proposals for new or changed data coding
structures to ensure conformance to established data codification
principles.

6. Liaison between the organization's physical locations, functional units,
and data processing application systems groups to review the impact of
proposed changes, establish effective dates for code changes, etc.
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It is important to note that the ultimate responsibility for a given
code structure should lie with the organizational unit most directly
affected by or concerned with the code. For example, Engineering controls
part numbers; Purchasing controls supplier codes, Accounting controls the
chart of accounts, etc. These areas, therefore, should do the actual
design and development of their own data codes because they are most
familiar with their specific informational needs. The central control
authority, however, provides consultation services to each operating area
during the development of a code structure and is charged with the responsi-
bility for final approval before the new structure can be implemented.

The operating area (e.g., Engineering) responsible for a specific data
code controls the day to day assignment of specific code values (e.g., new
product serial numbers, new part numbers, etc.) to ensure adherence to the
assignment conventions established for the code. This area is also respon-
sible for appropriate publication and maintenance of all current values of
the code.

4, Data Codification Principles and Methods

An indepth understanding of the principles and various methods of data
coding is essential to support effective reviews of proposed data coding
structures. This information must also be given to initial designers of
data codes.

4.1 Ten Traits

The following are ten characteristics of a sound data coding system.
These traits must be considered if the information processing systems
supported by the coding system are to be viable, effective and stable. It
should be noted, however, that all these traits are not completely compatible
with one another. Trade-offs must be considered when several traits are in
conflict. The data coding system eventually selected for implementation
should reflect these characteristics to the greatest possible degree.

1. Uniqueness
The code structure must ensure that only one value of the code, with a
single meaning, may be correctly applied to a given entity.

2. Expandability
The code structure must provide reasonably sufficient space for entries
of new items within each classification.

3. Conciseness
The code should require the least possible number of positions to
adequately describe each item. Brevity is advantageous for human
recording, communication line transmission, and computer storage
efficiencies.

4 Uniform Size and Format
Uniform size and format is highly desirable in mechanized data
processing systems.

5. Simplicity
The code must be simple to apply and easily understood by each user,
particularly workers with the least experience.

6. Versatility
The code should be easily modified to reflect changing conditions,
characteristics, and relationships of the coded entities.
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7. Sortability
Obtaining reports in a predetermined format or order is desirable.
Reports are most valuable when sorted for optimal human efficiency.

8 Stability
Code users need a code which does not require frequent updating.
Individual code assignments for a given entity should be made with a
minimal likelihood of change. Uncontrolled and unlimited changes are
laborious, costly, and likely to breed error and reduced confidence.

9. Meaningfulness
For greater meaning, code values should indicate some of the charac-
teristics of the coded entities, such as mnemonic features, unless this
causes the code to become inconsistent, inflexible or unwieldy.

10. Operabiliti
The code should be adequate for present and anticipated data processing
mechanization as well as human refere,,ce. Care must be exercised to
insure that clerical effort or computer update and maintenance time
necessary to preserve required relationships does not grow to unman-
:tgeable proportions.

4.2 Specific Principles

In adrlition to these general characteristics, a number of more specific
data coding principles have evolved. Among the more important of these are:

1. Character Content. Character's other than letters or numbers (such as
the hy,..r,r1, peril, space, asterisk, etc.) are to be avoided in code
structures (ox.:fl.t Cur separating code segments, where a hyphen may be
used). Upper ,a;- HY.-rs only, i.e., ABC...Z (not abc...z) are to he
used in ,da,,,a

2. Visual
dom code stru.
fused with,
letter I vs.
slash, or

is necessary to use an alphanumeric ran-
,fliors that are easily perceived as, or con-

be avoided. Some examples are:
0 vs. number zero; letter Z vs. number 2;

m,oer 1; and letters 0 and Q.

3. AcousticalimilariLles. Nonsignificant codes should avoid characters
that can be confused when pronounced (acoustically homogeneous); for
example, the letters h, C, D, 0, P, and T or the letters M and N.

4. Vowels. Avoid the use of vowels (A, E, I, 0 and U) in alpha codes or
portions of codes having three or more consecutive alpha characters to
preclude inadvertent formation of recognizable English words.

5. Multiple Code Set Compatibility. More than one code or representation
is necessary in some instances to meet most systems requirements. A
single code is the ideal objective, but is not always the most practi-
cable solution. Multiple codes, if needed, should be translatable
'from one code to another, i.e., the data items remain unchanged, only
the codes are variable.

6. Mnemonic Codes. Mnemonic codes may be used to aid association and
memorization, thus increasing human processing efficiency, provided
they are not used for identification of long, growing lists of items.
Mnemonic structures must be carefully chosen, however, to ensure that
flexibility is not sacrificed. Mnemonics should generally not be used
if the potential code set exceeds 50 entries, because the effective-
ness of the mnemonic feature decreases as the number of items to be
coded increases.
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7. Code Naming. All independent data code segments must be individually
named with standard, unique, consistently applied labels.

8. Calculation of Code CaLacity. When calculating the capacity of a given
code for covering all possible situations while maintaining code unique-
ness, the following formula applies (assuming 24 alpha characters and 10
numeric digits are used because the letters I and 0 should be avoided
whenever possible):

C = (24A)(10)
where

C = total available code combinations possible
A = number of alpha positions in the code
N = number of numeric positions in code

(A + N, when combined, equal the total positions of
the code)

Note: This formula assumes a given position is either alpha or
numeric - never both. If both alpha and numeric characters
can appear in all code positions, the formula becomes
C = (34)A+N

9 Segmentation. Codes longer than four alphabetic or five numeric
characters should be divided into smaller segments by a hyphen for
purposes of display and reliable recording, e.g., XXX-XX-XXXX is more
reliable than XXXXXXXXX.

10. Alphabetic versus Numeric. The recording of numeric codes is more
reliable than that of alphabetic (all letters) or alphanumeric codes
(letters and numbers). Controlled alphanumeric codes (i.e., where
certain positions are always alphabetic or numeric) are more reliable
than random alphanumeric codes. For example, AA001 (where the first
two characters are always letters and the last three are numbers) is a
more reliable code than when letters or numbers can appear in any
position.

11. Character Grouping. In cases where the code is structured with both
alpha and numeric characters, similar character types should be grouped
ane not dispersed throughout the code. For example, fewer errors occur
in a three character code where the structure is alpha-alpha-numeric
(i.e., UW5) than in the sequence alpha-numeric-alpha (i.e., 115W).

12. Code Position Sequence. If a code divides an entire entity set into
smaller groupings, the high-order positions should be broad, general
categories; and low-order positions should be the most selective and
discriminating (including any prefixes and suffixes). An example is
the date (YYMMDD).

13. Check Characters. When the number of characters of a proposed code
exceeds four characters and when this code will be for purposes of
identification of major subjects (e.g., organizations, projects,
materials, individuals, etc.) consideration should be given to the
addition of a self-cnecking character to avoid errors in recording.

14. Codes for Numeric Categories. Quantities or numbers should not be
coded since this introduces additional translation and a loss of
preciseness. For example, the numbers 1 to 99 could be coded A, 100-99
coded B, etc. This may be desirable for purposes of categorization, but
statistical value is lost since the actual numbers cannot be derived
once they are coded. Categorizations can be performed during later
phases of data processing rather than in preceding of the input data.
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15. Use of "Natural" Data. A code structure should not be developed if the
specific data in its natural form (such as specific percentage amounts)
is appropriate and adequate.

4.3 Coding Methods

The variety of data coding methods available is fairly extensive.
Knowledge of the primary uses, the advantages and potential disadvantages of
each of these methods is essential to enable selection of the best method
for a given application. Codes may be significant (provide meaning in addi-
tion to simple identification of an entity) or nonsignificant. They may be
assigned sequentially, randomly, or mnemonically. Codes which collate
entities (place them in a predetermined sequence) may be alphabetic,
hierarchical, chronological or classificatory. In short, the selection of
codification structures and structural combinations is quite broad. Matching
the coding method to its particular use is necessary for optimal effective-
ress of the data code and the information processing systems it supports.

The developments resulting in expanding emphasis on and importance of
data codification have been rather recent. Accordingly, not much litera-
ture is available on the emerging data code control function. Detailed
information on data coding techniques such as those listed above is currently
difficult to find. Additional information may be obtained from a technical
report entitled GUIDE FOR THE DEVELOPMENT, IMPLEMENTATION AND MAINTENANCE OF
STANDARDS FOR THE REPRESENTATION OF DATA ELEMENTS being developed by
Committee X3L8 of the American National Standards Institute (ANSI), 1430
Broadway, New York, NY 10018. This handbook should be available from ANSI
sometime this year.

5. Principles in Practice

As stated previously, the two primary objectives of central data code
control are to ensure (1) the development and use of standard (commonly used)
data codes and (2) that new dr/ta codes conform to established coding prin-
cipl.s. Several examples of actual experiences may provide insight con-
cerning practical application of coding principles. The following are ex-
amples of coding difficulties which could have been avoided had the code
control function at my company been implemented sooner.

The fist of the two code control objectives concerns standard data
codes. When we developed our directory of standard data codes, we dis-
covered about twenty different company facility identification coding
structures being used in mechanized systems. Since much information is
keyed by facility code, this information is quite difficult to compare or
share - especially since code value "B" in one system may be the equivalent
of both "23" and "47" in another system or "D30" and "M30" in still another
system. By requiring that all new systems now use the corporate standard
facility code, the others are now being phased out through attrition.

The importance of sound data codification principles cannot be
overemphasized. We have experienced extensive problems because our dealer
and customer identification codes are tied to geographic regions. The
first code position designates the geographic region of the dealer or
customer. This region identifier is necessary for code value uniqueness.
(Without it, there are duplicate codes). Hence, when the Marketing Depart-
ment redefines the geographic regions, many of the codes must be changed to
avoid duplicates. Dealer and customer codes on all historical records and
files must also be updated to reflect the changes. Problems 7, 9, 11, 12
and 13 as previously described all result because these codes were designed
improperly. These codes were also initially designed with insufficient
expansion capability, so field sizes must now be expanded in many computer
programs and on forms - a costly process.
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We have found that through deliberatt, efforts to correct existing data
code deficiencies and by avoiding known pitfalls as new structures are
developed, we have been quite successful in reducing the thirteen undesirable
circumstances previously described. And reduced costs are the ultimate
result.

6. In Defense of Codes

From time to time, a disgruntled user or manager may be heard to
grumble about the tendancy of systems designers to dehumanize systems -

forgetting the people who must make them work and the people they are
designed to serve. The concern is usually over the use of codes in place of
uncoded (English words and phrases) date.. It is desirable then to review the
five basic reasons for coding data in an information processing environment.
They are:

1) To translate from a difficult-to-use source language (words/phrases)
to one which is more oriented toward the needs of data translation
and analytical activities.

2) To decrease required data element size per unit of information.
3) To supplement the information available in the source language

(i.e., to provide more than simple identification of the item).
4) To distinguish between alternative ideas or words which are not

easily distinguished (are ambiguous) when described in text.
5) To enhance accuracy of data translation processes.

Note that people benefit every bit as much as computers from usage of
codes. In fact, people were using codes before the computer was ever in-
vented! And both benefit from use of codes which are well disciplined.
Advent of the computer only made us aware of disciplines we should have
been applying all along.

Computers are wonderful. But they do impose some constraints (or
inconveniences) on people - whether we like it or not. People prefer
recognizable words and phrases. The computer requires disciplined codes if
we desire it to make mechanical decisions based on the data. To the extent
we can provide software to perform the necessary encoding and decoding
function for us - great! But data disciplines are still necessary, simply
because we deal with a machine. The point remains that if we are to
successfully interface with the computer, we must adjust to its requirements.
We must recognize, accept and cope with its idiosyncrasies - but must
minimize and control them in order to reduce inconveniences for its users.
In short, both machine and people needs and efficiencies must be considered
when we design data coding structures and computer systems.

7. Conclusion

Discipline of computer processed data elements - and data codes in
particular - is becoming increasingly necessary. Without it, integrated
information processing systems will flounder. One should not, however,
,mpect immediate results on a Profit and Loss Statement after implementing
a data element control function as suggested in this paper. Be patient.
Desirable results will be forthcoming.
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This paper deals with the design of data element
dictionaries to structure the process of design, imple-
mentation, maintenance, and effective use of modern
information systems. It identifies types of users
(from data base administrators and systems designers
to ad hoc querist) and classifies the necessary entries
with respect to their various needs. Present data base
management systems and information systems design tech-
niques are examined relative to these needs, and a set
of necessary research objectives identified to aid in
fulfilling these requirements. Finally, the potential
of future systems methodology is examined in the light
of p, qt and future technology trends.
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1. Introduction

Many of the papers in this symposium have dealt with the use and
implementation details of Data Element Dictionaries. This paper is intended
rather to discuss the need for, and scope of Data Element Dictionaries
within the entire information system design, implementation, and usage cycle.

If we presume that each person already has his own concept of a Data
Element Dictionary at this point, and we ask for a set of definitions of
the term "Data Element Dictionary", in conjunction with a short paragraph
describing its potential use by each reader, we should expect a disparity.
This is presumably because the Data Element Dictionary has different poten-
tials for different people within the information system cycle.

As an example, the ultimate user of the system may like to know the
exact data item name: he may need to use this to access some interesting
data; he probably also needs information about the data item, such as the
fact that it has a numeric value which represents a weight in tons, and so
forth. To the designer or administrator of a system, the usage of a data
item (in the sense of: "Which programs access it?" or "What are the
statistically averaged accesses per day?" in a working system) is probably
much more important than the specific format of the name. One part of this
gaper therefore deals with the discussion of the category of users of
information systems in order both to contrast and distinguish their potential
needs.
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Because these different classes of users of Data Element Dictionaries
are interested in different attributes of Data Elements at different phases
of the systems development process, a brief discussion is also given of the
authors' views of these phases, and the significant users during each phase.
These are illustrated in figure 1.

In essence, each facet of the use of an information processing system
brings its own need to control the flow of data. The need to control re-
quires a focal point which sensibly resides within the computer system. The
use of data base management systems has provided one facet of control. but
many implementors of systems using data base technology have found it in
itself is not enough: they realize that it must be supplemented by other
means such as those we normally call a Data Element Dictionary.

Researchers in better implementation techniques and better methods of
stating the requirements of large scale information systems have also per-
ceived a need for a coordinated and coherent directory, which in itself
bears great resemblance to the modern Data Element Dictionary. It is there-
fore our contention that ..1.1e Data Element Dictionary can and will become
one of the most important components of th' information processing systems
life cycle.

In order to substantiate this statement, the major part of this paper
is divided into three parts. The first of these defines both the infor-
mation processing system life cycle and the types of potential users; the
second discusses an analogy between information systems and the manufacturing
process, whereas the third part is a discussion of potential attributes of
a Data Element Dictionary in the light of this analogy and our general
experience in information systems technology.

2. Definitions

Although it is probable that everybody has intuitive knowledge and
understanding of these terms, it is felt necessary to include them for
purposes of clarity and precision.

2.1. The Stages of the System L Cycle

The phases of the information processing systems life cycle start with
a "perception of need." This entails the understanding on some part of the
enterprise that there is a need for some new aspect of data processing.
This may be as trivial as the knowledge that a particular subroutine in the
mathematical library of functions is inefficient and needs to be improved,
or the sudden understanding that a new corporate marketing system will
require a totally redesigned automated information system. Generally
speaking, some sort of preliminary study evolves from this perception of
need, but no detail of design would be expected at that time.

The next phase is one of "stating the requireme ts." It involves a
determination of the way that the users expect the proposed system to operate
(or even the way that they have operated in the existing system, with
anticipated improvements due to increased capabilities of the new system).
For our two examples, the result of a study of the mathematical routine may
be merely the feeling that:

Inputs and outputs should be the same, but the results
should be obtained either more rapidly, or more
economically, or both."

Of course, this also involves a careful understanding of what are he pre-
sent inputs and outputs, and how the effectiveness of the new implementation
is to be evaluated.
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In the case of the marketing information system, the study is more com-
plex, and though it involves much the same elements as the simpler example,
it requires a greater volume of data and probably more complex measures.
The inputs and outputs are now a mixture of the previous system's parameters
plus those new elements which motivated the new implementation, But apart
from the additional volume and complexity, the techniques are essentially
the same.

The "design" phase now follows. This may, or probably should, be split
into two parts: the logical and the physical. The distinction between these
two parts will sometimes be quite fuzzy, and in other cases quite distinct.
As an example, in dealing with a subroutine of some mathematical nature, the
logical design normally deals with the provision of an effective algorithm.
The physic41 design, which may be almost subliminal to the implementor (who
probably does his own design in this case), probably involves decision on a
digher level language for implementation, and, for certain rather complex
mathematical functions dealing with large volumes of data, a method of
storing the information on secondary devices during processing. Of course,
in this case the physical environment (which is naturally a considerable
part of the physical design process) has normally been pre-defined by the
task.

In more complex systems, the design phases are much more strongly
identifiable. The development of the new marketing system probably involves
some knowledge of the way in which the company is about to implement its
new marketing organization, which has been generated in the requirements
phase, followed by a study of the computer methods that may, be chosen for
implementing the system. At the end of this logical design phase, some
alternative methods have been examined, and some preliminary trade-offs for
these methods identified. The second part of the design phase therefore
examines the needs for processing relative to the existing environment:
which presumably includes any computing facilities already available. The
physical design therefore determines effectiveness of implementation of the
various logical designs within the existing or several different proposed
hardware and software environments. The outcome of the physical design will
therefore be a single recommended logical and physical design including
documentation of detailed program and data organization specifications and
hardware, in conjunction with plans for the other phases, which will be
discussed later.

The "construction" phase is the detailed programming and coding of the
algorithms, with any support functions that are necessary, including overall
documentation of the methodology. This is followed by, and to some extent
paralleled by, the "testing" phase, which shows that the programs indeed
reflect the correct logical design specifications. Methodologies somewhat
differ at this point, going all the way from debugging in the commonly
accepted sense to the ufe of postulates in a formal logic. It might even be
said that a certain amoint of testing can be performed on the original
logical system's design, because certain continuity tests (and even complex,
logical tests, if necessary) can be performed at that time. Obviously, the
more complex the system, the more difficult the construction and testing
piiases.

The next phase of the systems life cycle is that of "conversion and
education." In this phase, the people who will use the system are re-educated
(as necessary) in the way that it will operate. In the more trivial example,
this presumably requires no effort, whereas in a complex marketing infor-
mation system, it may involve substantial efforts in teaching ether new
technology or new tools. The conversion effort involves both the replace-
ment of the physical equipment and software and the loading or conversion
of any new or old data into the new system, it also involves a careful de-
scription of the way in which the computer room operations staff must n(..w
view the system.
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The next phase is the outcome of most of the planning: the "operation'
phase. This involves the original startup of the entire system after
reasonable testing and conversion, followed by the fine tuning or honing
of the system so that it works efficiently and truly provides the service
required by the users. it is at this time that the operating room staff are
potentially able to gather statistics on the effectivenss of the implemen-
tation, and to determine changes in operational policy to provide continuous
yet efficient service.

The final phase is one of "modification and maintenance." This is, in
fact, an arguable phase: it might merely be a total or partial iteration
through the entire systems life process. Thus a modification can be pre-
dicated on a new perception of need, with consequent iteration throughout
the whole series of previous dates, or maintenance might be brought about by
better understanding ot the operational phase imposing a slight modification
of the physical design. On the whole, however, the changes during this
phase are small compared to those during the original system implementation.

2.2. The People Associated with the System Life Cycle

In many of the phases of the system, it is relatively easy to categorize
the type or class of person involved. There are, however, difficulties in
degree of interest of a particular typ,i of person at any particular time.
In consequence, only those people who are particularty concerned will be
considered.

The process of perception of need generally involves a management
function in conjunction with the particular technologists associated with a

user. The technologist are not necessarily heavily computer- oriented,
although they presumably must have some feeling for the potential.

At the time of statement or requir_ments, the ultimate system users are
presumably communicating with some preliminary systems designers, who are
performing simple analysis on the iniYial design.

In the actual design phases, technologist in the logical design and
physical implementation details are required.

During construction, programmers who know both the logical design and
computing system environment, in conjunction with some low-level coders and
documenters are implementing and testing pieces of the system.

The ultimate testing probably includes efforts in conversion, and
requires much the same talents as construction, with some additional use of
operations staff.

With operation, the computing room staff and ultimate users are the
principal proponents.

For modification and maintenance, one expects to see a mixture of the
all "types", depending on the degree of modification.

There are probably at least eight important categories of people who
are involved with the system; these categories will now be briefly defined:

The Application Programmer is generally expert in writing higher level
language programs which produce, store, or utilize the data. They are
generally writing these programs to perform so,ie well-defined task for a
parametric user an end user who wants to know nothing of computer
technology, but just to invoke, possibly with data input, some pre-defined
program).
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The Application System Administrator is an operation administrator who
makes portions of the data bAse available to programs. He therefore deals
with the security and integrity of data in the database by limiting what and
who can access and update it. Generally, he also has certain other scheduling
types of functions which may not require database functions.

The Database Administrator is the guardian of the physical entity which
is the database. His Tunctions therefore are to care for the data: limit
access to it (though he may delegate some of this responsibility to the
Application Systems Administrator), make sure that it is kept intact or can
be easily replaced (its integrity), provide efficient service by using
certain storage devices and storage structuring methods.

The Enterprise Administrator is the prime administrator of the corpo-
ration. His function is to set policies on the use and applicability of
data: its real meaning and sensible functional operational definition. He
then is in charge of the data element dictionaries and controls how and on
what the Database and Application Systems Administrators shall operate.

The lniOry, Update and Repurt Specifiers are three similar types of
users. Generally they must be provided with a very high level language
interface: for though they are not programmers, they none-the-less expect
to be able to access and modify data without the intercession of an
application programmer. Naturally, the inquiry specifier normally deals
with relatively small volJmes of output data, whereas the report specifier
expects a relatively large but highly formatted output. Also the update
specifier is generally carefully limited in his ability as he holds the
possibility of destroying the integrity of the database.

The Operations Clerk is a parametric user of the application programmers'
work; i.e., he may invoke processes pre-defined by the inquiry, update or
report specifier.

The Site Operator is generally an operator of the computer room staff
whose particular function is to tend to the normal operation of the database
system. Consequently he must receive reports (often automatically generated)
on the minute by minute functioning of the system.

The System Programmer is either making planned modifications to the
entire information system (possibly including the database system itself)
or else helping the site operator and database administrator staff;e.g., in re-
starting or recovering the system after some abnormal behavior.

The above categorization of users of information systems is hardly un-
usual except in its addition of a particular trio; of administrators. The
term data base administrator has been used in the past to distinguish a
functional unit or authority associated with the definition of data
structures, and to some extent on their administration. The essential
difference here is that this function has been split by allowing those
systems or run-time aspects to be handed over to the application systems
administrator.

The essential difference between the conventional data base admini-
strator concept and the trio of administrators is therefore the addition of
an enterprise administrator. The main task of this administration function
is to look to the long term plans and methods of the enterprise. This
function therefore might deal with many aspects which are not presently
(or even in the near future) being implemented on a computer. However, the
elements associated with an enterprise administrator would still be iden-
tifiable, and well understood as elements of interest to the organization.
The intent of this function could be termed long-range planning, but might
better be a reflection of the way that the enterprise sees its total
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business picture. In some sense, the way that current data is structured
and stored (the purview of the data base administrator) and the efficiencies
of the program use of such data Tlhe bailiwick of the application systems
administrator) are of no consequence to the view of the enterprise
administrator. Of course, the converse cannot be said to be true, because
presumably the application systems and data base are implemented as some
subset of the way that the enterprise sees its overall function.

Having determined some terms, it is now possible therefore to discuss
the roles of Data Element Dictionaries, first by analogy, and then in the
various systems design phases, For further discussion see Benjamin [2].

3. Perspectives of Data Element Dictionaries

As was previously suggested, perspectives on Data Element Dictionaries
will be motivated by an analogy. It might very well be asked at this
point why this is necessary. The answer, we feel, is that we are still
dealing with a new technology. In fact, we highly espouse the statement
(which unfortunately we cannot reference, but feel it is extremely apt):

"If computers continue to make the gigantic strides for-
ward in future as they have in the past, then the in-
dustry will soon reach its infancy."

In a highly technological area such as computing, one tends to feel
that all problems are unique: but we should ask whether they are. Further-
more, we should try to learn from other technologies, and see whether they
have sensible comparisions which allows to project some new ideas. For
this reason, we shall spend a fairly substantial amount of time on dis-
cussion of a manufacturing operation.

3.1. Electronics Manufacturing as an Analogy

Because most people have an intimate knowledge of do-it-yourself kits,
we have chosen the analogy of an electronics company which is manufacturing
a set of kits for making radios, amplifiers and similar electronic com-
ponents. For purposes of reference we shall coin the name Easykit
Corporation, and assume that they will provide either kits or fully
assembled products to the public.

If we consider the manufacturing process, we see that the kit or fully
assembled product is built from a series of atomic elements which are the
parts. These may consist of such elements as: a resistor, a condenser,
a transistor, an integrated circuit board, a chassis, and a cabinet. Pre-
sumably some of these elements occur in different sizes and qunatities,
and the manufacturer has the choice of either building or purchasing. The
building process involves manufacturing from raw materials, which them-
selves may consist of some of the elements previously discussed (as an
example, a circuit board may contain some resistor and condenser elements
which have been pre-assembled because of some special precision require-
ments). Other parts may be purchased from separate vendors.

Let us now consider what information is required about the atomic
elements or parts. First of all, we find that the type of information
varies depending on the type of part, and secondly the information require-
ments vary depending on the role of the person within the manufacturers
organization.

As an example of the former, information about the element named a
resistor will be a series of specific attributes such as its resistance
(in its relevant units, in this case ohms), and probably its power cainpacity
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or wattage. lf, however, we were dealing with a named element termed a
condenser, we should be introducing its value in some unit such as a
microfarads, and probably, be interested in somewhat different attributes
such as its peak voltage. As far as differences in usage are concerned, the
designer may be interested in available values and tolerances from different
vendors, whereas the manufacturing or production engineers are interested
in the quantity in stock.

Let us then follow the entire process of kit manufacturing from
original concept to final building:

The first phase of the process is essentially parallel to the computing
systems life cycle: the realization that a new product is marketable. This
perception of need is presumably a decision on the part of marketing staff
that a new kit could be sold to a willing public. The knowledge available
at that time is probably somewhat sparse, and therefore details are not
specifiable. However, this gives rise to a request for a preliminary design
of a potential product.

The first part of the design phase will be one of deciding what are the
overall expected characteristics of the new kit. This is parallel to the
specification of user requirements. At this time the new product which
will carry the name "amplifier" may be required to deliver as an attribute
some power, e.g., sixty watts rms, with attributes of certain levels of
distortion at certain inputs of voltage and frequency. It will be seen,
once again, that these are the principal specifications of the relation-
ships between the inputs and outputs expected from the product. It is at
this time that certain constraints may be put upon the ultimate implemen-
tation. Once again these are by the users, or their mentors (in this case
the marketing staff may suggest a maximum cost based on their assumption of
reasonable market price for the ultimate product). It may, be possible to
identify some of the requirements as being constraints and vice versa, but
this is possibly an unnecessary differentiation.

The designer is now faced with the first part of his design. This
involves his use of technology in determining potential circuitry which
will provide the necessary product characteristics within any constraints
such as cost and weight. In this, the designer is performing his logical
design. During this time he will be discovering what parts should make up
the product. He may also be defining the characteristics of those parts
(such as the acceptable tolerances), as well as considering some side
problems such as mechanical size, electrical interference between various
components, and the overall energy which must be dissipated within a
relatively small volume without producing excessive temperatures. These
are all associated with the environment in which the component must function,
and the way that it may affect or be affected by other components.

The next part of the operation, but still a part of the design process,
is to physically build the component, and use this "breadboard" layout to
uetermine methods of assembly of the unit. This, in fact, parallels the
physical design portion of an information systems life cycle. At this time,
quite different attributes are required to be understood by the designer.
He may still be interested in tolerances and power consumption, but he is
now also vitally concerned with physical dimensions and difficulty of access
for manual operations such as soldering. The results of this physical
design phase will be a series of specifications to manufacturing, testing,
etc as well as information that may be used by the marketing, costing, or
procurement departments for their operations.

The next operation within the manufacturer, assuming that there have
been no stumbling blocks requiring changes of specification (in the event
of impracticality of relative requirements verses costs to build) is that
of manufacturing. This, of course, parallels system implementation. The
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manufacturing process generally involves the normal controls of industry
such as needs for knowledge of parts in inventory, the ability to retrieve
these parts based on some part number (which presumably is unique and will
enable all parts of the same type such as 47K resistors of the same
tolerance and power) to he located in one portion of the warehouse. This
also assumes that there is no redundance such that the same component can
have different part numbers when used in different operation. Similarly,
there are probably restrictions on authorization of which station can call
for which part number. This provides a mechanism for self-checking, as
well as protection against theft by employees. The control of inventory
generally requires reordering or general availability of the parts, as well
as some knowledge of the production schedules so that reasonable planning
is possible on how to restock the warehouse etc.

The quality control function in a manufacturer normally involves both
testing and sampling techniques. These are carried out according to a
series of specifications drawn up in the initial design, and will involve
some sampled-testing of components, probably total testing of a set of sub-
assemblies, and checking for completeness of the product. Of course, in
the case of kits certain packaging and assembly instructions must be pro-
vided. These constitute a parallel to the debugging of an information
system.

As far as the manufacturer of electronics components is concerned, he
has now completed the greater part of his task. He is not interested in the
operation of the assembled kit unless some unexpected troubles arise. To
the purchase of the kit, the operational phase is now about to occur. His
instructions manuals will help in day-to-day operations, and provide him
simple testing in the case of component failure. Thus some simple main-
tenance functions are available to him.

In the event of major problems in the design, which come to the
attention of the manufacturer, or in the case that the engineering staff
determine that there is better way to implement the circuitry, a main-
tenance and modification phase has begun. This may, in fact, be the result
of bad design or bad components, in which case it will present a portion
of debugging service. In any case, the designer or maintainer is interested
in many of the attributes of the system that previously existed, and
potentially some others which only appear due to the operation (such as an
unexpectedly high localized heating causing burning out of some adjacent
components).

The above analogy has dealt with a manufa:turers view of components, but
not in all of the senses. There is still the managements viewpoint, which
is generally associated with the value of the product as reflected in its
sales price, and the cost of all parts of the operation including raw
materials. This therefore involves cost associating with each element, each
sub-assembly, and the final product (even though it maybe kit of parts
it is still, to the manufacturing corporation, a single component).

Thus we see substantial similarities between the manufacturing operation
and an information system. The analogy will row be further examined by
endeavoring to relate some of the components with the data in an information
system,

3.2. Relating the Analogy to DaLa Elements

First let us consider the relation between the atomic parts of an
electronic component and the data elements within an information system.
To some extent the question of what is the atomic part parallels the
question of what is a data element. As an example, a resistor may be looked
upon as either an atomic part or a molecule made up of a carbon body and
two end-caps. In the same sense, a data element called date could
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alternatively be considered to be three data elements termed year, month,
and day. Thus the atomic element is very much in the eye of the specific
utilizer of the system. However, if we allow the parts to be equated to
data elements, then we may say that the sub-assemblies and assemblies of
these parts become the assembly of data elements into larger groups or
data structures. Then the total assembly or product becomes the equivalent
of an output document, whereas the raw material and parts received are the
equivalents of input documents.

We may, if we wish, look on these circuit boards as being parts which
allow assemblies to be made, but we are not stretching the analogy very
far when we relate circuit boards to storage structures. In other words,
a circuit board represents the place where specific instances of the data
elements are gathered together as an instance of the data structure. Of
course, the parts inventory, in conjunction with all the necessary
mechanisms for obtaining parts, represents the data base and its retrieval
mechanism.

If we extend the concept of circuit boards to being the equivalent of
storage structures, we might consider the kit to be the equivalent of
queries to the data base. In other words, the kits are a set of component
parts which represent a specific product, and these are brought about by
a request on the part of a specific buyer for the kit. In the analogy, a
user poses a query, which causes retrieval of instances of the data element
from the storage structure to produce an output document. When we consider
the analogy in this light, the instructions for assembling the kit then
bear close analogy to a query language for the data processing system.
Furthermore, the relative cost of a kit against that of a pre-assembled
component can be looked on as the difference between a query and a known
formatted report in an information system.

There are, of course, some substantial areas of difference in the
analogy. The most obvious of these is in the fact that each part tends
to be homogenous (that is all of 47K one watt resistors of 1 tolerance
may be considered the same), whereas instances of data elements are
normally distinguishable from one another in some specific fashion, such
as their key.

In the same way restart and recovery of manufacturing process normally
implies some loss of in-process inventory, with some idle time duc to the
problem of resupplying the farthest station that has been affected. As
an example, 'if there is a breakdown in a conveyor belt delivering an ingot
of hot steel to a seamless pipe mill, then the ingots which have left the
furnace will cool down, with potentially some spoilage, representing a

loss of in-work inventory. The loss of time occurs in repair followed by
starting a new ingot from the furnace to all portions of the system which
have been idle due to lack of material. This is partly ameliorated in a
manufacturing process because the equivalent of information systems check-
point occur at each of the assembly stations. It is interesting to note
that the normal manufacturing operation has quite a large overhead due to
the cost of this in-work inventory. In some sense, the information system
designer concerns himself about the cost of quality and integrity without
noticing that he is probably extremely low in this cost relative to the
average manufacturing system.

The event of deliveries in a manufacturing process parallel input
documents to an information system. It should be noticed that these are
quite dissimiliar in several ways: e.g., vendor deliveries are seldom
broken down and reassembleu into different groupings in the same way that
data in input documents often are.

Now that we Have developed the analogy, we should look at the different
views of data as seen through different systems users, carrying with it any
technology from our analogy.
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4. Usage Relationships in a Data Element Dictionary

Because the perception of need is a somewhat tenuous process, it has
been unusual to consider a Data Element Dictionary to be an effective tool
at this phase of the systems life cycle. Exceptions to this are only
recently being discussed; a dictionary could be used in providing a uniform
terminology so that the requirements specifier, and various users are
communicating effectively using a common definition of terms: this is
presumably one of the functions of the enterprise administrator. The other
use (also an enterprise administrator function) is in providing the enter-
prise's narrative view of the data relationships, and consequently of the
way of doing business.

The specification of requirements is the first place where it becomes
obvious that a Data Element Dictionary is not only required but mandatory.
The first of the needs is to provide communication between the ultimate
user and the requirements (systems) analyst. If they are not talking the
same language (as shown by their commonality of definition) then the
communication is bound to fail. Too often, it is assumed that our fallible
definitions in English are perfectly enderstood by both parties. This is
seldom the case and the literature is filled with horror stories of im-
plementation difficulties which prove this point. Indeed, the ultimate
user is often laboring under some delusions as to the way in which he
receives his data, and is very inexact in his definition of precision and
formats of his data. It is only by having an exact mechanism for
communications that this irritating and potentially disastrous condition can
be resolved. Of course the fact that a Data Element Dictionary exists will
not in itself solve compatibility problems nor does it ensure a correct
design of the target system. It is just a basis for communication and
control.

This control can be enforced by only allowing approved data element
descriptions in the statement of requirements and would be feasible if the
Data Element Dictionary was available during the requirements statement
process. Furthermore, it is our thesis that no effort at automating the
system building process can succeed without an automated data element
dictionary management system.

The elements most interesting in this phase are:

Name. This is the normally accepted way of describing
the element. It may need some qualification in order
to [lake it unique amongst others of similar nature (as
an example the word date may need to be qualified by a
suffix like received or a prefix like sent). This will
usually be associated also with any synonyms or abbre-
viations. Of course, the abbreviations may ultimately
become the implementation name when dealing with a
language for systems implementation or query, but this
probably is not a part of the original systems speci-
fication or requirements statement analyses.

e Usage. This describes how and where the named element
should be referenced. In general, because named elements
are often used in many :lifferent locations and for many
different purposes, the usage may either have to be
summarized, or else all instances may have to be recorded.
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Structure (or association). This is the way in which the
element bears relationships to other elements. It de-
scribes what reports, both as input and output documents,
refe.ence this data element. It will also at some later
time during the logical design or physical design process
relate the structure of this element to others: however,
this probably is not of interest to the specifications
phase.

Picture. This is the representation of the way that the
user views the data. In the senses of a picture, this
represents the format either during input or output due
to some mechanical device at the interface, or it may
represent the accuracy of some numerical item. Once
again, the information at this time is related only to
the inputs and outputs. As a result, the picture may have
different instances for different documents, and this may
not reflect in anyway the form in which the ultimate
element is stored in instances in the data base.

Units and Dimensions. The fact that an element called
SHIPPING-WEIGHT has the dimensions of WEIGHT and is re-
corded in TONS is of obvious interest to the developers
and users of the information system. This is obviously
of importance to the coder or program designer, but it may
be possible in future tc have the system (e.g., a data
base management system driven by the data element
dictionary) itself check units and invoke correct con-
version routines (e.g., change the units from lb. to .ton.,
as necessary, in much the same way as we now change from
floating point to fixed point representation).

Quality control. Although this may have snme substantial
relationship to the previous attribute, insofar as it

may pred4cate the size and characteristics, it may also
involve some more complex validation criteria.

Timing information. This deals with information about
the time at which inputs and outputs are available or
required. Information on how often the documents enter
or leave the system, statistical relationships, or
knowledge of the triggering of events by either external
phenomenon (sucl as a timing clock or date change), or
by some condition within the data base, such as the
reduction of inventory below some reorder entry value.
It should be noted that the timing information is there-
fore in two parts: the first of them deals with some
probabilistic or exact statement of occurrence, whereas
the other states how this condition may be known to have
occurred. As an example, the fact that a report is re-
quired daily at 4:00 P.M. contains both the information
on the frequency (i.e. daily) and also on the mechanism
for knowing (the fact that the clock has now arrived at
4:00 P.M. on a particular day). As another example, in
inventory control, we need to both know that reordering
occurs whenever the stock point drops below a certain
level, which is the criterion for the report, but also
that this is expected to occur approximately once per
month for each named element in the inventory (that is,
the frequency).
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A textual description. This relates the information, in some
English phrases, about the exact meaning of the named element.
Obviously, the degree of success of this depends very much
on the capabilities of the systems specifier, and should be
tested carefully by the user-specifiers of the system.

Responsibility. This is the question of which group or
organizational entity is responsible for changes to either
the data definition or for access authorization.

Security. This involves the access and update requirements
and rights as delegated by the responsible authority, and
the means whereby these are monitored and enforced.

Integrity. This involves the question of who has the
ultimate responsibility for providing continuity of service
for this element, as well as details of who is responsible
and how this should be maintained.

Worth. This involves an attempt on the part of the require-
ments specifier to determine the particular value of each
element of the data either as a whole or else in its re-
lationship to various reports in which it is a member.

During the requirement statement phase several methods, some of them
automated, can be applied (see for example [2]). These include analyses
that can be utilized to check the consistency of some parts of the process
of requirements and partial implementation. In these systems the data
element dictionary is produced as a result of the analysis .ather than used
as a standard of reference.

In the design phases, both logical and physical, most of the previous
attributes of the data element dictionary are relevant. In fact, without
good definition of timing, volume, speeds of response, security, and integrity
the design is based merely on a particular designer's prejudices. More-
over, although very difficult to determine, a set of worth figures becomes
mandatory for effective and efficient design.

The principal efforts during the design phase which transcend those of
the previous phases are in the grouping of elements and their association
with the various processes which use or produce them. This is then followed
in the physical part of the design phase in definitions of potential storage
groupings and accessing criteria for the entire data base as it is now being
defined. This therefore requires at least the following additions to the
data element dictionary:

Logical design relationships. These are an extension of the
structural relationships of interest during systems speci-
fication. They represent the data administrator or logical
system designer's view of the best way to group information,
and the relationships which might be provided for these
processes. As an example, the element called age may not
be physically stored within the system. Presumably some
other element such as date of birth is however stored, and
consequently it is possible to invoke a procedure w'ich,
knowing the present date as well as the date of birth, can
compute the age. This is being referred to as virtual data
in some recent documents. In the same way, if we have a data
base involving people with data on their sex and parent
names, it is possible to determine other relationships like
cousin and aunt, however this involves invoking some pro-
cedural computation rather than an immediate access to the
data base by an explicit relationship.
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Association with processing. This is the association of
elements with the processes in which they play a part.
This enables the user to determine how and where his data
is obtained or modified. It also provides a mechanism
whereby the data base administrator and application
systems administrator may determine better groupings
during operation. Finally, this enables some other pro-
blems such as the security and integrity relationships
to be better examined through a knowledge of the potential
accessing paths and processes.

Storage groupings. This is the purview of the data base
administrator and his ability to define how the data
structure is mapped into the particular storage. This,
generally, also involves the ability to define any accessing
criteria and the physical devices under which the element
may be supported.

The additional information described above is sometimes generated as
requirements analysis reports or design specifications, and used for
checking the completeness and correctness of the design, It is our
contention that this information, which is the coalescence of the
various statements of requirements and design decisions, must become
part of the data element dictionary; further, we believe that any
structured design process cannot really succeed without the availability of
such a data element dictionary.

During the construction phase, the data element dictionary may both
require additional information, and provide substantial aid to the pro-
grammers. The additional requirements are:

Information about the "sub-sr.hemas" in which the element
resides. This information can be of use in partitioning
the data base for various users needs. The sub-schema
concept involves' the statement of which part or parts of
of the data base are visible to any particular application
program or user type. It also allows different filtration
of names for different languages, and potentially the
transformation of logical schemas to suit the way that a
language processes them. As an example, a FORTRAN sub-
schema may utilize the matrix concept, whereas some other
language may look on this as a vector made up by the
transformation of rows or columns of the matrix.

Test data generation. The testing and debugning of large
scale systems normally requires quite a large volume of
test data. In dealing with large scale systems and com-
plex data bases, it is not always possible to provide
raw data without danger to integrity during testing.
The data element dictionary may very well be the re-
pository of information on how to generate data which
tests programs based on a generation of random but
theoretically possible values.

By marrying the data element dictionary to the data base management
systems, a concept which is gaining more wide-spread support in industry,
it is possible to allow the data element dictionary to provide much of
the support functions otherwise required by the data base management system.
Thus the dictionary, in having the data structure and information about
the sub - schemas may be used to generate the data definition for the
data base management system. It also is the repository of information
about potential users security and integrity. It could therefore provide
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the necessary parameters to the data base management system so that these
are automatically generated rather than relying on systems support activities.

In the day-to-day operation of data base management systems, the data
element dictionary can provide some extremely impot'tant functional inter-
faces. these are generally mechanisms whereby the dictionary becomes the
repository of important information about the way in which the system is,
in fact, working. Examples of this are:

Date and time stamps. These '.:an be associated with each data
element in order to show when the element was either last
accessed, last updated, or originally input. It is, in
fact, sometimes necessary to keep a total history of the
element.

* Description for query. Here the data element dictionary can
form the basis of the menu which the querist examines to
determine the information that may be obtained from the
system. It is an invaluable aid for systems designed to
guide the user through the system. It is also important
here to note the difference between th standard data
element definition and the instance values. When a set
of correct values is given (e.g., for validation purposes)
these may also be required by the user, or be of interest
to him as a list of available parameters. As an example,
if we have alist of correct military ranks, the query user
may like to "pick' from these rather than have to remember
them. This means that the ranges of values must be stored,
and also available.

Usage statistics. If the data element dictionary is used
to retain statistics on the use of the data element, it
will be possible for the data administrator to utilize
this information during reorganization. The data element
directory seems to be the obvious place to retain infor-
mation about the usage of the element, not only in a

logical but practical way. Thus the statistics collection
mechanism can provide information to the data element
dictionary on the frequency of usage and potentially even
what processes are using elements. Such statistics are
also necessary for the design of good user prompting systems
(for the querists) described above.

Security and audit. It is possible to use information quite
similiar to the statistics gathering for determing both the
frequency of access to potentially secret or sensitive in-
formation, and also for the ability to determine accuracy
of data either from a financial, or quality control aspect.

Modification. When some portion of the information system is
to be modified, it usually involves changes to the data
within the system. These may range from a change in the
values that the data may now obtain, to the introduction of
new data items. Hence the presence of a good data element
dictionary is imperative here.
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5. Conclusion

The preceding discussion has emphasized the need for a data element
dictionary; which, of course, implies that there will be a system which will
allow convenient access to the dictionary. The manufacturing analogy, while
not necessarily exact, helped to show that the data element dictionary system
is akin to the system devised to keep track of parts in the manufacturing
system; i.e. inspite of the special terminology we may use to talk of the
cl4ta element dictionary, it is just information about our (working)
information! However, current technology of system building does suggest
several areas of research which would be relevant to furthering the
effective use of data element dictionaries, which in turn would contribute
to system building and usage.

It has beer, presumed, based on some experience, that data element
dictionaries are desirable; however, there is need for some methodology
by which the effectiveness of the dictionaries may be measured (the
dictionaries do not ha.e to be automated to do this). A similiar question
addresses the effectiveness of the dictionary over the whole life cylce:
when is it highly cost effective? Can its use be delayed (e.g. not used
in the requirements statement phase)?

An implementor of a dictionary is faced with the question of the type
of interface that a dictionary system must provide to the user. This type
of user ranges from the occassional querist to a data base administrator.
Should there be a common interface? This question leads to another, namely,
should the whole dictionary (i.e. with all its attributes) be available
as one monolithic piece, or should it be partitioned (e.g. as a sub-schema)?
A suggested starting point for a schema is shown in figure 2.

One of the current trends in providing an interface to a user for
multiple systems, is to give him a "HELP" package that allows him to
work across multiple systems with varying capabilities. How can the
dictionary aid this process (and "learn" from its usage by keeping
statistics)? An allied area of interest is the use of the dictionary by
the data base administrator: he can use it to collect usage statistics of
an operational system and hence aid in data reorganization.

There are, currently, many approaches to the system building process -

using data base management systems, using requirements statement languages,
other structured methods, or the traditional approach. Each of these
approaches implies a different attack to the task of setting up a data
element dictionary. Is the ultimate dictionary any different, in each of
the cases? Is there a way to complement the system building approach?
At least two criteria may be used to describe the dictionary: the type
of user and the building process.

Finally, there are several issues such as:

To what degree should the data element dictionary contents
be allowed to be dynamic?

What security problems arise due to the availability of a

central repository of a company's data description (no
different than the problems encountered in any information
processing system!)?

a How can it be used to aid networking? May there be differences
between elements throughout the system?
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In summary, we can say that the data element dictionary (and the
system to use it) is really just an information system to support the
management of our data. Building it involves all the problems of building
a normal information system, along with the special challenges of having
to be introspective - performing a systems analysis on our needs, worrying
about integrating our requirements, providing an interface to us, handling
security problems, as they concern u5,, etc. Using a data element
dictionary approach, we may eien learn to build systems correctly!
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Figure 2. A Schema for a Data Element Dictionary
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gESTION: Isn't the Data Element Dictionary the same as the Data Definition Language
of the proposed CODASYL DBMS?

ANSWER: The data element dictionary (ded) is a structured collection of information
about the data elements of interest.
The Data Definition Language (DDL) is a language; statements made in the DOI.
represent the data schema; processed by a DDL processor (such as the one
available in UNIVAC's DMS 1100) it could provide, as one of its products, a
data dictionary. This dictionary, however, is devoid of many of the attributes
of the data elements that one would expect to have in a ded - eg textual
description, usage volumes.
It is our contention, that given a comprehensive data element dictionary system

similar to the one proposed in our schema - one could write a processor to
derive DDL statements necessary to describe the target schema: in fact, some
commercial systems presently available do just this (e.g. UCC-10 provides a
DDL for IBM's 1MS version II)

QUESTION: Is it more important for a dictionary to describe the data element names that
are being used (though these may be redundant) or the data element names that
sh604 be (standards)?

ANSWER: Surely, we must be honest with ourselves. Although we may conclude that there
is every reason to go to standard names, there is almost bound to be resistance.
If we force users into unwanted (by them) standards, they may develop a sort
of paranoia - where they either deliberately or subconsciously try to sabotage
the system.
What we propose is a reasonably forgiving system with a synonym capability.
Such a system as that developed by BB and N with Mass General Hospital allowed
the user (a nurse)to ask a question using a non-standard drug name: the order
was fulfilled, but the system replied using the standard name. Maybe (it may
still take 20 years) we could thus educate our users into a standard.
Of course, we, the information technologists, should never become so conceited
that we are sure that we know best in other fields of technology (e.g. marketing).

QUESTION: Which user "owns" the data?

ANSWER: We presume that the "user" is, say, an employee of the corporation which
maintains the data base; and, further, that the user is interested in this
data as a means for discharging his duties. If our presumption is correct,
then we do not see why data should not be considered as just another resource
of the organization. The jealous guarding of the data as a personal possession
usually arises out of either of the following situations:

a) the user is responsible for maintaining the data, its accuracy,
timeliness etc.

or

b) the user had to go through a (sometimes) painful phase of
collecting, and massaging the data.

It is natural to feel possessive about this data - but it is no more a user's
possession than is a scientist's discovery strictly his own when done as part
of his work for the company.
If, however, our presumption about the question was wrong, and the ownership
pertained to an individual's data about himself, then the owner has the right
to see that his data does not get misused; he should even be given rights
to access it, verify it, and have a say as to who receives copies of it, and
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what the receivers does to it (e.g. not further disseminate it, or else
maintain it on his:own without the above provision).

QUESTION: Is ownership a viable concept when flowing data between agencies?

ANSWER: The answer to the question may be deduced from the answer to the previous
question on ownership of data by substituting "agency" for "user",
There is however, one point of difference; should there be some need for
special "ownership rights" on parts of the data, the distributed data base
concept allows this; i.e. have a local data base from which an agency could
contribute to the central (pooled) data which other agencies may access.
An example of such a situation might be a working budget being developed
for an agency: it may not wish to have this released till it was in a
finished form to be released to other agencies. In such a case the local
data would be "owned" by the local agency.
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Health Care and The Delivery Mechanism

Sheila M. Smythe'

Blue Cross-Blue Shield
622 Third Avenue

New York, N.Y. 10017

Increased demand for health services as well as increased
costs for the provision of such services within the past
decade, makes it imperative that a comprehensive health care
delivery system be developed in this country. Essential to
the design and implementation of such a health care program
is the development of an appropriate, computerized informa-
tion system which would provide necessary data elements on
the needs of the population, utilization of services and
resources, and measures of effectiveness.

You and I have spent from sixteen to twenty-foul years of our lives in
the classroom being educated, we are affected for up to forty years of our
lives by the particular phase of life in which we have chosen to earn our
living. We are affected for brief intervals as we go through life by tele-
phones and transportation.

There is nothing in this material world however, that affects us more
than health - from the point of entry - birth -- and thereafter - our own
health and that of others impacts on every other aspect of living. It is
therefore especially meaningful that as part of this information processing
symposium we devote ten minutes to this subject.

In considering how to deal with this subject in so short a period of
time, I came upon a quotation in Man, Memory and Machines (An Introduction
to Cybernetics) from Samuel Butler. He said -

"It must always be remembered that man's body is what it
is through having been molded into its present shape by
the chances and changes of millions of years, but that his
organization never advanced with anything like the rapidity
with which that of the machine is advancing."

With the awareness that this statement was made in 1872, over 100 years
ago, by a man of letters and that we have had the opportunity of vast know-
ledge and participation in both the generic and specific aspects of computer
operations and data gathering (its use and misuse) for more than a century
since Samual Butler wrote that statement - from the viewpoint of my own
professional experience and commitment, I would like to make a few observa-
tions about data elements and their interchange as they relate to the
national and local health care system.

'Vice President
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The nation's public and private costs for health and medical care were
an estimated 94.1 billion dollars in 1973 - or 7.7% of our gross national
product.

The magnitude of this expenditure is more evident when one considers
that the health service industry is now considered to be the second
largest in America. We have 345,000 doctors, 116,000 dentists, 141,000
faarmacists and 815,000 nurses; 20,000 nursing homes, and more than 7,000
hospitals with a combined capacity of over two and a half million beds.
The health transactions, many of them computerized, number in the billions
each year.

Today, it is estimated that one out of every twenty of the nation's
employed are involved in the health industry - over a recent fifteen year
period the number of persons involved in the health professions increased
ninety percent. So today well over four million Ili-sons are employed in
the health industry, and this number is increasing every day.

The twenty year rise in health care expenditures can be attributed to
costs for health services such as hospital care, physicians' set tceq, as
well as hospital construction, research, disease control and det
programs. Nearly 50% can be attributed to the increase in prices;
of one-third is due to increased use of services such as: seeing doe
and dentist more often; going to the hospital more often or staying there
longer; and using many miracle drugs and life-saving (but expensive) new
techniques not available in 1950; and the remainder is the result of popula-
tion growth.

Cost is only a single facet of health care, and the answer to improve-
ment is neither more money nor necessarily cost control. However, I do
believe that some of the corrective measures rest with computer expertise and
its appropriate, immediate application. This is not simply a personal stance
since many here today had the opportunity to participate in the two-day
conference in January 1972 sponsored by HEW where technology and the health
system in the 1980's was discussed in great detail by knowledgeable and
acknowledged experts. But that was two years ago, and I suggest that today
it is a necessity to think of the now and not 1972 nor the 1960's.

The health status of human beings is my primary, professional concern,
as it is with my most immediate, day-to-day colleagues. Health status is
admittedly an abstract term, an end in-and-of itself -- a goal. Meanwhile,
while we are seeking to attain that goal what will we settle for? May I
suggest: The development of an effective health care delivery system
responsive to human needs. An equally abstract notion? I do not think so,
and furthermore, one toward which this audience could provide needed incen-
tive and leadership.

In order to show how data elements, computers and technologists can
relate to such a system, its organization and structure, some explanation is
needed as well as some common agreement. An effective health care delivery
system can be divided into two interrelated components:

1. the service elements

2. and, the desired characteristics
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The service elements of a responsive health care delivery system include at
least the following: prevention, primary care, emergency care, acute general
and specialty care, long-term care, home care, and rehabilitation.

The desired characteristics of a system would include at least
(individually or collectively) the following; availability, accessibility,
quality, financing or freedom from financial barriers, flexibility, coordin-
ation, continuity, acceptability, accountability, capacity for dealing with
populations at special risk, economy, efficiency, and research. Quite a
laundry listl

To illustrate the interrelationship of these components, let us
visualize a matrix with the service elements as the vertical array, and the
desired characteristics as the horizontal array. They interrelate through
what could be called indicators; that is, quantitative measurement. To make
the process useful, there would be a series of cells or boxes to be filled in.
For example, population ratios, travel time, free structure, insurance
coverage, patient flow, utilization review, formal/informal relationships
with other services, patient attitudes - in other words - a series of
indicators.

The components of these indicators are all data elements. These
indicators are measures of both the present status and the desired level of
health within the optimal system. With this knowledge, appropriate resource
allocation and health programming could be predicated. (I am not however,
saying that such comprehensive information would necessarily result in either)

I also do not wish to imply that all the direct measurements (the
indicators) exist or that they necessarily involve all the elements or involve
all the desired characteristics. What does exist in this country is the
possibility of a measurement where needed, whether it be on a national, state
or regional basis. What does exist is the capacity to define the data
elements of a health care system, and this ability is most certainly within
the purview of technologists. And, such expertise is and cannot be limited
to the health professional computer personnel. This activity rightfully
falls within the responsibilities of all data professionals who are engaged
in any function which would impact on social well-being.

How all this is brought into a unified, interrelated activity is the
unanswered question. And, that is begging the question.

However, I do know the capacity of Blue Cross and Blue Shield national
systems, the hospitals and health industry to fulfill both regulatory and
nonregulatory functions with the use of computer technology.

In the Blue Cross/Blue Shield system, we must relate our customers
vertically, horizontally and diagonally from their point of entry (when they
are enrolled as our customers); we must monitor their changes in status
(births, deaths, marriages), as they change from one employer to another, or
as they become directly responsible for their own coverage. We must relate
them from the point they enter the hospital through emergency, inpatient and
outpatient situations, or visit a doctor's office for covered services. We
must be concerned with their hospital, doctor, dental, drug, and home care
bills; we must relate them to the federal government (Medicare) to state
and local government (Medicaid) etc., and we must keep track of them as they
vacation, travel or retire in California, Florida and Arizona, and keep track
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alifornia's and Florida's and Arizona's subscribers as they vacation in
Iti+ York and elsewhere.

The mass of data necessary to control the above situation in an ortho-
dox data processing environment is almost impossible to comprehend, let alone
process.

In the past decade there has existed, to name a few: Hill-Burton,
Hill-Harris, Medicare, Medicaid, 0E0, Model Cities, Comprehensive Health
Planning, and the Regional Medical Programs. All of these made and make
different health and health-related data demands both on the public and
private sector.

Now the nation is faced with the implementation of hR 1 (Public Law
92-603) -- it too requiring multiple, additional, supplemental, new and
different data. In addition, demographic projections, as well as health
needs of a given community will certainly be a requirement of the new HMO
legislation and in a more technical sense also the local implementation of
rofessional Standards Review Organization activity.

Then there are the current Congressional proposals calling for the
establishment of regional "decentralized" health authorities across the
country. And lastly, on the 30th of this month, the President of the United
States is "expected to outline major initiatives designed to improve the
nation's system of health." (New York Times - 1/20/74)

During the past decade, several presidential health messages have
indicated that the nation's health policy is the attainment of adequate
health for all citizens and the assurance of equal access to quality medical
care for all. The crux is converting such a policy into a specific system
and operating programs. This is the subject of public, political debate at
the present time.

Whatever the outcome, the development and implementation of any process
of planning, monitoring and evaluating health services, demands the develop-
ment of a comprehensive health information system. This system would provide
data on the health needs of the population, utilization of services and
resources, and measures of effectiveness. Such a health information system
would eliminate the multiple and incompatible data collection and reporting
requirements currently in operation from the national to the zip code level.

In these few minutes, I. have tried to outline in a primitive manner
what I think would be the core of such a system, as applied to the develop-
ment of a health care system responsive to the nation's need and to indicate
the necessary and continuous role which computer technology and its profess-
ionals can, and must play.
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A Syn- for Naming
Data Entities

Helmut Earl Thiess

Naval Command Systems
Support Activity'

Washington D. C. 20374

The of data elements are used for recording, storing, indexing,
manipulating, and retrieving most of the data in automatic data process-
ing systems. Her, -e, these names should be unambiguous to people
and to machines. The syntax described in this paper provides rules for
such unambiguous naming of data entities in normal English.

The syntax for names of data entities (the collective term used for
what usually are called data elements, data chains, data use identifiers,
and fields) defines the use of the operators OF, AND, OR. The extension
of the syntax to include the operators AT, BY, FOR, NOT is indicated.

The use of the syntax permits the construction of names f,r easy
use by keyword indices, classification of entities, and retrieval on
contiguous or noncontiguous keywords of the names. The syntax permits
incorporation of its features into or recognition of them by existing
computer programming languages.

Key words: Data element; data element dictionary; data element name;
data element syntax; data management; data processing; information
processing; information storage and retrieval; keyword indexing; pro-
gramming language.

1, Introduction

1.1, Terms Used

A datum appearing in a data processing system usually is a numeral in digital notation
representing a number, a coded representation, or a word or phrase in a natural language.
This datum is a data item of some data element. Data elements can be combined into data
chains. Data use identifier is the name, title, or description given to the use of a data
element. For instance, the data element "country" may be identified as a country "of birth"
or country "of residence", depending on its intended use. The terms data element, data
chain, data item, and data use identifier are used as defined by the Department of Defense
and published by the Department of the Navy [112.

Data entity is used in this paper to mean data element, data chain, or data use identi-
fier when the distinction among these terms is not needed.

1The views expressed in this paper are the author's and do not necessarily represent those
of the U. S. Department of Defense.

2Numerals in brackets indicate the references at the end of this paper.
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1.2. The Problem

Data are resources. The frugal use of data requires that data be managed. This manage-
ment of data is done by some technique [2, 3, 4, 5]. However, the catalog, directory, or
dictionary of data entities in use by data managers usually has no rules for naming these
data entities, except for the necessary requirement that the name of a data entity be unique.
As a consequence, exchange and use of data to provide information is frequently hampered by
storage and retrieval problems that were caused by the unsystematic naming of the data enti-
ties.

2. Acknowledgements

The syntax developed in this paper or the notion of having such a syntax was inspired
by COBOL-derived query languages which have been used in military command and control ap-
plications since the advent of second-generation computer hardware. The following example
illus.:rates this background:

IF SHIPTYPE (CRUISER) COLUMN SHIPNAML:, COMMANDER-RANK, COMMANDER-NAME.

This query statement is adressed to a formatted file containing records on ships. The
data element SHIPTYPE (also a field in this file) has, among others, a data item CRUISER.
For any ship in the file that is identified as a cruiser, the name of the ship and the rank
and name of its skipper will be on the output in columnar form.

After the syntax was tested in an application area and was discussed with an associate,
the associate called a specification of the "Of-language" [6] to the author's attention.
Since then, publication [7] has also been reviewed by the author.

When the syntax was originally developed, the author wished to arrive at names that can
fit into a query language for processing by a computer. No specific query language is in-
tended to accommodate the names. The degree of processing by computer also is left undecided.
Indeed, processing by computer need not be done at all.

3. Specifications for Designing Names of Data Entities

If one were to specify the characteristics the name of a data entity should have, one
would begin by prescribing unique and unambiguous names expressed in natural language.
Further, these names should be ameuable to categorizing the entities in one or more manners.
As these names are used by or for automatic data processing systems, they should also lend
themselves to automatic processing, including recognition of such names by automata.

4. The Syntax

4.1. Reserved Words

Strictly speaking, a syntax deals only with the arrangement of words. The ultimate goal
of the syntax described here is to lead to a "language" for naming data entities. Hence,
reserved words are needed at this stage.

The following words have special meanings as connectors, delimiters, or operators and
should be used for these purposes only. A reserved word hyphenated with any word is not a
reserved word unless this hyphenated word itself is a reserved word.

AND -- Operator requiring that the condition specified on either side of the AND be met:

AT -- Operator requiring that the following phrase is either a representation of a geo-
graphic location or of a specific "moment" (minute, hour, day, etc.) in time.
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BY -- Operator requiring that the following data element (field) be answered or is appli-
cable for all data items (values) of the data element in the "domain" of the question; e.g.,
NUMBER OF ENLISTED MEN BY RANK FOR "SHIP". SHIP is the domain (a specific vessel); BY RANK
specifies E-1 through E-9, NUMBER would (in a query) respond with the number of enlisted men
in every pay grade on the specified vessel. See the operator FOR.

FOR -- Operator requiring that the following data element (field) be answered or is appli-
cable for one specific data item (value), if one exists, which Jo represented by the name of
the data element. See the operator BY.

NOT -- The logical negation.

OF -- Operator establishing the specific-to-general name of a data entity.

OR -- Operator requiring that one and only one of the conditions specified on either
side of the OR be met. The inclusive OR is ruled invalid, because we are concerned with the
representation of the contents of fields in records. Such a field can contain only one of
two or more possible alternatives.

Because data entities are potential input for a query, the following usual query-
language words should be reserved and not be used for naming data entities:

ADD, ADDITION EQUAL PLUS
DIVIDE, DIVISION GREATER MINUS
MULTIPLY, MULTIPLICATION LESS SUM
SUBTRACT, SUBTRACTION THAN PRODUCT
DISPLAY, PRINt, READ, WRITE EITHER QUOTIENT

If the query-language chosen or to be chosen should resemble an existing language, such
as COBOL, appropriate additional words should be avoided.

It in recognized that these usual query-language words may constitute a problem. Armies
have "divisions"; businesses manufacture "products"; etc. Reserving these words is a design
goal, in case the Lames of data entities should fit into a query language without the need
for separate symbols delimi-ing the names.

4.2. Use of Predicates

All the names of data entities are assumed to be phrases that do not contain a predicate
(an action, state, or condition which is stated, ordered, or exclaimed by the use of a finite
verb). Infinitives or participles cannot be used as predicates, hence they can be used in
the name of a data entity. Loosely stated, a name of a data entity should not contain a verb
that makes a statement about a subject of a sentence. Briefly, a name must not be a sentence.

4.3. Punctuation

As part of the name of a data entity, only a hyphen may be used as a punctuation symbol.
This hyphen is used to connect words in normal English writing or to connect a reserve word
with another word.

4.4. Operations and Parsing Rules

a. General Remarks

Whether one reads a sentence or a mathematical formula, one analyzes the string of sym-
bols representing the sentence or formula and parses the string from left to right for deter-
mining the meaninc. The sentence DOG BITES MAN consists of the subject DOG and the predicate
BITES MAN, The predicate, in turn, consists of the transitive verb BITES and the object MAN.
The implied components are:
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((DOG) ((BITES) (MAN))).
trans. verb Obj.

Subj. 4Pred.
Sentence

The mathematical notation 5 x 3 + 8 can mean 23. One arrives at that meaning by knowing
that one first -multiplies five by three and then adds eight. The implied components are:

((5 x 3) + (8)),

A person reading the sentence or the mathematical notation is aware of the implied com-
ponents. A computer program used to assign meanings to sentences or to calculate results must
understand the sentence structure (subject, transitive verb, object) or the order in which math-
ematical operations are performed (multiply before adding), However, people and machines can
encounter ambiguity. In order to avoid ambiguity in naming data entities, an order of operation
and parentheses are assumed to be present for knowing where one syntactic element stops and the
next starts aad for knowing which words or phrases are linked more closely than others. One

can check for ambiguity by inserting the implied parentheses based on the order in which the
operations ate "executed".

The outermost opening and closing parentheses are used as surrogates for explicit or im-
plicit delimiters understood by pc)ple or machines. For instance, a person or a computer pro-
gram could understand READ DATE OF BIRTH by knowing that READ is a command and DATE OF BIRTH
the name of the data entity. The end of the command READ signals the beginning of the name.
The end of text on a line indicates the end of the name. The order of operation, i.e., the
sequence in which the implied parentheses could be inserted or are assumed to be present, is
described in the following. In a31 instances, the number of implied opening parentheses
must equal the number of implied closing parentheses.

b. Operators and Reserved Words Other Than OF, AND, uR

All the operators given in paragraph 4.1, other than OF, AND, and OR, perform unspecified
operations. They are currently not used in naming data entities.

c. Operator OF

The operator OF has the highest order. If one OF appears in a name, the implied opening
parenthesis appears to the left of the first word of the name, and the implied closing paren-
thesis appears to the right of the last word of the name. In other words, the whole name is
assumed to be in parentheses.

If two OFs appear in one name, the two implied opening parentheses appear to the left of
the first word of the name; the first implied closing parenthesis appears immediately to the
left of the second OF; the second implied closing parenthesis appears to the right of the last
teord of the name. By extension, this applies to three or more OFs. For examples see paragraph
4,5.a.

This rule makes it impossible to construct names such as ABBREVIATION OF NAME AND DATE
OF ADMISSION OF STATE OF US. To make the OF order of operation work, this data chain would
have to be renamed ABBREVIATED NAME AND ADMISSION DATE OF STATE OF US. This name is good
Engliah. The retrieval by keywords would be the same in either case.

The commutative law, unlike in algebra, does not apply, because the word (or phrase) to
the left of OF modifies the word (or phrase) to the right of uF and not vice versa. For ex-
ample, COUTRY Oi BIRTH and BIRTH OF COUNTRY have different meanings.

d. Operator AND

If one OF is present, the parentheses implied by it reed not be inserted, as one knows
that they are at the beginning and at the end of the name. If two or more OFs are present,
the parentheses implied by the OFs should he inserted before the parentheses implied by AND
are inserted. The parentheses implied by AND are inserted before those implied by OR. Ia

all cases, it is recalled, one proceeds by inserting parentheses for each operator from left
to right.
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The commutative law does not apply because the components of a data element are read
in a specific sequence, While in algebra a times b equals b times a, A AND B in our data
element language is not the same as B AND A.

e. Operator OR

After the parentheses implied by OF and by AND are inserted, one inserts the parentheses
implied by OR. If one or more OFs are present these parentheses must be within a pair of pa-
rentheses implied by an OF. If one or more ANOs are present and parentheses have been placed
around the phrases for the ANDs the phrases in parentheses on either side of an OR are put
in parentheses proceeding from left to right as for OF.

f. The Space Character

The space character between words of a phrase delineates the individual words which are
used for keyword indexing. Obviously, normal English-language usage should not be violated.
Authoritative general-purpose dictionaries and technical vocabularies should provide guidance
in spelling. Whether one or more space characters differ in meaning is not decided here.
Probably, an implementing query language would have appropriate specifications.

4.5. Using Operators and Paring Rules

a. Using OF

Using SEX as an example of a name of a data element, the names of its DUIs (data use
identifiers) should be formed by using SEX OF as the initial words for DUIs, such as
SEX OF CIVILIAN EMPLOYEE. Other data elements describing the civilian employee could be
HOME ADDRESS OF CIVILIAN EMPLOYEE, FULL NAME OF CIVILIAN EMPLOYEE, etc. In each instance,
the keyword index would permit the retrieval of all the data elements pertaining to a
CIVILIAN EMPLOYEE. No specific, separate classification into "civilian personnel data
elements" is needed.

Similarly, we may have the data elements NAME OF STATE, ABBREVIATED NAME OF STATE
(or ABBREVIATION OF NAME OF STATE), and CODE OF STATE. Again, simple look-up in the
keyword index would lead to the retrieval of all the data elements for STATE.

If more than one OF is used in the name of a data element, rush as NAME OF DATA
ITEM OF DATA ELEMENT, or NAME OF COUNTY OF STATE OF THE UNITED STATES, the leftmost
word or phrase delimited by the leftmost OF is to be joined to the second word or phrase
delimited by the second OF. Then the first phrase, OF, and second phrase together are
joined by the OF to the third phrase, etc. The assumed parentheses would be:

(1) phrase 1 OF phrase 2 OF phrase 3 OF phrase 4
(2) (phrase 1 OF phrase 2) OF phrase 3 OF phrase 4 ...

(3) ((phrase 1 OF phrase 2) OF phrase 3) OF phrase 4 ...

(4) (((phrase 1 OF phrase 2) OF phrase 3) OF phrase 4) ...

If NAME OF COUNTY ... were used in a DUI, such as NAME OF COUNTY OF BIRTH OF CIVILIAN
EMPLOYEE, retrieval by keywords or key phrasca would lead to the data element NAME OF COUNTY
OF STATE OF THE UNITED STATES, as well as to the sets of data elements on CIVILIAN EMPLOYEE;
and would also permit the retrieval of related or associated data elements or DUIs on STATE
aild UNITED STATES. For purposes of classification or categorization, the data use identi-
fier NAME OF COUNTY OF BIRTH OF CIVILIAN EMPLOYEE could fall into classes such as geopoliti-
cal data elements, civilian personnel data, names, etc., depending on the ad hoc need of a
user. Keyword and key phrase indexing permits such dynamic classification. For static
classification the same keywords could be assigned to the respective classes of data elements
just as can be done for act hoc classification.
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b. Using AND

Assume a data chain consisting of NAME OF COUNTY OF STATE OF THE UNITED STATES and NAME
OF STATE OF UNITED STATES. Let us use the respective letters N, C, S, and U to represent the
phrases separated by OF or by AND. We can then form the name of this data chain by writing

N OF C AND S OF U

by recognizing the rule that AND has a lower order of operation than OF. Reading from left
to right (by people or computers) we can insert the implied parentheses in the following
order:

(1) (N OF C AND S) OF U
(2) ((N OF C AND S) OF U)
(3) ((N OF (C AND S)) OF U)

These parentheses serve people as a check on the uniqueness of meaning and serve a com-
puter as the markers it assumes for parsing or concatenating words or phrases.

As already noted in paragraph 4.4.d., the name

N OF C OF S OF U AND N OF S OF U

is invalid. Inserting the implied parentheses would result in

(((((N OF C) OF S) OF (U AND N)) OF S) OF U).

The underlined phrase UNITED STATES AND NAME, modified by NAME OF COUNTY OF STATE,
does not make sense. Expressed differently, UNITED STATES AND NAME, concatenated by the
rules of our grammar, is a meaningless phrase.

Again, as already indicated in paragraph 4.4.d. paraphrasing is necessary when a data
chain consists of two (or more) data elements with differing characteristics. ABBREVIATED
NAME and ADMISSION DATE were given in paragraph 4.4.d, as an example. Using the date of
birth and the county of residence of an employee as a data chain, we could express it as
BIRTH DATE AND RESIDENCE COUNTY OF EMPLOYEE.

c. Using OR

Assume a field that contains either the name of a county and the name of a state of the
United States or the name of a province and the name of a country other than the United States.
For our purposes, it is itelevant how one would know which of the two alternatives is repre-
sented in the field.

because a field cannot contain two values simultaneously, we can assume that the OR is
the exclusive OR otherwise explicitly expressed by the use of "either or ...".

Let us use the letters N, C, S, P, and K for name, country, state, province, and
"Kountry" to abbreviate the explanation. Applying what we know about the use of OF and AND,
we can express the contents of the field as:

N OF C AND S OR P AND K.

Inserting the implied parentheses step by step, based on the order of operation, we may
proceed as follows:

(1) (N OF C AND S OR P AND K)
(2) (N OF (C AND S) OR (P AND K))
(3) (N OF ((C AND S) OR (P AND K))).

If this field were given a full name, such as N OF C AND S OR P AND K CF BIRTH OF EMPLOYEE,
we could confirm that the short name was chosen cor:ectly for adding the us,e. phrases. We use
B for birth and E for employee as the use phrases in constructing the full name of the field
from this assumed DUI name.
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(1) N OF C AND S OR P AND K OF B OF E
(2) (N OF C AND S OR P AND K) OF B OF E
(3) ((N OF C AND S OR P AND K) OF B) OF E
(4) (((N OF (C AND S) OR (P AND K)) OF B) OF E)
(5) (((N OF ((C AND S) OR (P AND K))) OF B) OF E).

5, Other Nomenclatures

5.1. Inverted Nomenclatures

In supply management, the inverted nomenclature, also known as storekeeper English, is
used. It is claimed to have the advantage of bringing like terms together in an alphabetical
listing of items [8), This claim no longer holds, Modern indexing, with the advent of key-
word indexing [9] produces alphabetical listings that bring together like items by more than
one category.

Examples of crass abuse of storekeeper English are the following data use identifiers
of a data chain called YEAR AND MONTH:

(a)

(b)

(c)

Year-month, of source document, projected assignment area
Year-month, port arrival
Year-month, expiration current service agreement,

Indeed, like "items", namely "year-month", are brought together. However, like cate-
gories for thesa three DUIs may be as follows, if one knows the subject area:

document control for name (a)
ship movement; personnel; logistics for name (b)
personnel for name (c)

5.2. Other "Normal" Nomenclatures

It is not claimed that the syntax proposed in this paper is the best method for naming
data entities. Experts in linguistics are urged to comment on the correctness of the pro-
posed syntax, Does it lend itself to creating names in natural language which can be under-
stood by computers? Is the proposed order of operations (OF higher than AND, etc.) appro-
priate?
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S. Government
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ADDENDUM

A. Operator Precedence

Dr. J. A. N. Lee, from the Department of Computer and Information Science, University
of Massachusetts reviewed the paper at the request of the author. In a letter, Dr. Lee
stated:

"I believe that the most striking thing is that one should be able to establish an
operator precedence table for the connectives in the same way as precedence tables exist
for arithmetic and logical operators. From a brief study I would say that the rules for
precedence are as follows (from highest to lowest):

NOT
AND
OR
OF
AT, BY, FOR

with the usual rules of left-to-right precedence governing the cases of equal hierarchy.
This means for example that the statement Name of State at_port of entry would be parsed
into (Name of State) at (pore of entry), and so forth. t am not totally certain that AT,
BY, and FOR are on the same level and have not developed examples to either prove or dis-
prove my hierarchy above.

The notion is great--I would only like to see more relationships with existing methods
of parsing such as precedence techniques."

B. Why not Esperanto?

The oral presentation and the paper stress that the names of data entities be expressed
in natural language (even though in conformance with a prescribed grammar). One of the
questions raised during the discussion was: "Why not use Esperanto as a worldwide program-
ming language?"

English fills quite adequately a need for which Esperanto was designed. English is
the most widely used lingua franca, English is the native language of more people than any
other language, except Mandarin. Either English or Spanish is the native language of the
largest number of countries. English appears to be the second language of more people than
any other language. Given these circumstances, one need not wave the flag, but merely be
practical and use English as a language of international exchange.

The problem and its solution can be looked at in another manner. The smallest number
of people engaged in international exchange needs to learn another (natural) language in
order to understand a computer program written in English. As a written language. English
is learned relatively easily. Native English speakers are very tolerant of English spoken
with a foreign accent.

C. "Data Are" or "Data Is"?

The question arose whether "data" is the plural of "datum" or "data" is a collective
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noun used in the singular. Another speaker expressed the $iew that "data" is a collective
and that "data are" is archaic.

Webster's Third New International Dictionary (1961) states that "data" is the plural
of "datum".

The American Heritage Dictionary of the Eng_lish Language (1969) states:

"Usage: Data is now used both as a plural and as a singular
collec:ive: These data are inconclusive. This data is in-
conclusive. The plural construction is the more appropriate
in formal usage. The singular is acceptable to 50 per cent
of the usage panel."

There are several practical reasons for retaining the distinction between singular
"datum" and plural "data'.

(1)' If "data" were singular, one datum, e.g., the amount of money written on a pay-
check, would have to be expressed by some awkwared linguistic contortion, such as "item
of data". How does "item of data" differ from "data item"? If the singular and plural
of "datum" are used, one can express oneself with clarity and precision with relative
ease.

(2) Sooner or later some people, innocently or ignorantly, will construct a plural
"dates are", if "data" were to be a singular noun. One syMppsium speaker, during his
oral presentation, helped himself to "medias are...", a usage condemned very severely by
The American Heritage Dictionary.

(3) People learning Englith as a foreign language usually learn formal English. Their
teachers explain the English -um and -a endings for the singular and plural of certain nouns
of Latin origin. Many foreign speakers of the English language question the lack of know-
ledge of English and Latin when they hear or read "data is".
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A Technical Information Network
Serving A Decentralized
Manufacturing Company

C. L. Tierney'

Whirlpool Corporation
Benton Harbor, Michigan 49022

The Whirlpool Information Network (WIN) is a system by which
technical information generated or applied anywhere in the corpora-
tion is condensed, organized and communicated.

Users (the technical community itself) assumed the key role
in developing the system. This was a major factor in modifying
attitudes regarding user responsibility in managing the technical
resources.

Whirlpool's Information Network (WIN): (1) Provides an in-
ternal communication medium for documenting and orienting infor-
mation regardless of source or original format into a company-
wide information pool, allowing input and output from the entire
technical community. Input is by means of the WIN Surmary. (2)

Either a hard copy file or microfiche file of WIN Summaries is
duplicated and located at each division or subsidiary. The
numerical sequencing of this file gives a chronological organiza-
tion with broad subject categories. This permits informal
browsing of file data. (3) A computer generated alert is issued
monthly which cites all information entering the system during
the month and arranges the citations in a scannable format by sub-
ject category. (4) A detailed computer generated subject and
author index to WIN Summaries is developed on an annual basis with
quarterly cummulated supplements.

Key words: Communications; current awareness; information network;
information retrieval; technical information transfer; user at-
titudes.

1. Introduction

In an industrial environment, the effectiveness of technical communication lies not so
much in the systems used as it does in the attitude of those using the system. Whirlpool's
Information Center, in developing a technical information network, utilized those people
whose attitudes were critical to effective transfer -- the technical community itself -., in
the key development role. Utilization of users to develop a network shifted the emphasis
from the conventional correlation of system capabilities with user needs, to communication
factors.

'Manager, Information Center
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2, Communication Factors

Three basic communication factors were examined by the technical community in develop-
ing this network:

2.1. Motivational Factors Involved in Communication

The users of technical information examined such things as:
what attitudes are involved in accepting a new concept; what tech-
nical information warrants transmission beyond one immediate de-
partment and why; what incentives or rewards are there in trans-
ferring information horizontally to company peers beyond one's de-
partment. A probe into user attitudes revealed that one's concept
of his own job function is the primary factor in determining either
choice of information source or choice of recipient, and also in
determining the selection of the communication channel employed.
Receiving technical information is to a large extent dependent
upon the sources or channels that an individual selects. This
individual selection is unlike the communication flow pattern of
operational information, which tends to follow the organization
chart and one's position or assignment largely determines the
operational data one needs and gets.

Users generally felt that the broader the range of relevant
data one could bring to bear on a particular problem, the greater
the quality of one's decision. And that the range of relevant
technical information one brings to bear is largely influenced
by the way one sees his technical job assignment.

Not too surprisingly, this probe of motivational factors also
indicated that there is greater acceptance of new concepts which
were interpreted and evaluated by Whirlpool employees than con-
cepts submitted directly from outside sources.

2.2. Environmental Factors Involved in Communication

A look at the role that organizational structure and mana-
gerial style play in technical communications revealed that
technical information, like operational data, tends to flow verti-
cally within divisional organizational structures with little
horizontal transfer among company peers at other divisions. Media
used to communicate technical information was essentially sender
oriented in that the sender determined who would get a report or
attend a meeting based upon the sender's knowledge of individual
interest. This further accentuated the parochial characteris-
tics of technical communications as one's knowledge of subject
interest was limited primarily to local division personnel.

2.3. System Factors Involved in Communications

A probe of the system factors involving both oral and written
communication processes revealed a strong orientation toward
verbal channels in communicating technical information. Verbal
channels (meetings, informal discussions, telephone conversations)
were felt to be faster and more responsive by permitting dialogue.
This preference for verbal channels however, also further enhanced
the parochial characteristics of technical communication.

The major barrier to the effective technical communication
01 ducwrented information was felt to lie in the fragmented char-
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acteristics of documented information structured in terms of media
or source rather than subject content.

Both the technical community and information processing departments (EDP, Records, In-
formation Center, Telecommunications) participated in this probe of Whirlpool communication
characteristics and in the subsequent development of a communication network. Although the
development of a technical network focused on documented data, care was taken to encourage
the extension of verbal communications beyond division structures. In addition to, and
separate from, the development of the documentation network (WIN) described below, several
verbal communication channels evolved. An internal technical referral service, consisting
of a directory of technical expertise (who knows what) was established, extended telephone
service lWATS) permitted easier personal contact with peers throughout the company, and
company-wide technical conferences fostered contact with one's counterpart at other divi-
sions.

3. Whirlpool Information Network (WIN)

WIN is basically a system that transmits and stores documented technical information
which has been analyzed or interpreted by a Whirlpool employee in terms of specific job
assignment. The system is essentially user oriented rather than sender oriented. Although
the sender can designate specific recipients, the user searches and selects applicable in-
formation from a company pool of technical information.

Any technical information that an employee finds relevant to his job assignment which
he feels has interest beyond his particular assignment is transmitted. This may be infor-
mation developed internally or applicable information from outside sources.

3.1. WIN Summary: A Means of Documenting Condensed, Company-Oriented Information

The format of the WIN st,prar,i form permits about 900 words of documented information.
The written summary usually includes results, observations or conclusions, and, if appli-
cable, recommendations. It aims to be highly informative in itself. It may include
sketches, drawings, be typed or even handwritten.

Fourteen data elements comprise the WIN Sumnars sheet. One includes a title, or cita-
tion. (A citation is used when the information submitted did not originate with the sender.)
The citation, when employed, indicates title, author, and source. It is, of course, es-
sential that the title or citation be descriptive of the summary as this is a key factor
in selecting information within subject areas. Other identifying elements include sender's
name, division and department location of the sender, and date.

If the WIN S:enary is part of a full report, or summarizes other documented local data,
two data elements are used. One indicates the local file number or location of the full
report or supplemental data and the second indicates the size (number of pages) or format
(lab notebook -- raw data).

Another data element fulfills a commentary function. It permits the sender to in-
dicate: restrictions, if any, to the distribution of the summary, or sources for additional
information, or any qualifying factors the sender may wish to designate.

Two final sender-generated data elements include both the distribution the sender
designates for the WIN Sier,ar-j, and the retrieval terms the sender feels describe the con-
tents of the summary. These terms may include code names, company names as well as sub-
ject terms, and are for this particular data element, uncontrolled terms.

Three elements comprising this program are submitted by the processor. One indicates
a broad subject classification number. At the present time 18 broad subject categories are
used such as ecology, computers, electrical engineering, food technology, mechanical en-
gineering, manufacturing and shipping, economics and marketing, materials, testing, safety
and consumer protection, etc. This subject classification number (two digit) is the prefix
to the identifying WIN number and serves to arrange the summaries in broad dis-
cipline categories for browsing.
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A second processor generated element is the WIN Surma? number. This consists of a
seven digit number. The first two digits consist of the last two numbers of the current
year and the remaining five digits are a unique accession number. This number serves to
arrange summaries in a hard copy file chronologically within the broad discipline category.
This data element also permits a suffix letter code to indicate information source e.g. in-
ternal data, published literature, vendor data.

The third processor generated data element consists of subject terms. As this network
uses a controlled vocabulary the author suggested subject terms may be modified to conform
with Whirlpool's list of subject terms. Cross references are used in all indexes referring
an author generated term to a controlled term. Various subject terms "authorities" are
used in developing the Whirlpool list of controlled subject terms. Engineers Joint
Council's, Thesaurus of Engineering and Scientific Terms is used for technical vocabulary,
Thomas Register for company names; Business Periodicals Index for business and management
terms.

Of the fourteen data elements comprising the WIN Summary, seven are currently processed
by the computer. These are: the title (or citation), sender's name, division, supplementary
notes if a restriction is indicated, the class category, WIN Summary number and the con-
trolled index terms.

3.2. WIN File

A hard copy file of WIN Summaries is duplicated and maintained at each of eight sepa-
rate divisions or subsidiaries of the corporation. The numerical arrangement of this file
places WIN Summaries chronologically within eighteen broad subject categories, thus per-
mitting local browsing of summaries. This browsing capability is utilized primarily by new
employees with new assignments as it offers a comprehensive look at what has been going on
in major areas of company interest. Retrieval from this file is, of course, primarily by
WIN Surnary number as cited either in the computer generated index or alert. This file is
also available to divisions in microfiche format.

3.3. WIN Index

A computer generated subject and author index is developed on an annual basis with
quarterly cummulated issues. The December issue, which covers the full year, becomes the
permanent annual index. The file is thus searched manually by using annual indexes plus
the current quarterly supplement. The computer stored data is purged once the annual index
is developed.

3.4. WIN Alert

A computer generated monthly alert to all summaries entering the network during the
month is widely disseminated. This WIN Alert indicates the descriptive elements of the
WItv Summary: Title/citation, sender, division, location, file number, form code, and an
indication whether the summary is restricted or not. These elements are listed on the
alert in the same order in which summaries are actually filed -- by broad subject category.
Whirlpool personnel preferred this scannable alert format of all data entering the system
each month, to a selective dissemination of information (SDI) format.

4. Evaluation

It is difficult to provide a precise account of developmental costs of the WIN
program due to the broad level of company-wide participation. However an estimate of
total number of participatory man hours involved runs about 1,500 hours or slightly less
than one man year.

The primary tangible benefits of the WIN network over the past four years has been
a sharp reduction in the cost of printing and storing multiple copies of technical
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reports. The WIN Summary is used as a report surrogate and full copies of technical reports
are reproduced xerographically only on request. However, the intangible benefits, in the
opinion of users, are of primary corporate value. The users feel that the network provides
a means of upgrading technical decision making by establishing a broader company-wide infor-
mation base. And the network also provides a means of extending technical productivity
by providing a company-wide framework for transmitting an individual's analysis beyond his
particular problem.

These intangible benefits have been effective, however, only to the degree that in-
dividual attitudes have been touched. Probably of greater importance than the WIN program
itself in enhancing technical communication has been the growing awareness within the tech-
nical community that information is indeed a company asset and must be managed by the com-
munity to the same extent that other company resources are managed. This awareness and
shift in attitude resulted in part from the technical cowunity's active participation in
the process of arriving at a network rather than from the network itself.
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A Computerized Model
For Determining Brand Position

By Small Geographic Areas

Dik Twedt
1

University of Missouri-
St. Louis 63121

Manufacturers of food products and other packaged
goods have long sought a practical, economical way to de-
termine brand position by relatively small geographic
areas. Demographic data are increasingly available by
ZIP Code, and some companies have converted sales admin-
istrative territories to modules based on ZMA's (Zip
Marketing Areas), which may be aggregated by routes,
districts, and regions. Marketers can determine market
shares and share changes over time, for as many as 137
ZMA's. Approximately 600 ZIP Sectional Centers (first
three digits) serve as modules. They are stable, may be
aggregated according to individual marketer's needs, and
permit use of a wealth of data from government sources.
In addition to data on distribution, display conditions,
price competition, and levels of point-of-sale promotion,
the model provides data on actual brand share of volume
for a given manufacturer's brand. Information generated
is used in conducting and interpreting marketing experi-
mentation, such as determining effectiveness of alter-
nate promotional strategies. Most important application
is "management by exception" capability, which permits
marketing management to make prompt, effcctive response
to out-of-limit conditions.

Key words: Advertising experimentation; brand share;
competitive status; display share; distribution; market
share; marketing experimentation; marketing measurement;
pricing; retail audit; ZIP Marketing Areas; zone analy-
sis.

1. Background and'Purpose

"Market share" is a key concept in marketing, since many far-reaching
management decisions are based upon knowledge of total potential, and that
fraction of the total held by a given brand. For example, the nature and
magnitude of promotional support given to Campbell Soups or Morton's Salt,
both of which enjoy relatively high market shares of their respective prod-
uct categories, may be quite different from that given a newly introduced
brand. Uecisions about optimum length of line, capital expenditures re-
quired to expand production facilities, size of sales force required, proba-
ble payback, and the like are profoundly influenced by knowledge of where a
brand stands relative to its competitors.

1 Professor of Marketing
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Although some companies are able to share information on total produc-
tion and sales (usually through their trade associations), the precise de-
tail required for decision making is usually missing --- partially because
of the natural reluctance of the marketer to divulge information which may
prove helpful to his competitors, and partially because of fear of governmen-
tal constraints associated with anti-trust laws.

Need for market share data is not new, and over the past half-century,
many organizations have attempted to provide such information. Two leading
examples are the A. C. Nielsen Company, which initiated its Food & Drug In-
dex in the mid-1930's, and Market Research Corporation of America, which be-
gan its syndicated reporting service a few years later. NiP'sen share data
are based upon a retail audit of food stores, and MRCA data are based upon
weekly purchase data obtained from a panel cf households. A more recent
syndicated service is SAMI (for Selling Areas-Marketing, Inc.), a subsidiary
of Time Inc., which bases its reports on food chain warehouse withdrawals.

When I joined the staff of a major marketer of refrigerated food prod-
ucts in 1963, my first assignment was to review existing data sources for to-
tal product category movement, and competitive brand shares and prices. Ob-
jections to existing sources were found to center around such factors as:
1) high annual cost (up to $30,000 per category), 2) unavailability of data
by small geographic area, 3) unavailability of data by major retail food
chain, 4) reporting lag, 5) some services had problems with refrigerated
foods, which are often delivered store-door rather than to warehouses, 6)
some major chains refused to cooperate in providing data, and 7) syndicated
information sources were equally available to competitive marketers. The
purpose of the model to be described was to provide timely, valid data on
brand position, by small geographic areas, and at reasonable cost.

2. Description of Sample

The United States (including Alaska and Hawaii) were divided into 137
ZMA's (ZIP Marketing Areas). Criteria for setting ZMA boundaries included:
1) the entire U. S. must be accounted for, 2) no overlap permitted between
ZMA's, 3) no County lines broken (every County is wholly within a ZMA), 4)
areas of dominant media coverage will be taken into account, and 5) consid-
eration will be given to natural transportation patterns. The sampling
frame included about 3,000 retail store locations at 132 sampling points,
representing 105 of the 137 ZMA's. accounting for more than 85% of total U.
S. consumption of the five product categories measured.

3. Method of Data Collection

Observers entered each of the 3,000 retail food stores, and recorded
pertinent information about distribution, display, location, price, special
pomotions, etc. about each product category and brand. More than 1,200
different brands were identified in the study, conducted twice yearly.

4. Data Processing

Observers recorded their findings on printed forms which were carefully
checked, transferred to tape via punched cards, and all data were again sub-
jected to elaborate error-detection routines, with a machine-edit program
designed to print out data exceeding predetermined limits. Time lapse be-
tween data collection in the field, and final printed report to management,
was about 30 days. A major efficiency of the model in its present state is
the production of data in a printout format that is ready for the camera,
with a preprinted frisket providing typographically superior headings.
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5. Characteristics of Information Collected

Detailed data are provided for total product category, and for major
brands within each category, on distribution, display_share, retail Ficiu,
and special promotions, by the following informational hierarchy:

Total U. S.

-Major Corporate Sales Regions, Districts, Routes
-ZMA's within Districts and Regions

-By Major Chains within the above groupings

As an example of the level of detail available, the printed report cites the
share of display space enjoyed by a given brand (and its competitors) in
Safeway stores in San Diego. No syndicated service offers such detailed in-
formation on a regular basis.

A variation c,f the described model, based upon estimates of total in-
dustry volume and internal sales records, provides answers to such questions
as:

a) e4hat is the total consumption of (product category) in the
Washington, D. C. ZMA?

b) What proportion of total consumption is accounted for by
each major chain within this ZMA?

c) What is the marketer's brand share, by ZMA and by chain
within ZMA?

6. Uses of the Data

The model provides information twice yearly on key marketing factors, by
small geographic areas (ZMA's), which can be aggregated according to the in-
dividual company's sales territories. Because data are recorded by approxi-
mately 600 ZIP Sectional Center areas (first three digits), the model is
flexible, and can be changed as sales territories change. Information gen-
erated is essential to conducting and interpreting market tests, including
experiments in productivity of alternative promotional strategies. The most
important application of the model is its "management by exception" capabil-
ity. Computer-generated graphic reports call attention to out-of-limit con-
ditions, which permits prompt and effective response by marketing management.

7. Controls

The greatest control problem associated with this model was the con-
struction and maintenance of a zero-defect Brand Index. It was found to be
impractical to program the computer to recognize "near misses" in spelling,
and not until a valid and complete Brand Index was constructed, together
with a carefully supervised edit routine, did the system become efficient.
Other major controls were relatively straightforward, involving checking va-
lidity of recognition codes and visual inspection of printout of out-of-
limit data. Obviously, in a time of rapidly rising food prices, the limits
change correspondingly.

3. Improvement of Data

Potential efficiencies could result from elimination of the manual edit
program, and manual keypunching from source documents. These operations
could be improved by alphanumeric hand printed entry data, by more sophisti-
cated machine editing,and by optical scanning transference of validated data
to machinable form.
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Standardization of Data Elements in Library Bibliographic Systems

R. E. Utman

Princeton University Library
Princeton, New Jersey 08540

National and international standardization o' bibliographic data
elements is progressing under the aegus of the Library of Congress,
the American National Standards Organization, and the International
Standards Organization. This is having important effects on develop-
ments in automated information systems, information retrieval,
libraries and library networks, documentation, publishing, and in
the general realm of human communications. The brief history of
this bibliographic standardization activity is accounted for, with
emphasis on the important interrelationships that characterize data
element standardization in an information systems world. The necessity
to assure computability amongst computer-communications hardware
systems and the wide range of human communications media -- written,
visual and oral, current and archival -- requires constant awareness,
coordination and control of the several data element and systems-
related standardization activities of the past, present and future.

Key words: American National Standards Institute; bibliographic
s*. .'Ird; data element standardization; Library of Congress; MARK II;
Ohio College Library Center; standard.

Presentation

The library automation field has as its goal nothing less than the capture in machine
readable form, and the storage, organization and retrieval of all recorded knowledge,
regardless of the form of the recording, i.e., whether it is in print or non-print form,
on film, audio records, tapes or otherwise. It has been a flourishing business the last
ten years. The use of computers in libraries got a late as far as data processing
in general is concerned, but through the middle 1960's quite a bit of development activity
really gave library automation a boost. Then, with the realization of a few basic standards
around the period 1969-72, library automation has really begun to take off.

This again impresses one with the importance of standardization to our ability to
realize the full potential of a field of computerized endeavor. My talk tells the story
of a particular standard in library automation. Hopefully this story will encourage
everybody here to begin to participate actively in the national standardization procedure,
and particularly to represent the user and the user opinion therein. It is essential in
healthy standardization that user opinion and needs be brought directly to the attention
of the manufacturers, who have to date in ANSI X3, X4 and Z39 (Information Systems, Office
Machines, and Libraries, respectively) carried a predominant role. This is not necessarily
the most representative manner in which standards should develop. Therefore, again, if any
of you represent users, by all means participate actively in presenting the user's require-
ments for standards.
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The story I want to tell is that of the American Standard Z39.2-1971, the standard for
bibliographic interchange on magnetic tape. It has al-single-handedly unlocked the real future
for the use of computers in controlling, accessing and retrieving recorded knowledge of all
types. The basic requirement for accessing recorded knowledge is to have a bibliographic
description of each piece or recorded unit. What is a bibliographic description? It is a
record of the information that uniquely describes and identifies a piece of recorded informa-
tion. Only with such a unique description can one get to that particular recording of
knowledge, Therefore, a standard for bibliographic description is basic and essential to the
use of computers in this most demanding nd flexible of all non-numeric areas of computer
endeavor.

The subject standard got started in the early 1963's at the Yale Medical Library under
Fred Kilgour, in a joint project with Harvard and Columbia to develop medical literature
cataloging in computerized form. Kilgour went on at Yale to develop a general literature
catalog in machine readable form, using a bibliographic description based on the record ori-
ginally developed for the medical literature.

In 1965 the Library of Congress (LC) began its major computerization effort, by investi-
gating how to put its catalog information in mac:iine readable form. LC borrowed heavily from
the Yale experience developing the current LC MARC catalog record format, which is really
derived from this Yale work that preceded it. In about 1968, when the program for MARC
distribution of bibliographic information on magnetic tape began, subscribers received a weekly
tape of LC cataloging data in machine readable form. Also in 1968 a Z39 Subcommittee was
formed, under Henriette Avram of LC as Chairperson, to develop a standard format for bibli-
ographic data and communication. In 1971 their resultant proposal was approved as an American
Standard (Z39.2-1971). Now this MARC standard is of such basic import as to be comparable in
the library world to the American Standard Code for Information Interchange (ASCII) in the
computer industry, or to a standard bill of lading in the shipping business and all of
industry. There is nothing else in information systems standardization that is as completely
flexible in its capability of describing a bibliographic entity (a book, serial, map, etc.),
and I wish to emphasize the work flexible. As you users, or ex - users of library catalogs can
well appreciate, there could hardly be anything more diverse in data element content and
structure than the unit record (catalog card) that describes a title or volume in a catalog;
especially when you consider that for all the information forms, from print to non-print,
sound recordings, films, maps, etc., the standard recorded description of a piece or title
would have to be extremely flexible in order to provide quality and unique identification,
subject analysis, classification and location, etc.

Such bibliographic quality is an essential requirement in any research library, such as
the one I am fortunate to be associated with (Princeton has a leading research library,
particularly in the areas of western history and literature, the humanities, etc.). In order

for the serious scholar to be able to differentiate between all the writings under a particular
title (all the editions in all its language versions, and so on), and also to be able to use
this catalog for subject analysis and research in depth, the bibliographic description must
not be restrictive. It has to be as flexible as is conceivable, and yet for interchange
purposes it has to be in a standard format. This was the problem, and the excellent group of
people who worked to develop this standard format for bibliographic interchange on magnetic
tape came up with a structure (or format) within which upwards of a hundred different dota
elements can be employed to uniquely identify and describe virtually any form and/or item of
recorded knowledge.

How is the standard being used? The LC through its MARC tape distribution program has
been sending out its English language monographic cataloging since 1968, to over 100
subscribers throughout the USA and the world, One such subscriber, the Ohio College Library
Center (OCLC), an organization in Columbus, Ohio, under the directorship of Fred Kilgour, that
provides shared cataloging in machine readable form on-line to upwards of 180 terminals
throughout the Eastern USA at the present time, promises within the next couple of years to
be providing on-line interactive access to over one million bibliographic records or titles
(monographic and serial) to upwards of 600 CRT terminals throughout most of the USA. OCLC

thus has the potential of becoming a model or de facto national network for on-line cataloging
and access for the entire USA library need. Also, OCLC is the only such network and data base
resource at this stage of library automation development, of real consequence and experience
that is. Their success is based on the fact that they get LC cataloging in standard form, to
or from which the OCLC computers can then provide information on-line to/through their
extensive telephone-terminal network.
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A new experiment is about to be established by OCLC and the Federal Library Committee
(FLC), which will put the current 770,000 titles of OCI.C's catalog data base (in this
standard format) on to the commercial TYMSHARE net. This network currently serves over sixty
metropolitan areas in the USA, and it serves the Canadian provinces, several European
metropolitan areas, and also South America. This approach will make the extensive OCLC
bibliographic data base available almost world-wide, as well as throughout the USA on a
commercial basis. Selected Federal Libraries will experiment with access through the TYMSHARE
net from local r.RT terminals, with their catalogers having instantaneous access to this
considerable data base. The LC is also now cataloging in machine readable MARC format the
new French and German monographic imprints, as well as all new serials and periodicals, films
and maps. You can begin to see from this how just one standard of machine readable format
for bibliographic description is going to effect the future of libraries in their efforts to
present in an organized and systematic manner the recorded knowledge of mankind.

The standard itself consists of a specification of a data structure and data element
content. It also observes or adheres to several other American Standards: e.g., it requires
recording in ASCII code; it employs standard 800 bpi magnetic tape; it uses American Standard
magnetic tape labelling. However, it contains over 100 different data elements, only three
of which are themselves standardized. And here is the relevant problem to this conference --

e.g., there is 3 standard book identification number element, there is a standard serial
number, and there is a standard form of the date, but there is no standard country code to
identify the country of publication, and there is no standard code for the language used.
This lack of data element standardization goes on and on throughout this standard. It leads
me to a realization that without active participation in and support to the ANSI standardiza-
tion process (for instance, in Z39 and its subcommittees), the great potential of this
bibliographic format standard will continue to be retarded until the data elements within its
structure are given appropriate standardization attention.

Addendum

1. We have in the audience, Mr. Sundblad, who represents the Secretariat of the International
Standards Committee ISO/TC46, the counterpart of the ANSI Z39 standards committee on libraries,
documentation and publishing. He wishes to report (and I should have, but was restricted by
time) that the ANSI bibliographic interchange standard described above has an international
counterpart in the ISO-2709 standard. Therefore, the international library scene is benefiting
from this attempt at orderliness as well. He also reports that ISO/TC46 standardization
activity is underway in the areas of character sets for bibliographic interchange, content
designators, and filing rules for cataloging.

2. Question--You said there was no American standard country code in the MARC record of 100
data elements. Why not FIPS 10? (Neil Wallace)

Answer--Right, there is no American Standard Country Code. FIPS 10 is a Federal standard,
and is practically a de facto USA standard, and every day it becomes a l'ttle more so. But
FIPS 10 has serious short comings in international applicability, and it nas yet to achieve
widespread international acceptance, although offered (or profered) as an American position.

3. Question--Is there any work being done tr, adopt a universal language to eliminate
translation problems and costs? This seems to be one of the most essential standards needed,
especially in information fields.

Answer--No such work is going on within the auspices of ISO or ANSI to my knowledge,
unless (jokingly) one wishes to consider the universal appeal (especially for computer
interchange use) of binary forms.
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Management of a Business Information System
in a Multinational Envirnoment through

Standardization of Data Elements
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Banking is changing to meet the changing needs
of businesses. This includes systems that operate
in a multinational environment. To meet new
challenges, Bank of America is developing computer-
based business information systems to help in
serving its business customers on a world-wide scale.
Data standardization is a prerequisite to such a
system. The management of data elements within the
business information file gives account officers the
information they need to serve both the financial
needs of the business customer and the profit require-
ments of the bank.
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information system; country code; currency code;
data standardization; D-U-N-S number; industry
classification; name standard.

1. Introduction

Banking, in today's world, is involved in much more than just taking
deposits and making loans. Businesses have changed, and banking has changed
with them.

Businesses needed flexibility in the managing of their cash reserves.
3anking responded with variable term and rate time deposits, with acceptance
financing, with negotiable certificates of deposit, with money market trading
desks. Businesses needed to expand their customer bases and to smooth the
flow of their sales. Banking responded with credit card plans, overdraft
privileges, courtesy-check guarantee cards. Businesses needed innovative
help in the daily management of income and expenses, in the monthly manage-
ment of benefit packages, in the annual planning for capital expenditures.
Banking responded with billing and payroll services, with pension fund plans,
with lease-purchase arrangements.

The past decade has seen the growth and development of the multinational
corporation. Logically, banking has also grown and developed multinationally.
A business customer may need a stand-by credit facility of $1,000,000 over a
twelve month period. And he may specify that the funds will be drawn down
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as needed anywhere in the world. The loan might eventually be allocated for
raw materials purchased by pesos in Argentina, for wages and production costs
paid by yen in Japan, for shipping fees paid by drachma in Greece, and for
accounts receivable finlncing by deutschemark in Germany. Banking must be
able to meet this customer's needs. The bank that does it best, prospers.

2. Business Information System

2.1 The Problem

Bank of America would like to prosper. To prosper we must serve our
customer. To serve our customer we must know him. Not as easy as it sounds.
Our cuscomer, or one of his branches or subsidiares, may have any number of
separate accounts in over 60 different service lines, at any number of our
1023 offices in California or our 102 overseas branches.

2.2 The Solution

We are in the process of developing a computer-based central information
file containing all the account relationships that a business, including its
branches and subsidiaries, has with the bank. We call this the Business
Information System - BIS for short. Data is passed directly from each compu-
ter accounting system to BIS. We are approaching this modularly with demand
deposits (checking), time deposits (savings), loan commitments, and commercial
loan drawdowns in the first module. The data in the system will include both
balances and profitability.

2.3 The Benefits

By being able to pull together the total worldwide relationship that a
business has with the bank, including the profitability of each service as
well as the overall profitability of the relationship, BIS provides three
broad benefits.

a. Financial Decisions

More complete knowledge of the customer's total banking relationship
supports the information needs of the bank account officer. He can price
our services fairly for the customer as well as the bank. If he underprices
our services, we lose money. If he overprices them, we lose our customer.

b. Marketing Research

Complete knowledge of accounts and their profitability permits better
marketing research. The use of management sciences techniques (regression,
modeling, linear programming) can profile the profitable customer.

c. Selective Marketing

Improved knowledge of customer profiles enables our marketing staff to
select specific prospects for specific service lines to maximize profitability
for the bank and service benefit to the customer.

3. Data Standardization

3.1 Essential to BIS

Data Standardization is an essential prerequisite to the implementation
of a central information file drawing from multiple sources. We established
a Data Standardization project in support of BIS. Its purpose has been to
research, develop, publish and implement Bank of America standards for those
common data elements which identify, locate, and classify business customers.
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3.2 Key Data Elements

The key data eloments requiring standardization are account number, name,
address, location codes, and industry classification. Standards establish
computer programming conventions and, as a result, simplify new account pro-
cedures throughout the bank.

4. Standards Adopted

4.1 Common Account Number

The key to BIS is the assignment of a unique cross-reference number to
each of the accounts which a business establishes with any office, branch,
or department of Bank of America - worldwide. We evaluated potential number-
ing systems - ranging from Employers Identification Numbers (EIN), to tele-
phone numbers, to primary checking account numbers, to CUSIP securities
numbers, to Department of Defense DOES numbers, an: finally to D-U-N-S num-
bers.

a. D-U-N-S Number

A D-U-N-S number is a special number assigned to a business by DUN &
Bradstreet. The term "D-U-N-S" is actually an acronym for the "Data Univer-
sal Numbering System." The D-U-N-S number has gained wide acceptance as an
identifier. It is nine digits long. It is randomly assigned. It has no
intelligence built into it. It is unique to a specific business establish-
ment at a specific address. There are over 3,000,000 D-U-N-S numbers assign-
ed in the U.S. and Canada. Numbers have also been assigned in the United
Kingdom. Number assignments are beginning in Europe, South America, and
other parts of the world.

b. Why the D-U-N-S Number?

We came to the conclusion that D-U-N-S is far superior to any other
existing system. These are some of its stronger points:

(1) D-U-N-S is the only feasible nationwide system for non-personal entities.
As such it is the only non-government identification number recommended
in the "Proposed American National Standard Structure for Identification
of Organizations for Information Interchange" developed by a subcommitee
of X3L8. (NOTE: the only other recommended number was the employer
identification number - a government identification number).

(2) D-U-N-S is the only system that is hierarchically structured to indi-
vidually identify a corporation, subsidiaries within the corporation,
and branch offices within the subsidiaries.

(3) D & B advises business establishments of their D-U-N-S number.

(4) D & B will assign a D-U-N-S number to an establishmen.: at no cost - if
the request is made by the establishment itself (third party requests
are chargeable, however).

(5) 0 & B offers marketing data on establishments. The data includes
D-U-N-S number, name, complete address (location and mailing), standard
industrial classification codes, number of employees, annual sales, net
worth, credit rating, etc. By using D-U-N-S as a common account number,
this external data can be incorporated into an internal information
system.

(6) D & B has expanded its coverage to firms outside of the U.S. particu-
larly in the United Kingdom. (NOTE: D & B has recently announced the
forthcoming publication of a Marketing Directory of some 45,000
international businesses in 135 countries).
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4.2 Name

We investigated name formatting techniques. We aye in general agreement
with the "syntax rules" contained in the "Proposed American National Standard
Structure for Identification of Organizations for Information Interchange"
developed by a subcommittee of X3L8.

Full implementation of the name standard will require modification of
our computer systems to permit variable length name records.

4.3 Address

Our initial emphasis has been on United States addresses. We have
established field lengths for four data elements comprising the address:
Street address - 32 alphanumeric characters; City - 24 alphabetic characters;
State - the two alphabetic character Postal Service abbreviation; ZIP code -
5 numeric characters.

Implementation is proceeding in all new computer applications.

4.4 Location Data Codes

a. County Data Codes

We have adopted the coding structure published by the National Bureau of
Standards (FIPS PUB 6-2) and by the American National Standards Institute
(Standard X3.31-1973).

b. State/Province Data Codes

For the United States we have adopted the coding structure published by
the National Bureau of Standards (FIPS PUB 5-1) and the American National
Standards Institute (Standard X3.38-1972).

For other countries we have adopted the coding structure published by
the Defense Intelligence Agency (DIAM 65-18 - "Geopolitical Data Elements
and Related Features").

c. Country Data Code

We have developed an internal Bank of America standard containing codes
for countries and territories. The geographic code consists of three digits.
The first digit identifies the continent and follows a basic pattern of North-
South moving East. The last two digits denote a country's or territory's
position on a continent. N:.mbering begins in the North and proceeds in West-
East sequence with number :valable for additional political units. Examples
are United States 102, Argey...na 241, West Germany 340, Egypt 438, Uganda 518,
Bangladesh 762, Japan 880, Fiji 950.

Incidentally we have also adopted the same code as a currercy code: U.S.
dollar 102, Argentina peso 241, West German deutschemark 340, Egyptian pound
438, Uganda shilling 581, Bangladesh take 762, Japanese yen 880, and Fiji
dollar 950. We also retain the flexibility to handle multi-tier currencies,
e.g., the Argentine commercial peso 241C and the Argentine financial peso
241F in addition to the basic currency designations.

4.5 Industry Classification

a. Legal Status Data Codes

We have developed an internal Bank of America standard containing codes
for legal status. Examples include bank 07, central bank 36, cooperative 45,
corporation 03, foreign bank 09, government-owned corporation 47, non-profit
organization 02, partnership 41, sole proprietorship 42, state of California
22.
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We have also adopted the 4 digit standard industrial classification code
contained in the "Standard Industrial Classification Manual - 1972", published
by the Office of Management and Budget.

5. Management of Data Elements

5.1 People

Businesses deal directly with account officers located in our offices,
branches, and departments. In establishing a new banking relationship, the
account officer is the primary data element source for the basic information
necessary for proper coding of the standard data elements. However, we
evaluate our account officers on how well they serve our customers business
requirements, not on how proficient they are on assigning codes.

We have established a centralized staff to manage coding of data ele-
ments. Their first responsibility when a new account is opened is to insure
that the business in contained in or added to the Business Information System
with a D-U-N-S number and that the same D-U-N-S number is entered on the new
account record. Their second responsibility is to properly code and maintain
the data elements describing the customer on BIS.

5.2 Computer

Once people have made a one-time decision on the data elements in the
Business Information System that describe our customer, information inter-
change takes place. The BIS computer system transfers these data element
values to each of our customer service line accounts. Conversely the service
line computer systems transfer balance and profitability data back to BIS,
using D-U-N-S as the linkage.

6. BIS - Success or Failure

As with any complex data system relying on many people in many places
processing data on many computer systems, BIS is not a total success nor is
it a total failure. Our successes have been that each module of BIS does do
what we wanted it to do. It brings us one step closer to meeting our goal
which is also our customer's goal - intelligent managing by our account
officer of the customers total financial relationship with the bank - world-
wide. Our failures have been that a module may take longer and cost more
than we anticipated. The farther we get from our home base in San Francisco,
the more time and costs tend to escalate. Data element decisions that appear
solid as a rock in San Francisco may begin to crumble in London and turn to
sand in Tokyo. We reevaluate, correct, and go on. BIS is a success today.
Tomorrow it will be a greater success.
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Addenda

The following questions were submitted following presentation of this
paper at the "Symposium On The Management of Data Elements in Information
Processing".

1. How will BIS affect other banking organizations?

It won't. BIS is strictly internal to Bank of America.

2. What percentage of your customers have D-U-N-S numbers?

Percentage depends on type of business. Virtually all manufacturers
have numbers. Most retail establishments have them. About half of the ser-
vice industries are covered. Very few professionals (doctors, accountants,
attorneys, etc.) have numbers. Overall, perhaps 60% of our business customers
in California are contained within the California D & B file of D-U-N-S num-
bers

3. How long does it take to get a D-U-N-S number? How do you handle interim
numbers?

It is possible to get a new number by phone. Its not very practical,
though. We don't make any specialeffort to obtain a new number. We check a
new business customer against the D & B file of numbers (which we obtain on a
bimonthly basis). Jf we find a number, we use it. If we don't, we assign a
user or interim number from the block of numbers reserved for that purpose.
Each new D-U-N-S record in the bimonthly D & B file is checked against our
interim file. When we find a match, we replace our interim number with the
D-U-N-S number. BIS is programmei to pass the D-U-N-S number to each account
that the business customer maintains in our service line applications. One
entry corrects BIS and each interfaced application.

4. How do you link subsidiaries to their parent company?

In our basic customer record, a business establishment's D-U-N-S number
is its account number on BIS. However, we also carry up to three additional
"pointer" D-U-N-S number where appropriate. These are the D-U-N-S numbers of
its parent company, and in the case of a multi-level corporation, the D-U-N-S
number of the top company in the hierarchy. The latter number is sometimes
referred to as the "ultimate" D-U-N-S number.

5. How do you identify foreign businesses corresponding with your internat-
ional department in San Francisco? Does lack of standard translation/trans-
literation require more manual intervention than in most other operations?

When a foreign business establishes an account relationship with our in-
ternational department, we add it to BIS with either a D-U-N-S number or an
interim number, as we would for any other new business customer. Translation
problems are normally handled by specialists in each foreign language. More
manual intervention may be required, but this is normal in international
transactions.

6. Will the D-U-N-S number enable you to research the history of a customer
- mergers, name changes, etc? Can you trace a customer backwards in time?

We can't do this. This ability would require retaining prior names, prior
hierarchy numbers, prior statistical data. It would be quite costly and have
limited value at Bank of America. There may be some necessity for an account
officer to have some back-up data of this nature. However, a 3 x 5 card or a
notation on loan documentation would satisfy his needs.
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7. Do you have an established, regularized method for keeping your name and
address file up to date? If so, what is the frequency?

We do not have a formal review of names and addresses. We pick up some
changes from a bimonthly D & B file of California business establishments.
Our primary source for changes, though, is the account officer and teller at
our banking offices. They are in direct contact with customers. As name and
address changes occur, the information is routed to our centralized data base
management staff for entry into BIS.

8. What was your reason for inventing your own country code instead of using
the standard published by the National Bureau of Standards (FIPS PUB 10)?

We needed a code in 1968 - badly! ANSI had not yet approved one. FIPS
PUB 10 had not yet been published.

9. By deviating from the ANSI/FIPS country code aren't you committing the
basic procedural error that this symposium is addressing itself to?

In this case, I think we have made the correct choice. We needed to
standardize within our own organization before an external standard existed.
Ours works very well. A final standard will have to come from the Inter-
national Standards Organization (ISO). It will probably be a numeric code
with an alphabetic abbreviation. When a code structure is agreed upon at the
ISO level, we can make a one-for-one conversion from our code to a universally
accepted code.

10. Are there any current efforts underway to establish standard currency
codes? Is your code used outside of Bank of America?

I am not aware of any current efforts to establish standard currency
codes. A currency code study may be undertaken this year either by ANSI X3L8
(Representation of Data Elements) or X92 (Bank Operations). Our code is used
only by Bank of America.

11. Are the standard data elements you are working on directly related to
those that are being developed for the transportation industry by the Trans-
portation Data Coordinating Committee and the Department of Transportation
(CARDIS system)?

We are not working directly with either TDCC or DOT on codes. However,
we are all represented on ANSI committees - which permits a interchange of
views and works towards adoption of standards that we can all accept.
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Standardization of Data ElemenLs and
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The full advantages of recent advances in computer and
communications technology cannot be realized until standards are
developed and implemented to provide for the uniform identification,
definition, and representation of the data being interchanged. There
is an ever increasing need to interchange data and programs with
state, local and other governments, and with industry and the public,
all of which adds further emphasis and dimension to the need for
responsive standards that will facilitate meaningful interchange.

This paper addresses three areas of formal standardization
activities, those being carried out by the International Organization
for Standardization (ISO), those by the American National Standards
Institute (ANSI), and those presently underway within the Federal
Government. Copies of referenced standards documents cited in this
paper are contained in Appendices A through E of these Proceedings.

Key words: American National Standards; computers; data elements and
representations; data interchange; data processing systems; Federal
Information Processing Standards; information processing; inter-
national standards; U.S. Government.

1. Introduction

Standardization is a tool in the management tool chest which if utilized appropriately
can achieve increased efficiencies in the operations and the functions of an organization.
The principal goal for any organization in standardizing data is to make maximum utiliza-
tion of its data resources and to afford a more effective means of collecting and exchang-
ing data with others. Data standards are consensus agreements between the sender and the
receiver. Before meaningful interchange can take place, there must be understanding and
agreement on the identifications, meanings, and representations of data.

This paper will address three areas of formal standardization activities, those at the
International, National, and Federal Government levels.

2. International Standards

The first of these is the data standardization effort under the sponsorship of the
International Organization for Standardization commonly referred to as ISO. ISO was
established in 1947 to promote the development of standards for international commerce and
trade and to further areas of intellectual, scientific, technologiczl, and economic
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activities. Currently there are over 3,000 standards that have been adopted within the
member bodies of the International Organization for Standardization. There are several
activities within ISO involved in the development of data standards. The first of these is
concerned with the development of common representations used in data processing applications.
This work is being undertaken by Subcommittee 14 of Technical Committee 97 (Computers and
Information Processing). Standards in the field of banking are being developed under the
sponsorship of ISO Technical Committee 68 (Banking Procedures). Data standards used in
administration, industry, and commerce are being developed in ISO Technical Committee 154.
Another effort is the development of standard codes for country names by ISO Technical
Committee 46 (Documentation). Appendix A of these Proceedings contains a list of data
standards and proposals that have been approved or are under active consideration within ISO,
the American National Standards Institute, and the Federal Government.

3. American National Standards

Nationally, voluntary industry standards are developed under the auspices of the
American National Standards Institute (ANSI). ANSI is the national clearinghouse for
standards and provides the mechanism for obtaining national consensus. ANSI is also the
official member body that represents the United States at meetings of the International
Organization for Standardization. Within ANSI, there are several committees involved in
the development of data standards. The X3L8 Committee, Representations of Data Elements,
has responsibilities for the development of standards for representing the common elements
used in automated data systems and interchange. X3L8 is also responsible for the develop-
ment of guidelines to be used by other standards groups either within the formal standards
bodies or by other organizations in the development of standards to serve their particular
purposes. A copy of these guidelines is included as Appendix B of these Proceedings. These
draft guidelines will be published formally when approved by the American National Standards
Institute. Also within ANSI, the X9 Committee is involved in the development of data
standards for banking operations. Data elements to be used in vehicle and motorist data bases
are being developed by the ANSI D20 Committee.

4. Federal Standards

Federally, data standards are developed and implemented under the provisions of Part 6
of Subtitle A, Title 15 of the Code of Federal Regulations. A copy of this regulation is
included as Appendix C. The National Bureau of Standards provides for the day-to-day monitor-
ship of the Federal data standards program. Standards are approved by the Secretary of
Commerce on behalf of the President for Federal-wide implementation. There are currently six
approved data standards which have been published by the National Bureau of Standards as
Federal Information Processing Standards Publications, commonly referenced as FIPS PUBS.

5. Approved and Proposed Standards

Some of the standards that have been developed and approved and also some of those that
are pending in a proposal status are:

Dates. The first data standard to be approved is a standard representation for
calendar dates. This has been approved as an International, National, and a Federal Standard
(FIRS). The elements are arranged in a logical, high to low order; that is, year, month,day. Hyphens may be used in this representation to facilitate human readability. Alsoincluded in the standard is a representation of ordinal date. (Reference Appendix A for
complete identification and availability of standards mentioned in this paper.)

Standards for the Representations of the States of the United States. There are
two representations--a numeric code that sequences the States in alphabetical order and the
abbreviations established by the Postal Service. These representations are two characters inlength. These have been adopted as both American National and Federal standards.
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Standard Codes for the Counties of the States of the United States. This standard
provides tfiTa character numeric codes to be used in conjunction with the State representa-
tions and will order the counties alphabetically within each State. There are special
provisions for Alaska and those States having independent cities that are treated as county
equivalents. These codes have been adopted as both American National and Federal standards.

Country Codes. Country codes have been approved as a Federal standard: Work is
still continuing on-WC/eloping country code standards at the National and international level.
One of the problems in the development of country codes at the international level is the
differences in languages for the names of the countries to be represented and the derivation
of a mnemonic codes.

Standard Metropolitan Statistical Areas. For statistical purposes in the United
States a four character numeric code for representing metropolitan statistical areas has
been adopted as a Federal standard.

Congressional Districts of the United States. A two character numeric code used
in conjunction with the State representations to represent each district including those
districts that are identified at large has been approved as the Federal standard.

Codes for Organizations, A proposed standard for the identification of organiza-
tions has been developed by the ANSI X3L8 Committee. A copy of this proposed standard is
provided in Appendix D to thes1 Proceedings. The proposed standard consists of a three part
representation for identifying organizations, and identification code designator, a code
part, and a name part. The Employer Identification Number (EIN) used by the Internal
Revenue Service and the D-U-N-S number of Dun and Bradstreet are the major codes used. Also
user agreement (local) codes can be accomodated with the proposed standard. It is expected
that this draft standard will be approved by ANSI in July 1974,

Time and Time Zone Representations. This proposed American National Standard
provides for time representation in both the 12 and 24 hour time keeping systems. The
International standard for time as currently proposed provides for representation of time only
in the 24-hour system. As a matter of interest, the moment of midnight is represented in the
standard by four zeros (0000). However, there are provisions for special agreements between
intechange parties and those who want to treat the moment of midnight as the end of the day
(2400).

Points and Places. Internationally, the basic elements in point locations are
longitudes, latitudes, and altitudes. In the United States other grid reference systems
are also being considered for inclusion in the standard. A proposed place code structure
has been developed flay' representing all named places in the United States (approximately
130,000). The code is a five (5) character numeric code that is assigned alphabetically
based upon the name of the place within each State. It is used in conjunction with the
standard two character State representation for a total of 7 character positions. It is
planned to make the code tables available in both printed and magnetic tape form. (A copy of
this proposed standard is included as Appendix E.)

Identifiers for Individuals. A proposed stand; rd foe identifying individuals
developed by the X3L8 Committee of ANSI is currently in a holding status. This proposed
standard uses the Social Security Account Number and the name of the individual as a standard
identifier. It was deemed essential by the standards activi les involved that clarification
be obtained on the use of the Social Security Account Number lefore proceeding further with
the processing of this standard. It is expected that the clarification on this matter will
take the form of either a Federal Regulation, an Executive Order, or a Statute.

Other standards under various phases of development include mailing and shipping
addresses, commodity codes, occupation codes, industry codes, curriculum coes, codes for
representing sexes, and merchandise identification codes.
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6. Future of Data Standards

In the future as far as data standards activities are concerned, I see the trend
being more and more away from general subjects and more toward standardization for
particular applications. Federally, these are identified as Federal Program Standards.

In summary, data standardization is an important aspect in the role of data manage-
ment. Hopefully, the experiences that we have gained thus far in our standardization
efforts will prove useful in the field of data management.

The ADP user community generally has been very complacent when it comes to the
matter of standards. If standards are to be responsive to user needs, ADP users need
to be leaders and active players in setting standards, and not observers, The National
Bureau of Standards nor any other Government agency or professional society alone can
represent the inte.'est of users. Standards should be just as important to the user
community and the computer profession as are its societies and its trade journals, NBS
and ANSI need and welcome your support in the development and implementation of standards.
Please contact me concerning your particular needs and interests in standards and standards
activities,

(Detailed information concerning Federal, National, and International ADP standards
activities is provided in FIPS PUB 12-1 entitled Federal Information Processing Standards
Index. Available from the Superintendent of Documents, U.S. Government Printing Office,
Washington, D.C. 20402. Price $1.25 a copy.)
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Fundamental Tools and
Techniques Toward Evolving A

Data Element anagement System

Arthur J. Wright

Bell Laboratories, inc.
Common Language Department

Piscataway, N. J. 08854

This paper treats the fundamental tools (disciplines)
and techniques which are necessary in carrying; out the Bell
System Common Language Standardization program. Some
examples of the fundamental tools are the Common Language
Coding Guidelines, Common Language Training Courses, Common
Language Reference Library and the Common Language Code
Development Procedure. Equally important to the standard-
ization program are the methods of processing and distri-
buting standards throughout the Bell System. These tools
and methods, and others, are necessary in the design of
the Bell System's evolutionary data element mmagement
system.
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communications; data element; language; management system;
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1. Introduction

In November 1966, the Bell System established the Business Information
Systems Programs (BISP) Area with the objective to centrally design, imple-
ment, and maintain major business systems required by the twenty-three Bell
System Operating Telephone Companies. Such business systems include Customer
Service Order Operations, Circuit Engineering, Plant Installation, Equipment
Ordering, Traffic Message Forecasting, Directory Operations, inventory of
Central Office Equipment, Trunks lry;egrated Record Keeping and several others.

A :Key requirement, throughout all these systems, is standardization of
the information that will appear on new system documents, which will be used
by people in their day-to-day job activity. Information such as user labels
(field headings), codes and abbreviations (representations used to populate
the fields), and descriptions of the information being presented must be
carefully developed to take into consideration the human aspects, and to
recJgnize peoples' natural relu:tance to accept change.

We call our work in this area "Common Language". It is a language that
people use to communicate tdith a machine, that a machine uses to communicate
with people, and that people use to communicate with each other.

The points I will address include the Bell System's concepts about data
element standardization, the techniques and disciplines needed to develop
good data element products, and the evolution of data element standardization
into a manageable system.
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a, Background and Evolving Technology

In , AT&T Initiated a project aimed at simpl!fication of engineering
procedures throughout the hell System and with the ultimate objective of
mechanizing the eluipment provision function, one Of the most significant
problems Identified was the diversity in engineering nomenclature and sources
of reference used thrughout the Ca)erating Telephone Companies. It became
evElent there wae a grewing need for the establVsnmnt of "Common Lan-
guage" - a system of codes or abbreviated language which could be used
throughout the Bell System, with minimal misinterpretati on, by people in their
interactions with computers or with other humans.

In 1963, as a first step, a hctronon Language Task Force, whose members
were drawn from the Operating Telephone Companies, the Long Lines Department
of Xr&T, the Western Electric Company and the Bell Laboratories, began work
in the trunk facility field (trunk facilities connect circuit switching
offices). The job of the Task Force was to standardize facility assignment
and usage information entered on a key document called a Circuit Layout
Record Card (CLBC).

Today, there are approximately ten million CLBCs in use throughout the
ng Lines Department and the 0;_erating Telephone Companies. These records

.: "1 -1 maintenance of local, long distance, and special service circuits
that form the nation-wide telephone network. Information included on the
OLFiCs relates to circuit terminations, central office equipment assignments,
and cable and radio relay facilities provided to establish the communications
paths. Other information covering signalling, transmission levels and the
like is also included. For the most part, the information is represented by
either codes oe abbreviations, in order for all the information to be accom-
modated by the CERC card and mechanized.

In 1965, the Common Language Task Force completed its assignment and
published the first Bell System Common Language Practices (Standards). As a
result of the Task Force accomplishments, a small group was formed by AT&T
to continue development and ensure maintenance of the Practices.

Creation of the Business Information Systems Programs (BISP) project,
in November 1966, stimulated the on-going need for Common Language. The BISP
philosophy is to centrally design systems for the Operating Telephone Com-
panies and develop programs that will permit interfacing between systems
without conversion of information, Such a plan requires not only standard-
izing the software (e.g., programming languages, data base structures, etc.),
but also demands standard representation of the data elements.

3. Data Element Management Concepts

One traditional approach to developing codes is the creation of a task
force or committee to focus on specific code problem areas. These groups
search out and investigate re.evant documents, make concessions as to data
element structures (sizes) and their code sets, present recommendations, and
push to get acceptance. However, trio realization comes quickly that in order'
to standardize the thousands of fields that will appear on the input and out-
put forms, and Cathode Display Tube (CDT) masks of our new systems, a much
faster and more technical approach than traditional must emerge.

First, we had to get the basic procedures in order; one of these was the
set of rules to guide the technical people in establishing data elements that
would best nerve the users' needs. It was found that information relating
to the cede design process aril a listing of ceding principles were needed as
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guidelines. A member of theiCommon Language Department undertook the task of
creating "Coding luidelines" and the Western Electric Company information
Systems people aro continuing studies in this area. (My colleague, Mr. Martin
Gilligan of Western Electric, will present a paper at this symposium on this
subject.)

Next, we established the methods and procedures to relate with the sys-
tem designers of the various projects. ;Inee oer DIET approach to system
development has many steps in Itself - from Formation of Objectives, through
to Design, Testing and Implementation - we determined that Common Language
should be included as a requirement early in design. The Common Language
concept 13, therei included in BISP's documentation.

Recognition ot! Commsn Language alone won't necessarily get system de-
signers to reqdest central development of data element standards. It seems
everybody knows how to code and abbreviate, so why not use what's familiar?
I submit that this attitude caused the need for Common Language to surface.
To offset this possibility of each system designing its own standards, a
member of the Commn Language Department was assigned to directly support one
or more DiSi' systems. This person works with the system designers to under-
stand 'their input and output language needs, and ensure development and im-
plementation of standard Fell System data elements.

One other important area of concern 5i trio documentatton of the data
element development effort In a technical manner. This serves two main pur-
poses. First, it all those who review t:4; development study and recommen-..
dation to ASSUI themselves that a thorough jot was done. Second, it pro-
vii des a formal reference for the data elements in the project's documentation
and in the Common Language :.',set' Label Manual. (I'll address the User Label
Manual later).

1:7;pjl:!;1:1_, as any r the above items, is the need for maintenance
of the data elements. No matter how well a code set is developed initially,
changes may to required as time goes on, and the coded representation must
be updated. in--n 3UCh changes occur, they must be reflected, in a timely
manner, It; order to maintain the eredability of the standard.

I hope I haven't the impression that the evolution of Common Lan-
guage all took place in the exact order in which I have presentcd it, or
that many differing opinions were not considered; however, we eid succeed
Ito evolving the basic approach.

It c=on Language Development Tools

In order to establish and maintain any management system, I believe
that what we are attempting to manage rrl'ost be of value and make a contribu-
tion to the system. If data element standards are developed considering
only the needs of the project, and other needs within the Bell System are

. inored, then we would not truly have Common Language Standards. We, there-
fore, must be aware of and consider in our development, all present uses and

tleels fr langdage representation.

A Common Language Reference Library was established to "Ielp accomplish
this end. It is a specific technical library containing only documents which
Ira clude langu.age representations related to the human, in t.1.3 role of inter-
acting with people and machines, It is devoid of any document; that deal
with programming needs (language or codes) or data processing center

' 4-- "Deeignirg Human-0fented 7ades", hell. Laboratories Record,
2, (February, 1971).
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operations, since such documents primarily serve the needs of machines. Docu-
ments are obtained by reviewing every practice in the AT&T General Departments
(such as, Comptrollers, Plant, Engineering, Treasury, Traffic, Marketing,
etc.), all Operating Telephone Company standard practices, and appropriate
documents from Bell Laboratories and Western Electric. In addition, other
references include selected U. S. Government Federal Information Processing
Standards (PIPS), American National Standards Institute (ANSI) and Inter-
national Standards Organization (IC) standards, and documents containing
data element references from various industries and trade organizations. All
reference documents are indexed according to document source and data element
subject. In tills manner', we are in a position to research data element usage
throughout the Bell System and other important areas where we might exchange
information.

Anotlier of our tools is the code development package. This is the BISP
documentation that presents all the data and considerations for a Common
Language data element recommendation. The code development package includes
a bitliography of referenced information, pertinent exhibits from referenced
documents, a pictorial "evidence sheet" (which is actually a matrix of the
data element usages), expository remarks, and a recommended standard. It is
in the area of expository remarks (which are patterned after the ANSI X3L8
Committee work) that coding guidelines and reference library tools are applied
in relation to users' rc and direct us toward making sound recom-
mendations.

A significant language standardization tool, that is simple yet powerful,
is the Code/Abbreviation Table (CAT). We often have difficulty attempting
to explain when a meaningful alphabetical representation is considered a code,
or an abbreviation. For example, "EDT" (Eastern Daylight Time) can be viewed
as being an abbreviation if used in text, but can also be construed as a code
if it's part of a structured set which might include other time zones (such
as CDT, MDT or PDT). The argument is also presented that field names, re-
presented in less than full English, are not codes, but are abbreviations,
acronyms, or initialisms. Whatever might be the argument, and there are
many others, there is accord in that a word should not be abbreviated (or
coded) differently for the same size structure - no matter how it is used.
Herein lies the utility of the "CAT". It allows us to control the assignment
of codes or abbreviations by establishing all possible representations of the
word. The Table, below, of a family of words is an example of the concept.

Code Abbreviation Table (CAT)
Characters

Word 2 3 4 5 6

Locate LT LOC* LOOT LOCAT
Located LD LCD LOOD* LOCTD LOCATD
Locating LG LOG LOCO* LOTNG LOOTNG LOCATNG
Location LN LON LOON* LOCTN LOCATN LOCATIN
Locator LR LCR LOOR LOCTR* LOCATR

It lists two, three, four, etc., character representations for almost all
word.; used in the Bell System. The asterisk designates the standard to be
used unless other constraints exist.

If the lesignated standard does not fit the requirements of the user -
pernaps because of a space constraint - an alternate can be immediately
selected. This choice in no way suggests that the standard should not be
utilized in as many applications as possible. However, the concept of the
"CAT" does recognize that we can exercise judgement in applying standards
to meet user requirements.
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Supporting the data element standardization effort is a Common Language
Training Course, which has two parts. One part is an overview aimed at
stimulating system designer's awareness of the need for Common Language early
in the application design. As hard as one may try, there always will be peo-
ple or groups that may not understand the role of a support organization
working towards Common Language. The formal training (1 day) creates an
awareness in the minds of system designers that there is more to coding than
meets the eye, and teaches them how to prepare a data element standardization
request. The second part is a two day training course for those analysts
doing the actual data element design. It highlights the application of coding
principles, as they relate to the users' needs, and teaches the code analyst
how to write and present the code study documentation.

5. Data Element Naming and Usage

When data elements are developed in the Bell System BISP programs, or in
ANSI Committees, the scope and purpose of the data elements indicate that they
are to serve as universal a group of applications as possible. The names of
the data elements indicate their universal application. For example, the
official name for ANSI X3.30-1971 is American National Standard Representa-
tion for Calendar Date and Ordinal Date for Information Interchange. In
short it's called "Calendar Date". This shortened universal data element
name probably will not be used for particular field headings. More familiar
field heading names, such as, Employee Birthdate, Plant Test Date, Service
Date, Due Date, and literally tens and perhaps hundreds of other specific
date labels will be used. Whatever the name, or label, it should relate to
the single ANSI "Calendar Date" standard.

These "user labels" (field names) must be stored in the projects' data
base along with the coded representations that populate the field. Entering
this information into the data base, and following specific programming
language labeling conventions, the data base names might be changed to:
Date - Employee Birth, Date - Plant Test, Date - Service, etc.. The user
labels and the corresponding data base labels become difficult to associate.

The difficulty in association is due to structuring of the names. The
data base software people structure their names in a logical machine serving
manner, whereas users of the system need names in "people language" (one
might call it illogical). The conflict in data element naming is a language
communications problem.

Another problem in naming is caused by differing human interpretations
in describing the used labels; thus, different user labels might represent
the same information.

Interchanging information between systems requires that the interchange
parties must be in complete agreement as to the data element name and its
description and code structure. When this information requires interpreta-
tion, the system designers must get together and work out their differences.
This method circumvents our Common Language Objectives.

In Business Informations System Programs, we have designed and developed
a User Label Reference Manual to alleviate these communication problems.
The Manual contains a listing of each user label used on any form or mask in
the BISP Area. For each user label the following information is entered:

- User Label Name (in full English)
- Description (as contained in the project documentation)
- Code Structure (such a; alphanumeric, length, etc.)
- Code Reference (Authority for code)
- Use in Project (e.g., Form A123)
- User Codes (e.g., a partial listing of Place Codes)
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We view the User Label Reference Manual as a key tool in managing the
data elements. By designing programs to aggregate the user label information
by key word, commonality of usage on various forms and masks, or just listing
the information in different formats (which permits visual detection of
conflicts), we are now in a position to bring about Common Language in an
organized way. By organized, I mean working with the concerned project or
application system people, resolving any differences, and making appropriate
changes to the documentation. This technique might not appear much different
than that which we stated earlier, regarding system designers working out
their interchange problems. However, the main difference is that once we
keep track of the user label information in the User Label Reference Manual,
the resolution of the conflict is not lost and we are able to build our base
of standard information. System designers, from that point on, would be
ill-advised to choose uses' labels which are in conflict with those in the
Manual.

I hasten to add that our program in management and control of user
labels is a continuing and demanding task seeking agreement on names,
descriptions and representations. However, we feel that specific application
users must have a say in the final resolution of the language representations,
to ensure that we don't come up with unilateral decisions which will not fit
users' requirements.

"A man convinced against his will, is of the same opinion
still."

- Unknown

. Bell System-Wide Acceptance Techniques

It is our view, in BIS?, that a good data element management system is
primarily based on user acceptance. User acceptance will come about if
Common Language Data Elements meet users' needs. The needs of the user will
be included in the code design, if the user can contribute to the code
development.

Business Information Systems Programs are only a part of the total
computer systems under development by the Bell System companies. However,
BIS? !s the only area in the Bell System whose scope is large enough to
Warrant a Common Language Department. The AT&T Company, in recognizing the
need to further implement Common Language throughout all Operating Telephone
Company operations, established a Bell System Common Language Bureau in
June, 1971. The working arm of the Bureau is the Bell Labs Common Language
Department, that works together. with the various AT&T General Departments.
All data element recommendations are processed for review by AT&T, repre-
senting the Operating Companies. Simultaneously, the Western Electric
Company, and other areas of the Bell Laboratories, are forwarded copies of
Common Language recommendations for approval by their respective organiza-
tions. This latter procedure is a two-way street whereby data element
standards, utilized as interchange information between the companies in non-
BISP systems, are processed for review by BIS? as Common Language Standards.

Although the Bell System is diverse in its complex operations, which
serve the manufacturing, research, and operating areas of our business -
each having authority to function as best fits corporate objectives - we do
find unity in Common Language in the areas of interchange and commonality of
data element usage.
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7. Implementing Common Language Products

Actually, there are two major classes of data elements in the 13e11
System - one uniquely identifies equipment, locations, facilities or
circuits - which is called the "identification" series; the second is the
"general" series.

The identification series of data elements has been around for several
years and is accepted in new designs with minimal difficulty. However, the
general series of data elements, those whose names are less known (such as
Manufacturing Company, Corporate Structure, Independent Telephone Company,
Restoration Priority and a hundred others), must also be implemented in as
many areas of Bell System company operations as possible. Publishing them
in practices and writing letters telling about their availability, won't
necessarily get them implemented in new or existing systems.

We are presently investigating the feasibility of having Common Lan-
guage products (data elements and their coded representations, user labels,
etc.) placed on line for Bell System-wide, real-time access. Such a
computer system could share existing communication networks already estab-
lished for other projects, and would greatly encourage the acceptance and
use of Common Language throughout the Bell System.

8. Summary

The importance of standard data elements in the Bell System has con-
sistently gained significance in the past decade. The dell System, driven
by the need to manage the massive information flow of the mechanized system,
has pledged itself to language standardization. The approach we have
developed - Common Language - incorporates human aspects into the otherwise
sterile environment of machines. We are in a dynamic environment, contin-
ual]y growing and learning from our own experiences and from our association
with other members of American and International Standards organizations,
with various branches of the U. S. Government, and through professional
exchange of ideas through symposia, such as this one. As Henry Ford once
said, "If you think of standardization as the best that you know today,
but which is to be improved tomorrow - you get somewhere."

In managing Common Language, our emphasis is on human communications.
We believe that an effective data element management system will evolve
through the central development and maintenance cf data element standards,
and the continued recognition of users' requirements.
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Appendix A

1974 January 24

AVAILABILITY OF DATA STANDARDS

FEDERAL INFORMATION PROCESSING STANDARDS

FIPS 4 Calendar Date (SD Catalog ho. C13.52:4) - 20 cents
5-1 States of the United States (SD Catalog No. C13.52:5-1) - 20 cents
6-2 Counties and County Equivalents of the States of the United States (SD

Catalog No. C13.52:6-2) - 65 cents
8-3 Standard Metropolitan Statistical Areas (SD Catalog No. C13.52:8-3) - 55 cents
9 Congressional Districts of the United States (SD Catalog No. C13.52:9) -

10 cents
10 Countries, Dependencies and Areas of Special Sovereignty (SD Catalog No.

C13.52:10) - 35 cents

Note: Copies should be ordered from the Superintendent of Documents, U.S. Government
iP7ii-ting Office, Washington, D.C. 20402. Include FIPS PUB number, title, SD Catalog No.,

and price when ordering.

AMERICAN NATIONAL STANDARDS

Published X3.38-1972 Identification of States of the United States (Including the
District of Columbia) for Information Interchange - $1.50

X3.30-197I Representation for Calendar Date and Ordinal Date for Information
Interchange - $2.50

X3.31-1973 Structure for the Identification of the Counties of the United
States for Information Interchange - $1.50

(The above American National Standards should be ordered from the American National
Standards Institute, 1430 Broadway, New York, N.Y. 10018 at the prices indicated above.)

Proposed BSR X3.35 (X318/190) (73-06-18) Structure for Identification of Organizations
for Information Interchange

BSR X3.43 (X318/177) (73-10-24) Representations of Local Time of the Day for
Information Interchange

BSR X3.47 (X318/104) (72-02-09) Structure for the Identification of Named
Populated Places and Related Entities of the States of the United States

X318/183 (73-03-14) Representations for U.S. Customary, SI and Other Units
to be Used in Systems with Limited Character Sets

X318/186 (73-08-01) Draft Technical Report, Guide for the Development,
Implementation and Maintenance of Standards for the Representation of
Computer Processed Data Elements

X318/188 (73-10-23) Representations of Universal Time, Local Time
Differentials, and United States Time Zone References for Information
Interchange

(A copy of the above proposed American National Standards may be obtained without cost
from the Computers and Business Equipment Manufacturers Association (CBEMA), 1828 L
Street, Washington, D.C. 20036.)

INTERNATIONAL STANDARDS

R2014 Writing of Calendar Dates in All Numeric Form - $2.80
R2015 Numbering of Weeks - $3.15
ISO 2711 Representation of Ordinal Dates - $2.80
ISO 2955 Representations for SI Units and other Units to be Used in Systems with

Limited Character Sets

The above may be obtained from the American National Standards Institute, 1430 Broadway,
New York, N.Y. 10018,
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Appendix 8

X3L8/186
73-08-01

AMERICAN NATIONAL STANDARDS INSTITUTE

PROPOSED TECHNICAL REPORT

GUIDE FOR THE DEVELOPMENT, IMPLEMENTATION AND

MAINTENANCE OF STANDARDS FOR THE REPRESENTATION

OF COMPUTER PROCESSED DATA ELEMENTS
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This GUIDE was prepared by the X3L81 Ta ,:a-Lap (Data Standardization Criteria)
of the X3 Sectional Committee (Computers ,.end In Formation Processing) of the
American National Standards Institute (ANSI) to assist ANSI groups and others
in developing, using and maintaining standard representations of computer
processed data elements. This GUIDE contains considerations intended co aid
in the design and development of voluntarily adopted uniform practices and
standards. The GUIDE is not itself a standard nor is any part of it to be
considered mandatory or binding on any individual or organization. A
definition of "data element" may be found in Appendix A.

The GUIDE is aimed at both administrative and technical levels of decision-
makers. Both groups will re,::ixe answers at some stage in their involvement
with information processing to such questions about coding, codes and forms
of data representation as, What are the current standards and where can I find
out about them? Who has standardized common data related to my field of interest?
How does one engage in data standardization? How can one develop optimum codes
and other representations of data? This GUIDE offers some hints and special
recommendations along these lines.

It should be pointed out that this report addresses alpha-numeric data only.
It does not address, for example, geometric entity data. The material is
organized into three main topical areas covering the background and concept
of data standardization, codes and coding, and the current organization and
activities of data standardization. This GUIDE is intended to be comprehensive
while being "modular" in design to permit independent reference to individual
sections as required.

None of the material in this document should be considered final. Much of
the content is opinion. Some is controversial. Not even all the members
of the X3L8 Subcommittee agree completely on all points. Nevertheless, this
document does represent the current state of the art according to current
authorities on the subject. Since the content is evolutionary, details of
the readers' experiences and recommendations for improvement to this work
will be appreciated.

Credit must be given to various people who have made the GUIDE possible. The
major tasks of writing the primary text and supporting its completion have
been borne by Harry S. White, Jr. of the National Bureau of Standards. Thanks
are also due to Thornton J. Parker III of the Office of Management and Budget
of the Office of .the President for the valuable input provided the Task Group
in the form of a number of documents and informally expressed views and
insights. Additional credit is given to the Bell Telephone Laboratories, Inc.,
particularly to Arthur J. Wright and Lou Sonntag who furnished a major contribution
in providing the Task Group with material contained in their document "Common
Language Coding Guide." Merle G. Rocke of Caterpillar Tractor Co. has provided
invaluable assistance to the X3L81 ChairMan both by making available
substantial portions of his document "Data Codification Principles and Methods"
and by volunteering much time, effort, and interest in preparing the GUIDE.
Thanks are also forthcoming to the American Institute of Physics for the time
made available to the X3L81 Chairman, Arthur R. Blum, which has made possible
the completion of the writing and editing chores for the final version of this
document.
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SECTION 1 - BACKGROUND

In recent years there has been an enormous expansion in the collection,
processing and exchange of data required for governmental, industrial,
commercial, scien`ific and computer processed technical information.
Such information is ,.,seential to the life and operation of modern
society.

To serve the vital need for improved communication of information within
our society, further technological advances in computers, communications
and allied fields have continued to make possible an increasingly broader
integration of data systems and ever greater aggregation and exchange of
data among them. These advances have achieved both substantial cost
reductions and important improvements throughout the spectrum of data
systems and services.

However, the full effect of these advances will not be realized until the
data processing and management communities reach a uniform understanding
about the common information units and their expression or representation
in data systems. This can only be done by developing and applying
appropriate standards.

The need for data standards is not new, but it is ever more pressing. The

expansion of data needs within small and intermediate as well as large-
scale computer systemsand the prospects of even more sophisticated electronic
toolsre-emphasizes the need for data standards. Future applications dictate
that action be taken to hasten their development and use. The GUIDE recognizes
that standardization must never be undertaken for its own sake, but to promote
greater efficiencies and economy, including those cases where the benefits
derived are not always self-evident. The GUIDE also recognizes that the
community of data users has already grown too large to expect a resolution of
all problems. This GUIDE, is therefore offered as a means by which those
concerned with the development and 2,plementation of data systems can gain an
appreciation of the need for more uniform practices and standards and can
concentrate on the areas of greatest importance and potential benefit.
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SECTION 2 - CONCEPT

(*)
Data and information are fundamental to human communication. No

communication can occur without data or information having been transferred and
recognized (or at least conveyed and accepted).

For the purposes of this CUIEt we will call the specific unit of information
a data element. In information processing and exchange the data element is
used to identify the intehled field in a record. The data element theraby forms
the fundamental building block out of which all information structures (records,
files, and data bases) are made.

The increasing use of sophisticated and rapid methods of handling data has
intensified the problem of dealing with meanings, Computerized society is not
compatible with ambiguities of language or erroneous numbers. Man can no longer
afford to apply ambiguous words or symbols to describe or to fill in the records
used in daily life, Woeful is the life of the person -- whether a customer,
employee, employer, or taxpayer -- who tolerates ambiguous meanings or entertains
erroneous data values in such computerized rece-ds as credit cards, personnel
files, purchase orders, tax forms, airline tickets, or utility bills. Considerable
effort has been made in recent years to bring together the large-scale users of
information in government and industry to achieve greater uniformity through
clearer understanding (definitisn) and to facilitate processing of common data
through standard data representations,

Standardization of the basic units of data requires that variations in the data
being interchanged be eliminated or at least minimized wherever possible. It
is generally possible at more or less expense to translate identical or very
similar data of one system to the format or arrangement of a second system, despite
differences between the names, codes or other representations of the data elements
used in the two systems, This is often the case in the trivial instance where
two or more data element names refer to the same element, e.g. "Purchaser" or
"Name of Customer". But where the same name is assigned to different elements or
informational units translation may not be possible (for example, two fields may
be called "Status", the first requiring marital condition in a personnel record
and the other field querying the condition of a body at a hospital emergency
admissions office).

Therefore, the basic unit of information, the data element, has a name which
serves to identify it and to distinguish it from other data elements, Typical
examples of the names of data elements, which serve to identify the meanings
attached to the data fields in records, are "Applicant's Name," "Sex," "Date of
Birth," "Flaco-of birth," "Number of Dependents," and "Social Security Number."

1;fo keep this document as informal as possible such formal distinctions as
that between data and information are taken relatively laxly throughout the text.
khere a strong contrast is needed, it is assumed that information is
the holistic meaning, possibly derived from the assembly, analysis or synthesis
of the data into a previously unknown, unpredicted and meaningful form. Data by
contrast provide the atomic or molecular fragments to be connected.
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The data element, i.e, the meaning of the data field, can usually be identified
by the name of the field. But it remains an open or empty or "unsatisfied"
Meaning until a specific value is applied to the field, For example, an
"Applicant's Name" (data element or data element name) could he "Jones, John Adam"
(data item). The meaning of the field is unassigned until the specific value
(called data item) is given to it. The data items may be names as in the case
above, or in other fours such as abbreviations (of variable length), codes
(fixed length), or quantities. His "Sex" would be "Male" which could be coded "M".
His "Date of Birth" could be "February 21, 1969" which could be represented
"630221." His "Place of Birth" would be "Springfield, Illinois" which could be
coded as "1782202". "Number of Dependents" would be "3". Nevertheless, the data
standardizer is more concerned with the meaning of a particular field than with the
particular names which are applied to it (although uniformity here is very
important). For it is the meaning which must be unique and unambiguous and which
requires a specific and precise representation.1

The gist of the problem of data standardization is that before meaningful data
interchange can occur, the sender and receiver concerned must understand the
identification and definition of the data elements and data items involved. The
codes used in the interchange must be identified and defined. The position or
location of the data elements in the record or form must be described.

Mutual understanding and agreement by the parties who interchange data form the
basis of data standardization. But success of such st,:)n,lardization depends upon the
comprehensiveness of the agreement. The greater the agreement on the national and
international levels and the more i.nclusivE, the forms of representation, i.e. the
names of elements, the codes, the coding methods, and the record forms that are
standardized, the more effective will be the efforts in data standardization.

1
It should be noted that the terms "data element" and "data item" are understood

as identical with the c0B01, data description terms "data item" and "data value",
respectively, although the area of appl.;(ation of data standardization concepts
is much wider,
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SECTION 3 - DATA CUARACTERISTICS

3.1 Introduction, This section treats the relationship between, the data
processed in an information system and the entities, events and properties
which the data represent.

Data standardization is essentially concerned with the representation
of data elements. It is not things and their attributes which are of primary
concern, nor are the data contents, syntactic structures and applications or
machine operations necessarily important in themselves. Although the data
standardizer deals with the objects of the everyday world and with many
formatting and organizational problems of systems, he sees these two realms
from the viewpoint of the representational function of the data.

An essential task of the data standardizer is to obtain agreement on a
method of representing data elements (e.g. natural language names, abbreviated
names, codes, or even such special use indicators as the name or surrogates
cal the nacre of the data iield on a record). However, there must be control of
the relation'between tne world and the machine-sensible records and files.
The data standardizer seeks to control this relation by working with the formatted
data in question, by probing the data characteristics, by testing the suitability
of the designation: names, codes, numeric data; perhaps also by structuring
and otherwise organizing the designations. He works mostly with data already
in records, data expressed in terms of controlled and uncontrolled vocabularies,
code and term sets.

Oui task can be summarized in two questions: How can we manage and understand
things of our world in terms of data characteristics? How can the data
characteristics be defined, represented, and then formatted in data transmissions?

Practical answers to both questions can only be found in the ,sveryday work and
long-range accomplishments of the people engaged in data standardization.
However, to facilitate their work, the present section on Data Characteristics
will provide a tentative reply to the first question, while the remainder of
the document will give some hints as to how to answer the second question.

3.2 Viewpoints, Things and Classes. The world around us is made up of natural
and manmade, physical and conceptual, as well as hypothetical or imagined
entities. These entities have their own properties and can be related to one
another. All of these individual things and notions can be known and designated,
and therefore provide po_ential data to be recorded. For example, the political
subdivisions we call countries, or states, or cities, or the physical objects
that are arranged and labeled in a warehouse can be considered as data. The
characteristics of these data correspond to the characteristics of the original
things or notions or attributes.

Another example of such a relation might be found in the personnel record of
a person where the data element (the meaning of the data field) is "State of Birth";
here the data item or value "Massachusetts", as one unique and unambiguous choice
among the other allowable items for States, will satisfy the requirement.
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Several processes must take place before a thing or notion can be
meaningfully represented in a data processing system, and particularly
before data records can he interchanged between systems.

3.2.1 Acceptance. There must be a common acknowledgement of the existence
of thing, notion, or characteristics within the given context.

For example, we must agree that Maryland and Virginia exist and are "States
of the United States" before they can be coded within the code set for states.
Before attempting to communicate about a thing, it is essential to know that
a thing is, to describe what it is, and to standardize the communication.
.onsequentiv, the existence of the object must be accepted by us before we can,
for example begin to disagree about whether the boundary line between the two
states mentioned is the high or the low water mark of the Potomac River.

3.2.2 Common Viewpoint. People must perceive an object and relate it to
existing schemes or to familiar subject fields. However, to share the object
with others there must be a mutual agreement about what it is, so that a
common viewpoint concerning it may be established.

It is at this point that the boundary line between the two states becomes
important, because uniform specification demands that the things be perceived
and described in the same manner, Where the common viewpoint is lacking,
specification and standardization may be impossible. For example, a common
viewpoint is required to decide whether the Canal Zone, Puerto Rico, Guam, etc.
are assigned to either the class "Countries of the World" or the class "States
of the United States" or neither.

The standardization process cannot proceed until one has achieved a
common viewpoint on whether the object in question is specified as an
individual (a thing) or a class. For instance "The United States of America"
can be the real individual that belongs to "Countries of the World". From
another viewpoint it can be the class which contains "States of the United
States: whose members are Alabama, Alaska, etc.

The issue of individual versus class overlaps the problem of uniqueness
in the case of common names. For instance, "John Jones" is the name of
twelve different individuals in a local telephone directory. Not knowing
additional attributes, such as address, the problem of deciding upon
uniqueness might be resolved by elimination. This could mean telephoning
until the correct individual is located among the other members of the class
"John Jones." But even when the individual is identified, true uniqueness
is not established until a common viewpoint is determined as to which "John
Jones" is meant -- John Jones, employee?' John Jones, father? Data standard-
ization must resolve oll questions concerning class merbership. This require-
ment extends to classes, as in an industrial classification, and to individuals,
as in a warehouse inventory.
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3.2.3 TermS. A person cannot know and control things or notions unless
he can designate them and use the facilities of language to convey his
designation to others. Furthermore, the terms or symbols in the designation
must also be understood. When we have the name, indicate, identify, describe
and quantify (that is, to tell how much, how many, how large, or how long in
time), we rind ourselves involved in the complex field of semantics.

Data characteristics can he based on physical characteristics. Meaningful
data may be derived directly from physical signs. For instance, analog
instrument readings convert physical variations into a variety of representations
and measurements. There are many other familiar representations of physical
states which may be recorded, stored or displayed in a variety of states and
dynamic forms, such as motion pictures, photographs, or drawings.

Data characteristics can also he based on the data derived from such primary
readings. One form of machine sensing can be translated into another, e.g.
analog readings can be converted to a binary form, or on-line data can be
subjected to various forms of interpretation. Such data are meaningful and may
be denoted by terms. For example, signs of certain types can be interpreted,
named and quantified by word symbols add numbers. The data characteristics of
all such signs exhibit clear cut digitally codable patterns.

Typically, however, data standardization is concerned with conventional
symbols, particularly those which express word meanings and discrete quantities.
These symbols are commonly applied to data structures, i.e. to the data items
and elements, and to the logical records and files organized into data bases
and systems.

In an area as complex as data standardization, problems of meaning that present
communication stumbling blocks arise quite often. An example of a difficulty that
could occur when assembling data items is the "language barrier." Different
language designations for items of the element "Countries of the World" cannot
cross specific language lines without causing confusion or total unintelligibility:

English Language Term Native Language Term

France France

Germany Deutschland

China Chung Kuo Depending upon
Zhongguo j transcription scheme

India Bharata

Influences stemming from general record keeping and data processing contexts,
and especially from specialized "closed" systems tend to make the individual
and associated terms more rigid, structured and controlled than would be the
case .'or natural language vocabularies. The clearest example of structured
vocabularies may be found in general classification systems, where all terms in
the system are ordered. The ordering of terms can be discovered whether in its
full or conventional name form or in its condensed representation. Terms can be
ordered intrinsically or extrinsically.
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FOr example, data terms can have an intrinsic order given by an ordinal
numbering system such as a catalog number used as the unique identifier for
stocking and ordering purposes, or a license plate, or a street address number.
Extrinsic order can be given to terms in a classified arrangement where subject
terms are ord?red alphabetically according to their ranking within the scheme.

Quite often, unless code numbers are applied to the terms, there can be no
intuitive way of knowing the interrelations of terms just by examination of
the terms themselves. Most terms encountered in experience, such a:. words,
names of persons, places and things are unordered.

Ordering interrelates individuals. But regardless of whether the individual
member (or members) of a family of terms is taken singularly or is related to
the others, it is usually essential to know whether the term itself relates to

(1) a single unique thing;

(2) a class or group of things that are accepted as a unity, a composite
whole, or a manifold;

(3) many things.

Therefore, by understanding what the term relates to, the data characteristics
of the term become controllable. Control of the term makes it possible in turn
to control the objects and motions referred to, as well as messages that contain
the term. Such control extends to the term in its original mode of presentation,
say in its full name form, or in alternate modes or representation, as in coded
or abbreviated forms.

The criteria related to how the data standardizer copes with terms can be
crucial. For example, to control the language performance of the terminology used,
attention must be given to the denotative precision or expressiveness (as specified
in the term definitions), uniqueness (or seen from the other side, zero ambiguity),
compactness, and cost in development and implementation of the whole set of terms.

3.2.4 Condensed Representation. Efficiency and economic considerations in
data processing require that data elements be represented in a condensed and
accurate symbolic form.

The data must be controlled in such a way that the objects and notions are
effectively designated and identified, and their meaning is faithfully conveyed
throughout the process of representation. The terms or names of the data contents
must be abbreviated or coded according to specific rules, but cannot lose any of
their precision or uniqueness ... for human or machine processors ... in any of
their condensed forms. Thus, we expect that the "State of the United States" named
"California" may be abbreviated as "CA" and coded "06" with increased efficiency and
economy without detriment to the performance criteria mentioned above under "Terms."

Only by working with and through the four basic processes of definitions- -
acceptance, common viewpoint, terms and condensed representation can data
description be formalized. For instance, it is possible to standardize a code
for a unique item or a unique class only if:
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(1) The uniqueness of the thing or class has been established;

(2) There is acceptance of the specification, description, limits or
properties of the thing or class;

(3) An accepted and unambiguous tern is established for the thing or
class;

(4) There is acceptance of the code as standing for the term.

3.3 Pita and Data Representations

3.3.1 Fundamental Approaches to Data Standardization. The distinction
between things, classes of things, and pure classes is so fundamental that
it characterizes the individual approaches to data standardization.

In principle and in actual systems design, one of three methods derived from
this distinction is often emphasized. Accordingly, the data tend to be treated
as:

(1) a unit usually associated with its physical or at least nominal
occurrence in data fields of records

(2) a class based on intrinsic or assigned relations between units

which belong to the class; and

(3) classes of information ,hich form part of a defined classification
scheme.

The definition of data elements, data items and activities of data
standardization can depend on which approach is adopted:

(1) The unit a roach - where the tundamental meaning of the data element
is identITTFTwit t e unit of meaning that occurs in the particular data field
of a document or data record. The association is considered so close that
the same name is given to the data field, the identifier of the data field and
to the contents as well as the meaning of the contents of the field. The
basic unit of meaning, the data element, is duplex. It consists of a general
part and a specific component (the datl item). For instance, this approach
maintains that there is a data element ':,ate of Birth" that is different from

the data element "Beginning of Employment", although both elements will have
common data items or values that follow the same formatting specification, e.g.
the values of both may appear as "September J, 1950" or "5009080"

Standardization activities are based on the data items, so
that uniform representations may be used for the most significant data
elements. Consequently, although there are many data elements that apply,
for example, to time or to countries, one does not attempt to standardize
the data elements but concentrates instead on the methods of formatting and
representing the codes for sets if data items e.g. (list of geo-political
entities).
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(2) The class approach - where the data element is considered as a class
or category, independent of its appearance or use in any particular record
context. The class is considered to be denoted by the intrinsic or assigned
relations or attributes of the data items, the members of that class.

Consequently, the class is abstracted from the concrete instances of its
occurrence and use (although types of use may he documented and controlled).
Considered as the fundamental unit of data, the class itself is standardized:
it is treated as a semantic entity and may be analyzed, defined, put into thesauri
or dictionaries, and controlled. The class "aate" will, for example, be considered
the data element, to he defined and allotted certain allowable names, abbreviations
or code structures (perhaps formatted as 720101, or as January 1, 1972). Its

uses may be documented as "Date of Purchase" or "Date of Birth", which may or
may not share the same name as the data field identifier.

(3) Classification approach - where an entire subject field, perhaps the
totality of human knowledge (as in a bibliographic scheme such as the
Universal Decimal Classification), a library hook location scheme (such as
Dewey Decimal Classification) or an industrial classification (e.g. the
Standard Industrial Classification) is considered as the main information
unit. All particular instances of the component classes or entities then
form subdivisions which are hierarchically ranked. Each class or entity may
have its own cede value, but one which is representative of its relative
position within the total scheme. Data can them he either subordinated to a
class (under this "subject heading") or comprise the class itself (subject
display).

Standardization for this approach requires the specification and
structuring of the main scheme and the precoordination of terms for the
body of knowledge. It also requires rules for expanding subordinate segments
of the scheme, and a method for coding classes and perhaps special attributes
of classes (as in facetted schemes).

Common to all three approaches is the basic reliance upon the value of the
unit of meaning (found primarily in a data processing context such as a data
field), the value which we have called the data item or data variable above.
The data item is always the expression of what is selected as the alit of
meaning (or that which is considered fundamental) which is listed as one of
the items in a code or other representational structure.

For the sake of simplicity and to preserve the elementary open relation which
bi'lds entities and attributes to a data field only by a non-committal
linguistic tie, we will adhere to the unit approach through these Guidelines.

3.3.2 Data Elements. The data element is the meaning of the data field,
and the data record which contains this field will be only as accurate as the
data which it contains.

To ensure optimum accuracy, data handling systems are carefully designed to
preserve the precision of the data characteristics throughout all operations.
Trained specialists are employed to give particular attention to the design
and organization of forms, reports, files and data formats. Words and symbols
used in the procedures and systems descriptions are carefully chosen so that
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effective communications are facilitated. In most instances, forms are so
designed and partitioned that each element on the form can be completely
described in detail. Instructions for completing or filling out the form
are devised to oermit the recorder to provide the needed information both
accurately and without ambiguity. The individual units of information which are
found in these boxes or fields on forms, records, and files have open meanings
which require certain data for the meanings to be satisfied. These units and
meanings are the data elements.

A data element is a unit of meaning made up of two parts, a general
component which designates the information required (something previously
unknown and meaningful to the recipient), and a specific part which supplies
the data required, i.e. that which when recorded indicates a particular fact,
condition, qualification, or measurement. The specific part stated as a
value or the representation of a term is called the data item. Data items
can therefore be expressed as names, abbreviations (including name
truncation), codes, or numeric values. For example, the specific values
associated with the general component "Color of Dress" can be expressed as
a name "Blue," abbreviation "BL," or code "12." Alternatively, one could
also use an instrument to measure the color temperature and express the
result quantitatively, such "5500° K" (Kelvin).

3.3.2.1 Complex Data Elements (Data Chains). The meaning of a data
field is usually simple. I.e., the data element or the data element name
connotes a singular object or notion, such as "Color of Dress" connotes
"Blue" or "State of Birth" connotes "California." The basic meaning requires
only one thing or notion to satisfy its unique intent.

On the other hand, some data elements are complex. Their total meaning
requires a chain of secondary meaning, and, as a result, a composite group
of data items to be entered into the data field to fulfill their primary
meaning.

For example, the data element named "Mailing Address" may require data items
which express the notions of name, street number, street name, apartment
number, room number, building number, organization, city, state, county, and
ZIP Code. Similarly, the specific representations associated with the data
element named "Birth Date" convey the notions of year of birth, month of birth
and day of month of birth.

3.3.2.2 Data Elements used for Matrices. Related to the complex data
element, although more highly structured by extrinsic ordering (see 3.2.3),
are the data elements used in matrices or tables or arrays of data elements
(see especially 4.4.1.1). The name of the matrix may be considered a complea,
data element which refers to or intends the subordinate data elements that
form the headings of the rows and columns.

The subordinate elements are organized in arrays that are peculiar to th
type of matrix at hand, for example:
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Educational Eievel of ADP Management and Supervisory Personnel

Educational bevel (V
1

) Management Category (V2)

Data Systems
Processing Analysis Programming

College Degree 49.1% 50.7% 34.8%
Some College 38.2% 38.6% 47.6%
High School Graduate 11.5% 9.6% 16.3%
None of the Above .4% .1% .2%

No Response .8% 1.0% 1.1%

In this case, the name of the data element and its specific value can be
identified in the following way:

The percentage of ADP management and supervisory personnel rith
educational level of (V

1
) in management category of (V

2
).

All the subordinate data elements in the matrix are jointly identifiable
by that single complex name, and when values we supplied in the columns
for the variables V1 and V2, each specific value of the matrix can be
explicitly identified. For example:

The percentage of ADP management and supervisory personnel with
an educational level of (V, = College degree) in management cate-
gory of (V2 = system analytis) is 50.7%.

3.3.2,3 Primary Data Elements and Attribute Data Elements. The data
elements within a data system collectively make up larger units of data called
records. Within the records (whether they be forms, reports, or logical computer
records) we may find that at least one data element, which we will call the
primary data element, stands out, and has a certain primacy and logical
privilege over the others.

A primary data element is the element which serves as a unique meaning "key"
to distinguish a particular entity from others.

The element is therefore used as an identifier for the entity or entities
and is qualified by the other data elements in the record. In many such cases,

the primary data element is at the same time a record key or provides a sort
ke: in machine sensible records. For example, in a personnel record which
contains information concerning a particular individual within the organization,
the following data elements may he used: Social Security Account Number,
Name, Date of Birth, Personnel Grade, Salary, Job Title, Organization
Assignment, and Home Mailing Address.
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If the organization is small, the name of the individual usually provides
the unique identifier for him and serves as the primary data element which
is qualified by the other data elements, In a larger organization where
several persons may have identical names, the Social Security Number plus
the name may furnish the primary data element or key to identify the individual.
If necessary, two or more data elements may be used collectively to provide
uniqueness, and each may be regarded as primary. The remaining data elements
in the record then simply qualify or further describe the entity (whether it
be a person, place, thing, or notion) which has been identified by the primary
data element(s). Qualifying data elements are called attribute data elements.

In the example above, Date of Birth, Personnel Grade, Salary, Job Title,
Organization Assignment, and Home Mailing Address are attribute data elements.

Attribute data elements can be chained together or "nested." For, in some
cases, attributed data elements may have qualities which also are identified
in the record. In these instances an attribute data element may be qualified
by another attribute data element. In a personnel record like the one mentioned
above, we could find attribute data elements named "Spouse's Name" and "Spouse's
Birth Date;" the data element "Spouse's Birth Date" is an attribute data element
of the attribute data element named "Spouse's Name."

Depending upon the structure of a particular record or file, what might be a
primary data element in one record may be an attribute data element in another
record. Likewise, an attribute data element in a given record could in another
record be a primary data element.

3.3.3 Data Representations Other Than Codes. It was mentioned earlier that both
the general and specific parts of the meaning of data. although especially the latter,
can be represented in such various forms as names, abbreviations, codes, and
quantitative (numeric) expressions. Blue as a specific value associated with the
data element named "Color of Dress" can be represented as a name "Blue," as an
abbreviation "BL," as a code "12" or can be measured and expressed quantitatively
as "5500 K." Similarly, the general portion of the data element can be represented
as a name, "Color of Dress," as an abbreviation "CLR-OF-DRESS" or as a code "COD."
Each of these forms of representation, names, abbreviations, and general quantitative
expressions have characteristics of theITO-Wn which need and are given further
explanation in this Section. Data codes are treated as fixed length representations
and are discussed independently in greater detail in Section 4.

3.3.3.1 Names. Natural language terms are the most common designators of
data structures. As it was pointed out in Section 3..3 -- Terms, the terms used
for logical data structures, i.e. data items and elements, records, files, forms,
and whole data bases, are basically built up of meanings. These meanings are
indicated by a variety of re.resentational expressions, such as names, abbre-
viations, special symbols, and codes. But names are generally the most suit-
able universal and familiar forms for representing the meanings of the data
elements and, where non-quantitative, their data items. The principal function
of names is for the identificatiol of objects, qualities, quantities, and
notions, for the purpose of aiding human recognition and manipulation of the
things and ideas encountered in experience.
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But it must always be remembered that any specialized use of natural language,
such as for identifying the meaning of a data field or its content, is governed
by the same laws and constraints as any other use of natural language. find

natural language is notorious for its imprecision in conveying meanings .iniquely
and without ambiguity. For example, quite often the only clue to the P.xaet
meaning of a name is provided by the format, context or overall situation wit in
which the natural language name ap,:ears. For instance, the data element name,
"Grade" is used in the following records:

School Personnel Record:

Name Grade

John Smith 4

Employment Personnel Record:

Name Grade

John Smith GS-12

College Transcript Record:

Name Course Grade

John Smith Biology 251

However, the meaning of "Grade" is different in 'ach case and requires a
distinctive full name which in some way reflects the context within which the
element is used. "Grade" implies "School or Class Grade" in the first example,
"Civil Service or Personnel Grade" in the second, and in the last "Course Grade".
In the interchange of data among various data systems or even among the components
of the same system, it is necessary that the context in which the names are used
be known and specified (explicitly or by default) before communications can be
accomplished unambiguously.

The proper context can be established and defined in several different ways:
(1) The data elements can he related to the larger context in which they appear,
i.e. to the particular records or reports in which they are used or to the primary
data elements which they qualify; (2) The data element name can be expanded or
otherwise modified to include essential words which establish the proper context;
or (3) The definition or explanation of the data element name can mention in which
context the data element is used. System descriptions and documentation often
employ combinations of these techniques to describe data elements.

In effect, a data element may have more than one name by which it is identified.
The same is true for the names of specific data items associated with a data
element. The names may be the actual names used internally on the reports and
forms in a particular system, or even the field labels or name tags by which
the same element is identified. Alternatively, they may be more universally
understandable names, perhaps full explicit names with appropriate descriptions,
which should be used to communicate the data element outside the particular
system. Both the local (or internal) names and the interchange name (the explicit
form which indicates the full context) must be identified in any complete data
system description.
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Both natural language and the terms which name and describe data characteristics
reflect the real and conceptual world which contains all of the things and notions
of human experience. But it would be a mistake to assume that natural language
is or necessarily should be identical with data terms. The language of data terms
is in one sense not natural. It is called into being in order to identify only
those objects and ideas which find their way into records and other data
structures. However, it also borrows heavily from natural language for
designators or descriptors to name, identify, clacsify and otherwise describe much
of its contents. As such, it is a subject of natural language. But the data terms
also draw upon a variety of formalized representations such as highly structured
code sets for rigorously unambivalent connotation of their meanings.

However, even if the contents are different, the processes used in the language
of data terms coincide completely with those of natural language when selecting
and assigning names for data structures. Therefore, the naming of such data
structures as data items and elements involves all the linguistic description
and prescription that would apply to naming anything else. Names are called nouns
in grammar. hence, the grammatical conventions that apply to nouns and related
word formations also apply to the data item, element, record designator or
descriptors.

The assignment of names for data structures must be based upon a variety of con-
siderations. These include grammatical specifications. These grammatical speci-
fications for nouns as parts of speech, and the various criteria of language
performance mentioned at the end of Section 3.2.3: 1) denotative precision or
expressiveness of the noun or noun embedded syntactic formations; 2) uniqueness
of reference, that is, dces the data name or noun refer to: (a) a simple unique
thing, (b) a class or group of things accepted as a unit, a composite whole, or a
manifold, or many things; 3) compactness of express:on; and 4) cost in development,
implementation and maintenance of the whole vocabulaey or set of names. For additional
guidance in developing acceptable names, refer to ISO document R704-1968, "Naming
Principles."

Grammar

The subject of the grammar of nouns and related formations is far too extensive
for exhaustive treatment here. But a brief review of its cogency in the naming of
data structures is apt and, it is hoped, will serve to stimulate further inquiry
on the part of the reader.

The number of things and notions that people see, even from a common viewpoint,
is greater than the number of nouns that people use to designate them. One
result of this was shown above in the use of the noun "Grade." A noun can have
more than one meaning: each such noun may be a name for two or more things. A
second result of the lack of available nouns can be that some names are not single
words. A name that is not a single word is not strictly speaking a noun, but
rather a syntactic formation where the noun is embedded as a nucleus in a name
"cluster." The noun is the essential element in the cluster. For example, the
noun nucleus in the data element "State of Birth" is the noun "State", where the
other words are modifiers of the nuclear or principal noun.

74 -
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Therefore a noun cluster is a grammatical constructioa which contains a noun
as its nucleus, preceded and/or followed by modifiers of the nuclear noun.
Nouns may appear singly or as one of several words in such nuclei, and are
characterized by their singular or plural forms (usually ending in -s or -es,
although some nouns have irregular plurals).

Nouns can be modified by various modifiers or adjectival units that consist
of a single word or one or more groups of words. A variety of modifiers occur,
such as determiners (of uniqueness or possession), as the articles the, a, your,
numerals, such as "First Position Held" or "Choice One"; adjec'tives such as
"Principal Function; adjuncts, as "Data Name;" or phrases as in "State of
Bir-UTT-WP "Status at Time of Resignation."

A noun can be the name of two or more things in two ways. First, there is
the way discussed above for the element "Grade," and then there is another, still
more far-reaching manner: Two things can have the same name because people recognize
that both things are in some sense the same.

If different things are not the same, each is unique, and if it has to be named,
generally deserves a proper noun to identify it. On the other hand, if we
recognize sameness, and find 7Erat the same name can be applied to two more things,
we are dealing with a class. The name applied to the class or to each member of
this group is a class or common noun. The things or notions that are named by
class nouns can be counted: if the class is void, the number of members is zero;
if it is a singleton, the number is one. If there are more members than one, a
variety of grammatical number words can generally be attached to the member nouns,
including ordinal numbers, indefinite articles, etc. Nouns can also denote
a multiplicity of members in the case of mass or collective nouns such as the
word "Carbon" when describing the composition of diamond, coal and graphite. The
some word can be a class noun in the item "Carbon" for data element "Office
Supplies." The mass noun never requires an article.

The composite noun is a syntactic formation which includes the nuclear
noun cluster. For example, a data processing operation might be called
"Personnel Data Throughput" or "A Sort by Name;" The file may be "Salesforce
by Major City."

The attributive elements include single words (Personnel Data) and prepositional
phrases ( Major City). The formations which cluster about the nuclear or
principal noun can become quite complex. Various grammatical forms can adhere
to these clusters, e.g. "Current Awareness Alerting Service", where there is a
composite adjectival modifier which contains a verbal noun (alerting), all of
which are attributive to the nuclear noun "Service.1-1 Possessive nouns can be
considered under this heading, as in the element "Vendor's Name."

The composition of name parts presupposes a conciseness and compactness of
expression. Precision, clarity and familiarity of the words used in names
cannot be compromised by the need for compression, and some degree of optimi-
zation may be required.
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The nouns used for naming entities at various levels in the data structure
are not absolute, and can often be used at other levels. For example,
"Virginia" may be the name of the data item for the data element "State of
Residence." It becomes an important noun modifier in the data element name
"Population of the State of Virginia." The question of level assumes great
importance in the hierarchical ranking of names, as appears in a classification
system. The effort needed to organize the name structures accorling to the
levels required by class distinctions then becomes a significant cost parameter.

The section on names would not be complete without mentioning a few other
cost factors involved in the overall process of naming data structures. Development
costs as well as operating costs can apply to:

data collection - entity search, naming, definition, and
preparation for encoding;

name control -

maintenance -

same Definition

the compilation and implementation of
vocabularies in the form of dictionary
entries, lists, thesauri, classification
schemes;

updating procedures, organizational
assignments of term and coding control
where the centralization versus local file
trade-offs are vital; providing access to
file contents possibly through publication,
display terminals, etc.

A central issue in data standardization is the meaning of the data terms rather
than the word forms and word syntax. As a result, the definition of names is
of major importance. Improper definition can seriously impede data interchange.

The cost of definition can be very high. But if definition is not performed from
the most general yet most common point of view, data interchange may still not
be possible. Certain data systems which have developed highly standardized
defined vocabularies in unique controlled environments may not be able to con-
verse with systems in different environments. Although term definition may be
present, a universal viewpoint re7.ated to the names and their definitions may
be lacking. For example, both systems in two hypothetical different environ-
ments may use the same code set and format for "Date," perh.e. expressed as
"730325." Yet "Shipping Date" from a military point of embarcation will not
have the same sense as "Shipping Date" for the local delivery of a small commer-
cial parcel. A contractor who deals with both environments may find that there
cannot be a universal definition which accommodates both meanings. Two definitions
may be required.

3.3.3.2 Abbreviations. An abbreviation is a shortened form of a word, term,
or phrase. Abbreviations improve the communication process by presenting information
to be read by humans quickly, accurately and with ease. The abbreviation saves space
and time, and it provides a convenient, compact way of reducing long and compli-
cated words or phrases that may often be repeated.
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The names of data structures, particularly the data elements and data items,
frequently lend themselves well to abbreviations. Nevertheless, there is no
widespread standard method of abbreviation. Among the styles and forms of
abbreviations, there are two tendencies toward commonality. First, individual
disciplines and organizations produce lists of abbreviations that become
authoritative for their industry or special field of interest, such as the
list used in the publications of the American Chemical Society. The second
moveren:.: is to establish rules and algovithrs for the generation of uniform,
abbreviations. An example of this technique may be found in the American
National standard for the Abbreviation of Titles of Periodicals (ANSI Z39.5-1969.

The difference between abbreviation and other forms of coding is not self-
evident. Abbreviations are generally developed for human handling, since codes
are more suited for such machine applications as on computers, card and paper punches
and similar keyboarding devices, as well as on communication machines. Nevertheless,
many of the same basic criteria are applicable to both these forms of representation
and to the methods of deriving them.'

(1) Each word in the name should be compressed to require as little
keyboarding time and storage space as possible,

(2) There should be no loss of discrimination and uniqueness between
the original name and the compressed representation.

(3) The compressed forms should be at least as readily recognizable,
learned and recalled by humans, and as easily transmitted without error
as the original names,

(4) To retain optimum discrimination the compressed form should be
mnemonically similar to the original name.

(5) Whenever possible, the abbreviated form should be capable of being
systematically transformed back into the original name when desired.

(6) Whenever possible the abbreviated words should sort in the same
alphabetic order as the original name.

These requirements are basic in the sense that at least two must be used
in any efficient abbreviation scheme or code structure, but are ideal in the
sense that all can rarely be applied at the same time.

At the risk of arbitrariness, the abbreviation may'be generalized from its
common appearance in text, and defined as a mnemonic code with a variable length.
When existing or constructed abbreviations have a minimal number of characters,
will alphabetize in a desired sequence, and are easily manipulated as well as
mnemonic, then the abbreviation set is identical to the code.

Thus defined, several techniques for deriving abbreviations are commonly
used:

a. contraction the shortening of a word, syllable or word group by
systematic omission of an internal letter or letters. For example, "abbrvtn"
for "abbreviation".

1
cf. Charles P. Bourne, Xethods of Information Handling, New York, 1963, p. 46,
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b. truncation - the shortening of words by the omission of letters at--
either end. For example, right end truncatiol retains the proper number of
characters at the left end and deletes all tha remainder ep to the end of the
word, e.g. "Wash" for "Washington." Deft truncation drops letters from the
left end, e.g. in the list:

"h, A.F. for "Smith, A.R.
h, Dick Dick
h, Paul Smith, Paul
m, Thomas" Smith, Thomas"

c. the formation of acronyms - forming words from the in!tial letter or
letters of each of the successive parts or major parts of a compound name.
For instance, RADAR for Radio Detection and Ranging.

In the absence of any universal authority for abbreviations one can recommend
the use of the abbreviation list and individual entries in Webster's New
Unabridged. International Dictionary. However, care must be exercised. Only
unique and unambiguous abbreviated word forms should be assigned to the data terms
in question. The elimination of letters within words or phrases tends to produce
undistinguishable character clusters, e.g., "DA" may be an abbreviation for "Day,"
"District Attorney" or "Department of the Army." "No" may be an abbreviation for
t..e chemical "Nobelium," for the direction "North," or for the word "Number."

In addition to the criteria basic to both abbreviations and other codes listed
above, the following s,ggestions may be useful in the development of uniform
abbreviations for data terms:

Abbreviate significant words in the name, allotting
consistent maximum number of words to be used and
word types (e.g. articles, conjunctions, prepo-
sitions) to be dropped.

Words with a small number of characters (say, four or five)
when used alone should generally not be abbreviated.

For mnemonic purposes the first letter of a name word
should be present in the abbreviation.

Initial capitals or all capitals should be used.

Consistency is of major importance: either use vfriods
at the end of all abbreviated words or omit final
periods (preferred, since people often inadvertently
omit them) .

The same abbreviation is used for singular and plural
forms of the same words.

Given a choice of deleti,n, consonants are more important
than vowels in the abbreviation, initial letters
than final.
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If a conventicnal abbreviation already exists, it is
preferable to a newly developed one, provided that
it conforms to the other criteria mentioned above.

The abbreviation should be as universally understandable
and recognizable to human beings as possible and not
merely provide a jargon "shorthand" version of the
name, for example, one should avoid giving the initial
letters of a data term such as "INOC" for "Identification
Number of Consignee."

In a compound name, the order of abbreviated words should
follow the same sequence as the original name.

Abbreviations must be developed with consideration given to
existing software constraints. For example, in a COBOL
environment it essential that non-connected words
should not begin or end with a hyphen, must have at
least one alphabetic character, and names used as tags
must be restricted to a word-length no greater than 30
characters.

3.3.3.3 Quantitative Data. Quantitative data provide a numeric answer to
such questions as "How much?" "How many?" "How large?" "How long in time?" or "How
frequently?" The numerals in quantitative data represent numbers which express the
limits of quantities and magnitudes. The meaning of the quantity or magnitude is a
data element and is connoted by the name of the element, e.g. "Length of Runway."
This meaning is satisfied by furnishing the appropriate numeral, which is the proper
data item for the specific element, e.g. To satisfy "Length of Runway" one could
specify "800 feet." Numerals often include a wide range of expressions, such as
whole numbers, ratios, exponents, fractions, and constants.

The degree of preciseness needed within a given system determines the form of the
particular quantitative representation. For example, the unit cost of certain supply
items may be expressed in dollars, cents, and mills as $1.035, the sales price of these
items is expressed in dollars and cents as $1.30. The inventory of a business may be
expressed in dollars as $82,520 or in thousands of dollars as $82.5. On the extreme
end of the economic scale are the expressions of the gross national product or national
debt which are expressed in billions of dollars. Similarly, the precision of irrational
numbers (numbers which cannot be exactly expressed as a ratio of two integers) will
depend upon the specificity required. Pi, which is used as the symbol to denote the
ratio between the diameter and circumference of a circle, may be expressed as 3.14,
3.1416, or 3.14159265... depending upon the requirements of the system.

The same value can also be expressed numerically in several different ways.
For example, 3-1/2 hours can be expressed as 3.5 hours, 3 hours 30 minutes, or 210 minutes.
Likewise, 100 metres can he expressed as 0.1 kilometres or 10,000 centimetres or
100,000 millimetres.

However, upon closer examination of quantitative data it is found that all have
certain fundamental characteristics which can be described. These are:

(1) All quantitative data expressions have some form of numeric expression.
The most common form used in human-to-human communications is that of the decimal
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(base 10) system. However, numbers represented in computers are generally converted
to binary form (base 2) or binary coded decimal form. Some computers have the
capability of representing two or more binary coded numerals in a single computer
word. This type of expression is commonly called packed numeric representation.

(2) All quantitative expressions have an expressed or implied paint
(called decimal point in decimal representations). Generally, when a quantity is
expressed without a radix paint, it is interpreted to be an integer (a whole number).

Some computers have a floating point capability. This capability allows
a wide range of magnitudes to be represented to a given precision by means of a
limited number of digits. For example, in a decimal system which uses only three
digits to represent significant digits, the n. er 134,000,000 (= 1.34 x 10°) would
appear as 1.34, 8 (where 1.34 are the significant digits and 8 is the exponent of
the base 10). Likewise, 0.0134 (= 1.34 x 10-2) would appear as 1.34, -2, ani 1,34
(= 1.34 x 100) would appear as 1.34, 0.

(3) Normally, quantitative expressions have an expressed or implied sign (+ or -).
Usually, unsigned quantities are considered to be positive. When the quantity is
negative, the sign is usually expressed (explicit).

(4) Quantitative data representations which indicate measurement usually require
an expressed or implied unit of measurement (e.g. dollars, meters, degrees, percent, etc.
Some measurements, however, do not have a unit of measure expression (e.g. dress, hat,
and shoe sizes.)

Quantitative data reflect the degree of preciseness, approximation, range, or tolerance
either as part of the representation or in the definition of the data element (e.g. a
ship's position may be defined to be accurate within plus (+) or minus (-) one nautical
mile, or the result of a computation may be expressed as being accurate within certain
maximum (+) or minimum (-) given limits.)

Quantitative representations are frequently rounded in systems applications.
Rounding is a systematic way of shortening an expression (e.g. Pi expressed as
3.14159265... when rounded to four decimal places would be r,,presented as 3.1416).

Another method of shortening is that of truncating a representation (this applies
to indicative as well as quantitative expressions). Truncating simply is the act
of dropping a certain number of characters (or digits) from an expression (e.g. Pi
expressed as 3.14159265+ when truncated to four decimal places would appear as
3.1415. Both rounding and truncating degrade the preciseness of expression.

In the interchange of information among or between systems, it is essential that
these fundamental characteristics of quantitative data be thoroughly described and
understood by both the sender and receiver.
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3.4 Summary (Section 3), The following is a summarization of Section 3, DATA
CliARA(:TEPID:3TI. Presented is a short statement that attempts to summarize
the major concepts presented in Section 3, Paragraph references correspond
to those in 3ect:on 3 above.

3, rata Characteristics

3.1 Introduction. rata standardization is concerned with:

analysis and control of the relation between
the data processed within an information system
and certain entities, events and properties in the
world of human experience

representation of these things and notions by names,
codes and numeric description.

3.2 Viewpoints, Things and Classes. Characteristics of data correspond with
appropriate degrees of precision to the original things, notions or attributes.

3.2.1 Acceptance - common acknowledgement of the existence of things,
notions or characteristics is essential to begin data collection.

3.2.2 Common Viewpoint - to achieve standardization the objects concerned
must be perceived from a common viewpoint, related to familiar subject knowledge,
specified and subjected to mutual agreement concerning what it is, Definition
must be made according to the uniqueness, individuality and class membership
of the objects of the data.

3.2.3 Terms - objects to be standardized, th,:t are seen from a common
viewpoint, must be named, described and quantified. Typically, data
standardization is concerned with conventional symbols, particularly with
terms which express word meanings and discrete quantities. Data terms relate
to data structures, i.e. data items, elements and logical records and files
that are organized into data bases and systems.

Terms may be ordered intrinsically or extrinsically, or be unordered.
To be standardized they must relate to I) a single unique thing, or 2) a class
or group of things accepted as a unity, a composite whole, or a manifold,
or 3) many things.

To control the language performance of the terminology used, attention must
be given to the denotative precision (accuracy) or expressiveness (definition),
uniqueness, compactness, and to the cost of developing and implementing the
set of terms.

3.2.4 Condensed Retresentation - A condensed and accurate symbolic form
is needed to represent data terms. Objects and notions are effectively
designated and identified and their meaning is effectively conveyed by
abbreviating and coding their names. Four minimum coding requirements are given.
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3.3 Data and Representations

3.3.1 Pundamental Approaches to Data Stanth,rdization - There are three
methods of approaching data standardization based on the distinction between
particulars, classes of individuals and pure classes: 1) the unit approach;
2) the class approach; 3) the classification approach.

3.3.2 Data Elements - The data element is the meaning of a data field,
which may also be found to be represented in records, forms, reports, and
other formatted data in files. It is composed of two parts, a general component
and a specific part (the value or data item).

3.3.2.1 Complex data elements - a complex data element entails a chain
of secondary meanings and, therefore, requires representation by a composite
group of data items, as "Mailing Address" requires name, street number,
street name.... city, state...etc.

3.3.2.2 Data elements used for matrices - The name of the matrix is used
as a complex data element which refers to or intends subordinate data elements
that form the headings of the rows and columns.

3.3.2.3 Primary data elements and attribute data elements - The data element
used as an identifier for the given entity or entities and which is qualified
by the other elements in the record is the primary data element. The element
or elements which qualify it are attribute ata elements.

3.3.3 Data Representations Other Than Codes - The general and specific parts
of the meaning of data can be identified and represented by names, abbreviations
and quantitative expressions.

3.3.3.1 Names - Names are the most universal and familiar forms for
representing the meaning of data elements and items. Specifically, they
provide natural language identifiers for the data counterparts of objects,
qualities and notions within reports, forms and record data fields. Language
ambiguities may be reduced by proper use of grammar and possibly eliminated by
reference to context or with definition. Differentiation is needed where the same
data structure has more than one name, just as when one name applies to more than
one data structure. This problem may be resolved by de:inition, although there
are situations where more than one definition is require.

3.3.3.2 Abbreviations (Variable length representations) - The abbreviation
is a shortened form of a word, composite term or phrase considered as a
variable length mnemonic code. Basic criteria are given for word compression.
Several techniques are described for the derivation of abbreviations, particular-
ly by contraction, truncation and the formation of acronyms. A number of further
suggestions for the derivation, formatting and style of abbreviations are offered.

3.3.3.3 Quantitative data - Quantitative data provide a numeric answer to
such questions about quantities and magnitudes as "How many?" "How large?" "How
long it time?" or "How frequently?" The degree of precision and various
quantitative expressions are treated as significant data characteristics.
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SECTION 4

BASIC CODING METHODS

4.1 Introduction

4.2 Forms of Data Codes

4.3 Nonsignificant Codes

4.3.1 Sequential Code

4.3.2 Random Code

4.4 Significant Codes

4.4.1 Logical Codes

4.4.1.1 Matrix Code

4.4.1.2 Self-Checking Codes

4.4.2 Collating Codes

4.4.2.1 Alphabetic Codes

4.4.2.2 Hierarchical Codes

4.4.2.3 Chronological Codes

4.4.2.4 Classification Codes

4.4.3 Mnemonic Codes
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4. Basic Coding Methods

4.1 Introduction. This section provides a description of basic coding

methods, including advantages and disadvantages of each method. It is
intended to assist data standardization task groups in selecting the
most appropriate code structure for each particular application.

A coie is an'orred, shortened, fixed-length data representation. Codes
are designed to provide unique identification of the data to he coded. To
accomplish this, there must he only one place where an identified word or
phrase can be entered in the code structure and, conversely, there must be
a place in the code for everything identified. It is imperative that this
"mutually exclusive" feature is built into any code structure.

The choice of code structures is fairly extensive. The following information,
however, should help lead toward selection of the best method.

Section 4.2 is a chart outline of the coding methods discussed in Section 4.
This set of code structures is not entirely comprehensive, but does include all
the significant types. Further, these are "pure" codes -- and many data codes
are actually combinations of these basic types.

For additional information on coding methods as well as indepth reports on
psychological studies, etc., from which much of the content of this GUIDE was
taken, refer to Appendix C, "BIBLIOGRAPHY."
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4.2 Forms of Data Codes

DATA
CODES

NONSIGNIFICANT

SEQUENTIAL RANDOM

1

LOGICAL

SIGNIFICANT

MATRIX SELF-
CHECKING

1

ALPHABETIC

COLLATING ABBREVIATIONS
(CONST. LENGTH,

[ MNEMONIC 1

1

ACRONYMS

HIERARCHICAL CLASSIFICATION

tDECIMAL
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4.3 Nonsignificant Codes. Individual values of nonsignificant codes are
meaningless 41hout SOW defined relationship to another entity set or sets
and are assigned only to provide unique identification to the entities coded.
The sequence number and the random number are the two most commonly used
nonsignificant codes.

4.3.1 Sequential Code

Sequential (Serial or Tag) Number. The simplest to use and apply,
the sequential method of codE is merely the arbitrary assignment of
consecutive numbers (beginning with, say, "101") to a list of items as they
occur, just as employee numbers might be assigned to employees as they are
hired. The code value has no significance in itself but does uniquely
identify the entity.

This method rakes no provision for classifying groups of like items
according to specific characoevistics and cannot be used where such
requirements exist. It is practical only for coding entity sets where the
only requirement is a short, convenient, easily applied representation.

The advantage of the sequence code is its ability to code an
unlimited number of items by using the fewest possible code digits. As new
items occur they are simply assigned the next-higher unused number in sequence.

This number is frequently used to give a unique reference number
to entities (e.g., countries) which are composed of several elements
identifiable in their own right (e.g., states, cities). With proper controls
it is extremely useful in many applications and usually exists as a part of
other more specialized coding schemes.

4.3.2 Random Code. The term random number is frequently applied erroneously
to the sequential code just described. The difference between a sequential and a
random code is the number list from which the code values are assigned. The
random code is drawn from a number list which is not in any detectable order
or sequence. There are computer programs available to prodLo:e these random
number lists. Each additional item to be coded is given the next number in the
random list. This method forces the coder to look up the next number on the list
because therm is no logical way to predict what that next number will be when
the last used number is known.

In a sequential list, if 200 were the last number assigned, the next one
will he 201. The next number on a random list might be 163.

This forced look-up is supposed to reduce errors in coding, but in actual
use it tends to introduce problems of control. Properly controlled sequential
lists have proved less error-prone than random lists.

4.4 Significant Codes. Codes are designed to provide unique identification
of the words or phrases being coded. In other words, in a coded set of
entities, no two entities should be assigned the same code. If in addition
to providing unique identification of entities a code is so designed to
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furnish additional meaning, this type of code is called a significant code.
The additional moaning supplied by the significant code can yield logical
significance, collating significance, or mnemonic significance.

4.4.1 Logical Codes. Individual values of logical codes are derived
in conjunction with a consistent, well defined logical rule or procedure
(algorithm). Two examples are the matrix code and self-checking code.

4.4.1.1 Matrix Code. This code is based on x-y coordinate locations
or longitude-latitude coordinates. It i3 useful in coding two component
relationships. Code values can he formed by assigning the "XY" coordinate
numbers or by assigning sequence numbers. (The squares in the example are
numbered both ways for illustration.) A code value is merely read fiom the
appropriate square in the table when assigning code values to an entity.
When decoding, the code value is located in the matrix and appropriate XY
attribut3s are obtained. For example:

X

1 = Round

2 = Square

3 = Hex.

4 = Oct.

1=Round 2=Square 3=Rect. 4=Oval S=Irreg.

(

-....

11 (01) 12 (05) 13 (09) 14 (13) 15 (17)

21 (02) 22 (06) 23 (10) 24 (14) 25 (18)

31 (03) 32 (07) 33 (11) 34 (15) 35 (19)

41 (04) 42 (08) 43 (12) 44 (16) 45 (20)

(Note: Numbers in parentheses are merely the matrix location
sequence numbers; the other numbers are the resulting code
values.)

4.4.1.2 Self-Checking Codes. It is possible to append to a code an
additional character which serves the purpose of checking the consistency or
validity of the code when it is recorded and transferred from one point to
another. This character, which is commonly called a check character, is derived
by using some mathematical technique (algorithm) involving the characters in
the base code. The check character feature when utilized provides the capability
of detecting most clerical or recording errors. These errors are categorized in
four types, i.e. transposition errors (1234 recorded as 1243), double transposition
errors (1234 recorded as 1432), transcription errors 11234 recorded as 1235) and
random errors (1234 recorded 2243) which are multiple combinations of transposition
and transition errors.

Several different techniques are employed to generate the check character.
Each method has its advantages and disadvantages based upon the complexity
or capability of the equipment involved in the data system and the degree of
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reliability essential to the particular application. For purposes of
demonstrating the technique, one typical system which is prevalently
used in credit card applications is described below:

Given the base code 457843, the check character is derived in the
following way.

Each position of a character in the base code is given a weight (the
amount by which it is multiplied to derive a product). In this example,
the least significant position (rightmost position) is given a weight of
2, the next one, and so forth (alternating positions 2, 1, 2, 1, 2, 1....)
until all positions are assigned weights.

4 5 7 8 4 3 (base number)
1 2 1 2 1 2 (weight)
4 10 7 16 4 6

Each character in the base number is multiplied by its weight producing
the above products.

The individual digits of these products are then added to produce a sum
of the digits:

4 + 1 + 0 + 7 + 1 + 6 + 4 + 6 = 29 (sum)

This sum is then divided by 10 which produces a quotient of 2 and a
remainder of 9. (10 is referred to as the modulus, i.e. the number which
is used to divide the sum of the digits to arrive at a remainder):

29 + 10 = 2 plus 9 remainder.

The remainder is then subtracted from the modulus (10 in this case)
to produce the check character

10 - 9 = 1 (check character)

Thus the base number plus the check character would he

4578431

In application, the full number including the check character is recorded.
The check character is then .:sed in the following way to determine the
validity or consistency of the recorded number.

Weights are assigned to the positions as before except the check character
is given a weight of 1 and other positions are alternately assigned weights
of 2, I, 2....)

4 5 7 8 4 3 1 (base number plus check character)
1 2 1 2 1 2 1 (weights)
4 10 7 16 4 6 1 (products)
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Products are generated as befor

Ulgits are added as before.

+ 1+ 0 + 7 + i t -I- 4+ 6 t 1= 33

This sum is then divided , the modulus (10), producin. luotient
3 and J reelinder of D.

30 10 = 3 plus 0 remainder

Now examine the remainder. If it is ;'.ero, then the number checks.

If other than zero, an error has been deected,

This particular self-checing system wilt detect 100% of all
transcription errors, 07.81 of single transpositiou errors, and
l01 of random errors. It will not detect double transposition errors.
For additional methods, refer to the texts on error detecting and error
correcting codes in Appendix C.

4,4,2 Collating Codes. Collating codes are by far the most directly
useful and the most frequently used. The collating code structure is
designed so that when sorted by the code number, the items represented
by the codes are placed in a predeterminedsequence. This sequence is
frequently the sequence of the output required from the computer for
optimum use by people.

4.4.2.1 Alphabetic Codes. For maximum effectiveness, alphabetic
coding requires placement of all items in alphabetic sequence, then
assignment of a code of ever-increasing value, Future sorts on the code
put the items in the original alphabetic sequence, For example:

01 - Apples
02 - Bananas
03 - Cherries
04 - bates

Normally, space is left between each item for future expansion. This
code has some very strong points in its favor:

* Ease of sorting into desirable output format.
" Ease of maintenance.
* Accessibility to the cone list without initial encoding,

Unfortunately, this code has some disadvantages that can result in
problems that are extremely expensive to correct. This is especially
true in large, scattered data systems where high rates of corrections
or additions are necessary to maintain the list.

These disadvantages include:

* The necessity of coding the entire item list at one time
to get reasonable spacing for new entries,

* Crowding that requires renumbering to raintain seqLei_:e of
new entries.
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Relatively short life.

The necessity of central control of number 1SSUPS.

This code does, however, have a very useful place. Proper system
design can utilize its good points and eliminate many of its shortcomings
for certain applications.

4.4.2.2 Hierarchical Codes. The hierarchical code is a collatig
code which rans ent7iTTes or attributes by relative levels. It is very
useful for many diverse applications. In its simplest expression, the
hierarchical code arranges items in a predetermined sequence. The sequence
may he increasing wmight, length, diameter or other single attribute
of the items.

As code requirements become more complex, pure hierarchical coding is
seldom sufficient for large systems. New ways to create hierarchies have
been developed using the basic technique in combinations with other codes.
Hierarchical codes are still of great value in specialized applications or
supplementary to a larger code system for indicating increasing values,
organization structures or levels of data summary control.

4.4.2.3 Chrono)-qical Codes. As the name implies, a chronological
code is assigned in to order of events so that each code has a higher
value than the last code assigned. This is essentially the same approach
as nonsignificant sequential. The difference is the attachment of time
significance to the coda number assignment.

4.4.2.4 Classification Codes. Classification is best described as
the establishment of categories of entities, types and attributes in a
way that brings like or similar items together according to predetermined
relationships. A classification is by nature an ordered systematic
structure.

The design of a classificatory structure must satisfy two basic
requirements: (1) comprehensiveness and (2) mutual exclusiveness of
its categories. Its scope must be broad enough to encompass all the
items that need to be included in the various classes, and the definition
of the classes must be exact enough to assure the existence of only one
place for every item. Pirther, that place must he the same for every user
of the classification. The underlying logic is simple; every question
must have a unique, unambiguous binary answer: 'yes' or Ino'; 'true' or
'false'; 'prent.' or 'absent'; 'included' or 'excluded'; and so on.

Entities, types and attributes change continuously in a dynamic world.
A viable classification system which contains them must be flexible
enough to accommodate s'..ch changes, Its classes must he expandable.
To be comprehensive, ne;/ and mutually exclusive classes may have to he
added to the structure. Old classe3 nay in addition have to be modified

Classification schemes are based en the viewpoint of particular
people, calle,1 uron to s certain al a point in tine.
A; exp,rience grows act ,ircurstance: cl;ange, svr;tems 'oo mu;t grow
and change.
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Decimal Codes. One of the most widely known classification codes is
the Dewey Decimal System used primarily for indexing libraries or classifying
written correspondence by subject matter. The following is a representative
example:

300. Sociology
400. Philology
500. Natural Science
510. Mathematics
520. Astronomy
530. Physics
531. Mechanics
531.1 Machines
531.11 Level and Balance
531.12 Wheel and Axle
531.13 Cord and Catenary
531.14 Pulley
531.141 Pulley, Compound

The decimal method of coding is designed to be used for identifying
data in situations where the quantity of items to be coded cannot be
limited to any specific anticipated volume. It is particularly well
suited for classifying and filing abstracts of written material because
it is able to handle an infinit(2 number of items as they are added to any
given classification.

Pure decimal code construction does not lend itself readily to
mechanized data processing methods because fixed-code field definition is
inconsistent with the decimal code expandability. A number of devices
may be used for machine prlcessing of the decimal code, such as tagging
variable length fields, special indentation and spacing, and blocked
construction as in the following example.

Code Subject
531000 Mechanics
531100 Machines
531110 Level and Balance
531120 Wheel and Axle
531130 Cord and Catenary
531140 Pulley
531141 Pulley, Compound

In this example, the decimal code has been converted to a six-digit
fixed-field block classification code.

The organization of the decimal code is retained, but the degree of
expandability has been limited to ten subdivisions for each machine
class. The next section describes block codes in greater detail.

Block Codes. The block code dedicates each code position or groups of
digits to some characteristic of the items to be coded. Tnere are
several variations of block coding. One of the simplest forms is the high
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order block. This form uses only the first digit in a blocking mode,
the rest of the code is some other type. If several company locations are
involved, for instance, employee identification numbers may be blocked
like this:

First Digit Location
1 Hew York
2 Chicago
3 Denver
4 San Prancisco

Hence, "200001" might be the number of the first man hired at the
Chicago location. This use of block coding is commcn when duplicate employee
numbers which existed at several previously autonomous locations are
incorporated in a central information processing system. The blocking
first digit eliminates the duplicates. This technique also allows each
location to continue issuing new numbers without the necessity of
establishing a central number control point.

Dependent Codes. In most classification systems, classes are divided
into subclasses, and subclasses are divided further into sub-subclasses.
When coding these classes and subclasses, usually the code assigned to

subclasses is unique only within the subclass since the same codes are
used to code members of another subclass. By example, the following
illustration demonstrates the dependency of the identification of the
class for unique identification of the subclass.

Class: States of the United States

Members: Alabama - Coded 01
Arizona - Coded 04

Subclass: Counties of the States of the United States:

Alabama

Autauga County - Coded 001
Baldwin County - Coded 003

Barbour County - Coded 005

Arizona

Apache County - Coded 001
Cochise County - Coded 003

Coconino County - Coded 005

In this example, the code 001 as a county code represents two different
entities (Autauga County, Alabama and Apache County, Arizona). In

order to be unambiguous, the county code must e used with the state
code as 01001 for Autauga County, Alabama and 04001 for Apache County,

Arizona. In this example, the county code is dependent upon the state
code in order to yield unique identification. The three character
county code is also unique within a given state and can be used when the
application is restricted or limited to counties of only one state.
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When classified and coded. in this way, the county code is a dependent
code. When the county code is used with the state code, this collective
code is also a significant code, because the code structure not only
identifies the county, but also the state to which it belongs.

This concept of dependency is not limited solely to classes and
subclasses. For example, in certain applications different transactions
are identified by a code consisting of parts which represent the
organization, the data of the transaction, and a serial number assigned
to each transaction on that date, In this example, all three code segments
must be employed to produce a unique transaction number derived from all
other transaction numbers. This too, is a dependent significant code
of the composite data element named "Transaction Number."

4.4.3 Xnemnic Codes (Constant Length Abbreviations). Mnemonic code
construction is characterized by the use of either letters or numbers or
letter-and-number combinations which describe the items coded, the combinations
having been derived from descriptions of the items themselves.

The combinations are designed to be an aid to memorizing the codes and
associating them with the items which they represent.

;'nit of "1easure codes are frequently mnemonic codes. For example:

FT - Foot or feet
BD - Board
BF Board foot or feet

should be noted that not all codes used by humans are truly fixed
length. To facilitate computer processing, high- or low-order blanks or
zeros rust frequently be added to make the code values constant length.

There are some problems connected with the use of mnemonic codes to
identify long, unstable lists of items. Wherever item names beginning
with the same letters are encountered, there may be a conflict of mnemonic
use. To overcome this, the number of code characters is necessarily increased,
thus increasing the likelihood that the combinations will he less memory-aiding
for code users. Also, since descriptions may vary widely, it is difficult
to maintain a code organization which conforms with a plan of classification.

nemcnic codes ore used to best advantage for identifying relatively
short lists of items (generally 50 or fewer unless the list is quite stable),
coded for manual processing where it is necessary that the items be recognized
by their code. A common problem, however, is that the code is likely to be
misapplied when specific code values are subject to change and users rely too
heavily on memory. Thus, to be effectively coded with mnemonics, entity sets
must be relatively small and stable.

Acronyms

The acronym is a particular type of mnemonic representation formed from
the first letter or letters of several words. An acronym often becomes
a word in itself. For example:

RADAR = BAdio Detecting And Banging
NEW = Depaitment of Health, Education Welfare

Only when they are of fixed length are acronyms considered data codes.
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5, Principles of Data Code Develop'-ent

5.1 Introduction. The need to communicate with and by means of computers
has made increasing demands on data systems designers and users to work
out, work with and understand computer codes and printouts. The difficulties
of natural language, and particularly the English language, which were examined
above must he overcome in any efficient data code. But it must always be
remembered that a data code will he used by human beings, including people
who do not have much familiarity with data processing. Data codes should
therefore he designed with two features in mind: optimum human-oriented use
and machine efficiency.

This section provides guidelines to assist in the design and development
of data codes which support both features,

5.2 Ten Characteristics of a Sound Coding System. The most viable and
useful coding system is one which contains the greatest number of the
following ten features:

(1) Uniqueness. The code structure must ensure that only one
value of the code with a single meaning may be correctly applied to
a given entity, although that entity may be described or named in
various ways.

(2) Fxpandability. The code structure must allow for growth of its
set of entities, thus providing sufficient space for the entry of new
items within each classification. The structure must also allow existing
classifications to be expanded and others added as required. Generally
considered, at least a doubling of the original set must be accommodatable,
with normal expansion between presently assigned positions; an anticipated
life span, depending upon the collection and the dynamics of the environment,
should he scheduled.

(3) Conciseness. The code should require the fewest possible number
of positions to adequately describe each item. Brevity is advantageous
for human recording, communication line transmission, and computer storage
efficiencies.

(4) Uniform Size and Format. Uniform size and format is highly desirable
in mechanized data processing systems. The unauthorized addition of prefixes
and suffixes to the root code is a common problem and is incompatible with
the first trait -- uniqueness. Because such prefixes and suffixes are often
of variable length and do not always appear, inconsistencies and confusion
result.

(5) Simplicity. The code must be simple to apply and easily understood
by each user, particularly workers with the least experience.

(6) Versatility. The code should he easily modified to reflect necessary
changes in conditions, characteristics, and relationships of the encoded
entities. However, every change in the nature of the defined entities
must be accompanied by a corresponding change in the code or coding structure.
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(7) SortabiliV.. It is desirable to obtain reports in a predetermined
format or order. Reports are most valuable when sorted for optimum human
efficiency. Although data must be collatable and sortable, the representative
code for the data does not have to be sortable, if it can he correlated
with another code which is sortable.

(8) Stability. Code users need codes which require infrequent updating.
Individual code assignments for a given entity should he made with a minimal
likelihood of change, either in the specific code of it the entire coding
structure. Changes are costly, laborious and cause errors, and can damage
the system when uncontrolled.

(9) Meaningfulness. Meaningfulness should accompany the codes to the
greatest extent possible. To instil greater meaning, the code values should
reflect characteristics of the encoded entities, such as mnemonic features,
unless such a procedure results in inconsistency or inflexibility.

(10) Operability. The code should be adequate for present and anticipated
data processing both geared to machine and human use. Care must be exercised
to minimize the clerical effort or computer update and maintenance time
required to continue operations.

5.3 Code Design Principles. This summary of data codification principles
is intended to serve as a checklist for system designers. Its use may
help them to avoid the potentially expensive results of inadequately
conceived and developed data codes.

It should be noted that, in many instances, these traits may be conflicting.
For example, if a coding structure is to have sufficient expandability for
future needs, it may have to sacrifice conciseness to some degree. Hence, all
trade-offs must be appropriately considered to enable optimum efficiency within
a given structure.

5.3.1 General

Planning a Coding. System. Sufficient effort and, if need be, time
must be spent in preliminary study, definition and planning when designing
a new coding scheme. Potential problems must he anticipated and all design
alternatives thoroughly evaluated prior to implementation of the new system.

(1) Code Significance. When properly used, significant codes provide
a basis for additional information and tend to be easier and more reliable
for human use than non-significant codes. However, caution must be exercised
in the development of significant codes to assure that significant parts
are connected to stable entities. For example, a significant code for an
organization should not be associated with the location of the organization
when a change in location would result in a change in the code. Excessively
significant codes can become unmanageable and lack expandability, and should
thus be avoided. For extremely simple tasks, numeric characters are preferable.
However, alpha characters are more meaningful and thus better suited to
complex tasks.
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(2) Use of Standard Codes. Existing codes should be used wherever possible.
New codes should not be designed unless absolutely necessary. In all cases,
the preference of the code users should be tAen into consideration. It is
advantageous to consider all code systems employed by the intended users of
a new coding system.

(3) Multisle Code Set CompatibiliiK. More than one code or representation
is nece;:tsary in some instances to meet most systems requirements. A
single code the ideal oLjective, but is not always the most practicable
solution. Multiple codes, if needed should be translatable from one coda
to another, i.e., the data items remain unchanged, only the codes are
variable.

(14) Mnemonic Codes. Mnemonic codes may be used to aid association
and memorization, thus increasing human processing efficiency, provided
they are not used for identification of very long, unstable lists of items.
Mnemonic structures must be carefully chosen, however, to insure that
flexibility is not sacrificed. Mnemonics should generally be avoided
if the potential code set exceeds 50 entries, because the effectiveness
of the mnemonic feature decreases as the number of items to be coded
increases. Where mnemonic or otherwise meaningful codes cannot be provided
for all codes in the system, preference should be given to codes having
the higfaest use frequency.

(5) Code :taming. All independent data code segments must be individually
named with standard, unique, consistently applied labels.

(6) Calculation of Code Capacity. When calculating the capacity of
a given code for covering all situations while maintaining code uniqueness,
the following formula applies (assuming 24 alpha characters and 10 numeric
digits are used because the letters I and 0 should be avoided whenever
possible):

(24
A

) (10
N

)

where
total available code combinations possible
number of alpha positions in the code
nuf;',her of numeric positions in the code

(A + C, when combined, equal the total positions of the code.)

COTE: The above formula assumes that a given code position is either
alpha or numeric -- never both. If a given position can have

+
both alpha arid numeric characters, the formula becomes C = (36)
7/7734) A 1- when the letters "I" and "0" are not used.

3.2 Code Length

(1) Conciseness. Codes should he of minimum length to conserve space
and reduce data communication time, but at the some time optimized in
terms of the. _ode users capabilities.
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(2) Fixed LenEth. A code of a fixed length (e.g., always three characters,
not one, two, or three) is more reliable and easier to use than a variable
length code.

(3) Seeentation. Codes longer than four alphabetic or five numeric
characters should he divided into smaller segments for purposes of
reliable recording, e.g. XXX-XX-XXXX is more reliable than XXXXXXXXX. The
code designer should take advantage of common English usage to divide or
link long code phrases.

(4) Potential Expansion. The code structure should provide for adding
new iters without having to recode existing items or extending the code
length.

5.3.3 Code Format

(1) User Considerations. Code components and phrases should be formatted
according to user needs for information, considering greatest ease of
scanning for accuracy and completeness, and compactness of the message.
Message formatting should be coordinated among system users.

(2) Alphabetic versus Numeric. Human recording of numeric codes is
generally more reliable than that of alphabetic (all letters) or alphanumeric
codes (letters and numbers) where no mnemonic characteristics exist. Controlled
alphanumeric codes (i.e., where certain positions are always alphabetic or
numeric) are more reliable than random alphanumeric codes. For example, AA001
(where the first two characters are always letters and the last three are numbers)
is a more reliable code than when letters or numbers can appear in any position.

(3) Character Grouping. /n cases where the code is structured with both
alpha and numeric characters, similar character types should be grouped and
not dispersed throughout the code. For example, fewer errors occur in a
three character code where the structure is alpha-alpha-numeric (i.e., HW5)
than in the sequence alpha-numeric-alpha (i.e., H5W).

(4) Code Position Sequence. If a code divides an entire entity set
into smaller groupings, the high-order positions should he broad, general
categories; and low-order positions should he the most selective and
discriminating (including any prefixes and suffixes). An example is the
date (YYMMDD). If a descriptive code is formulated consisting of two or
more existing independent codes, the individual code segment occupying the
higher-order position will be based on usage requirements and processing
efficiency considerations.

(5) Separation of Code Segments. Code segments should be separated
by a hyphen (when displayed) or exist in complete separation (when stored
and displayed) if the positions or segments are completely independent and
can stand alone (i.e. no other code is required for complete meaning).

()Cardoso,
B.L. and Leopold, F.F., "Human Code Transrission," Ergonomics,

1963, 133-141.
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(6) Check Characters. When the number of characters of a proposed code
exceeds four characters and when this code will be for purposes of identification
of major subjects (e.g., organizations, projects, materials, individuals, etc.)
consideration should be given to the addition of an error-detecting character to
avoid errors in recording. Employment of a self checking code avoids many
unnecessary problems of posting data to the wrong record and providing
misinformation.

5.3.4 Character Content

(1) Special Characters. Familiar characters should be used, and characters
other than letters or numbers (such as the hyphen, period, space, asterisk,
etc.) are to he avoided in code structures (except for separating code segments,
where a hyphen may be used). Upper case letters only, i.e., ABC...Z (not
abc...z), are to be used in data codes. Names and abbreviations may use
both upper and lower case letters and other characters. The vocabulary
for a given code system should contain the fevest possible characzer
classes. Wherever possible, the character set used for data standards
should conform to the merican National Standard Code for Information
Interchange (ASCII),(*

(2) Visual Similarities. When it is necessary to use an alphanumeric
random code structure, characters that are easily perceived as, or
confused with, other characters should be avoided, Some examples are:
letter I vs, number 1; letter 0 vs. number zero; letter Z vs. number 2;
slash, or virgule, / vs. number 1; and letters 0 and Q.

(3) Acoustical Similarities. Nonsignificant codes should avoid
characters that can be confused when pronounced (acoustically homogeneous);
for example, the letters B, C, D, G, P, and T or the letters M and N.

(4) Vowels. Avoid the use of vowels (A, E, I, 0, and U) in alpha codes
or portions of codes having three or more consecutive alpha characters to
preclude inadvertent formation of recognizable English words.

(5) Collating Considerations. Any specific character position should be
either letters or decimal digits in order to avoid collating sequence
incompatibility.

5.3.5 Assignment Conventions

(1) Meaningfulness Reduces Errors. Significant or meaningful data
codes are preferred cwe nonsignificant or random codes. This facilitates
u-:e by the human coder and reduces errors. For example, in coding the
counties of the States of the United States, fewer errors may be expected
when the code structure is SSCCC--where the first two characters are the
code for a State and the last three characters are the code for a county
within that State--than in a code such as XXXX that is randomly assigned
to each county.

ANS X3 . 4-1368.
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In this connection, mnemonic data codes produce fewer errors than other

types of codes where the number of items to he coded is relatively small and
stable. For example, M and F are more reliable codes for male and female than
1 and 2, Y and N are preferred for Yes and No over 1 and 2.

(2) The rules of the data code structure and its derivation should be
clearly stated and consistently applied. For example, a mnemonic
abbreviation may be formed by deleting all vowels from the names of the
coded items as DT for date or GRN for green, or the first letters of the
words of the coded items may be used as EOF for End of File or DO for
Due Out.

(3) 2AericCa_tekortCodesforNues. Quantities or numbers should not
be coded since this introduces additional translation and a loss of
preciseness. For example, the numbers 1 to 99 could be coded A, 100-199
coded B, etc. This may be desirable for purposes of categorization, but
statistical value is lost since the actual numbers can not be derived once
they are coded. Categorizations can be performed during later phases of
data processing rather than in precoding of the input data.

(4) Use of "Natural" Data. A code structure should not be developed
if the specific data in its natural form (such as specific percentage
amounts) is appropriate and adequate.

(5) fa.29222codelhm. To maintain fixed code length and avoid
confusing leading zeros, codes assigned in sequence may be assigned
beginning with "101, "102" or "10G1", "1002", etc. rather than with "1".
Another advantage of this; practice is keeping unauthorized persons from
determining the quantity of data in the total entity set from knowledge

of a single code (e.g., Product Serial Numbers). Code numbers with lower
values may be used to identify miscellaneous or special situations, if
so desired, or may be left unassigned. (This procedure does reduce code
set capacity, however.)

(6) Use of "0000" and "9999" as code values. One should not use all
"0's" (implies nothing) or all "9's" (implies the end) as assigned code
values. These values should be reserved for special situations or for
use as processing indicators.

(7) "Miscellaneous" Codes. A code category for "Miscellaneous" or
"Other" varThTeT7gnuFTTessed with great discretion. One should not
allow the placement of entities in this category which actually belong
in a more specific class.
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6, Guidelines for Development of Data Standards

6.1 Introduction. A data standardization project may be initiated at the
internationaf or national level, within a trade or professional association,
or within an industrial organization. The task may begin when the people
responsible for information or data within the organization find difficulty
in obtaining and interchanging the data needed to conduct their necessary
functions, and recognize the need for standards. At the national level, a
data standardization project may be established by the American National
Standards Institute whenever it has been determined that a specific standard
should be developed.

There are several steps that must be taken to comnlete tie task of

standardization, beginning with the precise definition of the project and
a thorough inquiry into the background and available resources to undertake
this effort.

6.2 Project Definition. The first step to be taken is to define the purpose
and scope o the project. the objectives need to be identified and a
program of work developed. After these are prepared, a project chairman
should be appointed and a t3sh group formed. If a new ANSI project is to
he established, the scope statement and program of work must he coordinated
with the X3 Standards Planning and Requirements Committee (SPARC) and approved
by the X3 Committee on Computers and Information Processing. The planned
project should be documented in accordance wita X3 procedures.(*)

6.3 Formation of Task Gre It is importan that the proper interests
and talents be represented in the standards development. Identifying
persons with the interest, the resources and the expertise to assist in the
work is often difficult. A letter can II sent to individuals and organizations
requesting participation. This letter snould request the type of person or
expertise needed and provide an estimate of the time involved and duration of
the project.

The size of the group will depend on the particular project. Generally, a
task group should have at least four members.

When the task group members are known, the first meeting should be
planned. At the initial meeting, the objectives and planned work should

be reviewed, administrative details should be discussed and meeting
chedules planned.

6.4 Information Collection. The development of coded representations for a
particular class of subjects should begin with the following questions:

a. What are the requirements of the code and what uses of it are anticipated?

b. Are codes really needed, and if so why?

c. What and how many items are to be included in the class of subjects
to be coded?

(*)
Document X3/SD-2, "Outline for Recommending the Initiation of a Proposed

Standards Project to American National Standards Committee X3-Computers and
Information Processing (SPARC #209)".
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d. What is the most effective code structure?

e. What rules or procedures are necessary for making code assignments?

Certain basic information needs to be collected to answer there questions.
This includes seeking answers to further questions:

a. Will the users of the information produced by the systems accept
data codes on the output document?

b. How critical is the coded data to the system? What are tolerable
error rates? Should a check character be employed to reduce errors?

c. How will the data codes be maintained?

d. Are there codes currently in wide use that are acceptable?

e. What are the machine factors to be considered*? (e.g., computer
processing and storage capabilities, input media and method of recording--
i.e., punched cards, punched paper tape, magnetic tape, on-line terminals,
optically read forms, and transmission time.)

f. How and by whom are the data collected or obtained?

g. What human factors (limitations and capabilities) need to be
considered?

h. Have the code design criteria in 5.2 and 5.3 been consulted?

These factors are not listed in any particular order of signficance.
l'rade-offs usually are necessary before final decisions are made because
not all factors can be satisfied.

6.5 Criteria for Development of Standard Representations. The discussion
of basic coding methods in Section 4 and the data coding principles in
Section 5 are provided to assist in the development of specific standard
data representations. It must be recognized, however, that some of the
criteria in Section 5 camflict. The development task group must analyze
the use of the particular representation and decide which criteria are more
important to its particular situation.

The relative ease or difficulty users of a data code can be expected to
experience can be estimated by the "Information Load Rethod". This method
takes into account the leng-h of the code and the structure of each character
in the code. The "information load" of a given code is defined as the sum
of the "character load" of each character of the code. The character load
is a value equal to log2 of the total number of different characters that
could appear in that character position. For example, the charaO:er load
for a numeric character code position that could have values of 0 through 9
is the log2 of 10, or 3.32, and for an alpha character position where the

values could range from A through Z, the character load is the log2 of 26,
or 4.70. The information load of a thre-character numeric code would thus be:
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3.32 t 3.32 + 3.32, or 9.06, ror a three character alpha code, the
information load would he: 4.70 + 4.70 + 4.70, or 14.10. A code
having two numeric characters and one alpha character would have an
information load of: 3.32 + 3.32 + 4.70, or 11.34.

This technique is most usefully applied to nonsignificant codes where no
secondary meaning can be derived from the code. Nonsignificant codes
are used only to uniquely identify the coded subjects in the class. rcr
example, the number 80 would be a nonsignificant code for the month of
December, whereas 12 would be a significant code sinco December is the
twelfth month of the year.

When longer codes are broken into smaller units, the information load
applies to the smaller units. Whenever the information load exceeds 20,
the error rate of data recording can he expected to increase. This rule
is stated simply in principle number 3, Section 5.3.2.

6.6 Technical Specifications. The task group should develop the technical
specifications of the proposed standard to include:

a list of the data items by name (or as appropriate, the
characteristics of the data items if these are not names,
e.g., Social Security Account Number)

definitions of those di.,ta items where explanation is necessary

abbreviations (es needed), and

a unique data cod( (or codes) for each item.

There shall not be any duplicate codes on the list (or duplicate
abbreviations). Names and definitions should be reviewed to insure that
each data item is sufficiently different in name and meaning from any
other item so that ambiguities are avoided. A concise name for the
poposed standard should be determined, e.g., "Calendar Date", "States of
the United States", etc.

When a proposed American National Standard is being prepared, applicable
procedures and formats should be followed. Applicable ISO (International
Organization for Standardization) procedures and guides should be followed
if an ISO Recommendation is to be the end product. The task group chairman
should obten the most current procedures and guides either from the
appropriate Standards Sectional Committee Chairman or from the American
National Standards Institute.
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SECTION 7

GUIDELINES FOR IMPLEMENTATION OF DATA STANDARDS

7.1 Interchange

7.2 Internal Files and Records
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7. Guidelines for Implementation of Data Standards

7.1 Interchani.L. Data standards are developed and approved in order

to facilitate the interchange of information between and among independent
data systems. Data standards should he employed in these interchanges.

It is recommended that tre r)1:' the standard be specified when data is

requested from another organization. Me transmItter Is urged to consider
converting the data to the standard form, especially if the receiving
organization so requests.

7.2 Internal Files and Records, The determination of whether to incorporate
data standarls into internal files and records is a decision which should ha
left to the installation manager, When a conversion cost can he offset by
the continuing cost of translation of data, the use of the standard in
internal files and recOrd:i can be justified on the basis of cost effectiveness.
In other instances, the large investment in current systems and files is
such that translation of data (especially, if there is an infrequent or
limited amount of interchange) is justified. however, in the redesign of
existing systems and in the design of new data systems, the use of data
standards should be considered and employed to the maximum extent possible.
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SECTION 8

GUIDELINES FOR MAINTENANCE OF DATA STANDARDS

8.1 General

8.2 Maintenance and Infcrmation Relevant to Current Data Standards

8.3 Updating and Improvement of Current Data Standards

8.4 Criteria for the Maintenance of Standards
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8. Guidelines for Maintenance of Data Standards

8.1 General. Maintenance of the information that makes up a data standard
may be viewed from two distinct viewpoints. The first considers the unique
administration of the specialized vocabulary or code set which requires
peculiar updating and dissemination techniques. The second view sees the
problem from the perspective of maintaining and managing a distinctively designed
data base, perhaps one responsive to the accounting, inventory, report and control
needs of present large-scale management information systems.

Insofar as the second consideration has recently come under the scrutiny
of ANSI Committee X3 in its deliberations concerning standard data base
management methods and systems, only the first viewpoint will concern us
here.

8.2 Maintenance and Information Relevant to Current Data Standards. There
are currently at least five kinds of formal data standards in use:

International Standards - which have broad acceptance and the approval
of such international groups as the International Organization for
Standardization (ISO) and regional groups such as the European
Computer Manufacturers Association (ECMA). These are intended for
voluntary use and adoption within the national standards of the community
of nations. (See Appendix B.)

American National Standards - which include a variety of standards on
computer software, data representations such as code sets and structures,
and formatting procedures which have been approved and published by
the American National Standards Institute. These are intended for the
voluntary acceptance and use of industry and government on a nation-wide
scale. (See Appendix A.)

U.S. Federal Government Standard Data Elements and Codes for General
Use - include Federal general standards for use in the executive
branch of government. They embrace such standards as those for
countries, states, count5ss, places, organizations, individuals and
elements of tine. They are intended for general use by agencies.

U.S. Federal Standard Data Elements and Codes for Program Use - are
intended for use in particular related programs concerning more than
one agency of the Federal Government. These standards apply to data
elements and codes usually limited tc applications in weather, personnel,
supply, and other unique systems. The same source data are generally
used by several agencies, while the information contained in numerous
data bases are aggregated and exchanged on a program basis.

Local Standards for data_elements and codes - which are maintained
for the use of individual disciplines, industries or limited program
applications and are either not applicable to international,

national or governmental implementation or not yet incorporated into
standards with such broad-scale validity.
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Existing data standards which have been approved at the international and
highest national levels are announced, published and distributed by the

national standards organization in each country. In the United States of
America, information about such standards may be obtained from the

American National Standards Institute, Inc.
1430 Broadway
New York, New York 10018

The responsibility for announcement, storage and dissemination of

information relevant to international, national and Federal data standards
may also be carried by certain national information centers, or such
announcement media as the Federal Information Processing Standards Publication
(PIPS PUB) Series, published by the U.S. National Bureau of Standards.

Local standards are generally maintained by the special group which

designed the data base for its proper discipline or purpose-oriented applications.
Information concerning the standards and maintenance operations is ordinarily
available from the specific organization, trade association or agency
involved. An example of an international special purpose standard is the
International List of Post Offices, obtainable from the Universal Postal
Union.

8.3 Updating and Improvement of Current Data Standards. The maintenance
of a data standard must be assigned to an appropriate organization. For
the data standard may require any one of a great variety of data bases for
its upkeep, control and dissemination.

The data standard can apply to

Literals - self-identifiable constants such as exact numbers
(e.g., dates), serial entites, etc.

Small semi-permanent lists - such as states, counties, countries.

Mission-oriented codes - dynamic lists such as industrials or
commodities.

Program or Discipline - oriented codes - as in technical data lists
or transaction codes, e.g. for census districts.

Classified Structures - large, semi- constant hierarchically ordered

lists such as the Federal Industrial. Classification, or the
Universal Decimal Classification.

Dynamic lists - such as the Social Security Number files.

Management Information or Command and Control System data elements

file headings required for intelligence or management analysis
and report generation.

The files which contain such data must be seen as structures with more or
less dynamic features. Depending upon their applications and many internal
as well as environmental conditions, these files may often change in content

and occasionally in structure, sequence, or storage medium.
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Appropriate organizations must be entrusted with the data collection,
selection and posting of new entries to the existing files. The efficiency
and effectiveness of these maintenance transactions can determine not only
the cost but the feasibility of the entire standard data system.

The updating and improvement of current data standards must be channeled
through the proper standards body. National Standards must he updated
and reviewed by the appropriately appointed groups within the American
National Standards Institute. This national organization will forward
suggestions for modification and improvement to the proper groups within
ISO for updating and revising international data standards. Similar
proper governmental, industrial and professional organizational channels
Should be used to improve existing data standards at these particular
levels.

The American National Standards are pericdically reviewed and updated
when necessary and at least once every five years.

8.4 Criteria for the Maintenance of Standards. To initiate a data
standard it is necessary to question whether maintenance of the code can
he justified from the viewpoints of:

cost effectiveness
comprehensive coverage
organizational mandate and competence
user needs

It must be determined in advance who should maintain the standard, and by
what means of control: centralized, decentralized, or by a carefully designed
balance of the two modes.

User needs must be established and a feedback mechanism must be built
into the maintenance system. This may require continuous liaison between
the maintaining organization and representatives of concerned user groups.
This may involve other representatives of industry, commerce, professional
organizations as well as Federal, State and local governments.

Periodic review procedures must be established in advance and scrupulously
implemented.

Simple file updating procedures must be instituted with special attention
given to:

- timeliness of updating
- periodic publication
- efficient and effective promotion and distribution of the basic
data base, periodic updates and relevant services, using appropriate
media.

Periodic review of the administration and financing of the code or
vocabulary data base maintenance is essential.
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8. Guidelines for Maintenance of Data Standards (Summary)

8.1 General

8.2 Maintenance and Information Relevant to Current Data Standards. Existing
data standards approved at the national and international levels are announced,
published, stored and distributed by the national standards organization or
by national information centevs, or announcement media such as the Federal
Information Processing Standards Publication (PIPS PUB) Series.

8.3 Updating and Improvement of Current Data Standards. Channeled through
ANSI, the U.S. national standards organization, national data standards
are reviewed and updated at least once every five years. Suggestions for
improvement may be sent to ANSI for distribution to the proper technical
committee for action.

8.4 Criteria for the Maintenance of Standards. Suggestions are given on
the m-aintenance of representational forms . . . vocabularies, abbrev'ation
sets and code structures. Housekeeping and control measures are required
to accommodate the changes required in large dynamic lists.
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APPENDIX A

SCOPE AND PROGRAM OF WORK
OF AMERICAN NATIONAL STANDARDS INSTITUTE

SUBCOMMITTEE X3L8, REPRESENTATIONS OF DATA ELEMENTS
(As approved by X3 Sectional Committee, January 23, 1970)

Background

The need for a program of data standardization arose with difficulties in
interchanging data among the data systems of business and governments. The
difficulties stemmed from different organizations using a great variety of
representations for the same subject matter, such as places, dates, individ-
uals, organizations and commodities, and using the same representations with
completely different meanings, as well as from the lack of a common method
for describing the data that was to be interchanged.

The need for standard representations and ways of describing interchanged
data had been recognized earlier by particular industries, such as air
transportation in the area of passenger reservations. To satisfy this need,
programs to establish and maintain data interchange capabilities were
initiated. In addition, agencies of the Federal Government initiated
standardization programs to facilitate data interchange between agencies.
Standardized representations, formats and format descriptions are required
among the several needs that must be satisfied for different organizations
to interchange data. Early in the 1960's, a standardization program was
initiated by the Business Equipment Manufacturers Association (BEMA) and
the American Standards Association, now the American National Standards
Institute (ANSI), to establish standards related to systems, computers,
equipments, devices and media for information processing. This resulted in
the formation of the ANSI Committee for Computers and Information Processing,
designated X3, with representatives drawn from producer, consumer and general
interest groups. In 1966, Subcommittee X3L8 was established as part of the
X3 organization and was given the responsibility for standardization of
representations of data elements commonly used in interchange. The X3L8
Subcommittee has concentrated on development of standard representations
for subject matter of common interest, including standards for times, individuals,
organizations, places and numeric values. Interest has expanded to cover
other data elements involved in data interchange and to enlist in this program
organizations with interest and experience in each of the areas involved.

Definitions

Data Element - A basic unit of identifiable and definable information. In

information processing systems, a data element occupies the space provided
by fields in a record or blocks on a form. It has an identifying name and
a value or values for expressing a specific fact. Examples: Employee number,
Employee name, Date of birth, Mailing address, Color of eyes, Height, and
Weight.

Representations - Names, Abbreviations, Codes, and Numeric Values used to
express a A.ata element.
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Scope

1. To develop standards for (1) describing the representations of data
elements involved in data interchange; and (2) representing data elements
of common interest, such as the elements concerned with the representations

of times, locations, individuals, organizations and materials.

2. To develop recommended procedures, criteria, guidelines in order to
provide an organized approach to the standardization of the representations
of data elements.

Program of Work

1. To de,elop recommended procedures, and criteria for the development,
maintenance, issuance, and use of American National Standards for represen-
tations of d:Ita elements.

2. To develop proposed standards for the following items:

a. Representation of time elements to include dates, times, and time zones.
b. For identifying organizations, individuals, and accounts to include

standards for name formatting.
c. Representations for States, Counties, Places, and Congressional

Districts of the United States, Countries of the World and their
Subdivisions, Shipping and Mailing Addresses, and Point Locations.

d. Representing quantitative numeric expressions.

3. To represent the interests of the United States through the X3
International Advisory Committee and the American National Standards Institute

in the development of international recommendations for representations of data
elements by the International Organization for Standardization (ISO) or other
standardization bodies.

4. To act as the focal point within the American Standards Institute for
reviewing proposed representations of data element standards that have been
developed by other organizat!.ons and which are submitted for adoption as
American National Standards and forwarding these with appropriate recommen-
dations through established channels for subsequent standardization actions.

5. To assist, as necessary and resources allow, industry, government, and
other groups in the development of proposed standards for representations
of data elements.

Other Factors Eearing on the Work of X3L8

1. It is not feasible for one organization to develop representation standards
for all the data elements involved in interchange. Accordingly, the most
practicable approach is to have a single group develop and establish common
procedures and criteria to guide other organizations in developing standards
for their particular subject matter or application area. When the results
of such developments by other organizations are submitted to ANSI for con-

sideration as American National Standards, X3L8 would review these and pre-
pare recommendations concerning their acceptability or conflict with other
established standards and forward these for appropriate standardization actions.
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2. Xany of the potential standards for representations of data elements
are of such J magnitude that their maintenance is beyond the capabilities
of X3L8 or the American National Standards Institute. Examples of such
standards are those for representing those data elements concerned with
identification of organizations and places (i.e., cities, towns, townships,
boroughs, etc.) Accordingly, it is essential to depend upon some other
organization outside the ANSI structure for this necessary maintenance.
This situation does not neessarily forbid the development: and establishment
of American National Standards. These can be accomplished through agreements
with the outside organization as to the procedures and criteria to be used
in mintaining the standard. These procedures, criteria, and other
considerations then form the basis for the proposed American National Standard.
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APPENDIX B

SCOPE AND PROGRAM OF WORK
(As adopted by ISO/TC 97 on June 20, 1972)

Title ISO/TC 97/SC 14, Representations of Data Elements

Scope

Standardization of the representations of commonly interchanged data
elements to facilitate information interchange and information processing.

Program of Work

1. To develop international recommendations for describing data ele7,,mts
and their representations involved !ri data interchange.

2. To develop international recommendations for representing data elements
of common interest to include representations for:

a. Dates and time
b. Countries
c. Languages
d, identification of Individuals
e. Identification of Organizations
f. Identification of Accounts
g. Mailing and shipping address
h. Point locations such as longitude and latitude
i. -inits of measure
j. Numeric expressions

3. To develop recommended guidelines and criteria to provide for an
orderly approach to the standardization and description of data elements
involved in international information interchange.

4. To provide liaison with other organizations and ISO Commitl=ees for
the coordination of data standards intended for information interchange,
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Appendix C

Subtitle A of Title 15 of the Code of Federal Regulations is amended by adding a new Part
6, reading as follows:

PART 6.

STANDARDIZATION OF DATA ELEMENTS AND REPRESENTATIONS

Sec.
6.1 Purpose
6,2 Background
6.3 Objectives
6.4 Glossary
6.5 Types of Standards
6.6 Policies
6.7 Responsibilities
6.8 Exceptions, Deferments and Revisions of

Federal Standards
6.9 Effect On Previously Issued Standards
Appendix AGlossary

AUTUORITY: The provisions of this Part 6
issued under 79 Stat. 1127; Executive Order
11717, dated May 9, 1973 (38 FR 12316, dated
May 11, 1973),

6.1. Purpose

The purpose of ,nis Part is to implement the
provisions of Section 111 (f) (2) of the Fed-
eral Property and Administrative Services
Act of 1949, as amended (79 Stat. 1127) and
Executive Order 11717 of May 9, 1973 (38 FR
12315, dated May 11, 1973). It supersedes and
replaces in its entirety Office of Management
and Budget Circular A-86 entitled, "Standard-
ization of data elements and codes in data sys-
tems", dated September 30, 1967. Office of
Management and Budget Circular No. A-86
was rescinded by the Director of Office of Man-
agement and Budget on August 29, 1973.

This Part identifies responsibilities and pro-
vides policies and guidelines for the manage-
ment of activities in the Executive Branch
relating to the development, implementation
and maintenance of standards for data ele-
ments and representations used in automated
Federal data systems. Its provisions cDmple-
ment the standards and recommendations that
have been or may be issued under the statistical
procedures presibed by Office of Management
and Budget Circular A-46.

6.2. Background
Recent advances in computer and communi-

cations technologies have made possible the
wider use of data and programs that are de-
veloped or generated to meet mission require-
ments of Federal departments, agencies, and
activities. While the extended use of these
data and programs can contribute to reduced
costs in Government operations and improved
services, the full advantages of these new
technical capabilities cannot he realized until
standards are developed and implemented
which will provide for the uniform identifica-
tion, definition and representation of data.
These standards for data must also be ac-
companied by supporting standards for repre-
senting graphic characters (alphabets, num-
bers, and other symbols), communications and
device controls. In addition, it is essential to
have standards that provide for interchange-
able media (e.g., tapes, cassettes and disks)
covering both physical and logical specifica-
tions.

There is an ever increasing need to inter-
change data and programs with state, local
and other governments, and with industry and
the pubic. This adds further emphasis and
dimension to the need for responsive standards
that will facilitate interchange.

This Part defines a Federal-wide program for
standardizing data elements and representa-
tions which are used and interchanged in Gov-
ernment data systems. Other approved stand-
ards and guidelines issued by the National
Bureau of Standards in the Federal Informa-
tion Processing Standards series of publica-
tions address related ADP subjects and areas.

6.3. Objectives
The principal goal in standardizing data ele-

ments and rooresentations is to make maxi-
mum utilizatiin of the data resources of the
Federal Government and to avoid unnecessary
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duplications and incompatibilities in the collec-
tion, processing, and dissemination of data.

6.4. Glossary

Appendix A of this Part provides a glossary
of terms as used in this Part and in descrip-
tions of data.

6.5. Types of Standards

For the purposes of this Part, the following
types of practices and standards are identified
for data elements and representations:

(a) He facto Practices. Those data ele-
ments and representations in current use that
have riot been subjected to official or formal
standardization,

(b) Unit SOnitards. Those data elements
and representations that have been approved
by an authorized official for use within that
unit. (A unit for purposes of this Part is any
Federal organization within the executive
branch of the Government, which is at a low/.
organizational level than an executive depart-
ment or independent agency).

(c) Agency Standards. Those data ele-
ments and representations that have been ap-
proved by an authorized official for use within
an executive department or independent
agency.

(d) Federal Program Standards. Those
data elements and representations that have
been approved by the Secretary of Commerce
for use in a particular program or mission
where more than one executive branch depart-
ment or independent agency is involved with
their use. For example, those standards that
could be approved and prescribed for use are
those which include, but are not limited to,
Federal-wide personnel, communications and
transportation data systems.

(e) Federal General Standards. Those
representations that have been approved by
the Secretary of Commerce for Federal-wide
use by executive departments and independent
agencies in all Federal-wide programs and for
use in all Federal data systems. For example,
this includes such representations as calendar
dates, state abbreviations and codes, and
codes for standard metropolitan statistical
areas.

(f) American National Standards. Those
data elements and representations that have
been approved for voluntary national use by
the American National Standards Institute.

(g) International Standards. Those data
elements and representations that have been
approved by the International Organization
for Standardization (ISO), for voluntary use
by member nations and international orga-
nizations.

G.G. Policies
The following policies apply to the develop-

ment. implementation, and maintenance of
data element and representation standards:

(a) Data Elemer's and representations that
are prescribed for interchange among more
than one executive department or agency or
with the private sector' including industry,
state, local, or other Governments, or with
the public at care will be considered for
standardization its either Federal general or
Federal progrirr standards.

(1) Federal general standards are the
iosbest level standards followed by Federal
program standards, agency standards and
unit standards in that order. This order estab-
lishes a precedence for standards use. For ex-
ample, a Federal general standard will be used
and will supplant a Federal program, agency
or unit standard. Likewise a Federal program
standard takes percedence over an agency or
unit standard.

(c) Approved standards will be imple-
mented by all Federal agencies in all circum-
stances where technical, operating and eco-
nomic benefits can be expected to result. These
standards will be considered on the basis of
their long-term benefits and advantages to the
Government at large. Local inconveniences or
short-term conversion costs need to be recog-
nized, but such factors will not be considered
overriding deterrents to the development, im-
plementation, anal maintenance of standards
that are capable of reducing overall govern-
ment operating costs or providing improved
Government services,

(d) Existing standards will be considered
for adoption as Federal general or program,
standards when these are determined to meet
Federal requirements or can readily be adapted
to do so.
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(e) Approved standards and revisions
thereto will be implemented on a time phased
basis in order to minimize disruption and con-
version costs. Conversion costs will be identi-
fied and considered in the submissions of an-
nual budget estimates.

(f) Although data element and representa-
tion standards are developed and implemented
to provide for the effective interchange and
processing of data, Federal departments and
agencies must comply with applicable statutes,
regulations and executive orders to assure that
sensitive or classified data are adequately pro-
tected and that only authorized disclosure or
release of such data is allowed.

(g) In the formulation of standards for
data elements and representations which will
have implementation impact on state and local
governments, industry or other segments of the
private sector, arrangements will be made to
establish necessary liaisons and coordinations
with these interests to consider their needs
and potential problems in responding to Fed-
erally imposed reporting requirements.

6.7. Responsibilities

Responsibilities for the standardization of
data elements and representations are (Patine('
below:

(a) Department of Commerce. The Depart-
ment of Commerce will provide leadership of
an executive branch program for standardiz-
ing data elements and representations. Within
the Department the folloo,iag specific respon-
sibilities are assigned:

(1) Secretary of Commerce. The Secre-
tary of Commerce, on behalf of the President,
approves all Federal Information Processing
Standards. For data elements and representa-
tions, this approval will include both Federal
general and Federal program standards.

(2) National Bureau of Standards. The
National Bureau of Standards will:

(i) Arrange with appropriate execu-
tive branch departments and independent
agencies to assume leadership and undertake
responsibilities for the development and main-
tenance of specific Federal program and Fed-
eral general standards.

(ii) Arrange for the publication and
promulgation of approved Federal general and
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Federal program standards. These will be
promulgated by the National Bureau of Stand-
ards as Federal Information Processing Stand-
ards. The responsibility under this subpara-
graph includes the authority to modify or
supersede these standards whether issued un-
der this regulation or prior to the effective
date of this regulation.

(iii) Maintain and promulgate selected
registers of data element and representation
standards and practices that are under devel-
opment or are in current use.

(iv) Provide procedures, guidelines
and criteria to assist Federal departments and
agencies in the development, implementation,
and maintenance of ntandard.s.

(v) Provide technical assistance, as
requested and within the limits of available
resources to Federal departments and agen-
cies on matters concerning the utilization of
automatic data processing and standardiza-
tion.

(vi) Arrange for the assessment of the
need, impact, benefits and problems related to
the implementation of proposed and approved
standards.

(vii) Coordinate requests for excep-

tions to and deferments on the implementation
of approved Federal standards.

(viii) Arrange for and coordinate ap-
propriate Federal representation and partici-
pation on voluntary industry committees.

(ix) Arrange for appropriate liaison
with state, local and other governments on
matters of mutual interest or micern relating
to Federal development, implementation, and
maintenance of standards.

(b) Departments and Independent Agen-
cies. Each of these organizations will:

(1) Implement approved Federal stand-
ards that are announced under the provisions
of this Part and assist the National Bureau of
Standards in the assessment of the need, im-
pact, benPfitz and problems related to the im-
plementation of approved standards.

(2) Assume leadership and support of
responsibilities for the development of Federal
general and Federal program standards as
may be mutually arranged by the National
Bureau of Standards.

(3) Establish within their organizations,
mechanisms for the development, implementa-
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tion and maintenance of agency and unit
standards where such efforts will contribute
to reduced costs or improved services.

(4) Establish appropriate procedures and
mechanisms within their organizations for the
dissemination and implementation of approved
Federal standards.

(5) Review and provide information and
comments on proposed standards that are Icing
considered for Federal adoption. This includes
the analyses necessary to assess implementation
impact and potential savings or improved
services.

(6) Prepare and submit selected regis-
ters of data elements and representations
within the data systems of the department or
agency as may be arranged by the National
Bureau of Standards. These registers will be
used as a source reference to avoid duplication
in the design of new data elements and repre-
sentations and to assist in determining, possible
subjects for future standardization.

(7) Provide participation on committees
and task groups that may be formed to develop
and maintain Federal general or Federal pro-
gram sta6dards.

(8) Provide participation, as requc.;ted
by the National Bureau of Standards, on com-
mittees and task groups that may be formed

to develop and maintain voluntary industry-
standads for use nationally and internation-
ally.

(9) Designate an office or official to act
as a single point of contact on matters related
to this Part.

6.8. Exceptions, Deferments, and
Revisions of Federal Standards

Requests for exceptions, deferments and re-
visions of standards will be forwarded to the
National Bureau of .standards for consideration
and/coordination. These requests will provide
detailed justification for the exception, defer-
ment or revision deemed necessary. These
should be submitted at least forty-live days in
advance of any exception or deferral action.

6.9. Effect On Previously Issued
Standards

All standards that were issued under the
provisions of Office of Management and Budget
Circular No A-86 prior to the effective date of
this regulation remain in effect unless modi-
fied or supeseded pursuant to the provisions of
this regulation.
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Clossary of Terms

This Glossary includes definitions of terms
used in this Part. Additional terms applicable
to data standardization are provided for pur-
poses of larification, The terms and defini-
tions are either from established vocabularies
or have been defined for put-poses of this Part.

Attribute Data Element --A data element that
is used to qualify or quantify another data
element (e.g., "Date of Birth" and "Mailing
Address" would be attribute data elements in
a personod file where the primary element (s)
Is /are used to identify the person).

Character TypeAn indication of the type of
characters or bytes to represent a value (i.e.,
alphabetic, uumerle, pure alphabetic, pure nu-
meric, binary, packed numeric, etc.).

AlphabeticA representation which is ex-
pressed using only letters and punctuation
symbols.

AlphanumericA representation which is
expressed using letters, numbers, and punc-
tuation symbols.

BinaryA representation of numbers which
is expressed using only the numbers 0 and 1;
e.g., 5 is expressed as 101.

NumericA representation which is ex-
pressed using only numbers and selected
mathematical punctuation symbols.

Packed NumericA representation of nu-
meric values that ,:'ornprescs each characte;,.
representation in such a way that the orig-
inal value can be recovered; e.g. in an eight
bit byte, two numeric characters can be rep-
resented by two four bit units,

Pure Alphabetic--A representation which is
expressed using only letters,

Pure AlphanumericA representation which
is expressed using only letters and numbers.

APPENDIX A

Pure Nunteric----A representation which is
expressed using only numbers.

Composite Data Element (Data Chain)A
data element that has an ordered string of
related data items that can be treated as a
group or singly; e.g., a data element named
"Date of Birth" could have the data items,
"Year", "Month", and "Day of Month".

Context Dependent DefinitionA statement of
meaning that relies upon a situation, back-
ground, or environment for proper interpre-
tation,

Date Code - -A coded representation used to
identify a data item. Usually codes are de-
signed according to established rules and cri-
teria, and only by chance form a phonetic word
or phrase,

Data ElementA basic unit of identifiable and
definable information. A data element occu-
pies the space provided by fields in a record

blocks on a form. It has an identifying name
and value or values for expressing a specific
fact. For example, a data element named
"Color of Eyes" could have recorded values of
"Blue (a name)", "BE (an abbreviation)" or
"06 (a code)." Similsrly, a data element named
"Age of Employee" could have a recorded value
of "28 (a numeric value)."

Data Element AbbreviationAn abbreviated
form of the data element name,

Data Element DefinitionA statement of the
meaning of a data element.

Data Element NameA name used to identify
a data element.

Data Element Source--- -Ail identification of the
source or provider of the particular data ele-
ment ; i.e., individual, organization, sensor, com-
putation, etc.

Data Element Tag (Data Element Code)A
symbolic tag used to identify a data element,
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Data ItemThe expression of a particular fact
of a data element e.g., "Blue" may be a data
item of the data element named "Color of
eyes".

Data Item AbbreviationAn abbreviated form
of the data item name,

Data Item DefinitionA statement of the
meaning of a data item,

Data Item NameA name used to identify a
data item.

Dependent CodeA code that has segments
which are dependent upon other segments in
order to provide unique identification of the
coded item. Usually, codes having classification
significance are dependent codes.

FieldIn a record, a specific rrea used for
representing a particular category of data
e.g., a group of card columns used to express a
wage rate.

Field LengthA measure of the length (size)
of a field, usually expressed in units of charac-
ters, words, or bytes.

Field Length TypeAn indication of whether
the field of a record is fixed or variable in
length.

Fixed Length FieldA field whose length
does nc t vary.

Variaole I.ength FieldA field whose length
varies. Usually, the boundaries of this type
of field are identified by field separators.

Field SeparatorA character or byte used to
identify the boundary between fields.

Filler CharacterA specific character or bit
combination used to fill the remainder of a
field after justification.

Formatted Information -An arrangement of
information into discrete units and structures
in a manner to facilitate its access and proc-
essing. Contrasted with narrative information
that is arranged according to rules of gram-
mar,

Genera) DefinitionA statement of meaning
that can be interpreted without regard to a
specific situation, background, or environment.

Information interchangeThe transfer of
data representing information between or
among two or more points (devices, locations,
organizations, or persons) of the same or dif-
ferent (dissimilar) information system or
systems.

JustificationTo adjust the value representa-
tion in a field to either the right or left boun-
dary (margin).

I.eft JustifyAdjustment of a value repre-
sentation to the left boundary (high order)
of a field.

Hight JustifyAdjustment of a value repre-
sentation to the right boundary (low order)
of a field,

Non-Significant CodeA code that provides
for the identification of a particular fact but
does not yield any further information; e.g.
random numbers used as codes. Contrasted
with significant code.

Numeric VANThe expression of a data item
which denotes a measurement, count, or
mathematical concept, usually represented by
numerals and a limited number of special
characters (i.e., plus (-}-), minus (), decimal
point (.), comma (,), asterisk ($), and slant
( )).

PaddingA technique used to fill a field, record,
or block with dummy data (usually zeros or
spaces).

Primary Data ElementA data element or
elements that is/are the subject of a record.
Usually the other elements, called attribute
data elements, qualify or quantify the primary
data element (e.g., in a personnel field, the
element(s) that is/are used to identify the
individual are primary; other elements such as
"Date of Birth" and "Mailing Address" are
attribute data elements).
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Radix PointA character, usually a period,
that separates the integer part of a number
from the fractional part. In decimal (base 10)
notation the radix point is called the decimal
point.

RecordA collection of related elements of
data treated as a unit.

Record indexAn ordered reference list of the
contents of a record together with keys or
reference notations for identifying and locat-
ing the contents.

Record LayoutA description of the arrange-
ment and structure of information in a record,
including the sequence and size of each identi-
fied component.

Record LengthA measure of the length
(size) of a record, usually expressed in units
of characters, words, or bytes.

Record Length TypeAn indication of whether
the records of a file are fixed or variable in
length.

Fixed Length RecordPertaining to a file
in which the records are uniform in length.

Variable Length RecordPertaining to a file
in which the records are not uniform in
length.

RepresentationA number, letter or symbol
used to express a particular concept or mean-
ing. It may be in the form of a name, abbrevia-
tion, code, or numeric value.

Rounding (Roundoff )To delete the least sig-
nificant digit or digits of a numeral, and to
adjust the part retained in accordance with
some rule.

Self 'hecking CodeA code that is appended
to another code to provide for validity check-

ing, A self-checking code is derived mathe-
matically from the characteristics of the base
code.

Significant CodeA code which in addition to
identifying a particular fact also yields further
information; e.g., catalog numbers in addition
to identifying a particular item also often indi-
cate the classification of the item. Contrasted
with non-significant code.

TruncateTo delete characters from a Charac-
ter string, usually from either end of the
string.

Type of Code SignificanceAn indication of the
type of significance that a particular code
yields.

Collating SignificanceA code designed in
such a way that it facilitates ordering of the
coded item.

Mnemonic SignificanceA code designed in
such a way as to facilitate the human recall
of the name of the coded items.

Classification SignificanceA code designed
in such a way as to facilitate the classifying
of the coded items into classes and sub-
classes.

Variable Name Data ElementA data element
that identities a set (array) of similar values
(data items) By varying certain identifiers in
the name the entire set (array) of values can
be identified. For example, a set of values that
give population by State and Year could be
identified by the data element "Population of
(State) in (Year)" where State and Year are
variable names. The variable names arc used to
identify particular values in an array (e.g.,
"Population of (New Jersey) in 1970" was
7,168,16 -1.) In this example New Jersey" and
"1970" are variable names used to identify a
specific value "7,168,164" in an array.
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FOREWORD

(This Foreword is not a part of American National Standard Structure for Identification
of Organizations for Information Interchange.)

This Standard establishes Standard Identifiers for Organizations for the sole purpose of
facilitating data or information interchange. It does not address the universe of
historical organizations nor all organizations for which reference may be needed other
than as outlined in this Standard.

The Standard descrihes the parts of the Standard Identifiers and provides the rules for
their use.

Examples are provided in the text to illustrate the rules, but do not necessarily refer
to any real situation.

Suggestions for improvement gained in the use of this Standard will be welcome. They
should be sent to:

etc.

American National Standards Committee X3 - Computers and Information - had the following
membership at the time this Standard was approved.

etc.
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1. GENERAL

1,1 Sco e and PuriosP. This standard establishes a uniform structure for uniquely
identi ying orWilzations, specifying acceptable identifiers, for the purpose of
facilitating all types of information interchange. Specifically, it is intended to:

Reduce the time required to format the elements of identification and
transmit them;

Improve clarity and accuracy of identification through the discipline of
properly using and displaying the standard identifier consisting of an
Identification Code Designator (ICD), a specified identification code and
a name;

Minimize the amount of human intervention required for communicating unique
identification;

Reduce costs; and

Enable immediate implementation.

1.2 General Concept. For purpose of standardized information interchange, name alone is
not sufficient, nor is identification code alore. Name, associated with an identification
code and Identification Code Designator (ICD) which uniquely identifies or distinguishes
the named organization, is required.

1.3 Qualifications.

1.3.1 This standard does not prescribe procedures, file organization techniques, storage
media, languages, etc., to be utilized in its implementation.

1.3.2 This standard is intended for application in cooperative environments; i.e.,
circumstances in which organizational entities will freely disclose their names and
associated identification codes. This standard is not intended for environments in which
the organization being identified is unaware of the identification.

1.3.3 This standard does not establish any requirement for organizations to dis-
close any information involuntarily. Although this Standard is intended to facilitate
data interchange, great care must be taken by all users to prever the unauthorized
disclosure or release of information.

1.3.4 This standard does not provide for representation of self-employed persons.

1.3.5 The designation of the EIN or 0-U-N-S as the code part of the Standard
Identifier For Organizations (S10) is not intended to establish any obligation or
requirement on the part of the issuing organizations beyond that covered in law,
regulation, or policy.

1.4 Character Set. This standard uses the ASCII (American National Standard Code for
Information Interchange) coded character set (current version), including both upper
and loccer case alphabetic characters and other graphic characters (See Appendix C).

1.5 Related Standards.

- American National Standard Code for Information Interchange X3.4-1968

- American National Standard Specifications for Credit Cards X1.13-1971

(The representations prescribed by this Standard are defined in such a way that
they can be used in the coding for the Credit Card Standard.)
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2. DEFINITIONS

2.1 Organization. An organization is a unique framework of authority within which a
person or persons act, or are designated to act, toward some purpose. The kinds of
organizations covered under this standard include:

2.1,1 A Corporation

2.1.2 A partnership, non-profit organization, cooperative or similar unincorporated
body, in which ownership or control is vested in a grcup.

2.1.3 An unincorporated enterprise or activity providing goods and/or services.

2.1.4 A foreign, domestic or international government agency or instrumentality.

2,1.5 An organizational grouping of any of the above categories.

2.1.6 A subsidiary, division, branch or subdivision of any of the above having a
need for separate identification for the purpose of external information interchange.

2.2 Standard Identifier, The Standard Identifier for Organizations (S10) is a coded
representation permitting a distinction between any specific organization and all other
organizations. It consists of an Identification Code Designator (IC0), a code part and
a name part, in that order.

2.3 Identification Code Designator. The Identification Code Designator (ICD)
aistinguisesIetween Ide6lifiCation Code Systems as set forth in the code part of the
SID (See Section 4 for further details).

2.4 Record Name. The name furnished by the organization or its representative, subject
to the general syntax rules in 6.1, and designated as the official name of record.

2.5 Other Name. Trade name, trade styles and initials or acronym by which the
organizatiorTis coillonly known, subject to the general syntax rules in 6.1.

3. STANDARD IDENTIFIER FOR ORGANIZATIONS (SIO)

3.1 Parts of the SIO. The SIO consists of three parts, an Identification Code Designator
(ICD), a code part and a name part, in that order.

3.2 Specifications. The SIO is displayed in the following mailner:

The ICD and numeric code part are displayed first in a fixed field of
thirteen positions. The high order position contains the ICD, followed
by a space. The space is followed by a code containing nine numeric
characters and two hyphem, in varied display styles. The code part is
separated from the name part by a space. The name part is displayed in a
variable-length field in the format s,Iecified in Section 6.

EXAMPLES

1 Ng-NINO-ONO Univerix Corporation/
3 NN-NNN-NNNN Midwest Naruware Company/
9 N-NNNN-NNNN American Lethargic Association/

4. IDENTIFICATION CODE DESIGNATORS (ICD)

4.1 Concept, Identification Code Designators (ICO's) are intended to provide a reliable
rnethoT for identifying or distinguishing code parts, thereby facilitating information
interchange in those situations in which the records in a single file have not been
assigned codes in a single code system. No single existing code system covers the full
range of entities classifiable as organizations under the scope of this Standard, therefore,
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the Identification Cede Designators have been established to facilitate the inter-

change of information. Since there is more than one set of code systems in use, lCD's

will facilitate differentiating among them.

4.2 Desi nations. ICD's have been assigned to two code systems in current widespread use
in the United States (See Section 5) and one established in Canada. All seThcted ICD
codes are odd code system numbers. Additionally, a separate user code is designated.
All codes other than 1, 3, 5, and 9 are reserved for future use.

Identification Code Styles.

Issuing Issuance Style Standard
ICD Name of Code Abbreviation Organization (ri1ht justified) Display Style

1 Employer EIN Internal NN-NNNNNNN NN-NNNN-NNN*
Identification Revenue

Number Service

3 Data Universal D-U-N-S Dun and NN-NNN-NNNN NN-NNN-NNNN
Bradstreet, Inc.

5 Statistics Canada CDN-CIID Statistics Canada NNNNNNNN NN-NNN-NN-N*
Central Register

9 User Agreement Code
for Organizations

UACO Not prescribed N-NNNN-NNNN

*EIN is reformatted by placing a hyphen in the 4th from the low order (last)
position. This will facilitate human recognition of the numerics and con-
form to the eleven position format for identification codes. The CDN-CRID
is also reformatted for display purposes using an extra hyphen to compensate
for the missing ninth numeric character.

Note: All other ICD codes are reserved for future use.

5. CODE PART OF THE STANDARD IDENTIFIER FOR ORGANIZATIONS (SIO)

5.1 Cede Part of the SIO. The code part of the SIO consists of one of the following codes:

6.1.1 Employer Identification Number (EIN) issued by the Internal Revenue Service,
consists of nine numeric digits and one hyphen. When used, EIN's are to be preceded by
ICD "1" and a space and communicated or displayed with two hyphens as follows:

1 NN-NNNN-NNN (See Appendix A for an explanation of the EIN.)

5.1.2 Data Universal Numbering System (D- tJ -N -S) issued by Dun and Bradstreet, Inc.
consists of nine numeric digits and two hyphens. When used, the D-U-N-S code is preceded
by ICD "3" and a space and communicated or displayed as follows:

3 NN-UNN-NNNN (See Appendix B for an explanation of D-U-N-S.)

5.1.3 User Agreement Code for Organizations (UACO). In the event that an EIN or
0-U-N-S rwmber is not sufficiently specific for the needs of the user, or has not been
issued, or is not known, a UACO may be employed with prior agreement between users. When
used, the UACO should be preceded by the ICD "9° and a space. Preferably the UACO should
be 11 characters i; length consisting of nine numeric digits and two hyphens, and be
communicated and displayed as follows:

9 N-NNNN-NNNN (See Appendix D for an explanation of UACO.)
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6. NAME PART OF THE STANDARD IDENTIFIER FOR ORGANIZATIONS (SIO)

6.1 General Syntax Rules,

6.1.1 Special Use Characters. For the transmission and display of names for information
interchange purposes, the following conventions must be observed:

Period (.) - A period is not used even if part of the name.

Decimal Point (.) - When the decimal point (.) is part of the organization name, substitute
"PNT" for the chArater itself.

Slant (/) - The slant is the terminal character which ends the name part of the SIG. If
this character is part of the name, substitute "SLT" for the character itself.

Number Sign (#) - The number sign terminates the record name within the name part of the SIG
when other names are displayed. If this character is part of the name furnished by the
organization, substitute "NBR" for the character itself.

Space ( ) A space is used as a separator only between the ICD and the code part, and
between the code part and the name part of the SIG. Otherwise, it is used as it
appears in the name,

Cent - When the cent sign is part of the organization name, substitute "CNT" for
the character itself, since the character is not part of the ASCII set.

Semi-colon (;) - The semi-colon is only used in certain instances to distinguish
organizational relationships as described in Section 6.2.2. Otherwise, it may not
be used even if part of the name.

6.1.2 Other Characters. Characters other than those covered in 6.1.1 if part of
the ASCII set are used only if a part of the name; any non-ASCII characters must be
spelled out.

6.1.3 Articles. Do not use the articles "A", "An" and "The" when the article is
the first Ord of the name. Use the word if it is not an article as in the case of an
initial "A" in a person's name or when it is the trade style.

6.1.4 Formats. When formatting the name part of the SID, abbreviations, capitaliza-
tion, compound words, prefixes, titles, special symbols and numerals are to appear as
provided by the organization:

EXAMPLES:

N J Grocery/
New Jersey Gro/
DeVinci Co/
D'Vinci Co/
D'Vinci Corp/
Van- Ilusen Iron Works/
Or Doe Pain Killer/
NBR 17 St Louis Post/
3 PNT 2% Loan Company/
All Fuels SLT Natural Gas/

5 & 10 CNT Store/
Turnbull & Evans/
Independent Order of Ground Hogs/
American Lethargic Association/
Mid-West Hardware Co/
Midwest Hardware Company/
Cie Generale Traisdclantique/
Luxury Island Hotel Corporation/
James W Smith Corp/
John Doe Supermarket NBR 11/

6.2 Specific Rules,

6.2.1 Recording of other names. The number sign (#) is used to separate the record
name from other names, and both types of names will be formatted as stated in Section 6.1.4.
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EXAMPLES:

Smith & Jones0Smith & JoneF Coal Co/
Janes W Doe#Doe Ford Agency/
Healy's Inc#Healy's Tours/
Healy's Inc#Healy's Toors#Healy's Travel Agency/

6.2.2 Names of divisionst_subdivision, etc. To identify a specific branch, sub-
sidiary, department, etc., to which a specific identification code has been assigned,
transmit only the code and name associated with the specific branch, subsidiary,
department, etc., to be identified. Assume that identification codes have been assigned
to each of the following:

(No code part) Southwest Ohio Works
of

9 3-4567-8912 Metal Fabricating Division
of

9 5-6769-1234 All Purpose Manufacturing Corp
of

9 7-012-3456 Universal Industries

To communicate regarding Metal Fabricating Division, transmit "9 3-4567-8912 Metal
Fabricating Division /" . Similarly, for any other line in the example use only the unique
identifying code and its name.

When the sub-entity does not have a ui,ique identifier a user must either assign a UACO
or use the code of a hither order organization for which there is a numeric code. If the
latter, use the name of the organization for which the code is provided, properly formatted
followed by a semi-colon (0 then the name of the sub-entity properly formatted.

9 3-4567-8912 Metal Fabricating Division;Southwest Ohio Works/
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APPENDIX A

EMPLOYER IDENTIFICATION NUMBER (EIN)

(This appendix is not a part of American National Standard Structure for Identification of
Organizations for Information Interchange, but is included for information purposes only.)

To facilitate the keeping of Government records, every organization subject to taxes is
assigned a nine digit'identification number separated as follows:

UN-NNUNNNN

An organization may obtain Form SS-4 from any Internal Revenue Service office or the nearest
district office of the Social Security Administration to apply for an identification number.

Each organization should have only one identification number. If an organization has more
than one number and has not been advised which one to use, it should notify the Internal
Revenue office where it files its return of the numbers it has, the name and address to
which each number was assigned, and the address of its principal place of business. The
Service will then advise it which number to use.

The EIN consist,of nine numeric characters with the first two characters being numeric
code for the district office in which the organization was located at the time of
issuance. When recording the number, IRS places a hyphen between the second and third
character from the high order position. In this standard, it is recommended that a
hyphen also be placed between the sixth and seventh characters from the high order position,
in order to facilitate transcription, provide a fixed-size in the code part of the
Standard Identifier, and distinguish this code from other codes.

Excerpt from INTERNAL REVENUE MANUAL P-1200-26 (Approved 10-9-69):

"Certain assistance on a reimbursable basis to be given to non-Service activities
using Employer Identification Numbers.

1. When an outside activity prcvides an EIN and name from its own
records, the Service will inform such organizations whether these
are consistent with data on Service records.

2. When the EIN is not known to the outside activity, but it can
provide to the Service a fully-executed Form SS-4, initiated or
certified by the organization requiring a code, the Service will
determine whether an EIN had been previously assigned. If not, an
EIN will be assigned if required for Federal tax purposes. Both the
requesting activity and the organization being identified will be
notified of the EIN's assigned or of the Service's negative action.

3. The work described above should be undertaken only when it does
not interfere with regular Service processes and will ordinarily be on
a reimbursable basis.

4. To avoid the disclosure of confidential information, the information
furnished by the Service to non-Service organizations will be limited
to that described."

Note: See Section 5.1.1 for EIN usage in this Standard.
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APPENDIX B

DATA UNIVERSAL NUMBERING SYSTEM (D-U-N-S)

(This appendix is not a part of American National Standard Structure for Identification
of Organizations for Information Interchange, but is included for information purposes
only.)

The Data Univer3a1 Numbering System is an Identification Code System owned and maintained
by Dun & Bradstreet, Inc., 99 Church Street, New York, N.Y. 10007.

In this system, D-U-N-S numbers are assigned to "establishments" where there is a
sufficient community of interest among D-U-N-S users to merit the assignment of a
D-W-N-S number. The word "establishment" in the B -U -N -S system context refers to a
single physical location, either an operating location or a nonoperating headquarters
address. Therefore, an organization may consist of just one "establishment" to which
only one D-U-N-S number is assigned or several "establishments", each with its own
D-U-N-S numbers. These may be located at one or multiple locations and may use only
one or multiple names. When requested by an establishment, a D-U-N-S number is also
assigned to each so called "payment address" - a special address such as a lock-box
number to which checks in payment of invoices are mailed. D-U-N-S numbers have been
assigned to over 3,000,000 "establishments" in the U.S., Canada and United Kingdom.

A D-U-N-S number is a randomly assigned nine digit number, the low order (last) digit
being a "Mod 10, double-one-double-one check digit". 0 -U -N -S numbers are formatted as
follows:

12-345-6789

The first 100,000 numbers (00-000-000X through 00-099-999X where the X is the check digit)
have been reserved for the individual use of D-U-N-S subscribers (users). These numbers
may be assigned internally to "establishments" to which Dun and Bradstreet has not
assigned D-U-N-S numbers because of an insufficient community of interest or for other
reasons.

While the D-U-N-S number is a completely random number, representing one "establishment" at
one location, and has no built-in significance, Dun & Bradstreet does maintain it in its
computerized D-U-N-S records "pointers" which enables it to furnish "family tree" type of
data for all organizations to which more than one D-U-N-S number has been assigned to
identify its various branches, subsidiaries, division, departments, etc. having a need to
be separately identified.

An annually revised Alphabetical D-U-N-S Code Book is available to users in microfiche
form. Supplements are published periodically throughout the year, with each containing
cumulative additions. The constant updating is made possible by using Dun & Bradstreet
national network of about 150 offices and about 12,000 reporters and correspondents.

Dun & Bradstreet makes no charge for assignment of a D-U-N-S number to an organization or
its establishments and encourages each organization to print its D-U-N-S number on its
checks, invoices, etc. Dun & Bradstreet does have a standard schedule of charges to its
customers foe use of the D-U-N-S Code Book and for performance of supplemental services
desired by users when converting to D-U-N-S.

Identification Code Designator "3" has been assigned to signify the use of a D-U-N-S number
as part of the Standard Identifier.

Note: See Section 5.1.2 for D-U-N-S usage in this Standard.
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APPENDIX C

CONSIDERATIONS RELATING TO NAME PART OF THE STANDARD
IDENTIFIER FOR ORGANIZATIONS (S10)

(This appendix is not a part of American National Standard Structure for Identification of
Organizations for Information Interchange, but is included for information purposes only.)

Dropping_ of Characters From Names. The dropping of characters from Mares is not
recommended. However, if users elect to reduce the length of such names, this should be
accomplished through truncation rather than through abbreviation; i.e., by dropping off
characters at the end of a name rather than by dropping characters from the beginning or
middle of a name. When truncated records are interchanged, the transmitting organization
should advise the receiving organization that truncation has occurred and the details of
the truncation.

An analysis of the actual count of the number of characters in the names of all
organizations in the State of Rhode Island as listed in Dun & Bradstreet's Reference
Book is shown below. This provides a meaningful indication of feasible truncation points.

DUN AND BRADSTREET ANALYSIS OF

Number of
Characters
in Name

ORGANIZATION NAMES IN THE STATE
RHODE ISLAND

Cumulative
Frequency Percent Percent

30 or less 15,743 95.73 95.73
31 148 0.90 96.63
32 112 .68 97.31
33 80 .49 97.80
34 82 .50 98.30
35 65 .40 98.70
36 43 .26 98.96
37 40 .24 99.20
38 28 .17 99.37
39 25 .15 99.52
40 25 .15 99.67
41 13 .08 99.75
42 10 .06 99.81
43 4 .02 99.83
44 6 .04 99.87
45 5 .03 99.90
46 5 .03 99.93
47 1 .01 99.94
48 1 .01 99.95
49 3 .02 99.97
51 2 .01 99.98
59 1 .01 99.99
65 1 .01 100.00

Total 16,443 RT.00

Summary:

95.73% of organization names had 30 or fewer characters.
4.27"; had 31 or more characters.
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Abbreviations. In recording a name caution should be taken to use abbreviations only
when -they are a formal part of the name.

Use of Name Formats, Some users way find it advantageous to utilize the Name Formats
contained herein other than as part of the Standard Identifier for OrganizPtions. The
format rules were designed with this possibility in view.

Unavailability of Complete ASCII Character Set. If a user's system does not include the
fug range of characters contemplated by this standard, e.g., user's equipment has upper
case capability only; he must substitute for unavailable characters. Transmitters in such
cases, must advise receivers regarding details of the substitutions. It should be
recognized that such substitution may result in a loss of information and should be
avoided.
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APPENDIX D

CONSIDERATIONS RELATING TO CODE PART OF THE STANDARD
IDENTIFIER FOR ORGANIZATIONS (SIO)

The potential universe of organizations as described in Section 2.1 of the proposed standard
is quite large; covering at least 12 million entities. The number of organizations
described in Section 2.1.6 could range from several hundred thousand to several million,
depending on how deeply into the organizational structure the SIO will be applied.

Ideally, the code part of the SIO should be drawn from a single code system. However,
it is presently impractical to design a new system and issue codes to all organizations
coverable under this standard, because of the large number of organizations involved, the
difficulties of finding them, and the attendant costs of code issuance, maintenance and
updating. At this time, no government or private organization exists which could even
potentially provide these services. Accordingly, the only realistic solution is to use
an already-established system. Unfortunately, there is no single code system in
widespread use which covers the full range of entities described in Section 2.1. Under
the circumstances, it has been necessary to designate more than one identification code
system as acceptable within this standard and to prescribe a standard method of using these
systems. In some instances it may even be necessary to retain both codes in a file.

The use of existing systems subjects tht standard to the limitation that 100 percent of
the organizations potentially coverable are not assigned a code, since code issuance is
based on the ground rules of each code issuer. However, the coverage of the EIN and
D-U-N-S number systems is quite broad with respect to the categories of organizations
described in Section 2.1 of the standard so that in many cases at least one of these
codes has been assigned to an organization which must be identified in connection with
information interchange. !ri instances in which no other code is applicable or
available, formats for User Agreement Codes have been provided.

The suitability of existing code systems was evaluated on the basis of the following
criteria:

- The system should apply to a broad segment of the potential universe.

- The code should be maintained on a current basis.

- The organizations involved should be aware of the code assignments.

- The code should be non-significant, in order to preclude the need for revisions
in code assignments as characteristics change, and to avoid disclosures of
confidential information.

- There should be the ability to check the accuracy of recording, storage and
interchange of the code.

While no one of these code systems meets all of the above criteria, those designated do
meet more than any other now in use or proposed for study, while at the same time
having a large volume of numbers now in existence.

It is recommended that the UACO be 11 characters in length, but it is recognized that
some user groups may find it necessary to use codes of more or less characters in length.
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AMERICAN NATIONAL STANDARD
STRUCTURE FOR THE IDENTIFICATION OF

NAMED POPULATED PLACES AND RELATED ENTITIES
OF THE STATES OF THE UNITED STATES

1. PURPOSE AND SCOPE

1.1 Purpose. This Standard provides the structure for an unambiguous, concise code
which will uniquely identify named populated places and related entities of the
States of the United States for the purpose of information interchange among data
systems.

1.2 Scope. The coverage of the standard includes codes for named populated cities,
towns, villages, and similar communities, whether or not incorporated, and several
categories of named entities that are similar to these in one or more important
respects.

2. DEFINITIONS

Because of the large number (over 130,000) and varied character of the named
places included, no single formal definition or criterion can be stated for inclusion
in the standard. Instead separate definitions are given for eighteen classes of
entities included, and an entity meeting any one of these definitions i: subject to
inclusion in the standard (see 3.4 belft and Appendices A and B).

In addition to incorporated and unincorporated named populated cities, towns,
and villages, the standard provides codes for scattered rural communities, important
military and naval installations, townships in the States where such units nave
governmental powers, Indian Reservations, national and State parks, named places
that form parts of other places as defined, and named places with no permanent
residents but important for transportation, industrial, or commercial purposes, such
as unpopulated railroad points, airport:, and shopping centers. The common
characteristic of these varied types of entities that all of them are recognized
as named places by a significant segment or the public. In other words, for each
class of entity there is an important group of users who would expect to find it
included in a standard place code. The reverse is also true--there are users who
will not wish certain classes of entitites included for their special purposes.
Therefore the classification of entity by type is a very important adjunct to use of
the standard, since it permits users to select those types of entities which fit
their own particular conception of "populated places" (see 3.4 below).

3. SPECIFICATIONS

3.1 Format. Each named place withii. State is assigned a standard code consisting
of five digits. To permit unique identification of a place within the United States,
this five digit code 13 used in conjunction with the two-character State abbreviation
or code as provided in American National Standard for Identification of States of
the United States (including the District of Columbia) for Information Interchange,
X3.38, (This Standard is identical to Federal Information Processing Standard
5-1, States and Outlying Areas of the United States, June 15, 1970).

The standard representation of the code is in the form AANNNNN or NNNNNNN (A .
alphabetic character and N = numeric character) where the first two characters
represent the State abbreviation or code and the last five numeric characters represent
the place within a State. For example, the code for Jamestown, Virginia might be
represented as VA4440D or 5144400 where VA and 51 are the State abbreviation and code
and 44400 might be the place code for Jamestown.
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A separator between state and place representations is not required when interchanging
data among data processing systems in machine-sensitive form. However, if visual
separators are needed to racilitate human understanding and readability, a hyphen (-)
or a space may be displayed between the State representation and the place code (e.g.,
NN-NNNNN, NN NNNNN, AA-NNNNN or AA NNNNN),

The entities and specific codes provided for by this standard are not appended, but
will be published separately.

3.2 Characteristics of the Code.

3.2.1 Uniqueness. A unique, one-to-one correspondence exists between each assigned
code number and ale named place to which it is assigned. For each place name there is
only one code number and for each code number there is only one place name. Former
or alternative names for the same place may be assigned their own unique codes, which
are also cross referenced to the current standard name (see 3.3,1).

3.2.2 Conciseness. The code contains sufficient characters to achieve uniqueness and
to provide for future expansion to accommodate a substantial number of additional
entities without destroying the characteristic of alphabetic assignment.

3.3 Cross References,

3.3,1 Cross References to Former or Alternative Names. If a place is known by two
(or more) names, either through the concurrent official or unofficial use of more than
one name, or as a result of an official change of name, each of the names is assigned
a unique code. However, the standard determines for each such place a current preferred
name--the current name in case of a change of name, or one of the current official
names when there is mo.e than one, following specific rules (see 4. below). Codes for
all names other than the current preferred name are cross referenced to the current
preferred rare by means of the latter's code, in a special cross reference column or
field.

3.3.2 Cross References from "included" to "including." places. Many codes are assigned
to places that meet the criteria for coding but that can also be determined to be parts
of other places coded. Such places are assigned their own codes, but are also cross
referenced to the place within which they are included, by means of the latter's code
in a special "inclusion" column or field. This permits users either to recognize such
"inclusions" as separate places or to combine them with their parent place, as best
suits their particular requirements.

3.4 Class Designators. Not a formal part of this standard, but designed to be used in
close conjunction with the code is a single-letter designator which serves to categorize
the individual entities into one of a number of classes that collectively make up
"named populated places and related entities". By indicating under which class a
particular entity falls, the designator also indicates which of the class definitions
the entity has met to permit it to have a code assigned. Attached is a list of the
classes and their class designators (Appendix A), and definitions for each class
describing the kind of entities it includes (Appendix B). The list of classes is
annotated to indicate the extent to which each class is exhaustive of all entities
meeting the definition.

Some classes (such as Incorporated Places, or National and State Parks) are
determined by legal or official characteristics so that in principle all entities
meeting the definition can be readily included. The other classes are designed to
include all of the more important entities meeting the stated criteria. In practice,
an entity meeting the criteria, but not included would be subject to addition on the
basis of a demonstrated need for separate recognition by a significant portion of the
public. An additional class (designated X) is comprised of the codes assigned to
alternate and former names of entities (see 3.3.1).
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4. RULES FOR DETERMINING THE CURRENT NAME

4.1 If the place pr related entity contains a main post office, the post office name
is used as current preferred name. If the corporate name, railroad name, or other
names differ, they are treated as cross references to this name.

4,2 If the place does not contain a main post office, but is an incorporated municipality,
the official corporate name is the current preferred name.

4.3 If the place does not contain a post office and is not an incorporated municipality,
but does contain a named railroad point, the name used by tne railroad is the current
preferred name. Exceptions may be made in certain cases where it is clear that the
railroad name is not the name in customary local USP

4.4 If a place does not meet any of the above criteria, the current preferred name is
the name in most common current local use, as determined by th'..1 maintenance agent. In

making this determination the maintenance agent will utilize official maps, responses
to inquiries directed to postmasters and other local officials, and other names in
present or past official use, such as branch postal names, names of discontinued post
offices, and names of discontinued railroad points.

5. MAINTENANCE

5.1 Assignment. The assignment of code numbers will be administered by the
maintenance agent, Rand McNally and Company, who will obtain information necessary to
determine whether a given entity meets the criteria for one of the entity classes,
and will interpret the definitions as may be required. The maintenance agent will
also determine current preferred names and the status of former or alternative names.
Appendix C provides guidelines which will be used in assigning codes to the original
list of entities, maintaining an alphabetic sequence while allowing the maximum amount
of space possible for the addition of future names in the same sequence.

As further entities qualify for inclusion, the maintenance agent will assign
codes and class designators. The added codes will not necessarily be those exactly
half way between the existing codes for the two adjacent names in the list, but will be
positioned according to the best judgment of the maintenance agent as to where space
for further additions should be left available, based on the spellings of the names
involved and the known frequency of occurrence of specific letter combinations.

In the file as defined and described, saturation is unlikely to occur unles,,
through the addition of large quantity of entities not now within the United States,
or not now covered by any one of the defined classes of entities. Neither of these
eventualities seems at all probable. HoWever, in the unlikely event that saturation
should occur in some portion of the sequence, each code assigned in that portion
will be as close as possible to the one that would place the entity in its proper
alphabetic position.

5.2 Dissemination. The maintenance agent will maintain a record of .ode numbers
assigned. Specifically, it will either undertake or cooperate in an undertaking to
publish a directory containing all the entities and their codes, to be updated between
editions by frequent supplements. It will also either undertake or cooperate in an
undertaking to prepare and maintain a tape record of the entities and codes. Both
the published directory and the tape record will include complete cross reference codes
(see 3.3). Both will also, subject to economic feasibility, include where appropriate
other codes presently in use for named populated places and related entities, such as
the Standard Point Location Code, the GSA Ceographic Location Code, the 1970 Geographic
Identification Codo Scheme of the Bureau of the Census, and the ZIP Code. The
maintenance agent will promote the use of this ANSI standard by encouraging the publishers
of directories of named places to incorporate the code numbers in such directories.
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APPENDIX A

CLASSES OF ENTITIES

CLASS DESIGNATORS, Not a part, of the standard code, but designed to be used in close
conjunction with it is a single-letter designator which serves to categorize the
individual entities into one of a number of classes that collectively make up "named
populated places and related entities". By indicating under which class a particular
entity falls, the designator also indicates which of the class definitions the entity
has met to permit it to have a code assigned. The following pages contain a list of
the classes and their class designators. Definitions for each class describing the
kind of entities it includes are included in Appendix B. The list of classes is
annotated to indicate the extent to which each class is exhaustive of all entities
meeting the definition.

Some classes (such as Incorporated Places, or National and State Parks) are determined
by legal or official characteristics so that in principle all entities meeting the
definition can be readily included. The other classes are designed to include all of the
r.vre important entities meeting the stated criteria. In practice, an entity meeting the
criteria, but not included would be subject to addition on the basis of a demonstrated
need for separate recognition by a significant portion of the public. An additional
class (designated X) is comprised of the codes assigned to altcrnate and former names of
entities (see 3.3.1).

It is ,tressed that the class designator is presented simply as a convenient adjunct,
and is not a formal part of this standard nor an integral part of the code. Specifically,
a code assigned to a place is a unique identifier independent of the class designator,
and extensive applications of the code might be made without making any use of the class
designators.
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Class
Designator Class

APPENDIX A

CLASSES OF ENTITIES

C Incorporated places

U Unincorperated populated places

K Seasonally populated places

R Rural conmunities

L Military/Naval installations wholly or
largely within incorporated places

Military/Naval installations wholly or
largely outside incorporated places

S Unpopulated transport points

F Unpopulated industrial points

Shopping centers (not parts cf other places)

A Airports

D Indian Reservations

N National and State Parks

P Places which are parts of incorporated
places

Q Places which are parts of populated unin-
corporated places

V Townships associated with a locality of
identical name

W Townships not associated with A locality of
identical name

Townships wholly comprised within an
incorporated place

T Urban townships

X Alternate and former names
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Degree of exhaustiveness or completeness of classes

*Exhaustive: original file should include every entity meeting the definition,
and future maintenan:e should add any new or corrected entities that meet
the definition.

**Complete for major instances: the criteria for inclusion in the original
file are intended to includ, all the more important entities of the class;
additional entities should be added if (a) trey meet the criteria and (b)
there is a demonstrated need for users of the standard to recognize
them separately.

***Not complete: application of the criteria should result in including most
or all of the significant entities; additional entities can be added that
meet the criteria if there is a demonstrated need for users of the
standard to recognize them separately.
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APPENDIX B

DEFINITIONS OF ENTITY CLASSES

Listed below are the eighteen classes of entities mentioned in Paragraph 2 and Appendix A
above, together with their class designators and definitions:

Class
Designator

C

C

Definition

Incorporated place. A place incorporated as a municipality under the laws
of its-State, 'but excluding

a) the incorporated "towns" of eight States (Connecticut, Maine,
Massachusetts, New Hampshire, New York, Rhode Island, Vermont
and Wisconsin);

b) the townships of any State; and
c) any place that is part of another incorporated place under

this definition.

Note: This class specifically includes places incorporated as cities
and villages, places incorporated as boroughs (except in Alaska), and
places incorporated as towns except in the eight States listed above.
"Towns" in these eight States, though they possess some or all of the
corporate powers common to incorporated municipalities elsewhere, are
really extensive units which are geographically more comparable to
townships in other States. They frequently include separate population
concentrations that are well recognized locally. Accordingly they are
not regarded as "incorporated places" but as townships (classes T, V, W,
Y; see definitions below).

Inactive incorporated place. An incorporated place with no active
governmental organs. An inactive incorporated place is considered to
be an incorporated place as long as it has the legal power to reactivate
its government at any time. Otherwise it is considered to be an
unincorporated place (class U).

Incorporated subplace. A place that would otherwise qualify as
incorporated but which is part of another incorporated place. An
example is the city of Berry Hill within the metropolitan government of
Nasnville-Davidson, TN.

U Unincorporated populated.pldc, A co6ceotration of population which

a) has at least so.ne permanent residents;
b) has a name that is in tumor) use locally to refer to it; and
c) is not part of any incorporated place, or of another

unincorporated populated place.

Note: A place is not considered 'populated" if it has only daytime
Tworking) population but no permanent residents, or if it has only
seasonal population but no year-round residents. To qualify as a
populated place, a community must generally have a population
concentration of at least eight non-farm households or 25 permanent
non-farm residents. However, some communities with fewer residents
may qualify if they have a post office, a railroad station, or one or
more stores. An unincorporated populated place has boundaries and an
areal e: :ent. These boundaries are delimited by the maintenance agent,
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on the basis of the verifiable extent of a concentration of residences,
and local opinion as to the extent of the area known by the community
name.

K Seasonally populated glace. A place that would qualify as an
unincorporated populate place (see definition above) except that it
has no year-round residents.

R Rural community. A geographical community of scattered residences which

a) has a name that is in common use locally to refer to it;
b) does not qualify as an unincorporated populated place; and
c) is not part of any incorporated place as defined above.

Note: A rural community has an areal extent but frequently lacks any
precise boundaries. It either has no concentration of non-farm households,
or one of less than eight households or 25 residents.

Military/naval installation, A named base or similar facility of the
Department of Defense or one of its branches, that is included in a
current listing of major bases and installations issued for general
circulation by the Department of Defense or one of its branches,

L, ti

Note: There is apparently no official Department of Defense definition
for the class of entities commonly referred to as military installations,
but an ad hoc definition is provided by the existence of regularly
publishiiiIiitings of what are described as "major military installations'
or in similar terms.

L Military/naval installation wholly or largely within an incorporated place.
An installation as defined above most or all of whose headquarters
structures are within the limits of an incorporated municipality. An

Pi installation not meting this criterion is treated as wholly or largely
outside an incorporated place.

S Unpopulated transport point. A named point officially recognized by a
water, rail, motor, or pipeline carrier for purposes significant to
transportation, and not within the limits of any incorporated or
unincorporated place.

Note: Most such places are named railroad points listed in railroad
tariffs but located in open country away free any settlement.

F unpopulated industrial point. A named factory, quarry, industrial park,
or similar industrial facility recognized as a point of origin or
destination for transportation, but not qualifying as an unpopulated
transport point and not within the limits of any incorporated or
unincorporated place.

G Shopping center (not_part of another place). A "planned center" qualifying
for listing in a standard directory of shopping centers, and not within
the limits of any incorporated or unincorporated place.

Notes:

(1) Shopping centers are normally included in the list if they have a
named postal facility, or if they have at least one department store
or at least 100,000 square feet of area (sufficient to qualify them
for the "regional center" or "community center" categories of the
standard directory).

(2) Shopping centers that are within the limits of an incorporated or
unincorporated place may be included in the list, but are designated
as "parts of" entries (class P or class Q).
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4 Air ort, An area of land or water that is used for landing or takeoff
o a rcraft, and is so recognized by the Federal Aviation Administration,
provided that it is used by a scheduled commercial carrier or is
officially recognized by such a carrier for tariff purposes, and also
provided that it is not within the limits of any incorporated or
unincorporated place.

Note: An airport located within the limits of another place but
cifFerwise qualifying under the above definition is categorized as

part of another incorporated or unincorporated place (class P or class Q).

D Indian Reser,6)tion. An area officially so designated by the Bureau of
Indian Affairs,

N National Park, National Monuments etc. Areas officially so designated by
the National Park Service.

State Park (etc.). An area officially so designated by the relevant
agency in its ctate.

P Part of an incorporated place. A place within the legal limits of an
incorporated place (ciass17:

Q Part of an unincorporated place. A place within the delimited limits of
an unincorporated pace lclass U).

T, V, W, Y Township. A geographical - political entity recognized as a township,
plantation, or 'town" (in one of eight States), which

a) has a well-recognized name and boundaries;
b) qualifies as a local government under the laws of its State; or
c) formerly qualified as a township, plantation, or "town"

government at some date since 1900, and is not now part of an
incorporated place or another township or "town ".

Notes:

(1) This category is comprised chiefly of townships but also includes
"towns" in eight States (Connecticut, Maine, Massachusetts, New
Hampshire, New York, Rhode Island, Vermont, and Wisconsin) in which
the term "town" is used for areally extensive units similar to the
townships of other States.

(2) Townships and "towns" are never wholly or partly included in other
townships or "towns". However, they may overlap areally with one
or more incorporated and/or unincorporated places as defined above.

(3) Townships which may exist as administrative subdivisions of counties
in certain States, bur. which have never exercised local government
powers, are not included. Examples are the townships of North Carolina
and California.

V (4) Townships are subdivided into four classes: class (V), containing
a locality (or part of a locality) which has the same name as the
township and qualifies for some other category of entity, but not
wholly comprised in the locality; these townships have the same names
as localities also listed, but have different extents, so that the two

W entries must be carefully distinguished; class (W) containing no
locality with the same name as the township; class (Y) wholly comprised
within an incorporated place; and class T, urban townships (see below).

T Urban township. A township or "town" such that, in the judgment of the
maintenance agent the customary criteria for delimiting the boundaries of a
populated unincorporated place define a community that conforms substantially
to the boundaries of the township or "town". Criteria for recognizing a
township or "town" as an urban unit include
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a) it must not contain any part of an incorporated city,
borough, or village;

b) its area must be served or substantially served by a
single post office; and

c) it must not have more than 10% of its population living
on farms or in other scattered residences, outside a
population concentration or concentrations.

Note: Usually the generally recognized name of the populated place is
YRTsame as that of the township or "town", but this not a requirement.

Urban count. A county which would qualify as an urban unit under the
above definition of urban township, if the word "county" were substituted
in the definition for "township".

Note: The only examples are Arlington, VA, and Los Alamos, NM,
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APPENDIX C

GUIDELINES FOR THE ASSIGNMENT OF CODES

In the original assignment, codes will be spaced and assigned according to the following
rules:

1. The first code used in each State will be 00100.

2. Codes from 90000.99999 will be left unassigned and therefore available for
special applications by individual users of the code.

3. Except for one State which has too many entities to make it possible, codes
will be spaced in terms of quantities divisible by 5.

4. In twelve States that currently contain many townships bearing identical names
(such as Union, Madison, Washington), codes for such townships will be assigned with a
spacing of 5 or 10, in recognition of the relative unlikelihood of any need to add
further names in the unassigned spaces between them. These twelve States are asterisked
(*) in the list below. Consecutive townships with identical names will be spaced 10
apart except in Ohio, where the spacing will be 5. The same treatment will be used when
a locality and a township of the same name occur in the same county.

5. With these limitations, the codes will be spaced as far apart as possible while
still providing for coding of all entities (approximately 130,000) in the initial entity
list.

Spacing every 8: Pennsylvania

Spacing every 15: California, New York, *Ohio, Texas, Virginia

Spacing every 20: *Illinois, Kentucky, *Minnesota, *Missouri

Spacing every 25: Alabama, *Indiana, *Iowa, *Michigan, North Carolina,
Tennessee, West Virginia

Spacing every 30: Arkansas, Florida, Georgia, *Kansas, Maryland, New Jersey,
*Wisconsin

Spacing every 40: Louisiana, *North Dakota, Washington

Spacing every 50: *Maine, Massachusetts, Mississippi, Oklahoma, South
Carolina, *South Dakota

Spacing every 60: Colorado, *Nebraska, Oregon

Spacing every 80: Arizona, Idaho, Montana

Spacing every 100: Alaska, Connecticut, New Hampshire, New Mexico, Utah,
Vermont, Wyoming

Spacing every 200: Del:ware, Hawaii, Nevada, Rhode Island

Spacing every 500: District of Columbia
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6. If at a future date American Samoa, Canal Zone, Guy., Puerto Rico, or the
Virgin Islands should become part of the United States and therefore subject to
inclusion in the code, this plan for assignment could be applied without difficulty to
their named populated places and related entities. For Puerto Rico, the spacing
between entity names would be about 50; for each of the other four territories it
would be at least 100. (These are the five territories for which appropriate codes
have been left unassigned in the ANSI Standard for States of the United States
(Including the District of Columbia), X3.38.)
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Washington, D.C. 20250
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Emory University, Computing Center, Atlanta, Georgia 30329

Centralina Council of Government, 1229 Greenwood Cliff,
Charlotte, North Carolina 28204

Institute for Law and Social Research, 1125 15th Street, NW
- Suite 625, Washington, D.C. 20005

Allendale Insurance Co., Allendale Park, P.O. Box 7500,
Johnston, Rhode Island 02919

Procter & Gamble, 7162 Reading Road, Cincinnati, Ohio 45237
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FUTURE DATA ELEMENT MANAGEMENT CONFERENCES

TO: Harry S. White, Jr.
Associate Director for ADP Standards
Institute for Computer Sciences and

Technology
National Bureau of Standards
Washington, D.C. 20234

FROM: (name, address, and telephone number)

_ Please add my name to your mailing list for announcements and information
relating to future data element management conferences.

I wish to present a paper on the following subject:

I would like to participate on a panel or in an open forum on the following
subject(s):

I sumjgest the following subjects or subject areas for consideration at the
future conferences:

Other recommendations:
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